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ABSTRACTOF THETHESIS

The State and Revolution in Iran:

Social Classes and Political COnflict

by' Hossein Bashiri;yeh

The aim ot this study is to explain the causes and the course of

the revolution in Iran which began in 1978 and led to the overthrow

of the monarchJ and the establishment of a republic. In explaining the

causes of the revolution, the follOwing aspects have been analysed:

the nature of the regime prior to the revolution and its internal con-

tradictions and crisis; the emergence of the revolutionary ideology ot

political Islam and its spread amongthe modernintelligentSia before

the revolution; the emergence of some ttmdamental conflicts of interest

between the upper class and the state; and the economic crisis of

1975-8 leading to the political mobilization and involvement ot the

masses.

These aspects however, constitute the short-term causes ot the

revolution. The long-term and underlying cause of the conflict has been

sought :in the nature of the state and its evolution since the Consti-

tutional Revolution of 1905-11. Here the evolution of the modern state

in Iran has been explained in terms of class struggles. After the break-

up of the traditional polity, a plurality of social classes and poli-

tical forces began to emerge and occupy the power bloc, leading to the

establishment ot several political regimes on the basis of shifting

alliances amongpolitical forces. Fromthis perspective, the various

episodes of political con:tlict in Iran have been parts of a single

process constituting the aftermath of the Constitutional Revolution.

The major characteristic of this process has been the fundamental crisis



of the power bloc which has remained nuid, giving rise to various

configurations of political forces. The changes of regimes have been

due to confiicts within the power bloc, the breaking of one segment

from other segments and the formation of newalliances. As a conse-

quence, the politics of Iran has witnessed major mobilization efforts,

leading to the emergence of corporatist and populist regimes. Amajor

factor which has led to the transformation of regimes and has prompted

the emergence of authoritarianism has been economic crisis. It is one

of the underl1ing notions of this studY' that liberalism cannot succeed

in times of economic crisis.

Of the regimes which have emerged since the Constitutional Revolu-

tion,the one which has been studied in detail is the authoritarian

regime of the roY'al court between 1963 and 1979. The stability of the

regime was based on four foundations: its fiscal capacitY', economic

stabilization, clientelism and repression. In the 1975-9 period, these

foundations crumbled one after another. The economic crisis affected

fiscal capacitY' and economic stability; populist attempts by the regime

undermined its clientelist relations with business; and political

liberalization affected the coercive basis of the regime. At the same

time, the economic crisis created public grievances on a massive scale.

The Davies theory is used to help explain howa long period of economic

improvement followed by a short and sharp reversal caused widespread

public discontent.

The period foliowing the fall of the monarchyhas been studied in

terms of the classic model of revolution derived from the case of the

French Revolution i.e., the rule of the moderates and the rise of the ex-

tremists. The major conclusion of this study is that since the Constitu-

tional Revolution, several regimes have emerged but no 'state' has deve-

loped to replace traditionally constituted authority, due to the ab-

sence of collaborative class relations in the power bloc.
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Introduction

The revolution which broke out in Iran in 1978 and led to the
fall of the monarchy and the establishment of a republic forms one
of the major episodes of conflict in the political history of twen-
tieth-cetury Iran. The main aim of the present study is to explain
the causes of that revolution and the phases which it has gone through
by putting emphasis on the socio-economic aspects of the conflict. In
this endeavour the elements which will be studied include the nature
of the political regime obtaining before the revolution and its inter-
nal contradictions and fundamental crisis; the development of a revo-
lutionary ideology portraying a better possible society or a utopia
before the revolution; the economio crisis leading to the disinteg-
ration of the regime and making possible the political mobilization
of the masses as the 'energy' of the revolution; and the class struggles
especially those follOwing the revolution. These elements, however,
constitute the short-term causes and precipitants of the revolution.
The major, long-term and underlying cause of the conflict will be
sought in the nature of the state and its evolution since the beginning
of the century, by putting the revolution in a longer historical context
ot political conflict. The political regime which was overthrown in the
revolution was one of several regimes which had emerged in a process
of permanent and intense conflicts arising from the Constitutional
Revolution of 1905-11. The underlying thesis of this study is that since
the latter revolution the evolving political history of Iran has wit-
nessed the emergence of a number of regimes which secured political
pO''Ierbut as yet there has developed no 'state' to replaoe the tradi-
tional constituted authority due to continuous political conflict and
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disagreement on the nature of politicaJ. authority. The short-term
causes of the revolution will thus be considered as factors helping
to bring to the surface the more fundamental political crisis of the
state.

The traditional Iranian absolutism had been based on a dominant
and cohesive legitimacy in that the kings wielded supreme political
authority despite their fluctuating political powers. In principle
there was little distinction between the public and the private, the
political state and the civil society, as all spheres of the society
were subordinated to the supreme authority of the kings. However, the
incorporation of Iran in the World economy brought about changes in
the internal social and political structures which led to the emergence
of various social classes challenging the political system. Once the
traditional polity and structures of power began to crumble in the
Constitutional Revolution a plurality of political forces began to
emerge and occupy the power arena. From then on several political re-
gimes were established on the basis of shifting alliances of the poli-
tical forces. Among these political forces the royal court, which was

revived after the revolution under a new dynasty, constituted one
political force among others, similarly seeking to establish their
hegemony given the proliferation of the power centres resulting from
the revolution. Thus the break-up of the traditional polity into con-
flicting interests, the erosion of the absolutist authority of the royal
court and the emergence of several political forces marked the beginning
of a long process of conflict for political power which has since formed
the political history of Iran. Thus if we can speak of a 'generality'
in the pre-Constitutional history of Iran, formulated here in terms of
'Oriental.Despotism' (which recurs throughout that history),after the
revolution, when a new social formation begins to emerge,no such poli-
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tical generalization is legitimate. Instead one has to try to capture
the specificity of the moments which together constitute the post-
Constitutional history.

From this perspective then, the subsequent episodes of political
conflict in Iran since the beginning of the century are parts of a
single process which constitutes the aftermath of the Constitutional
Revolution. Thus since the salient characteristic of the evolving
Iranian political history is continuous t if intermittent, political
conflict and change then the essence of its politics can be grasped
only by lOOking at the changes rather than short periods of relative
stability. Yet the 'constant' which recurs through all these changes of
regimes is the fundamental problem of the power bloc which in the main
has remained fluid giving rise to various configurations of poll tical

1forces. The power bloc or the power vacuum left atter the collapse of
the absolutist state was the politioal scene of conf1iot among the
plurality of the political actors whioh had thus emerged on the poli-
tical arena. Each of the regimes 'ofhichwere later formed was a consti-
tuted power b100 formed of a number of political forces on the basis of
alliances, support or acquiescense. In turn, shifting alliances within
and outside the power arena led to subsequent changes of regimes.2 This

was due to internal conflicts, the breaking of one segment in the power
bloc with other segments and the formation of a new alliance, a broaden-
ing' of support base, and economic crisis affect~ng the existing pattern
of support or acquiescense.3 Thus at any time there were a number of

1- The oonoept of power bloo, formulated by A. Gramsci and developed
by N. Poulantzas, refers to the situation in which power is held by an
alliance of dominant classes: N. Poulantzas, Political Power and Social
Classes, London, 1973; and Classes in Contemporary Capitalism, London, 1975.

2- This concept of shifting coalitions, especially in revolutionary
situations has been developed and applied in: G. Almond, et a1 (eds.)
Crisis, Choice and Change: Historical Studies of Political Develo~ment
Boston, 1973.
3- E. Laclau in Politics and Ideolog,y in Marxist Theory: Capitalism,

Fascism, Populism, London, NLB, 1979, has elaborated this concept in
particular in connection with the question of populism.
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political forces within the power bloc but the formation of each regime
was the outcome of the monopoly and hegemony of one segment within the
power arena.4 In the main,the change in the dominant political force
led to the change of regime. Thus the various regimes which emerged
were more or less segmentary and fragmentary in that due to the funda-
mental crisis of the power bloc,every regime was the expression of a
segmentary domination. The main political forces included the royal
court, the army and the representatives of various social classes,but
some of these regimes were so fragmentary that they had to rely on
foreign support in order to buttress either their political domination
or their economic plans devised to uphold that domination. (This study
is not, however, concerned with the aspect of foreign support or the
wider question of imperialism.)S

In these terms, since the Constitutional Revolution eight distinct
regimes have emerged, each ot which was based on a distinct alliance of
social classes and a pattern of support, lasting for a while on a
tenuous basis and then fragmenting and giving rise to the subsequent
regime. The social classes involed in the power alliances, through their
representatives or in the support pattern of distinct regL~es,included
the landed aristocracy, the middle classes, the grand bourgeoisie, the
peasantry and the worldng class. \-lithin the period in which the subse-
quent regimes emerged,the structure of the society underwent important
changes,from a mainly agrarian-based economy to.a semi-industrial
society,so that the landed aristocracy and the peasantry became the
4: The concept of hegemony was first formulated by A. Gramsci in con-

nection with the political and ideological practices ..of the ruling class
through which consent to the state is organized. See G. Williams, 'The
Concept of 'Egemonia' in the Thought of Antonio Gramsci·. Journal of
Historical Ideas, vol.21, no.4, 1960.
5- N. PoulantzaB in The Crisis of the Dictatorships: Portugal. Greece

and Spain demonstrates the primacy of 'internal factors' over the 'exter-
nal factors' in the changes of regimes and shows that apart from the
contextual effects of imperialism, internal factors played the principal
and direct role in the overthrow of the regimes he studies. Similarly,
we will show that in the evolution of regimes in Iran,internal factors
play the principal role. (London NLB, 1976)
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recruitment pool for the bourgeoisie and the working class. Yet the
whole period following the Constitutional Revolution constitutes a
single social formation -in terms of the concept of property and
ownership.. and technological changes do not make any difference in
that regard.6 However, the conception of social class used in this
study should be clarified here. It is based on Karl Marx's notion of
class as it appears in his political works.7 Yet Marx's conception
o~ class has itself been subject to dispute and diverse interpreta-
tions, among which two schools of thought in particular stand out:
th~economist conception and the politicist conception. According to
the economist interpretation social classes are economic categories
defined by their relations to the means of production. In other words
they emerge at the level of the relations of production and are ex-
clusively determined by economic considerations. In turn, through
their economic organizations they appear as the agents of conflict
over economic interests, and the class conflicts at the political level
are the direct reflections of these conflicts in the economic process.
In short, classes exist before their conflicts are reflected at the
political and the ideological level. In contrast to this conception
of the economic determination of social classes, the politicist inter-
pretation maintains that classes acquire effective existence only at
the political level. Accordingly, economic conflict between agents of
production or economic organizations of classes.are not class conflicts
for at the economic level classes are absent. Instead social classes

6- Thus, here the landed class has been considered as a class belon-
ging to the capitalist social formation. In fact Marx described the
class of big landowners as a class of the capitalist mode of production.
~ contrast, Lenin believed that private landed property does not belong
to,the capitalist mode of production (see 'The Agrarian Question' , Collec-
ted Works. vol.5, Moscow, 1951,JlP.120ff.) For Poulantzas the class func-
tions as a separate class in the transition from feudalism to capitalism.
(Political Power and Social Classes, pp.231-2.)
7- Karl Marx, 'The Class Struggles in France, 1848-1850' and ' The

Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte' in K. Marx and F. Engels,
Selected. Works, Moscow,
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emerge at the political level only by constituting for themselves
a political ideology and a political party and engaging in political
conflict. 8

The conception of class used in this study is neither of these
two extremes. Rather it is based on a third interpretation, that of
NicOB PoulantzaB' reading of Marx, according to which classes are
"the result of an ensemble of structures and of their relations,
firstly at the economic level, secondly at the political level and
thirdly at the ideological level. A social class can be identified
either at the economio level, at the political level, or at the ideo-
logicaJ. level ••• ,,9 This means that sociaJ. class is not an 'empiricaJ.
thing' or a 'regional catego~' emerging effectively solely at the
economic or the political level but it is a •concept' which shows the
effects of the ensemble of structures at different levels. The sig-
nificance of this definition for the present study is that social
class does not effectively emerge only when it represents its interests
through an explicit political ideology and political organization at
the political level. Social classes, at the economic level, engaged
in economic conflicts are also politically effective even if they lack
explicit political ideology and organization. These classes and their
economic conflicts are not absent from the political class struggle
so far as they are represented and articulated at the political level.
Thus social classes include both classes with political organization
and ideology engaged in conflict for the type of socio-political order
and classes without explicit organization and ideology engaged in

8- The politicist interpretation is best presented by G. Lukacs,
History and Class Consciousness, London, 1911. The opposite
economist interpretation is the orthodox Marxist interpretation
associated especially with the Second and Third Internationals.

9- Poulantzas, Political Power and Social Classes, po63.
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economic conflict whose economic existence is represented and arti-
culated in the social coalition of a power bloc constituting a poli-
tical regime. The difference howeve~ is that while social classes
with explioit politioal organization enter into patterns of alliance
in the power bloc resulting in different regime~ such as the middle
class or the upper class regime, social classes without organization
of their own usual.ly enter into support patterns resulting in diffe-
rent models of mobilization such as state corporatism, populism,
olientelism and fascism.10

On the basis of these central concepts social classes in Iran
can be located economically, ideologically and political.ly. The diffe-
rent regimes which evolved were the expression of various social
classes in their economic, political and ideological senses: different
regimes represented different class interests and stood for different
socio-political orders. Also in those cases in which the hegemonic
segment was not class as such but bureaucratic-military or the royal
court, the nature of the re8ime will still have to be understood in
terms of the articulation and accommodation of certain class interests
or ideologies, and the model of mobilization. A basic distinction
should be made here: in periods of conflict classes emerge as political
classes whereas in periods of bureaucratization they appear as economic
classes. The conception of class adopted in this study makes possible
a class analysis of both periods. In terms of this conception, his-
torically within the Iranian social formation it is the upper class
including the landed aristocracy, the tribal nobility, the high-ranldng

10- The concepts of populism and fascism are specified by N. Poulant-
zas, Fascism and Dictatorship, London, 1970 and, E. Laclau, OPe cit. i
and those of corporatism and clientelism have been recently discussed and
applied in: J. Halloy, Authoritarianism and Corporatism in Latin America,
Pittsbur~~, 1977; P.Schmitte~ Cornoratism and Public Policy in Authorita-

,rian Portugal, Sage Papers, Political SOCiology, vol.I, 1975; Idem,
'Sti11 the Century of Corporatism?' Review of Politics, volo30,1974:85-
131; L. Panitch, 'Recent Theorizations of Corporatism' British Journal of
Sociology, volo 31, 1980:159-187.
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cl.ergy and the middle classes including the traditional petty bour-

geoisie and the new middle class which have developed political
ideologies and organizations of their own and along with the royal
court and the army have occupied the power bloc. On the other hand
th~ lower classes -the working class and the peasantry- appear as eco-
nomic classes in periods of bureaucratization and as the masses in

periods of political conflict. The use of the term 'masses' in this
study is thus justified on the grounds that its components are
economic classes who at the political level do not act as classes
but together as the masses. Thua-despite the emergence of working class
ideology among the new middle class there has been no worldng class
movement. Within the social formation emerging after the Constitutional
Revolution,the upper classes advocated a liberal-constitutional order
based on a parliamentary system with a weak executive. Hence in periods
when the court and the army were non-existent or weak and the aris-

tocracy was the hegemonic segment in the power bloc.the parliamen~
itself dominated by the aristocracy, became the central political
institution and political administration was decentralized. The
electoral law adopted atter the Revolution gave the vote to the
propertied classes and although the electoral system was modified
late~the local influence of the aristocracy ensured its dominance
in the Majles. The hieh-ranldng clergy as a traction of the upper
class which was given special constitutional prerogatives atter the
Revolution also advocated liberal-constitutionalism,was opposed to
anti-liberal hegemony in the power bloc and disliked the reformism
and modernism of 'the new middle class. The new middle class advocated
a ~emocratic order, administrative reform, electoral reform (the vote to
be confined to educated people) , economic development and industria-
lization. \'lhenthey participated in power- through their political
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parties the middJ.e classes fought with the court, the a:rrrry and the
aristocracy for politicaJ. hegemony in the po,.,erbloc. The democratism
of the? middJ.e classes and the liberalism of the aristocracy were in

turn opposed ~ the parties seeking to represent the masses. However,
when the middl.e classes were banned from power by the court,an alliance
between the middle class parties and the parties representing the masses
was more possible. Against this background of ideological crystalli-
zation the ideological position of the royaJ. court is important,
because the court until the Bahman Revolution o'E1979 was a constant
segment of the power bloc, at times fighing for hegemo~ and at times
being hegemonic. This position of the court gave it the b:1ghest ideo-
logicaJ.-articulating capacity among the plurality of the fragments
in the power bloc. At times of wealmess, the court went along with the
liberalism of the aristocracy while seeld.ng to reorganize the modern
army,created after the Constitutional Revolution by the court itself,
as a patrimonial rather than an aristocratic ~. From th~ beginning
it articulated segments of the ideology of the middle class in its own
political discourse as a legitimation for hegemony. Finally. the court
broke the prevailing ideological crystallization and put fol"t'larda
corporatist ideology' of its own by assembling elements from the ens-
ting ideologies: 'reform', 'real economic democracy', 'nationalism'
and 'development'. It sought to legitimize its hegemony by diverse
legitimizing devices such as constitutionalism, popular sovereignty,
developmentalism and traditional monarchical absolutism. In terms of
the models of mobilizatio~ the royal court oscillated between clien-
telism, corporatism and populist-fascism depending on the stability
or~instability of the political conditions and the changing strength
of the social classes under the bureaucratized state. The ideological
manoeuvres of the court invited the opposition of the liberal-constitu-
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tionalism of the aristocracy and the high clergy, the democratism of
the middle classes and the popular socialism of the radical intelli-
gentsia. The court sought to articulate some of the interests and
representatives of the aristocracy; some of the interests of the
middle classes but not their ideologies and parties; and some of the
interests of the lower classes in terms of its own political discoure.
The ideology which emerged among some of the clergy and later became
the ideology of the Islamic Revolutio~originally derived from the
suppressed liberal-constitutionalism of the upper class, it articulated
the democratism of the middle classes into its own discourse before
the> 1979 Revolution and after that articulated the popular ideology
into a popal1st-Jacobinist ideology.

ThU6 changes of regimes and the dominant social or political
interests therein have been accompanied b.1 changes in the political
ideology and legitimacy. The :fUndamental.crisis of the power bloc
resulting in segmentary domination in th&poat-Constitutional history
has also meant an ideological crisis of legitimacy. The fragmentary
regimes which emerged, despite their political hegemony, failed to
establish an ideological hegemony. Instead of a dominant ideology
several types of legitimacy -old and new- coexisted,an~ this ideo-
logical fragmentation continued to keep the polity on the verge of
rupture. Thus while th~regimes monopolized power,no political
authority and therefore no state came to devel~p within the new
social formation. That war or a mere economic crisis should lead
to change of regimes or even to a revolution should be considered
in the light of this fundamental crisis of the state. The basis of
t~ instability is of course the concrete conflicts of social
classes and political forces which rushed to the political arena
when the high velocity of the expansion of \vorld economy shook the
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Iranian polity out of its traditional orbito

In the post-Constitutional period the following distinct
political regimes can be identified:
1911-21 : a period of general aristocratic rule, without any hege-

monic po\ier, and of intense foreign influence.
1921-41 :the authoritarian military rul.e of Reza Shah; the hegemo~

ot the new royal court and the modern army.

1941-51 ••

1951-53 ··
1953-62 •·
1962-75 ·•
1975-78 ••

1978-79 •·

a liberal period of aristocratic rule and attempts b.Y the
new court, under a new Shah, at political hegemony.
a democratic period of the rise of the middle class parties
to power and conflict with the court and the army.
the presence of the court, the army and the aristocracy in
the power bloc; the hegemony of the army and then the court.
the hegemony of the court, breaking with the aristo-
cracy and the establishment of state corporatism.
populist attempts by the court to broaden its base of'
support by mobilizing the lower classes.
the- revolution, the break-down of'tacit alliances which held
the regime together and the failure of the court to change
the political regime; the alliance of diverse forces against
the court.

1979-80 : a liberal period. of rule by bourgeois parties seeking to
establish hegemony in the power bloc.

1980- : the hegemony of the revolutionary clergy in the pO'Ner bloc
and attempts to make their own alliances.

The main purpose of this study is to explain the internal. meeha-
nism of changes of regimes, especially those which led to the ascen-
dancy of the royal court (in 1962) and subsequently to the disinteg-
ration ot its regime in the revolution of 1979. The period in between
~rl2l be described in detail in terms of the social alliance of the
regime, the manoeuvres of the court to ensure the continuity of the
regime and finally the factors which precipitated its disintegration.
The revolution itself will be explained by its ideological, socio-
economic and political causes. FinallY,the direction which the revolu-
tion has taken after the fall of the old regtme ,dll be explained in terms
of the concepts already specified.
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I- The Break-Upof A.bsolutism

During the nineteenth century Iranian society and polity passed

through. a process of fundamental change which amounted to a signifi-

cant break with its past social. and politicaJ. historyo The reverbe-

rations of those fundamental changes have since formed the political

history of twentieth-century Iran.

The traditional Iranian political system had been based on an

absolutist power structure in which the absolute monarchs (~ or

Shahanshahs) wielded supreme political authority in the realm. As

the Shadowof God, the Lord of th~ Realm, the King of Kings, the

Manifestation o~ Sovereignty and the Conqueror of Territories, the

Shahs were the sole holder and source of rightful authority. In times

of strength,the Royal Court (darbar) subdued all society to its per-

vasive hold an~in times of relative weakness,whenthe Shahs di~ not

have sufficient power to uphold their all-embracing authority, they

sldllfully manipulated and neutralized all contending sources of

power. In principle, however, the Shahs' rule was not restricted by

any other source of authority. Through their centralized bureaucracies,

at times extending into the four corners of the empire, they carried

out public works, distributed rewards, appointed local of'f'icial.s and

recruited their standing- armies. The structure. of authOrity was arbit-

rary and patrimonial. The Kings commissionedtheir officials· to

perf'orm certain tasks thereby delegating power but the rulers were

not bound by any consideration in the grants and commissions they made

as/ acts of grace. Thus all lesser authorities below the King \·reremere

benefioieries of the- ruler's grants. In sum,the Kings, as the rulers

of all territories under their jurisdiction, possessed supreme and
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absolute authorityo

This absolutism of the monarchs on the political level was
founded on the absence o~legal private property and the existence
of state-communal property on the socio-economic level. Traditional
Iranian absolutism was ald.n to the type of 'Oriental Despotism'
based on the 'Asiatic mode of production t whereby private ownership
of the means of production was absent.

Writing in the nineteenth century on contemporary oriental soci-
eties ,Karl Marx and Frederick Engels raised thE!'problem of how to
explain the oriental despotic regimes which sharply differed from
Western feudal regimes. Delving into th« functions of governments in

the Orient and the structure and organization of eastern societies,
they emerged with the finding that oriental despotisms displ~ed a
different mode of ownership and propertyo

'The absence of (private) property in land is in fact the
key to the whole Orient 0 , '00. the person of the sovereign
o~despot ••• stands above all the small communities and
figures as the ownez- of all the land, while the communi ties
under it figure only as the possessors of the land by tra-
ditiona No individual holds property in land. The property
relation is understood as a grant from above, made to the
individual landtillers via the local communi ties k! thEt
entity that represents the Overall Unity ••oof the society
in their eyes. Thi.a overall unity "is embodied in the
despot as the father of many (local) communities ••• the
surplus product •••therefore belongs to the supreme Unity.
Therefore, at the core of the Oriental despotism and of
propertylessness which it juridically seems to entail,
there exists this tribal or communal property which is in
fact its foundation". t 1

Likewise Iranian absolutism had its basis in the legal absence
of property. The absolute monarch was in possession of the land and
the people. As a consequence,in Persian absolutism, in contrast to
Western feudalism, there was no independent hereditary landed aris-
tocracy. Land hoIdine was bureaucratic ItTherebyall land belonged to
the absolute ruler ,.,hogranted land asSignments (TuytU, ~, ~_

1- H. Draper, Karl Harx's Theor:'lof'Revolution, vOlo!, State and
Bureaucracy, New York, 1977, pp.523-532.
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pro-aId as he wished, in return for some, usually military, serviceo
As an avenue to finance the administration of the state, land
assignment was temporary in nature: there was no contract between
the ruler and the assignee (Tu:yiUdar) and in the absence of contrac-
tual relationships the ruler had the authority to withdraw the bene-
fice at any timeo This was in sharp contrast to Western feudalism
in which

"•••some degree of stability is achieved by means of the
reciprocal ties between a ruler and his vassals...The vassal
swears an oath of fealty to his ruler and thus aclmowledges
his obligation to serve him. In return the ruler grants his
vassal a fief, or confirms him in his existing possessions
as a fief. Where the feudal element predominates, these
grants include a guaranteed "imrnuni ty" such that within the
terri tory held in "fief" the vassal is entitled to exercise
certain juridical and admi nistrative powers."

By contrast,in absolutist-patrimonial regimes "such powers remain
either part of the royal jurisdiction or separate grants are made of
them so that the king divides the powers he finds it necessary or
expedient to delegate.,,2

Lacking in immunities and corporate rights, the. landowners thus
did not develop into an established, hereditary aristocracy. While
the institution of state landlordism persisted in principle, land-
holders came and went with the rise and fall of the dynasties. In
times of the weakness of the central authority, local notables would
grow in power and would create local power centres. Their power, how-
ever, would g.lve them no authority and emerging powerful kings \-10uld
remould their realm on the same absolutist imageo3

Besides bureaucratic landlordism, absolutism also meant the inter-
ference of the despotic state L~ trade, commerce and industry. The
st~te laid the infrastructure of the economy: the roads, the ports
2- R. Bendix, nation-Building and Citizenshi'P, New York, 1969, po37.
3- A detailed account of the system of landholding is given in:

A. Lambton, Landlord and Peasant in PerSia, London,1953; and Idem,
'The Evolution of the Iqta. in Hedieval Iran', Journal of the
British Institute of Persian Studies, 1967, PPo41-50.
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and the public works. The absolutist ruler himself en~ged in trade

and commerce, encouraged manufacture and industry andJ in particular

promoted those economic activities which provd.ded the state with its

needed supplies. Whenthere' was a strong centralized bureaucracy in

power, trade and commercewere protected and promoted but economic

poli(l1 rested in the handa of the ruler who geared the whole economy

to the needs of the bureaucracy. As far as th~ merchants, and manu-

facturers were concerned, state intervention in the economymeant

th~ extension of arbitrary- power in financial and commercial. act! n-
ties. The bazaar guild&, originally imposed from above, were channels

f"bl!'tax collection and the adrrrfn1stration of the bazaar. A1though the

manufacturer and merchant classes prospered under pewerf'ul bureaucratic

regimes they remained subordinated to the absolutist rulers.4
This pieture of absolutism is only the ideal type of" thE!'socio-

pelt tical history of Iran. For most part Iranian history is the history

o~ suocessive: despot1sma. At times, however, Iranian society flua-

tuated between despotism and feudalism.5 Semi-feudal landholdings were

established during the' rule of foreign invaders such as under the

Mongol and Tamerlane dynasties. Atter a long period o~ weakness anffi

invasions following the collapse of the pre-Isiamic empire of the

Sassanids, a strong despotic state was fully ren ved under the Safavida

4- An account of the economic functions of the' absolutist state is
given in: V.Minorsq, Tadhldrat a1":'luluk: a Manual of Safavid Ad.minis-
tration, London, 1943. .

5- N. Pigulovskay'a, et a1 Tarikh-e Iran az Dowreh-:yeBastan ta
Payan-e Sedeh:ye HeZhdahom, ~AHistory of Iran from the Ancient Times
to the Eighteenth Century) translated from Russian by K.Keshavarz,
Tehran,1346. These Russian scholars have studied Iranian history in
terms of the four stages of the early communal.society, slavery,
feudalism and capitalism. The bulk of the history of Islarr.io Iran, in
their- view, consists of the emergence and demise of feudalism. By
oontrast, A.Ashraf , Nezam-e Feodali :va Nezam-e Asiai, (Feudal System
or Asiatio System) Tehran, 1347, puts emphasis: on the despotio-
bureaucratio structure ot author:L-t"J. See aJ.so, R•. Sheilmoleslami,
'SaJ.& o~' Offices in Qajar Iran', Iranian Studies, Sprin~ 1972.
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who ruled in the seventeenth century. The system of bureaucratic
landownership was reestablished and expanded at the expense of feudal
holdings. Tuy!lldaran and tribal chiefs were subdued to the authoritY'
of Safavid Kings. A vast bureaucracY' was established, the state under- _
took huge public works and a standing army was recruited. Trade and
manufacture were encouraged by the state and bazaar guilds developed
as the instrument of state supervision over trade and commerce. The
state itself established and financed trading houses and became the

6main entrepreneur in the economY'.
On the whole,under absolutism the despotic state with its centra-

lized bureaucracY' dominated the whole society. The 'civil society'
was not separate from the political state. No hereditary aristocracy
or independent bourgeoisie were allowed to develop. Under Persian
absolutism, as in all other absolutist states, propertY' originated in

power rather than power in propertY'. As Karl Marx said of all absolu-
tist regimes in the Middle Ages: 7

"••• PropertY', trade, society, men were political ••• every
private sphere had a political character or was a political
sphere, or politics was also the character of the private
spheres ••• In the Middle Ages the life of the people and the
life of the state were identical."

The absolute structure of authoritY' persisted despite the politi-
cal upheavals which constituted much of Iranian history. Since propertY'
was subordinated to power and since the state was subject to instabi-
litY,consequentlY' the ownership of land and property was prone to vola-
tilitY'. Yet the political upheavals characteristic of Persian history
i.e., internal tribal fightings and foreign invasions and conquests,
only revived and reinforced the structure of absolutism. ''The struc-
ture of the basic economic elements of the society remained untouched

6- An accout of the Safavid state in given in: A. Ashraf, 'Histo-
rical Obstacles to the Development of a Bourgeoisie in Iran', in
Studies in the Economic History of the Middle East, edited by M.A.
Cook, London,1970, pp.308-332.

7- Quoted by Draper, op.cit. p.470.
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by the storms in the political skies. ,,8
Under the Qajar dynasty which ruled in the nineteenth century

(1796-1925), significant changes began to occrur. The absolutism of
the Qajars began to disintegrate due to compounded internal and
external causes. Although the institution of state land-lordism was
still intact, the growing influence of the landholders and office-
holders who received benefices from the Qajars gradually led to the
decentralization of the administration. Officials and tUy9ldaran
appropriated their benefices and developed local centres of power.
In effect,the Qajars had to balance the influence of contending
local powers in order to preserve their absolutist pretensions.
The Qajars increasingly came to rely on emerging local powers for
their obedience. Of the oVewhelming power of the absolutist court,
all that was left was the image of despotism reinforced by the rule
of kingly caprice. Towards the end of the century groups with inde-
pendent sources of wealth and power began to emerge. "Already in the
second half of the nineteenth century a reinforcement of landlord
power may be noted ••• In this period the central government was in
constant and acute need of money, partly in order to buy Western
goods, including arms to defend itself. This need led to the sys-
tematization of the sale of offices. Local governorships were sold
to the highest bidder every year •••,,9In particular the landlord
class emerged more powerful and independent. A~ a Russian writer has

pointed out: "In the shortest time many owners ot villages appropri-
ated almost all the riches of the country and became large capita-
lists ••• Until 1880 there were few millionaires and rich property
owners but in 1900 one could count them in hundreds." 10,

8- Ibid p.524 9- N. Keddie, Historical Obstacles to
Agrarian Change in Iran, Claremont, California, 1960, p.4.

10- Z. Abdullaev, 'Bourgeoisie and Working Class', in The Economic
History of Iran, edited by Charles Issawi, Chicago, 1971, p.45.
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The internal disintegration of absolutism was greatly accele-
rated by a force new to Persian society. This new,external force
was provided by the expansion of the World economy. Western economic
and political penetration into Iranian society and polity increased
in the course of the century. The economic and political influence
of World Powers via foreign trade came to affect the society at a
time of the internal disintegration of absolutism. Although the state
was saved from outright foreign control due to a conflict of interests
between the two great Powers, Britain and Russia, its pervasive hold
over the society suffered. Nasser Ed Din Shah, the most powerful of
all the Qajar despots, wished, in despair, "that never a European had
set foot on my country's soil; for then we would have been spared all

these tribulations. But since foreigners have unfortunately penetrated
11our country, we shall at least make the best possible use of them."

Britain and Russia gained increasing footholds in the economy and
bitterly competed to wrest concessions in every economic sphere.

On the whole, under the Qajars the structures of the traditional
society and polity began to dissolve. The Qajars lacked the extensive
bureaucracy and administration which had been the characteristic of
the Safavid state. The system of tuNdAri began to disintegrate and
gradually a landed aristocracy emerged independent from the state.
State and Crown lands were sold to finance the increasing expenses
of the monarchs. Private property in land came-to prevail over state
ownership of land. The landholders gradually grew into local powers
combining landownership with governmental positions at the local level.12

11- \'I.S.Haas, .k!a, New York, 1946, p.35.
12- An account of the Qajar state is given in: J. Malcolm, The

H1story of Persia, vol.II, London, 1829; See also, A. Lambton:--
'Persian Society under the Qajars' t Journal of the Royal Central
Asian Societl, 1961, No.4. E. Abrahamian in 'Oriental Despotism:
The Case of Qajar Iran I, International Journal of Middle East Studies,
1974, p.3-31, shows how the Qajars, despite their absolutist preteDP
sions, lacked effective power and instead had to manipulate local
magnates in order to perpetuate their despotic positiono
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The weakening of absolutism also meant a loosening of state
control over the bazaar. Contributing to this was the penetration
of Russian and B.ritish traders, which in a situation of weakening
state control, led to an overall growth in commerce and foreign
trade. The merchant class greatly benefited from all this. A number
of great merchant families rose to prominence and engaged in manu-
facture and banking. The previously cited Russian author mentions a
dozen of the most powerful Iranian trading houses and merchants who
competed with West European and Russian merchants and greatly bene-
fited from the increasing involvement of Iran in the World market.

The Qajar Iran, thus witnessed the emergence of the landed
aristocracy and the urban bourgeoisie. As another result of the com-
pounded external and internal causes, it also witnessed an increase
in the power of the Ulama ( the learned men of Islam and doctors of
divinity). Under the Safavids who established the first Shiite state
in Iran and declared Shiism, a minority rite of Islam, the state
religion,and who claimed to have religious legitimacy as descendents
of the Shiite Imams, the Ulama were closely associated with the rulers,
and religious ranks occupied bureaucratic positions in the state. They
were also in charge of the administration of religious endowments
(Ouglf) which were established and substantially expanded in the period.
No conflicts occurred between the Kings and the Ulama in the Safavid
era in spite of the fact that Shiism had originally been an opposition
movement in Islam and the main point of its opposition concerned the
nature of political authority and the qualities of the political
leader. According to the Shiites, legitimate authority belonged to the
Imams from the line of Ali and since the occultation of the last Imam- -
the Ulama were believed to be the 'general agency'of the Hidden 1m!mo
Under the Safavids the Ulama did not develop any independent source of
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power and indeed since the Safavid Kings claimed to have possessed
religious authority the Ulama did not even have a monopoly of divine
legitimacy. 13

Under the Qajars, who had no claim to direct religious legitimacy,
the state still exerted a measure of control on the Ulama at least in
the form of the accommodation of the religiOUS ranks in the adminis-
tration. The Qajars manipulated the Ulama influence, granted them
offices, formally appointed religious officials and delegated the
administration of the endowments. The Ulama had connections not only
with the state but also with the bazaar and its petty bourgeoisie.
This meant that the Ulama were not financially entirely dependent on
the bureaucracy. They were more dependent on the bazaar for the reli-
gious taxes they received and for the financing of mosques and religious
schools (madares). Furthermore, law and education were the prerogatives
of the Ulama. All this linked the religious leaders to the 'civil
society~ as the source of their influence.14

With the penetration of foreign interests into the Qajar society
the position of the Ulama was to be adversely affected. The foreign
influence however, contributed more to the increase in the power of the
Ulama than to their weakness. The Ulama were opposed to foreign pene-
tration and the ensuing modernization and secularization of tradi-
tional institutions. The reaction of the Ulama to Western influence
and secularization gave them a position of inf~uence which they came
to exert at the time of the weakness of the Qajar court. Indeed the

13- A detailed account is given in: H. Algar, Religion and State in
Iran: 1785-1996, The Role of the Ulama in the Qajar Period, Berkeley,
1970. See also, Lo Binder, 'Religion and Politics in Iran', in Arabic
and Islamic Studies in Honor of H.A,S, Qibb, Leiden, 1965, pp. 118-40.
,14- An account of the Ulama power is given in: N. Keddie, 'The Roots

of the Ulama' s power in Modern Iran', and H. Algar,' The Oppositional .
Role of the Ulama in Twentieth-Century Iran', both in Scholars. Saints
and Sufis: Muslem Religious Institutions in the Middle East since 1500.
edited by N. Keddie, Berkely, 1972.
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Ulama put up much more resistance to Western influence than did the
monarchs. It was Ulama power reinforced by that of the bazaar petty
bourgeoisie that made Nasser Ed Din Shah cancel the Reuter Concession
in 1872, which sold all national resources for a very low price. The
same Shah' s assassin was connected to Jamal Ed Din Afqani, a contro-
versial religious leader, who opposed Western influence and called for
the unity of the Islamic world. Again in 1891 the Ulama staged a
successtul mass movement against the British tobacco concession. On

the whole the Ulama gradually emerged as a power group to be reckoned
with. In spite of their increasing influence, however, the Ulama had
no authority in the sense that the kings were not regarded as being
responsible to the body of the Ulama; the notion of kingly respon-
s~bility was absent altogether.

The landed nobility, the bazaar petty bourgeoisie, and the clergy
began to emerge from under the weakening absolutism of the Qajars. The
closing decades of Qajar rule witnessed yet another development, the
emergence of the modern intelligentsia. In contrast to the other classes,
this new class-fragment had external roots. It emerged due to increa-
sing contacts with the West, the spread of modern education and the
beginning of modernization. Foreign education had already started from
around 1800 and towards the end of the century modern faculties and
colleges began to be established. The modern intelligentsia were the
importers of foreign and new ideas. They were ~onstitutionalist,
nationalist, reformist, modernist, secularist, free-thinkers and
followers of heretical doctrines. Among their ranks were writers,
clerics, employees of the state, teachers and poets. This incipient
new middle class was opposed to foreign influence and the arbitrary

"
power of the Qajar court. It championed constitutionalism and was anti-
clerical and even anti-Islam. The idea of checks and balances against
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royal power was entertained and propagated b.1 the rising intelli-
gentsia. Here was another challenge to Qajar absolutism.15

On the whole,the Qajar society was in a process of transition·
from traditional despotism to a new social formation. In the lan-
guage of modern political science it was attaining to a new level
of 'differentiation'. "The passage of a given society trom one stage
ot differentiation to another is contingent on the development within
it ot certain processes of change which create a degree of differen-
tiation that cannot be contained within the pre-existing system.,,16
The Qajar society was beCOming, likewise, too diversified to be con-
tained within the traditional absolutist polity. As in all empires in
the process of transition17

"changes in the inter-group structure in the society. mani-
fested in either the emergence of new groups, or in changes
in the relative strength and predominance of different groups
••• (such as) the rise, and growing or dimjnishing strength
of professional, cultural, and religious elites and insti-
tutioDS; and shifts in the relative strengths of the monarch
vs. the aristocracy and the aristocracy va. the urban groups
••• necessarily created conflicts - whether potential or
actual- between at least some of the society's major groups
and strata ••• The dislocated groups were not reaccommodated
within the framework of the basic norms of the existing
political system. Instead new political norms, frameworks,
and symbols developed; and the continuity ot the political
symbols and ideology was broken."

The fragmentation of Qajar absolutism created conflicts which
finally led to the shattering of the despotic glass in the Contitu-
tiona! Revolution which broke out in 1905. The Revolution began with
the protests of merchants against the presence of foreign officials
in the financial departments ot the state and the government's fiscal
15- Some account of the early Iranian intelligentsia is given in: N.

Keddie, 'Religion and Irreligion in Early Iranian Nationalism', Compara ...
tive Studies in Society and History, vol. IV , April 1962; M. Philipp,
'The Concepts of Religion and Gove.rDDIentin the Thought ot Mirza Aqa Khan
Kitman1,a. Nineteentho.Centl1r1 Pera1an Revoluti0Dar1. Intemat10Ml
Journal ot Middle East Studies, vol.5, 1974, pp.381~.

16- S. Eisenstadt, 'Social Change, Differentiation. and Evolution'
American Sociological Review, vol. 29, 1964, pp.375-386 , quote from p.3?8.

17- S. Eisenstadt, Political Systems of Empires, New York, 1969, pp.
310,311,313.
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policies. They closed the bazaars and took sanctuary in the holy
shrines in protest against the mistreatment of merchants by Tehran
authorities. After months of protest the Shah accepted their demand
for the establishment of a 'House of Justice'. The failure of the
gov.ernment to establish such a House, however, led to the more radical
demand for a constitution and the establishment of a parliament. The

ailing Shah finally accepted these demands and died shortly atter-
wards. The revolutionaries had a more difficult task with the new
Shah who attempted to restore the absolute power ot the monarchy.
Fighting between the Constitutionalist and the royalists culminated
in the bombardment ot the Parliament Building by the Shah's army.

Finally in 1909. revolutionary forces arrived in Tehran from the
provinces, defeated the King and restored the Constitution under a
new Shah.18

All the emerging classes and groups played a part in the revo-
lution. The merchants and the petty bourgeoisie ot the bazaar who had
initially benefited from the growth in foreign trade, were gradually
confronted with the increasing competition ot foreign entrepreneurs.
Imports surpassed exports substantially , native industries began
to decline and local merchants traded mainly in imported goods. Late
in the nineteenth century "Iran was exporting a volume of raw mate-
rials five times larger than the volume of finished goods it was
importing and was paying three times more for its imports than it
received for its exports.,,19 Foreigners also came to control the
customs and establish local banks and firms. The decline of the native
bourgeoisie occurred at a time when the state was ineffective in

,18- A fUll account ot the Constitutional Revolution is given in:
E.G. Brown., The Persian Revolution: 1 , Cambridge, 1910 and
A. Kasravi, Tarikh-e Mashruteh-Y'e Iran, A History of the Constitutional
Movement) Tehran, 1340.

19- N. Keddie, The Impact of the West on Iran, Berkeley, 1955, p.60.
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protecting the bazaar. The bourgeoisie was further opposed to arbit-
rary power exerted by the court and the emirs who confiscated land
and property as they wished. The Revolution had itself been sparked
off because of the punishment of merchants for profiteering. The
petty bourgeoisie demanded that the government's conduct should be
governed by law.

Allied to the bazaar were the clerical ranks and some senior
Ulama. They were opposed to foreign and infidel influence as well as
to the increasing threats to their privileges. They were also opposed
to the arbitrary power of the court which had contributed to foreign
infiltration by granting concessions and employing foreign officials.
The Ulama wished to see the powers of the Shah bound by the legal
principles of Islam. This notion of the responsibility of the Shahs
to some laws was in line with the constitutionalism of the modern
intelligentsia. Realising the influence of the religious leaders with
the people the secularist intellectuals made appeals to them for
common struggle against the absolutist court. Constitutionalism also
found adherents among the U1Mla themselves. The Constitutional Revo-
lution was the result of an alliance among the bazaar petty bourgeoisie,
the Ulama and the modern intelligentsia. Among the revolutionaries
were also landed aristocrats and tribal chiefs. The revolutionary
forces which arrived in Tehran in 1909 from the provinces were led by
prominent tribal chiefs and local nobles and notables. After the res-
toration of the Constitution Bakhtiari tribal leaders came to take
over major governmental positions in Tehran.

The revolutionaries succeeded in wresting a constitution from a
court lacking in an effectively organized force to seriously confront
the revolution. The Constitution granted all participants prerogatives
and rights while limiting the powers of the court. The main objective
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of the Constitution was the separation of powers. Sovereignty was
considered a trust conferred by the people upon the person of the
Shah who would be the guardian of the Constitution and rule accor-
dingly. Parliament had the power to examine whatever it considered
to be in the interest of the nation and to pass necessary laws. The
king was absolved from all. responsibility. He had to appear before
the Majles and take the oath to observe the Constitution. The expenses
of the court would be determined by law. The powers of the king were
only those explicitly mentioned in the Constitution i.e., the command
of the army, the right to appoint and dismiss ministers, and the
right to declare war and conclude peace. The First Parliament lowered
the expenses of the court and in place of the court's treasury estab-
lished a government budget. It also called for an end to the inter-
ference of the court in economic affairs.

The first Electoral Law passed in 1906 divided the electors into
six categories: "(i) Princes and the Qajar tribe: (i1.:)Doctors of Divi-
nity and Students: (iii) Nobles and Notables: (iv) Merchants: (v)
Landed Proprietors and Peasants: (vi) Trade-guilds. ,,20The landed pro-
prietors had to possess property of the value of at least one thousand
tumans and the merchants had to have a definite office and business.
In Tehran the distribution of Majles seats was to be as follows: the
Ulama four seats, the Qajars four seats, merchants ten seats, land-
owners and cultivators ten seats and the trade -guilds 32 seats (one
from each guild). In the first parliament elected after the Revolution,
21% of the deputies were landlords, 37% from the bazaar, -1'}% from the
Ulama and 25% from the employees of government and professionals.21

,20- E.G. Browne, OPe cit. p.355.
21- Z. Shajii, Nema;randegap.-e Majles-e Shoura-:re Melli dar Bisto Yek

Dowreh-ye Qanungozari, (The Deputies to the Twenty One Sessions of
the Legislative Assembly), Tehran,1966, pp.137 ff.



The Ulamaas a corporate groupobtained a significant constitu-

tional prerogative. Article 2 of the Fundamental Lawruled that the

Majles maypass no law that was at variance with the laws of Islam.

A committee of five mojtaheds was to attend the parliament and see to

the conform!ty of secular laws with the religious law; its decisions

were considered to be binding.

As t.o the landlords, one of the early acts of the Majles was to

set up a commission to investigate the issue ot landholding. The comm1-

ssion abolished the tu;yiild8ri system together with the land privileges

ot the Qajar princes. Private landed property was legally established

and henceforth an independent landed nobility emerged. Landownership

was thus, in principle, separated from governmental functions. Govern-

ment officials would hold administrative positions not as a function

of their landholding no matter whether they were themselves large

landowners. A law was also passed for the sale of state lands.

As the private ownership of land was established the distinction

between.landlords and peasants becameclear. ''Traditional land rights

of the peasants were abrogated, the majority of villages fell under

landlord ownership, debt grew, and most peasants eventually became

landless share-croppers. ,,22 Thus, as a Russian historian of the Cons-

titutional Revolution has pointed out "although in the revolutionary

years of 190.5-11peasant movementsappeared in some areas they were

scattered and in any case did not turn into a struggle for the con-

fiscation of land.,,23

The institution of private property especially in land was

legally established. According to the Constitution: '~o property can

be,expropriated unless by legal. sanction." And "The confiscation of

22- N. Keddie, 'Historical Obstacles', p.7.
23- M.S. Ivanov, Tarikh-e Iran-e Novin, (A History of Hodern Iran)

trans. H. Tizabi and H. Qaemnia, Tehran, n.d. p.34.
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the property and possessions of the people as political punishment
and retribution is forbidden unless in accordance with the law."
The establishment of private property in land as the main means of
production also benefited the merchant class which invested in land.
On the whole the Constitutional Revolution struck a death blow to the
economic and political structures of the absolutist state.

The Constitution, while limiting the powers of the court, recog-
nized the gains of the social classes which had thus emerged from
under the total power of the absolutist court. Henceforth, several
classes and fractions of classes came to occupy the power bloc which
was born out of the Revolution. Parliament as the main sphere of the
power bloc emerged as the central political institution. Within the
power arena the constitutional court, the landed aristocracy, the
Ulama and the bazaar petty bourgeoisie emerged as political forces
to be reckoned with. Between 1911 and 1925 the royal court under the
young son of the exiled Mohammad Ali Shah continued to weaken. In the
beginning the parliament was more representative of the various classes
but later it became dominated by the landed aristocracy. In the period
between the Revolution and the rise of Reza Shah the number of land-
lord deputies increased from 21% to so% of the deputies; that of the
bazaar guilds declined from 37% to 5%; the number of Ulama deputies
also declined from 17% to 13%; and finally the number of professional
deputies rose from 25% to 31%.24 The aristocraoy was the dominant
political force both in the parliament and the government and although
the period was marked by instability resulting from the Revolution
and the First World War the political regime was liberal.

, On the other hand the intelligentsia of the new middle class
advocated a nationalist and reformist regime. The fact that the Cons-

24- Shajii, OPe cit. p.173.
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titution Qf 1906 was adopted from the 1831 Belgian Constitution

shows the extent of the influence of the intelligentsia in the period.

After the restoration of the Constitutional regime in 1909, two main
political parties representing the main classes in the power bloc

dominated the Ma..11es.The intelligentsia formed the Social. Democrats

Party, a nationalist and secularist minority faction in parliament

advocating land redistribution amongpeasants and the creation of a

modern army and bureaucracy. The aristocratic and Ulama deputies on

the other hand formedthe Soc1al 1-1od.eratesPar;y, the liberal-conser-

vative majority faction in parliament.25
With the outbreak of the First World War the first Constitutional.

period (1906-14: First to Fifth Parliaments) came to an end. During

the War,parts of the countr,r were occupied, the central administration

was turther weakened, the Majles was suspended (until 1921) and in the

wake of the War local rebellions broke out. In Gilan. Knchek Khan, a

clerical memberof the Social Moderates Party, led the J angali Move-

ment during the War to tight the Russians and the British. Throughout

the war Gilm was under the Jangalis' control. The advance of the Red

Army after the Russian Revolution strengthened the Jangali Movement,

and with the alliance ot the Jangalis and the Persian CommunistParty

a Republic was proclaimed in Gilan. In Tabriz in 1920, local Social

Democrats led by MohammadKbiabani rose in rebellion and established

a government. And in Kborasan,local Democrats led by Colonel Pessian

established a government, distributed land amongpeasants and suppressed

the local landlords. 26

In such circumstances -the weakness of the Qajar court, the in-

cr~ase in the power of local. magnates, mounting local rebellions and

25- M.T. Behar, Tarikh-e Mokhtasar-e Ahzab-e 5iasi-ye Iran, (A Short
History of Political Parties in Iran) Tehran, 1322.

26- An account of these movements can be found in: Ivanov, OPe cit.;
I. Fakhrad , Sardar-e Jangal (The Chief of the Jungle), Tehran, 1344;
Sazeman-e Enqelabi, Nehzat-ha:ye KarPjari pas az 1320 (The Worldng Class
Movementafter 1320), Tehran, 1350.
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foreign influence and intervention- Reza Khan, a Colonel in the

Cossack Brigade, came to power in a British-backed coup d' etat in 1921.

The local rebellions were suppressed and the central government

exerted a measure of' control in the provinces. With the Qajar court,

in ruins the Majles introduced a bUl, in 1924, to abolish the

monarchyand declare a republic. In the face of' opposition to the

bill from the Ulama and the bazaar which stood for the monarchy, the

Majles withdrew its proposal and instead Reza Khan was declared king

as the founder of' the Pahlavi dynasty.

Under Reza Shah (192.5-41) an authoritarian and military regime

was established. Through constitutional amendmentsthe court obtained

greater powers and along with the army emerged as the hegemonic force.

Parliament and the social forces released in the Constitutional Revo-

lutioD were subdued to the power of the modernmonarchy',which estab-

lished a large bureaucracy in its drive to centralize the state and

modernize the society.

Under Reza Shah the landed aristocracy became firmly established

in its estates through the official registration of private landed

property. In 1933 a law was passed for further sale of state lands

and the Shah h:i.mself bought 400 villages of those lands and altogether

owned2000 villages. Thus a Dewcategory ot landownership, the Crown

lands, emerged. Politically, Reza Shah interrupted the domination of

the state by the aristocracy. Although landlords still dominated

Reza Shah's parliaments (54% of the deputies in the 1921-41 period)

it was the court and the army rather than the Majles which were the

locus of power. ID order to weaken the local power base of landlords,

the court passed laws in parliament for the exchange ot land among

landowners throughout the country. Thus in 1932 a law was passed for

the exchange of the estates of powerful Fars landlords with state



lands scattered around the count17.27 At the local level, the officia1s

of the central government took over the administration of affairs

wherever local landlords had taken the administration into their own

hands. Aristocratic titles were also abolished and in 1939, shortly

before its fall, the regime introduced a law to reform the cro})-Sharing

system and an attempt was made at land redistribution in certain parts

of the country. 28

Under the authoritarian regime of Reza Shah the trade guilds of

the bazaar petty bourgeoisie which had played an important role in

the Constitutional Revolution were suppressed. Furthermore, from 1930

the 'public sector' in the modern sense began to emerge in the context

of the World economic crisis and the state became the main capitalist

enterprise. It monopolized foreign trade and took the initiative in

establishing industrial plants. Domestic trade in major commodities

was also monopolized by the state. Thus the bazaar economywas made

subordinate to the public sector.

The growing power and influence of the Ulamaalso was severely

undermined by the modernizing monarchy. Traditional religiOUS practices

were discouraged or banned. The anti-clerical integral nationalism of

the state put emphasis on pre-Islamic Iran. In 19.34, the bureaucracy

extended its hold over the administration of some endowmentlands

traditionally administered by the Ulama. The Ulamawere denied their

constitutional right of having a five-mojtahed.commission in the Majles

despite their demands in 1922 and 1927 to that effect. During the reign

of Reza Shah the number of Ulama deputies in the parliament decreased

from 1~ to 1%. The high-ranking Ulamaof the time also refrained from

, 27- M. Soudagar, RosM-e Ravabet-e Sarmayedari dar Iran. (The
Growth of Capitalism in Iran) Tehran, n.d. p.170.

28- A. Lambton, The Persian Land Reforms: 1962-66, London, 1969,po36.
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any political involvement.
The modern intelligentsia disliked the authoritarian rule of

Reza Shah and many raised their voice against the Shah in condem-
nation and disgust. The regime sUenced, imprisoned and murdered
the outspoken among the intellectuals. The Persian Communist Party
which had originated in the Russian Azarbayjan and had participated
in the Gilan Republic in 1920 later moved to Tehran and organized
trade unions in the oil fields. In 1931 however; the regime declared
the party illegal and imprisoned its leaders.

The authoritarian regime of Reza Shah was, of course, not the
restoration of traditional absolutism. It was rather the first such
regime to develop in the context of the new social formation ushered
in by the Constitutional Revolution. As such,it represented a fragment
(the army) of the forces which had been released by that Revolution.
Unlike the regimes which followed it however, Reza Shah's regime was
more of a traditional authoritarian type which ruled over a compara-
tively inert population,resulting in the political exclusion of
social classes rather than in their incorporation in a political
party. As it appears from the political literature of the period ,the
word 'dictatorship' (diktatori), was first used in the case of Reza
Shah whereas the Qajar absolutism had been }mown among the Constitu-
tionalists as estebdld (autocracy). The strong rule of Reza Shah came
to an abrupt end after the occupation of Iran by the Allies during
the Second World War.29

Despite the emergence of authoritarianism, the work of the
Constitutional Revolution was accomplished in that Iranian society
w~ delivered from Oriental despotism to a new social formation in
which the concepts of freedom, private property and juridical rights
became predominant, i.e., the capitalist social formation. Hence the
29- An account of Reza Shah's regime is given in: A. Banan!, The Moder-

nization of Iran:1921-41, Stanford, 19610
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Revolution split the despotic state into the political state with
defined domains and prerogatives and the 'ci1dl society' with recog-
nized rights and privileges. From this break-up of society emerged
the notion of rights including the right to private property. Landed
property which emerged was also a category ot private property freed
from all political connection. Once the absolutist state crumbled
and the new social formation was established,the emerging classes ot

society came to the fore to shape the emerging political state. Thus
the new regimes had to be viewed in relation to those fragments or
classes and their interrelatiOns, regardless of the 'historical'
resemblances which could obtain between the new and the traditional
states. Hencetorth,no accurate account of the state could avoid
taking into account the society divided into classes. Thus we enter
into a class conception ot Iranian history.
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II- Society and Polity

Reza Shah, the first in the Pahlavi dynasty, fell from power in

1941 after the invasion of Iran by the Allies in the Second World Waro
He was succeeded to the throne by his twenty-year old son, Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi. The fall of Reza Shah led to the disintegration of his
authoritarian regime and ushered in a new era of political conflict
within the framework of the constitutional systemo As one fragment only
among political forces which were unleashed, the new Shah tried to
hold his place against mounting challenges for power from all classes.
In the absence of a constituted political system,the evolving con-
flicts among the political forces tended to transform and reshape the
emerging political regime. In the course of these conflicts for the
reconstitution of the state, several alliances of political forces
and social classes occurred and various forces emerged hegemonic with-
in the power bloc.

1- Social classes and political forces
The historical process of the disintegration of the political

structures of total power and the emergence and establishment of the
institution of private property had by now led to the predominance of
a stable social organization of production. With regard to this orga-
nization,Iranian society was divided into three main classes. The
upper class consisting of the royal family, the 'landed aristocracy,
the tribal nobility, the high-ranking clergy and high bourgeoisie,
was in possession of the main means of production, ioeo, agricultural
land and mercantile capitalo There were four categories of land
holding: Crown lands, state lands, private lands an~ endowment lands.
Crown lands, bought or confiscated by Reza Shah, comprised ~
villages or 4% of all villages. They were o~ the most fertile lands,



located especially on the Caspian coast and worked by 300,000 peasantso
In addition,the Shah was the trustee of endowments owned by the Mashhad
shrines comprising 400 villages. The Crown lands were administered by
the Special Bureau of the Royal Lands. State lands, or khalese.1at, had
been dwindling since 1932,when a law was passed to authorize their
sale. They were purchased by government officials and large landowners.
In effect,state lands disappeared in many places although the khalese-
jat department continued to exist. The remaining state lands were leased
to tenants who were counted among the landed aristocracy. Khalesejat
lands comprised 3POO villages or 6% of all villages.

Almost 80% of villages (40,000) were privately owned. Of this total,
19000 whole villages or 38% of them were owned by large landowners
(omdeh=malekin) who owned more than five villages each. The omdeh-
malekin class comprised 37 large families. The majority of the villages
were registered as private property according to the 1925 Law of the
Registration of Lands and Documents. Medium landowners owned 7000
villages or 14% of them. Their holdings ranged from one whole village
to five whole villages. The remaining 15000 villages (}O% of all
villages) were owned by small landowners (khordeh-maleld,n) and peasant
proprietors. Altogether 76% of the villages were owned by landlords
whether large, medium or small, whereas peasant proprietors owned
about 10% of the villages. The remaining were state and ougaf lands.
Ougaf or public endowment lands were 'immobilized' property allocated
mainly for the maintenance of mosques, religious schools and ~hrinest
and usually the Ulama were in charge of their administration ..Ougaf
lands comprised 6000 villages or 12% of all villages. They were mostly
located around shrine cities such as Mashhad and Qum and the institu-

1tions concerned had ownership right on them.

1- The figures are taken from a survey carried out by the Fedaian
Organization: 'Rural Research Series', no.1 n.d., pp. 2-15. See also
The Cambridge History of Iran, voloI, 1968, p..687o
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The aristocracy were from the ranks of the omdeh-malekin. Accor-

ding to one account,4o% of all villages belonged to 12% of the land-
lords and 5~ of cultivable land was owned by 1% of the population.2

Some landlords owned more than 300 villages. For instance,it is said
that the Batmanqilich family, of the military elite, owned lands as
large as Switzerland or that the Farmanfarma family, an extensive
Qajar aristocratic family, owned lands as large as Be1gium.3

With the fall of Reza Shah the old aristocracy of the Qajar
period emerged on the political scene partly because the rule of
Reza Shah did not allow the emergence of a cadre of able politicians.
The aristocracy, both those who had served Reza Shah and those who
had abstained from political involvement under his authoritarian regime,
occupied the major institutions of the state which had now gained their
constitutional independence from the court. Between 1943 and 1960, a
period in which the landed aristocracy retained power independently
from the court, an average of 56% of the deputies were from the land-
owning class. Within the same period 17 prime ministers formed cabinets.
Except for two who were from the military elite,they were all prominent
members of the aristocratic families and were mostly independent from
the court. The landed aristocracy had its base of strength in the pro-
vincial and rural areas, far beyond the reach of the Shah's court and
the government in Tehran. Especially in the period between 1943 and
1953, before the royal court regained some of its power, the landed
aristocracy was a source of challenge to the power of the King. The
opposition of the old Qajar aristocracy to the court stemmed from the
change of dynasties. The aristocracy disliked the military and modern
bureaucracy created under Reza Shah. Under the modern monarchy the
aristocracy had remained the upper class economically but had been

2- M. Soudagar, 'A Survey of the Land Reforms: 1340-59', Tehran,
1351, p. 76. 3- Fedaian, OPe cit., p.4.



subject to the hegemonic rule of Reza Shaho Now it was the ruling-
class as wello As power was transferred from the court to the par1ia-
ment the aristocracy was provided with room fo~manueovreo- Although
the number of deputies from the middle classes increased and so did
demands for progressive legislation, the par1iamen~ remained the ins-

4trument of the aristocracy. As a newspaper wrote in 1945:
"During thes~ four years the majles has not passed even one
law in the interest of the third class. Even iffa single
clause is passed to benefit that class its implementation
remains in the hands of the corrupt officials who so mani-
pulate it and evade implementing it that when it is finally
carried out it turns out to be detrimental to the interests
of the third class."

Parliament was the scene of fluctuating and temporary coalitions
of aristocratic deputies formed to pass legislation and to obtain or
distribute political office. The constitutional regime thus worked in
the interest of the nobility and in turn the nobility was in favour of
a liberal-constitutional government, for the constitutionalism of the
aristocracy meant no more than a patrician democracy. On the whole, the
aristocracy's power had much to do with the weakness of the court.

But the aristocracy was a divided class. With the modernization
of the state the aristocrat's wealth and status as a basis for political
otfice lost its focal importanceo It was now essential to have modern
education to be able to function in the bureaucracy. And although the
prerogative of the aristocracy from the beginning, modern education
affected the attitudes of the members of the aristocracy and turned
some of them into intellectuals opposed to the ongoing regime and
more sympathetic to the rising middle class. In the same way members
of influential families became engaged in industrial and mercantile
activities or turned to the free professions. For example, members of
the Firuz-Farmanfarma family were to be found in all major government

4-'Azarbayjan' quoted in 'Jami', Gozashten Cherag-e Rah-e Ayandeh
~[A History of Iran between Two Coups d'etat], Tehran,n.d. p.223
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departments and business enterprises. They ''1erebank- chairmen, high
bureaucrats, industrialists, capitalists, university professors, engi-
neers, ministers and managing directors.5

With the fall of Reza Shah the Ulama also regained some of the
lost ground and reemerged on the political scene. While the aristocra-
cy was able to manipulate the peasants at the polls,the religious
leaders were able to mobilize the bazaari classes. Some religious
leaders became actively involved in politics. They also demanded some
of their lost privileges, especially the administration of the ougaf
and control over the legal and educational systemso It appears that
Reza Shah's anti-clerical rule, like foreign influence under the
Qajars, led to an increase in the Ulama's power and popularity. The
mullahs also increased in number because of the exemption of religious
students from military service, a policy which indirectly encouraged
villagers and peasants who disliked military conscription to join
religious schools. This was evident in the trebling of the number of

6religious schools during the reign of Reza Shah.
Although the Ulama became divided in their support for the Cons-

titution of 1906 after the Revolution, constitutionalism continued to
be the major political tendency among the majority of the Ulama. The
great Shiite doctors residing in Najaf after the Revolution were in

agreement that the implementation of the religious law was impossible
during the occultation of the Hidden Imam, and that constitutional
government was the second best alternative. In fact,a major work on
Shiite political theory written by a prominent member of the Shiite
Ulama of the time,provided a reasoned justification for constitutional
government (from the view-point of the Shiite Ulama). As a major
source on Shiite political theory, the book continued to have wide-



spread influence among the Ulama communityo 7 Thus the Ulama also advo-
cated a liberal-constitutional regimeo

Apart from the aristocracy and the senior Ulama,the upper class
also included new elements who had joined the class under Rez~ Shah.
In particular,the military elite, the mainstay of the modern monarchy,
had received land as favours from the Shah. Land was also owned by

large merchants who considered landed property as a source of prestige.
While the upper class groups were large property owners an~ occu-

pied high offices,the middle classes were owners of small capital or
made up the ranks of the government bureaucracy. The middle classes
thus comprised two main fractions: the propertied middle class and the
salaried middle class. The propertied middle class invested its capital
in manufacture, the wholesale and retail trade and real estate. The
~lass was composed of the traditional bazaar petty bourgeoiSie, consis-
ting of merchants, craftsmen, money lenders, artisans, shopkeepers and
brokers. The bazaar was an integrated socio-economic organization en-
compassing trading houses, mosques and religious schools. The bazaaris
were close to the religious community through payment of religious
taxes and the financing of mosques and religious schools. Mullahs and
religious students lived off the bazaar petty bourgeoisie and taught
and resided in nearby schools.

Under Reza Shah the bazaar had lost its political importance. It
had been hard pressed due to an economic policy aimed at self-suffi-
ciency, a state monopoly of foreign trade and pressures for indirect
taxation to finance economic projects. Further, the bazaar's political
instrument, the guild system, had been suppressed. ~Jith the fall of
Reza Shah the bazaar regained its place in politics and revived the
guilds.

7- M.H. Naini, Tanbih 01- Urnma va Tanzih ol-Hella: dar Asas va Osul-e
Mashrutiyat, [Concerning the Foundations and Principles of Constitutional
Government] Tehran, 1334.
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The bazaari middle class was opposed to the domination of poli-

tical life by the court and welcomed the return of constitutional
8government. As one newspaper wrote in 1941:

'~rom now on the representatives of the nation will be able
to defend our rightso From now on every Iranian can manage
his own life and from today every merchant and trader can
pursue his business without interference."

Like the U1ama, the traditional petty bourgeoisie supported cons-
titutional government and was also opposed to the trend of secularism
and modernism advocated by the inte11igentsiao

While the pettY' bourgeoisie was an integral part of Iranian society,
the beginning of modernization gave rise to a modern bourgeoisie emer-
ging outside the bazaar. The modern bourgeoisie consisted of indust-
rialists and financiers and was in part drawn from the landed aristo-
cracy. It was different from the'traditional petty bourgeoisie in that
the latter resided in the covered bazaar and lived with its traditions
whereas the former left the bazaar for modern quarters in pursuit of
new economic activities. Under the modernizing rule of Reza Shah the
modern bourgeoisie identified itself with the integral nationalism of
the state whereas the traditional petty bourgeoisie remaine.d ideolo-
gically close to the U1ama.9 But the modern bourgeoisie was only a
small class. Since the late 19th century the penetration of foreign
interests had resulted in the decline of traditional manufacture and
the growth of trade. Thus no substantial industrial bourgeoisie emerged.
Before 1900 it was the foreign entrepreneurs that invested in industry
and banldng. By the time of the rise of Reza Shah only eisht plants
had been established. Under Reza Shah the state monopolized the main
fields of industry and bankdng; Out of 178 large industries estab-
lished between 1926 and 1947, the state owned 64 and had shares in

8- 'Iran' quoted in Jami, op.cit. p.105.
9-RoCottam, Nationalism in Iran, Pittsburgh, 1964, p.44.
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others. State capitalism, however, facilitated the growth of the·
origins of an industrial bourgeoisie. Up to 1935, 954 modern private
companies operating in manufacture had been formed. Total registered
industrial capital increased from 118 million rials in 1935 (12% of
total investment) to 5300 millions rials in 1950 (34%).10 This slow
development of a modern bourgeoisie meant that the process of the
emergence of middle classes in Iran was the reverse of the Western
model of development. For example, contrary to the English case where
the middle classes developed in the following order: entrepreneurs-
professionals-managers-administrators,11 in Iran the administrative-
managerial sector developed earlier than the entrepreneurial section.

In contrast to the propertied middle class, this salaried,new
middle class was of a recent origin. Its emergence was the outcome of
the Western impact on Iran, the spread of modern education and moder-
nization. Modern education created a class of modern intelligentsia.
As a major channel of social mobility the university transferred
individuals from various classes of the traditional society into the
new middle class. Further, the expansion of the bureaucracy and the
establishment of a modern army in response to increasing governmental
responsibilities in education and economic development required a
modern staff to run the modern state. This strategic position of the
new middle class in the bureaucracy, the judiciary and the universi ty
encouraged the upper and the bazaari classes to have their sons edu-
cated in modern sk:Ll1s and professions. Thus as the product of the
transition of society to the modern age, the new middle class, far
from being a homogeneous socio-economic C'lasa,derived from all classes
of the traditional society. As a political class, however, the new

10- J.'Bharier, Econ~c Developnent in Iran, Oxford, 1971, pp.171-3;
Tehran EconOmist, no. ,p.9.

11- G. Cole, 'The Oonception o£ the Middle Classes', The British·
Journal of Soc101ogt,vol.1,1950. pp.275-90.
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class advocated democracy, nationalism and secularism.
The new middle class consisted of civil servants, professionals,

lawyers, teachers, judges, engineers, clerks, physicians and army

officers. Numerically it was a small class. In 1950, out of a popula-
tion of 19 million the new middle class numbered no more than 300,000.
By 1966 the class had expanded to 416000 out of a population of 25
million.12 Politically, however, the new middle class was the most
active among the political forces. As Manfred Halpern said of the new
middle class in all Middle Easte~ societies in 1963:13

"By controlling the state in such a strategic historical period,
this new salaried class has the capabilities to lead the quest
for the status, power and prosperity of middle class existence
by ushering in the machine age ••• Both the burden of the past
and the threat of the future impel the salaried middle class
to become the principal revolutionary force, creating new
standards and institutions relevant to a modernizing society."

In Iran the new middle class, forming political groups and parties
and vyiug ior political power, posed the greatest challenge to the
aristocracy in power. Advocating natio~smtit viewed the aristocracy
as collaborators of imperialism. Adhering to democratic constitution-
alism, it was opposed to the return of absolutism. For the new middle
class,democracy could be achieved not merely through free elections
but through fundamental reforms curbing' the social power of the aris-
tocracy. It also demanded the establishment of a modern, rational
bureaucracy t a secular judiciary, industrialization, and popular
political participation. Thus the new middle class entertained the ideas
of revolution, reform and the transformation of the status guo. As one
newspaper representing such views wrote in 1946;14

"We believe that a progressive economic system should be estab-
lished and that the remnants of feudalism should be removed.
It is necessary to industrialize the economy according to
rational methods in order to raise national production."

12-Ministry of Interior, 'The First Census of Iran: 1950; The Plan Orga-
nization, National Census of Population: 1966, 1968.
13-M.Ha!pern, The Politics of Social Change in the Middle East and North

Africa, Princeton,1963,p.54. 14- Mardom quoted in Jami, op.cit. p.438.
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In demanding land and economic reforms, the new middle class also
spoke for the lower classes. The lower classes themselves consisted of
the working class, the peasantry and the nomads. In the 1950's the
working'c1ass numbered around two million. It was employed in the oil
industry, textile factories, mining, manufacture, crafts, the cons-
truction sector and manual services. The oil industry, the largest
modern industry, employed 50,000 workers and around one million were
employed in construction, traditional manufacture and crafts. The modern
industrial workers constituted a small fraction of the working class;
altogether modern industries employed 3&>,000 workers or 19% of the
working class. The rest of the working class were employed in manual
services and tranaport.15

The bulk of the population was formed by the peasantry who lived
in 50,000 villages scattered throughout the country. In the 1950's
around ?Cf/o of the population lived in the rural areas and more than
half of the economically active population were peasant share-croppers.
The crop-sharing system had become widespread under the Western impact
from the late 19th century, when large private holdings emerged in place
of the traditional forms of land tenure. With the emergence of owner-
ship rights, the majority of villages turned into landlord property and
the peasants lost their traditiona! rights and eventUally became land-
less share-croppers. Although individual peasants were not bound to the
land as serfs, whole villages could be bought and sold.

Relations between peasants and the landlord were regulated on the
basis of the crop-sharing system or the 'five-element formula' according
to which labour, land, water, seed and animals were taken as the basis
for the division of the produce between the landlord and the peasants.
In some places the peasant retained only one fifth of the produce, for

15- The Ministry of Interior, opocito



he only provided labour. There were great regional variations in the
application of the formula, but usually the peasant retained one third
of the crop. Some landlords had mechanized their land and had replaced
the crop-sharing system with wage labour relationso Some leased the
land to the peasants for a fixed rent. And some 7% of peasant families

16were themselves proprietors.
The crop-sharing system was recognized both by the Civil Code of

1928 as well as the religious law (under the legal principle of mozarei)o
The peasant share-cropper had no right to the land; the Civil Code did
not even ensure the peasant of a minimum share of the crops. The land-
lord, on the other hand, had the right to choose his peasants and real-
locate the village lay-out (nasag) whereby the lands were divided into
ploughlands worked by the sitting peasants. The rural popUlation was
divided into two main sections. The sitting peasants worked the land
according to their agreement with the landlordo There were 109 million
such nasagdar families. The other section of the rural population com-
prised the khoshneshinha who were rural artisans, craftsmen and shop-
keepers, and the agricutural labourers who did not own any of the
'five elements' but provided labour and received their wages either in
kind or in cash. In 1956 there were 1.3 million families belonging to
the second section.17

\ihereas the peasants were settled in villages the tribal popula-
tion was mostly unsettled and engaged in herdsmanshipo The relationship
between the tribesman and the tribal chief was not much different from
that between the peasants and the landlord, except that the tribesmen
were more tightly attached to the tribal community. In 1956 there were
two million tribesmen living in scattered tribal units.

,

16- Ministry of Agriculture, 'Agricultural Statistics', 1339, volo15,p.9.
17- M.Soudagar, op.cit.p.81.
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While political conflicts were a characteristic of the cities
where the aristocracy held government positions and the middle classes
vied for political power and social change, the countryside was the
stronghold of tradition, ignorance and indifference and the mass of the
peasantry remained out of touch with the issues of the cities. Despite
their subordinate social position,the peasants showed little opposition
to their domination by the absentee landlords. The aristocracy faced
no threat from the countryside. One observer has written by way of
1 t' 18exp ana J.on:

"The townspeople in their interactions w:i.th the peasants have
found them a 'polite','calm' and 'peaceful' people. There is
no doubt that the fear of the landlord has resulted in such
behavioural appearances".

There were a few incidents involving peasants against landlords
and government officials. For instance in 1956 and 1958,conflict
occurred between peasants and landlords and tax officials in Gilan
and Gorgan.19 However, despite a few more protests in the 1960-62
period,the peasantry posed no challenge to the rural status guo.
Instead,rural reform was an issue raised by the urban intelligentsia
and those in power looking for social support.

This social structure persisted despite changes in class fractions
such as the decline of the landed class, the rise of a grand bourgeoisie
and the emergence of a rural middle class out of the peasantry. Given
the conception of class used here, all classes came to affect the
formation of political regimes through alliances whether or not they
formed political parties and developed an ideology of their own.

1]8-Kh. Khosrovi, Jameei-ye Dehaan! dar Iran [Peasant Community in
Iran Tehran, 1357, p. 124.

19- M.S. Ivanov, op.cit.p.209.
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2- Political Parties

Political parties in Iran emerged after the Constitutional Revo-
lution. They were generated from the specific interests of the social
classes which had since come to-the fore, and from the political ideo-
logies maintained by those classes. These political ideologies i.e.,
ideologies concerning the nature of the emerging state, developed
after the Revolution and matured after the fall of Reza Shah. The poli-
tical ideological constellation in Iran has since comprised four
specific ideologies concerning the form of regime. These are liberal-
constitutionalism, democratic-constitutionalism, non-liberal clerical
fundamentalism (political Islam) and popular working class ideology. It
was the upper classes including the aristocracy and the high clergy and
the middle-class fractions which came to develop ideologies and orga-
nizations of their own. By contrast,there were no peasant and little
working class traditions. Within this ideological crystallization,the
upper classes advocated liberal-constitutionalism, the new middle class
advocated democracy, the lower clergy allied to the traditional petty
bourgeoisie developed the non-liberal political Islam and the radical
intelligentsia allied to the urban masses advocated popular socialism.

These four ideologies were political in that they referred to the
nature of the political regime. There were other diffuse and not speci-
fically political ideologies which permeated the political ideologies.
They included constitutionalism as a system of government, nationalism
and anti-imperialism in various forms,' traditionalism' vs. 'modernism'
and sec':larism vs. religion. These ideologies ,.,rerethe constituents of
the Iranian political culture rather than of the political ideological
system.

Liberalism as the ideology of the aristocracy in power emerged in
its pure form after the Constitutional Revolution and as such did not
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achieve ~egemony due to the instability of the power bloc. It advocated
a parliamentary liberal state with the predominance of the legislative
over the executive. The liberalism of the aristocracy was not articu-
lated to economic development and had no mutual implication with the
developmentalist ideology which was first articulated by Reza Shah, thus
it was not modernist. It was not nationalist either, in that tradition-
ally the aristocracy in power was divided between pro-British and pro-
Russian factions. The main political tendency among the Ulama also
was liberal-constitutionalism,although following the Revolution, some
Ulama passed into opposition to constitutionalism (mashruteh) and called
for the implementation of the Islamic law (mashrueh); this was the
ideological origin of political Islam.

The new middle class fraction advocated democracy, nationalism,
fascism and diffuse Islam. It represented a politics hostile to the
status guo and called for electoral and other reforms to curb the power
of the aristocracy. Early in the period,Islam as a political ideology
had little influence with the modern intelligentsia and the new middle
class,who were reformist, modernist, secularist and anti-tradition.
Later, however, during the decade before the 1979 revolution,political
Islam spread among the new middle class. (see Chapter V)

The traditional petty bourgeoisie was ideologically close to the
Ulama and supported their liberalism and traditionalism but in asso-'
ciation with the lower clergy and religious stUdents it also gave rise
to the non-liberal, clerical, extremist political Islam advocating the
establishment of an Islamic state or order sanctioned by the legiti-
macy of the Islamic law. It was thus an authoritarian and elitist ideo-
logy and had developed mainly in reaction to the modernism and anti-
clericalism of the modern intelligentsia. It was extremely nationalist
and anti-imperialist and in this it drew on nineteenth-century reli-
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gious nationalist movements against foreign penetration. The parties
building on this ideology not only despised the Western democracy of
the new middle class but also the liberalism and quietism of the senior
Ulama. It may be noted that despite the nature of Shiite political
theory and the claims of the proponents of political Islam that Islam
has always been 'political', it was from the Constitutional Revolution
that Islam in Iran emerged as a political ideologr advocating a parti-
cular type of political regime. The ideological streak of political
Islam, however, remained overshadowed by constitutionalism and consti-
tutional opposition to the authoritarianism of the royal court.

The popular world.ng class ideology originated among the radical
intelligentsia and in its early stage spread among the working class
in industrial cities. It was anti-liberal and initially class-reduc-
tionist in that it did not seek to articulate middle class democracy.
Yet the popular ideology was reformist and to that end sought to parti-
cipate in power. In reaction to this reformism of early popular ideo-
logy, later more radical variants of the ideology developed.

These four ideologies then, constituted the ideological cons-
tellation which took form in the new social formation. The conflicts
which occurred over the form of regime were related to these ideologies
but were expressed through the diffuse ideologies (such as modernism
and reformism). The four political ideologies persisted throughout the
conflicts, but the political parties built upon them were more ephe-
meral and discontinuous. Hence in this chapter only some of the parties
which were present in the conflicts up to the revolution will be men-
tioned and those which emerged afterwards will be discussed later (in
Chapter VIII).

The four ideologies represented specific class interests. The
royal court on the other hand developed its own political ideology,



which became the state ideology from within the existing ideological
system by articulating elements of the existing ideologies. It was
presented as a corporatist ideology seeking to create an equilibrium
of classes. The court claimed to suppress the special pleadings of the
upper class by substituting liberalism with 'social justice', to be
more democratic than the democratic parties and to attend to the 'real
interests' of the masses through 'economic democracy'. Thus the court
parties were to represent the court's corporatist ideology and to
incorporate diverse class interests into their structures.

After the fall of the authoritarian regime of Reza Shah which had
subdued the landed aristocracy, the bazaar and the intelligentsia
political parties were organized to represent diverse interests. Reza
Shah had prohibited political parties considering them as plots designed
to undermine his regime which in itself was no more than a 'party' to
the diversity of a society in revolution. His fall thus led to the
emergence of several parties seeking to represent particular segments
of the population rather than formulate national programmes. They were
parties originating from below as vehicles of certain interests at a
time when the state was weak and the power bloc undefined. Hence they
resembled factions forming around strong personalities. Although some
of these parties, especially those initiated from various areas of
the power bloc,particularly the cabinet and parliament, sought to
represent diverse class interests, they were short-lived due to con-
flicting interests and changing situations. By contrast, parochial and
ideological parties representing certain segments of the population
persisted through the unfolding political conflicts.

The aristocracy dominating the power bloc after the fall of Reza
Shah was less in need of parties than were the middle classes. The



main source of its power lay in the country where it was able to
marshal the peasants at the polls. And this power was enhanced in

the twenty-year period after Reza Shah, when parliament was at the
centre of power and elections were relatively free from court inter-
ference. In this period,landlords fomed an average of 56% of the
deputies. From the 14th majles, when middle class and leftist parties
secured seats in parliament, several aristocratio factions began to
emerge. As small groupings of notables, high-placed deputies and
senior bureaucrats, they had little influence outside the majles and
the bureaucracy and thus did not develop into political parties. At
a time when the middle classes outside the power bloc were organi-
zing parties,some attempts were made by the oligarchy at building
political parties in order to aggregate diverse interests and thereby
broaden its base of support. The most important such party, created
from above, was the Iran Democrat Party which was established in 1946
by prime minister Ahmad Qavam of the old Qajar aristocracy. The party
expanded rapidly through the cooption of middle-class and leftist
parties which together formed a coalition government. It sought to
consolidate power in the hands of the prime minister by curbing the
power of the court and the influence of democratic and popular parties.
In time ,however ,the Iran Democrat Party coalition broke down and the
party itself disintegrated from within.20 On the whole, aristocratic
factions were no more than vehicles designed to consolidate their power
and after the experiment of the Iran Democrat Party no aristocratic
party developed. Later when the aristocracy lost much of its hegemony
to the army and the court, it was even less capable of organization
and ideological articulation.

20- An account of the party is given in: L.Binder, Iran: Political
Development in a Changing Society, Berkeley,1962,pp.206:S, and L.P.
Elwell-Sutton, 'Political Parties in Iran', The I-liddleEast Journal, vol.
III, 1949, pp.45-6Z.



Unlike the aristocratic factions entrenched in power, the middle
class parties were ideological, vied for political power, cal.led
for land and electoral reforms to curb the power of landlords and
demanded industrialization and administrative reforms which would
provide opportunity for the sldlls of the middle class to be used.

The major democratic party formed by the new middle class was
the Iran Party which emerged in 1942, first as the Association Qf
Engineers organized by a group of foreign-educated engineers. In 1943
membership was opened to other educated groups and the Association was
declared a political party. The founders of the Iran Party were
Engineers G. Farivar, M. Bazargan, Dr. Karim Sanjabi (a lawyer) and
Allahyar Saleh (a judge). The party members were mostly young intel-
lectual8, professionals and government employees •.As an observer has
Doted,the Iran Party was the party of "doctors, lawyers, engineers,
journalists, professors and teachers." 21 In fact,the Iran Party was
the remnant of the Social Democrat Party of the Constitutional period.

The Iran Party appealed directly to the new middle class and did
not attempt to mobilize other segments of the population and hence, it
continued to be a small group of professionals and intellectuals commi-
ted to carry out their political demands through achieving political
office. Nontheless, the party proved to be one of the permanent parties
participating in the ensuing conflicts.

The Iran Party was nationalist, secularist and modernist. On the
issue of secularism vs. Islam a major splinter group broke away from
the party to form first,the Islamic Leaguetand then the Freedom Move-
mente The leaders of the Freedom Movement included professionals such
as Engineers Samii, Atai, Sahabi and Bazargan as well as clerics like

21- R.Cottam, op.cit. p.265; some account of the party is also given
in: R. Cottam, 'Political Party Development in Iran', Iranian Studies,
Summer 1968, pp.82-96.
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Ayatollah Taleqani and Zanjani. The Freedom Movement was similar to
the Iran Party in most respects except that it was more diffusely
Islamic. A similar splinter group was the People of Iran Party (Mardom-
~~) combining democracy, socialism and Islam in its ideology. Party
members were mostly from the younger generation of professionals.

Extreme nationalism and fascism also found adherents in the ranks
of the new middle class. Pan-Iranism, a broad movement encompassing a
number of groups, attracted university and high-school stUdents and
army officers during and after the Second World War. The Pan-Iranist
movement was nationalist, anti-Western and statist and included three
political parties. First, the Pan-Iranist Party led by Daryush Foruhar
(a student) originated among army officers and advocated land reform,
state control of the economy and labour legislation. Second, the
Nationalist Socialist Workers Party, a party of students, had influence
\nth the court and was opposed to the Ulama and their interference in
politics. And third,theArya Party was aroyalist splinter group from the
Nationalist Socialist Party.

Although they originated among the new middle class,the Pan-
Iranist Parties had influence in some of the trade guilds in Tehran.
Similarly, the Toilers Party led by Dr. M. Baqai was a party of the
intelli5entsia but it also had influence in the trade guilds. The party
was the result of an alliance between Baqai's group which had contact
with the bazaar and Ayatollah Kashani, the leading cleric of the 1940's,
and a group of socialist intellectuals. In the course of the ensuing
conflicts, however, the party split: the intellectual wing broke away
to form the Third Force Party while Baqai's faction maintained its
contact \'11th the bazaar.

The new middle-class parties were secular-nationalist, modernist
and reformist. By contrast, Islamic petty bourgeois parties were
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fundamentalist, traditionalist and religious-nationalisto They called
for a return to fundamental principles of Islam and advocated the
establishment of an Islamic stateo The ideology of political Islam
flared up mainly after the fall of Reza Shah and its stronghold was
the petty bourgeoisie of the Tehran bazaar. The prorlmi ty of the reli-
gious circles to the bazaar organization provided the basis for the
alliance between the lower clergy and the petty bourgeoisie which led
to the emergence of fundamentalist parties. The most important Islamic
party which championed the cause of the Islamic state was the Fedaian-e
Islam Party. Formed in 1946 by a theology student, Navab Safavi, the
party became famous for several political assassinations which its
members carried out. Ahmad Kasravi a prominent anti-Shiite historian
was one of the victims. The party was opposed to the democratic parties,
the court and even to the 'establishment' Ulama who, in the party's view,
had compromised Islam by their silence regarding un-Islamic governments.
The Fedaian were based in the Tehran bazaar and although their entire
leadership was executed by the order of the Shah they continued to
remain on the political sceneo

A similarly authoritarian and anti-democratic party was the
Mojahedin-e Islam. It was led by Ayatollah Qanatabadi but behind him

loomed the influence and leadership of Ayatollah Kashani who repre-
sented the ideology of political Islam in the 1950's. In his view:22

"Islamic doctrines apply to social life, patriotism, adminis-
tration of justice and opposition to tyranny and despotism.
Islam warns its adherents not to submit to a foreign yoke.
This is the reason why the Imperialists try to confuse the
minds of the people by drawing distinctions between religion
and government and politics. In Islam religious leaders are
to guide the people in social affairs."

The Mojahedin recruited its leaders and members from the clergy
and the bazaar guilds. Similarly, the Party of the Islamic Nations which
was formed by a number of theology stUdents in 1960 originated in the
22- Quoted in Ibid, po153.
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Tehran bazaar. As a fundamentalist Islamic party it advocated the

establishment of an Islamic state and taught its membersin the tactics

of guerrilla warfare. Its objectives were "the capture of political

power, the creation of a communaleconomyand the establishment of a

dictatorship based on a single party.,,23 Later,after its suppression

by the regime, the remnants of the party formed the Party of God

(Hezbollah). Other fundamentalist groupings knownas the 'coalition

groups' also emerged in the Tehran bazaar in the 1960's. On the whole

political Islam was the movementof the lower clergy associated with

the bazaar and had little appeal amongthe high-ranking Ulamawhowere

liberal-constitutionalist. The ideology of political Islam was to gather

strength under the hegemonyof the royal court.

The popular working class ideology was for the first time repre-

sented on an organized basis by the Tudeh (masses) Party of Iran.

Although prior to the rise of Raza Shah a Persian CommunistParty and

a small labour movementhad existed, the Tudeh Party originated in a

group of Western-educated intellectuals whocirculated Marxist ideas in

Reza Shah's Iran. The group was led by Dr. T.Arani whoon his return

from Germanyin 1930 gathered a group of teachers, lawyers and pro-

fessional menaround himself. Arani and his followers were arrested

in 1937 and tried under a 1931 Act prohibiting Communistactivities.

He himself died in prison but the remaining membersof the group

formed the nucleus of the Tudeh Party on their release in 1941.

The TudehParty was able to mobilize the masses and especially the

rising industrial working class on a large scale. Initially avoiding any

reference to communismin its programme, the party organized trade

unions and mobilized workers in the main industrial centres of Esfahan,
,

Abadanand in the northern provinces \.,rhereindustrialization had zone. a

23- B. Jazani, Tarikh-e Si Saleh-ye Iran(A Thirty-year History of Iran)
Tehran, n.d., p. 141.
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further than in other areas. In 1944 the party organized the Central
United Council of Trade Unions, encompassing 47 trade unions with
50,000 members.24 In 1946 it set up a workers' committee in Abadan
and organized a massive strike against the Anglo-Persian Oil Company.
No other party was able to compete with the Tudeh Party with regard
to the mobilization of the masses.

The founding members of the.party were all intellectuals, doctors
and professors and the party also recruited members and supporters. from
among government employees, army officers and professional men. Accor-
ding to one account,in 1944 the Tudeh Party members numbered around
25,000 out of which 23% were intellectuals and government employees,
7~/o workers and t!J6 peasants. And "although the majority of the members
\iere \·/orkersthe participants in the Party Congress were mostly inte1-
lectuals and professionals. As a result those elected to the leader-
ship of various party organizations were intellectuals. ,,25

The Tudeh Party set out as a democratic and reformist party. Its
constituent assembly called for the establishment of democracy, the
implementation of the Constitution, struggle against the reimposition
of royal-rnilitary domination, land redistribution, electoral reforms
and labour legislation. In 1944 the Tudeh declared itself the party of
workers, peasants, intellectuals and the petty bourgeoisie and called
for a common struggle a¢nst 'feudalism'. Later in 1952, after it was
legally banned, the Party Central Committee denounced the Constitution,
called for the overthrow of the monarchy and declared itself the party
of the working class alone. The party thus became class-reductionist
in that it viewed the democratic middle-class parties which obtained
power in the early 1950 IS as the class enemy. Later in 1965 however, the
24- Sazeman-e Enghelabi, Nehzat-haye Kar,esari pas az 1320 [The Working

Class Movement after 1941], Tehran, 1350,.p.53.25- Ibid. p.54.
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Tudeh changed its views concerning the Constitution and attempted to
articulate democracy in its own ideology.26 Thus as the part,y moved
from its working class popular ideology to democratic-constitutionalism,
divisions within the party led to the emergence of radical splinter
groups. The first to defect was the Revolutionary Organization which
condemned the non-revolutionary stance of the Tudeh and called for a
peasant war. Other defectors formed the Tufan Organization, the Marx-
ist-Leninist Process and the Red Star. The more important of the
radical left factions was the Fedaian Organization formed in 1970
by a group of intellectuals defecting from the Tudeh and other parties.
Of the founding members of the Organization eleven were students,
five teachers, eight engineers, twelve workers, one government employee
and one army officer~7 Although the Radical Left had Tudeh origins they
were in the main the product of their own time. While the Tudeh fought
against 'feudaJ.ism' the target of the Radical Left was 'dependent
capitalism'. Early in the period, however, the Tudeh Party established
the popular working class ideology b,y successfully mobilizing the
masses. The popular worldng class ideology was to be of relevance in
the subsequent articulation of state ideology.

Political parties were thus built on the basis of the four class
ideologies and advocated different political regimes. They made and
broke alliance in the course of the conflicts on the basis of the
ideologies of nationalism, constitutionalism, traditionalism-moder-
nism and secularism-clericalism. The four political ideologies were
opposed to the authoritarian hegemony of the court but since the court
changed position,short and implicit alliances were also made between
some of the parties and the court.

26_ A full account of the history and ideology of the party is given
in: S. Z:l.~, The Communist Movement in I;:lQl,Berkeley,: University of
CalifOrnia Press, .1966. .

27- This information was gathered from the various publications of
the Organization.



III- Political Conflicts

The reign of Mohammad Reza Shah can be divided into two periods.
In the first period (1941-62) he was not at the centre of power but
sought to consolidate his position against the contending political
forces. In the second period (1962-79) he emerged as unquestioned
ruler and built an authoritarian regime. In order to arrive at an
analysis of the state which was overthrown by the 1979 revolution,
this chapter investigates its origin and evolution during the first
period of the Shah's reign. During this period the power bloc was
occupied by various political forces. In the first decade of the
period no lasting hegemonic force emerged. In the early 1950's an
alliance of the middle class parties obtained power and finally in
the second decade of this period a tenuous alliance of the court and
the upper-class groups occurred.

In the first decade (1942-51) the political system was pluralis-
tic and constitutional, parliament was the central political insti':'
tution and various political forces sought to establish their
dominance. In this period the royal court was reduced to being one
actor among many political forces. It was pushed behind the scenes
and lost many of its prerogatives. Under Reza Shah, ministers had been
nominated by the court. Now under the young Shah parliament nominated
the ministers and the Shah appointed them only after they had secured
a vote of confidence from the majles. Thus the court lost its control
of,the government. Furthermore, in 1942 parliament passed a law for
the transfer to the government of those Crown lands confiscated by

Reza Shah. They would then be returned to their original owners.
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Lacking in any power the Shah himself talked of the desirability of
democracy. In one of his early speeches he said: '~emocracy is the
most appropriate system of government which is conducive to national
unity. In such a system since the powers of the realm are in the
hands of the people every one can freely pursue his interests accor-

1ding to his talents."
Under this pluralist situation parliament provided the locus of

power and the arena of conflict. The emerging parties and factions
competed for majles seats while the court attempted to exert control
over parliament. The first parliament which was convened after Reza
Shah was the 14th majles elected under Allied supervision and at a
time when the court was in no position to interfere with the elections.
The composition of the 14th Mjles, which was sindlar to that of sub-
sequent parliaments convened up to 1960, pointed to the dominant
forces in the state. The ma31es was composed of landed deputies and
tribal leaders, especially from the southern provinces under British
occupation, bazaar! deputies and the Ulamao Of the deputies,59% were
from the landlord class, 11% from the bazaar petty bourgeoisie, 2:1%

from the upper bureaucracy (partly landlords) 2% from the Ulama and 1%
from the lower classes.2 Among the new political forces in parliament
were the 'l'udehParty, the Iran Party, Dr. Mosaddeq, an anti-court
constitutionalist and some of his associates.

Confronted with strong parliaments the court sought to strengthen
its positioa outside the majleso The power position of the court was
enhanced due to several factors. During the War two autonomous govern-
ments had been set up in the.provinces of Azarbayjan and Kurdestan,
under the occupation of the Red Army, by local communist parties.

1- 'A Collection of the Shah's SpeeChes and Messages~ Tehran, n.d.
vol.II, p.964.

2- Shajii, op.cit. p.173.



After the evacuation of the provinces by the Russians in 1946, the
.

army led by the Shah defeated the autonomous regimes and recaptured
the provinces and at the time of the 15th majles elections sent 25
royalists from these provinces to parliament. The issue thus enhanced
the infiuence of the court and the position of the army. Also the Shah
applied for and obtained military assistance from the U.S.A ••Thus the
court consolidated its power position for the ensuing conflicts. Also,
on the pretext that parliament was interfering in areas outside its
jurisdiction,the Shah demanded the right of dissolving the majles.
Finally, despite opposition to this, a constituent assembly was
convened in 1949 and revised Article 48 of the Constitution granting
the Shah the right to dismiss the ma.iles. Also the Crown lands which
had been transferred to the government in 1942 were now ordered back
to the court.

Thus the power of the court was increasing until the emergence
of a new force on the political scene i.e., the National Front of Dr.
Mosaddeq. It was organized by a group of politicians associated
with Dr. Mosaddeq who during the 16th majles elections had taken to
the royal palace demanding free elections at a time when court inter-
ference in elections had increased. Later the National Front launched
the movement for the nationalization of the oil industry, attracted
widespread public support and became a coalition of parties. With the
emergence of the National Front the growing power of the court was
checked.
The Alliance of the Middle Classes (1951-53)

An old time constitutionalist, a staunch opponent of Reza Shah's
rule and a member of the Qajar aristocrac~ Dr. Mosaddeq was carried
to power on waves of popular support after he championed the
nationalization movement. He was made premier in May 1951. Originally
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the National Front had set out,in opposition to the increasing power
of the court,as a constitutionalist movement. More specificallY,Dr.
Mosaddeq demanded electoral reforms in order to widen and democratize
the political system, new liberal press laws, the reinterpretation of
the revised article 48 of the Constitution to curb the power of the
court and a change of martial law requirements to prevent the inter-
ference of the army in politics. The nationalist and democratic pro-
gramme of Dr. Mosaddeq attracted extensive support both in parliament
and outside and soon the National Front turned into a coalition of
parties. The coalition was made up of the Iran Party, the Pan-Iranist
Party, the Toilers Party, the Mardom-e Iran Party, the Mojahedin-e
Islam Party and a number of bazaar guilds affiliated with the Front.
It thus brought together a broad set of interests and in the main
represented the middle classes, including the new middle class and the
bazaar petty bourgeoisie. The National Front alliance was based on
the issues of constitutionalism and nationalism advocated by the bazaar
clerical parties and the parties of the intelligentsia. As a national-
ist movement the Front also attracted the support of some aristocratic
deputies especially the 'anti-British' faction. Also, despite the Tudeh
Party's view of the Front as a 'bourgeois puppet· of':imperial.isril',
Mosaddeq enjoyed the intermittent backing of the party.

So long as the nationalist cause was alive,the National Front
remained united and the public rallied to the ?UPport of Mosaddeq. His
emergence and the public support behind him had subdued the power of
the 16th majles. As the dispute \nth Great Britain remained unsolved
and the nationalist fervour subsided,the Mosaddeq government was
faged with more opposition, especially \·rithregard to its economic
policy. During the 17th majles elections,the royal court made attempts
to recain some of its lost influence in parliament. Also, the Ularna
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competed against National Front candidates. Without government inter-
ference in the elections the local influence of the landed oligarchy
ensured its victory over the candidates of the middle-class parties
who had little local reputation and influence. Mosaddeq was convinced
that elections had to be halted in order to prevent the army and the
aristocracy from sending in more deputies hostile to the government.
Out of 78 elected members there were only 25 National Front candi-
dates; the remainder were royalists and landed magnates.

From then on Mosaddeq set out to establish his own hegemony
against parliament, the court and the army. The 17th majles had
become the centre of opposition to the National Front and its attitude
towards the oil dispute. During the first year of its government the
National Front had also to face the behind-the-scenes power of the
court whose command of the armed forces gave it room for manoeuvre,
against Mosaddeq. To strengthen his position, Mosaddeq asked for extra-
ordinary powers from parliament to deal with the economy and demanded
control of the armed forces and a transfer of responsibility from the
Shah to the minister of defence for the appointment of officers and
army administration. The fulfillment of this demand would disarm the
court altogether.

Confronted with the opposition of the majles and the court,
Mosaddeq resigned in July 1952. He was, however, brought back to power
after three days of widespread manifestations of popular support. The
National Front called for a general strike. Crowds from the bazaar
flocked to the Parliament Square to express their support for the Front
and clashed "lith the a.rmy. The Tudeh Party also mobilized its following
on,the streets in support of Hosaddeq. Ayatollah Kashani denounced the
turn of events as a British plot and his Mojahedin joined forces to
reestablish the National Front government.
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The July uprising which brought Mosaddeq back to power was an

outright defeat for the court, the army and the aristocratic parli-
ament. The majles had no choice but to overwhelmingly vote for
Mosaddeq. His demands were fulfilled: he obtained extra-ordinary
decree powers and the anny came under his control as he assumed over-
all charge of the ministry of defence. With the army under Mosaddeq's
control he purged it of royalist officers and installed his own
supporters.

The court thus lost the ground gained before the advent of the
National Front. To the humiliation of the Shah, the day of the July
uprising was made a national holiday. The revenues of Crown estates
were redirected to the government. The court had started the sale of
its lands to peasants, at a time of its declining power. In 1953

Mosaddeq stopped the sale as the estates were transferred to the
government. The royal family came under government scrutiny and the
Senate which had been convened under court influence was dissolved.
Furthermore, to define the powers of the king and the court Mosaddeq
asked parliament to set up a commission to reconsider the revised
article 48 of the Constitution and also to clarify the relations bet-
ween the court and the army. When Mosaddeq found parliament failing to
set up such a commission and obstructing government bills he finally
called for a referendum to dissolvethemajles itself. Deputies resigned
one after another in protest,and in the referendum Mosaddeq obtained a
majority. Thus Mosaddeq and his party succeeded in establishing their
hegemony in the stateo

Coincident with the successive victories of Mosaddeq,however, the
National Front began to disintegrate while the court and the army were
gathering their forces. The weakness of the National Front coalition
lay,paradoxicallY,in its very strength: the alliance between modernist-
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secular parties of the modern intelligentsia and the bazaar religious
parties led by the Ulama. Not unlike the period after the Constitu-
tional Revolution when the modernist intellectuals and the Ulama
separated forces, with Mosaddeq's consolidation of power, a rift
developed between the modernist parties and the Ulama. Defections
from the coalition occurred for reasons such as the domination of the
political scene by Mosaddeq and his associates from the Iran Party to
the exclusion of the Ulama followers, his assumption of ple~

powers and unconstitutional ru1e by decree and his tolerance of the
Tudeh Party. On Mosaddeq1s assumption of plenary powers Ayatollah
Kashani, objecting on constitutional. grounds, stated that such a
measure would lead to despotism. The defection of Kashani meant the
withdrawal of support for the Front from the Mojahedin Party with
their widespread support in the Tehran bazaar. Then came the defection
of the Toilers Party in opposition to Mosaddeq's alleged leniency
towards the Tudeh Party. Of the Toilers Party ,its intellectual wing
broke away and formed the Third Force Party which continued to support
Mosaddeq while the party itself sided with Kashani •.Mosaddeq's
toleration of the activities of the Tudeh Party especially in the
summer of 1953 alienated more of his clerical allies. Finally, when
Mosaddeq called for the referendum only the Iran Party, the Pan-
Iranists and the Tudeh Party supported him.

The court and the purged army officers were slowly watching the
National Front disintegrate. Heartened by this, the court emerged from
its seclusion, but its first attempt to oust Mosaddeq with the help of
the royal guards failed, leading to the Shah's flight abroad. But the
purged army officers in the Retired Officers Club in Tehran continued
underground activities while receiving material help and advice from
the American Embassy and its military advisors. Meanwhile, the disin-
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tegration of the National Front worked to the interest of.the court.
Clerics gradually sided with the court against the Front. Some Ulama
ordered the holding of ceremonies in the mosques in sympathy with the
Shah, after his flight. And in the day of confrontation between the
arrrry and Mosaddeq, mullahs like Behbehani, who had influence and
organization in the bazaar, managed to register some popular support
for the royalists while the army distributed cash among the crowds.

On August 19, 1953, the National Front was removed from power
in a coup d'etat which brought General Zahed:i to power. Mosaddeq was
arrested and the Shah returned from abroad.

The coati tion of the middle classes had occurred on the basis of the
issues of nationalism and constitutionalism. It broke apart due to
disputes over the meaning of constitutionalism, conflict for power and
also because of the trend of secularism associated with the modernist
parties. Mosaddeq's emergence as the hegemonic force on the political
scene while lacking military support antagonized disparate forces. With
his fall the experiment in the government of the middle classes was

ended.'

The Alliance of the Upper Classes (1953-62)

Following the fall of the National Front the royal court,relying
on the army, emerged as the major power on the political scene. It
regained its constitutional command of the army and further expanded
it, by applying for more militiry aid from the U.S.A ••It also took
command of the gendarmerie and organized the security police. The
Crown lands were transferred back to the court. The middle-class oppo-
sition organized in the National Front was quelled. The bazaar guilds

'3- The information on the National Front government was obtained
from: Jami, OPe cit. pp.480-590, and The Hosaddeq Press, Hosaddeg
va Movazeneh-ye Manfi. (Hosaddeq and Ne[Yltive Balancing), Tehran,
1351. For a class analysis of the ~1osaddeq regime see: T.C. Young,
'The Social Support of Current Iranian Policy', The Hiddle East
.Journal, vol.6, 1952, pp.125-43 and E.Abrahamian, '!'heSocia! !38Ses of
Iranian Politics: The Tudeh Pa~ty, 1941-53, Ph.D. thesis, Columbia
University, 1969.
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and the associations of government employees and professionals were
suppressed. So were the Tudeh Party and its military network of 700
officers.

The power of the royal court, however, depended upon support
from the military elite, the landed aristocraoy, the high-ranking
Ulama and the senior bureaucrats who together constituted the upper
class. Rather than being autocratic, the power of the Shah vas
'limited' by the support of these groups. This new alliance was based
on formal constitutionalism and an emphasis on Islam,particu1arly
by the court. In view of the conflicts among the upper class groups
and between them and the middle class parties t however, the new alli-
ance remained tenuous.

The military elite had risen to positions of power and acquired
vast landholdings to the detriment of the old aristocracy, the tribal
leaders and the Ulama, who had all suffered at the hands of the mili-
tary monarchy of Reza Shah. Of all the elements of the upper class
the military elite was closest to the court. Yet it had its own
independent power position. Following the fall of Mosaddeq, it was
the army under General Zahedi that wielded powero Under Zahedi the
army became the central political institution and controlled the 18th
lIlajleselections held in 1954. It sought to install deputies favoured
by the military elite and to prevent some aristocratic families from
standing for the elections. This caused differ~nces between Zahedi and
the court which was not willing to alienate the landed deputies, nor
to accept the domination of the government by the military elite. The
court was opposed to the emergence of powerful officers. Although it
ap~ointed General Razmara in 1950, when it had been confronted with
strong opposition, it is reported that the Shah rejoiced in Razmara's
assassination. Both Razmara and Zahedi demanded the command of the army



from the Shah. Comparedto other upper class groups, however, the

military was more tractable for the court.

The royal court also drew support fromthe high-ranking Ulama. At

least they did not challenge the power of the court. Ayatollah Kashani

whohad sided with the court in the conflict of 1953 withdrew from

active politics and died quietly in 1962. Ayatollah Borujerdi, the

highest-ranking religious leader, had sent the Shah,on his arrival

from exile, a telegram rejoicing'in his return. The Shah frequently

paid lip-service to Islam and visited Borujerdi at his home. Ayatollah

Behbehani, the second most prominent of the Ulamaalso kept a silent

posture in matters political. There was no conflict between the court
4

and the Ulama to the extent that a British historian could write:

"In Tehran the divines were feasted on festive days by a busy
little manwhohad long been active for the Shah's cause.
These feasts were paid for by the goverrunent. The robed and
turbaned figures whosat downto good victuaJ.s did not look
like the fomenters of a revolt~"

The same historian. attributed the persecution in 1955 of the

Bahais, a heretic religious minority, to the regime's attempt at

reconciliation with the Ulama. The army attacked and destroyed the

Bahai headquarters in Tehran. However, there were a numberof the

religious leaders, such as Ayatollah Milani and Zanjani, whowere

allied to the National Front opposition.

The aristocracy was well entrenched in the state. Under Mosadde~

whoappointed his associates( mostly from the new intelligentsia) to

positions of power,a short interlude occurred in the domination of

the governmentby the aristocracy. With Mosaddeqout of the way the

old guard politicians regained their high positions and tried to

bri}lg the court under their influence. The social base of the aris-

tocracy lay in their estates where local power, religious position,

4- F.Avery, ModernIran, London, 1965, p.481.
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tribal. status and the manipulation of peasants' votes ensur-ed the
landlords of parliamentary seats. The 17th majles elections held
under Mosaddeq had born witness to the fact that without government
interference the landed class always managed to send its trustees to
parliament. Of the deputies to the 18th majles elected under military
rule, 60% were large landlords. The court was not able to bypass the
local influence of the aristocracy. In the cities the government
could eliminate the candidates of the National Front. But the majles
seat was no patrimony of the court to erant to the courtiers. Those
who were elected to parliament were there due to their own social
power and thus the court and the government had to cooperate vdth
the landed deputies. The 19th majles elections held in 1956 under
Hossein Ala, a major landed aristocrat who suoceeded Zahedi, bore
witness to the cooperation of the court and government with the landed
class. In the elections, the candidates were all nominated by the
government and were all elected; 61% of the deputies were landlords
with an independent source of power.

The landlords were still well established in their estates.
Mosaddeq had introduced some rural reforms according to which there
was to be a 20% deduction from the landlord's share of the crops, out
of which 10% would be returned to the peasant and the other 10% would
be earmarked for rural development. In another decree Mosaddeq had
abolished all the dues levied by the landlord on the peasant. The
landlord was only entitled to his share of the crops and forced labour
was also abolished. With the fall of Mosaddeq most of the reforms were
written offo The dues were reimposed and the 10% of the landlord's

,
share \."hichwas to be returned to the peasant woukd go to the govern-

5ment as tax.
5- A. Lambton, Land Reforms, op.cit.pp.39-40.
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The court was thus the ally of the landed class and the state
the executive of the upper class. The rule of the court in alliance
with the upper class was bound to be authoritarian in the face of
middle class opposition. If these conditions were to continue, the
court would remain the partner of a divided upper class with no chance
of building some social support. In short, with the upper classes the
court had no power and with the middle classes no popularity. Instead,
some reforms. might curb the power of the landed class and ease the
disaffection of the middle class. To do this the court had to prevail.
over parliament which was considered to be a bulwark against its
attempt at reform in order to mobilize popular support. In fact the
19th majles passed a bill on land reforms. fut under the circumstances
it was clear that the law was passed not only because it was very
limited, but also because it was impossible to implement. As an

6observer has written 'its main purpose was to impress world opinion.'
In any case the majles was politically powerful and beyond the

control of the court. The elections of 1960 provided the opportunity
for the court to break the domination of parliament. For the first
time in Iranian history, the court introduced a two-party system in

order to create its own clientele. To bring the majles under control,
the court had to control access to parliament. The two-party system was
to create a situation of controlled electoral competition. Premier
Eqbal, an aristocratic courtier, formed the 'government party' and
the 'opposition party' was formed by another landed courtier, A. Alam.
Only the candidates of the two court parties could stand for election.
The deputies in parliament had to affiliate with one of the two parties
in,order to be able to stand as candidates. As a result the majles
would be dominated by one of the two court parties without its cons-

6-Ibid. p.58.
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titutional position being affected. This was designed to replace the
post-War practice of free elections in which the landlords from the
country and the middle class parties from the cities came to dominate
parliament in the absence of a strong royal court.

In 1960 the two court parties announced their candidates for the
20th majles elections but only a few of the 19th majles deputies had
been nominated for reelection. Among the government party candidates
there were only 25 of the deputies of the previous majles whereas more
than 60 had affiliated with the party. The majority of the candidates
were from the middle classes: government employees, professionals,
lawyers, journalists and. engineers. 7

This sudden turn of the court from the old guard deputies to the
middle class in order to create a dependent clientele oaused grave
concern among the landed class. With the restriction of candidacy to
the court parties and the elimination of old deputies prominent members
of the majles announced their own candidacy and stood for reelection
as 'independents'.In Tehran the monopoly of the court parties was badly
broken by 'independents' rising one after another. A group gathered
around Dr. A. Amini, a prominent landed aristocrat. Another inde-
pendent group was formed by retired army officers who put forward their
own candidate for the eleotions. Behbehani, a clerical deputy, announoed
the formation of his own group. Also, some of the National Front parties
emerged on the pretext of the royal intentions of 'free elections' being
taken at their face-value.

The emergence of independents undermined the court's design and
led to a conflict between the two court parties. With the independents
on ~he scene and the possibility of their election the government party
could not let the elections be free for all. The rigging of the elections
7- Of the nominees 37 were doctors, 45 landowners, 5 engineers, 3 merchants,

4 lawyers, 8 journalists, and 3 retired officers: Karhan, 27 Teer,1339.
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brought about protests not only from the old deputies but also from
the loyal opposition. Admitting the failure of the government to
ensure 'free elections' the court cancelled the resultso

The whole episode signified the failure of the court in its
attempt to suppress the influence of the landed class and to create
its own base of support. It further created a dangerous situation
which could isolate the court by allying the old deputies with the
middle class parties, a fact which was in the making. The court tried
to break the power of the landed class but its electoral strategem
failed. The 20th majles elections were repeated in the winter of 1960
with the court giving up some ot its intentions ot dominating parlia-
ment. Compromises had to be made to the old deputieso Their names were
put on the government party's list of candidates while the party
rigged the elections to prevent the middle class parties from entering
parliamento. Out of the 176 deputies in the 20th majles 96 were landed
magnates. As far as the court was concerned the 20th majles was no
more satisfactory.

The court was thus faced with two alternatives: either to surrender
to the status guo which was based on the Constitution and maintain its
weak position or to somehow emerge dominant and consolidate its power
against parliament. The choice at that time lay between a patrician
democracy of the upper class or the hegemony of the royal court, for
neither the aristocracy nor the court could afford the democracy of the
middle class.

The AscendanCY of the Royal Court: May 1961- October 1963
To assert its hegemony the court needed a transformation in the

power bloc which was based on a tenuous alliance. The court had been
seeking to impose its hegemony through electoral manoeuvres but had
proved unable to do so within the existing constitutional structures.
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Now the solution adopted by the court was to bypass those very
structures, break with other segments entrenched in the constitutional
status quo and directly seek to create a new base of support. To exert
its hegemony and effect the shift the court had to prevail over other
power institutions, especially parliament, and had to articulate at
least the economic demands of the middle and lower classes. This arti-
culation and mobilization of coutee,did not build on the organizational
powers of those classes; rather the court later created its own poli-
tical organization to incorporate diverse sectors of the society into
the emerging regime. The situation which prompted the court was provided
not only by the disaffection of the middle class but also by the
expressed discontent of the lower classes, the result of an economic
crisis (1957-61) caused by the liberal economic policy which had been
resumed after the fall of Reza Shah. This economic crisis prompted the
emergence of the authoritarian regime under court hegemony which
disrupted the constitutional status guo and increased political inter-
vention in the economy.

The royal court was caught between the power of the landed class
and the opposition of the middle class. To this was added the pressure
of the lower classes which was felt towards the end of the decade (1950-
60) for the first time since the upsurge of the working class after the
Second World War. Between 1957 and 1961 at least 20 important strikes
occurred for higher wages, the implementation ~f labour laws, the recog-
nition of the right to strike and the introduction of minimum wagesg8

On a smaller scale the traditionally conservative peasantry of
Iran was showing some signs of restiveness. In several places, especially
in the prosperous provinces of Gilan and Azarbayjan,landlords came,

under attack by sharecroppers. Some lords were assassinated and more
8- M.S.Ivanov, op.cit. pp.207-9.
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landlord property was destroyed.9 These emerging signs of upsurge in
the landscape of conservatism may have been provoked by the court's
distribution of Crown estates and recourse to the peasantry at the
times of its political isolation, as had been the case in 1951-2
under Mosaddeq. With the failure of its electoral strategem the court
was now in no better position.

If the protests of the lower classes were caused by the economic
crisis, the opposition of the middle cla~s parties was no passing
episode. The political forces released by the failure of the
court's electioneering swamped the political arena,which for a decade
had been kept clear of the opposition. The National Front parties orga-
nized mass demonstrations of teachers and students demanding progressive
legislation.

The court had proved incapable of dominating parliament but since
the fall of Mosaddeq had succeeded in exerting its control on the
government and in particular the office of the prime minister. Dr.
Eqbal was the first post-Mosaddeq Prime Minister who declared himself
to be the servant of the Shah. Having regained the prerogative of
nominating the premier the court now attempted to curb the power of
parliament through a strong cabinet. In May 1961 the Shah called upon
Dr. A.Amini, a veteran politician and a landed aristocrat, to form a
government. Amini made an attempt to widen the basis of the cabinet
by appealing to the intelligentsia hitherto un~lling to align them-
selves with the government. His cabinet was composed of some intel-
lectuals such as Dr. Hasan Arsanjani a socialist lawyer and a well-
known advocate of land and social reforms, Dr. Darakhshesh an associate
of Mosaddeq and the leader of the Teachers Association, and Nureddin

"
Alamuti one of the original founders of the Tudeh Partyo
9- Ibid. p.210.
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From the inception of'the ref'orm cabinet, the court and the govern-
ment criticized the majles. Amini argued that it was impossible to
embark on a course of reforms while the majles of' 'f'eudals' hindered
progressive legislation. The Shah criticized the Constitution as the
guarantor of the aristocracy's power. 'The Constitution' he said later
'was a plaything in the hands of the aristocracy and the feudals who
found it expedient to pretend to be constitutionalist so as to spoil
the country's new democracy in their own interest.,10Thus the court
issued a decree dissolVing the majles. Elections were indefinitely
postponed and parliament was to remain in suspension for two and a
half years,during which time the court struggled with various political
forces and succeeded in consolidating its powerJ while relying on the
army and ruling by decree.

Having rid itself of the parliament the court turned to the
bureaucracy and the army. Sound and unsound charges of corruption were
leveled against the most prominent of the army elite and civil off1-
cials. In the court's drive tolshake itself f'ree from association with
the military elite,several officers considered political rivals were
arrested. They included men like General Azmudeh, the judge advocate
who had tried Mosaddeq, General Kia, former head of Military Intelli-
gence, General Zarqam, former finance minister, General Hedayat, former
chief of'staff and others. General Bakhtiar, the powerful head of the
security police was removed from office and sent to exile. Furthermore,
33 Generals and 270 Colonels were retired. From the bureaucracy A.
Ebtehaj, the influential head of the Plan Organization was imprisoned.
From the Ministry of Justice ten high-ranking officials were dismissed.
Th~' court was thus curbing the power of those upon whose support it had
been long dependent. Having consolidated a good deal of power, the court
10- M.R.Pahlavi, The White Revolution, Tehran, 1967, p.8?
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embarked on a course of reforms in order to create a new alliance as
the basis of the emerging regime.

The Promulgation of Reforms
In November 1961 the court issued the government with a mandate

to promote "administrative reforms in order to give priority to merit
as a condition for promotion; to guarantee welfare for state employees;
to put into effect the law for land reforms; to guarantee the welfare
of workers through their participation in the factory Isprofit; and to
assist factory owners by protecting domestic industry." 11 The reforms
fell into two categories.
A-Land reforms: Following the issue of the decree the government
prepared a land reform Act as the basic law for land redistribution.
According to the law, landlords could retain one whole village and the
rest of their holdings were to be redistributed among the peasants. The
landlords were to be compensated by the government and the peasants were
to pay for the holdings they were to acquire. The law thus affected
large holdings, leaving smaller holdings intact for the time being. As
such it affected 1~ out of the 50,000 villages. Land redistribution
began in the large estates of Azarbayjan and soon proceeded to other
areas. By 1964 some 9000 whole or parts of villages had been distri-
buted among nasagdar families12Qnly the sitting peasants received the
land; agricultural labourers were not affected by the reforms. The
government intensified the propaganda campaign. against the landlords
with the Shah himself travelling round the country and handing over
title deeds to the peasants.

B- Extension of the Public Sector: In the two decades following the
fall of the authoritarian regime of Reza Shah which had taken control
of foreign trade and monopolized much of domestic trade, a period of
11- Ettelaat, 24 Aban, 13'10.
12- A. Lambton, op.cit; p.91; HoMahdavi, 'The Corning Crisis in Iran'

Foreign Affairs, vol 044, 1965:134-46, p.138.
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economic liberalism set in. After the War the release ot the previously
suppressed demand led to heavy imports and after the short interlude
ot the National Front government, during which imports were restricted,
the trend continued. From 1955,with the abolition of government mono-
polies, the advent of financial resources through foreign grants and
the reactivation of the oil industry increasing imports" greatly bene-
fited the merchant class. In the government, liberal economic policy
influenced the policy maker and attempts at reorganizing the public
sector through planning by the newly established Plan Organization
met with the opposition of the upper bourgeoisie. Private investment
increased by 20% annually. The number of enteprises increased from
45POO in 1956 to 70,000 in 1960.1' The thriving merchant class had

14also acquired influence in the government:
"The entrepreneurs were active in the Majles, in Ministries,
with the press, at Court and in the Plan Organization ••• The
new capitalists would, when necessary, go so far as to enlist
the support of the anti-government forces against the Govern-
ment Planning Authority."

Imports continued to increase (fivefold between 1955 and 1960)
and the credit market expanded (sevenfold in the same period). The
result was trade deficits and a sharp increase in prices (10%). In
1957 the government devalued to restore the balance of trade but that
caused more inflation. The strikes mentioned above took place in this
period.The new economic policy which the government was to adopt and
the rise of the new regime under court hegemony. were intertwined.15

With the prescription of the IMF, the government was forced to attempt
major stabilization efforts to contain economic liberalism. Credit was
tightened, foreign trade came under government control and customs
due~ were increased. The court directed the government to assist indust-

13- J.Bharier, op.cit. pp.S4-6. 14- P.Avery, op.cito p.451.
15- Cf."Since 1945 not a single major Latin American nation has been able
to preserve a competitive political system, and at the same time, achieve
sustained control of inflation once the latter has exceeded 10 percent
per year.": T.E. Skidmore, 'tfJ:hePolitics of Economic Stabilization in
Post-War.Latin America", in J. f1alloy, OPe cit., p.11~9.
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rialists in order to raise domestic production. The government also
prepared a comprehensive economic plan and to finance it,taxes were to
be increased and more departments of the nation's life were to be
brought under control. To redirect mercantile capital into productive
ventures, the government held an economic conference in 1963 in which
state economic priorities were made clear. The stabilization policy
despite the short-tem opposition which it caused among the propertied
class (see below), was to be the cornerstone of the new regime under
court hegemony.

On the whole, the court ideologically switched to the middle and
lower classes and sought to build an alliance with the small-holding
peasants and the working class. More immediately, the court,by disrup-
ting the constitutional status qUO,created a great deal of opposition.

Oeposi tion to the Ascendancy of the Royal Court
The royal ascendency in the power bloc which was to lead to the

establishment of an authoritarian regime antagonized the aristocracy,
the petty bourgeoisie, the high Ulama, and the parties of the intelli-
gentsia. The issue of constitutionalism became the basis of opposition
to the hegemony of the court, whose regime was to be a break with the
preceding parliamentary system. The National Front parties took issue
with the court on the suspension of the Constitution and challenged
the lawfulness of its decrees. The high Ulama opposed the court on
constitutional grounds and some of them found ·theproprietory reforms
against the Constitution and the Islamic law. The court stood against
the political ideologies of liberalism, political Islam and popular
working class ideology and thus had to manoeuvre amidst a highly
contradictory array of forces. It was finally to rely on the brute force
of the army) thereby shattering some of the myth that it championed the
cause of the lower classes.
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The landowners did not make any concerted stand aga~nst the court
and the opposition which did occur was not formidable. That the land-
lords did not emerge in the forefront of the opposition is not hard
to explain. For one thing there had already been ample warnings of
the redistribution of large estates as well as some attempts at imple-
menting them. Since the accession of the Shah successive governments
found themselves confronting the agrarian question. The question was
raised in the 17th majles,but the deputies defeated the bill by putting
forward proposal.s which were impossible to implement. The sale of Crown
lands had already set an example. Dr. Mosaddeq also attempted some
reforms but these did not touch the tenural system. The first attempt
at tenural reform was made in 1959 when the government backed by the
court sent a bill to the 19th majles. Despite opposition from Ayatollah
Borujerdi, the highest-ranking religious leader, the reform bill was
passed by the majles but it was devised in such a way as to be impossible
to implement. Apart from legislation, relations between peasants and
landlords had been weakened in some provinces which had been the seat
of rebellious and revolutionary governments, this was the case in Azar-
bay jan where the reforms were initially carried out. Since the collapse
of the 1946 Republic,there had been irregularities in the payment of the
landlords'share.16

The landed class was itself a divided class. The opposition of
those landlords who were absentees having other occupations was likely
to be less formidable than that of those who resided in and: l1.ved off
their estates. Some refrained from submitting a declaration of their
holdings or made various arrangements so as to exclude their estates
fr9m the scope of the law. ~ contrast,fortylarge lando\iners themselves
came forward to transfer their lands. In Azarbayjan there were 250
large landlords affected by the 1962 Law. These and the former forty

16- Jami, OPe cit. pp.324-333.
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landlords had other occupations. They were merchants in the bazaar,
government officials,doctors, engineers and lawyers. Out of the 290,
206 were absentees and only 238 decided to retain a village; the rest
sold off their holdings.17 ~ contrast,where landlords tended to live
more exclusively from the land, opposition was stronger. This was the
case of the landlords of Fare who engaged in open conflict with the
government.

The government also made compromises to the landlords. The 1962
law, compared to a revolutionary confiscation of land was very mild,
but the forthcoming laws of 1963,which were much milder,made the 1962
law look quite harsh on the landlord. According to the latter, the land-
lord was free in his choice of the retained village but he was not
allowed to break up whole villages. The landlord's wife and dependants
were counted as part of his household and could not retain additional
villages. Later the government allowed the break-up of whole villages
and also the landlord' s children and wife were allowed to retain two
villages. Furthermore, from 1963 the reforms were relaxed by the
court. In a National Congress of Peasants (see below) Dr. Arsanjani,
the Minister of Agriculture, talked of further land reforms in small-
holdings constituting 60% of all villages. This led to growing oppo-
sition among small-holding lanaowners. But the court was unwilling
to go to extremes and decided to slow down the reforms leading to
Arsanjani's resignation. Hence, the laws adopted in 1963, concerning
villages either retained by landlords or small-holdings up to one
village were more favourable to the landowner. He had three options,
either to rent the land, sell it to the peasants or divide it between
h~self and the sitting peasants. On the whole, the shift in eovern-
ment policy signified the primacy of political purposes over economic
concerns. The reforms aimed at dispersing the grand aristocracy, but

17- A. Lambton, Land RefOrmS, p.41
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when it carneto smaller landowners, after the court had consolidated
its power, they were slowed down.

The opposition of the landed aristocracy,especially those in

positions of power,was phrased in terms of support for the Constitution.
Sardar Hekmat and Mohsen Sadr, two landed aristocrats who had been the
Speaker of the Ma.iles and the President of the Senate respectively·,
betore the dissolution of the parliament, opposed the court for the
suspension of the Constitution. Ahmad Bahmanyar, a landowner and the
Minister of Finance under Amini, resigned after the land reform took
momentum. R.Ala, the former premier and a large landlord, was from the
time of the reforms, excluded from the circle of royal counsellers.

The tribal landlords put up more resistance to the reforms. The
tribes had regained some of their autonomy since the Second World War.
Four major tribal rebellions had already occurred between 1941 and 1953.
With the beginning of the reforms tribal opposition was intensified.
Land reforms in tribal areas would mean not only the loss of land by

the chiefs but also the extension of central control into semi-autonomous
areas. The Qashqai tribe of Fars rebelled in November 1962 but was
suppressed by the army. In December the Shah went to Fars and distri-
buted title deeds among the peasants. In 1963 the Mamasani and Boir
Ahmadi tribes rebelled but they were also suppressed by the army and
six of their chiefs were executed. The lands of the rebellious chiefs
were distributed without compensation as a p~shment and even the
land reform law went out of its way to clarify the case of one particular
tribal chief. According to the law, the estates belonging to the hiers
of Esmail Qashqai, who had rebelled aeainst the government in the past,
we;e to be fully subject to distribution without any of the exemptions
permitted by the law.
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Land reforms affected not only the landed class, for landed

interests were intertwined with mercantile interests.18 Merchants had
landed property in the same way that landlords were engaged in trade.
More specifically, the economic stabilization policy which was the
beginning of strong interventionism affected powerful commercial
interests benefiting from the post-War liberal policy of tariff con-
cessions and open import-export trade. Economic measures such as con-
trolling imports, regul.ating prices and conserving foreign exchange
hit mercantile interests. Merchants in the bazaar had large stocks
in the customs and when the government demanded on-the-spot payment
of dues, bankruptcies occurred among traders as taxes and duties were
raised. One newspaper summed up the situation thus:19

''TheTehran bazaar is suffering from a deep stagnation due
mainly to two factors: i) the ending of the export season
ii) the restriction on imports ••• Merchants are under the
pressure of new taxes. Last year was a difficult period
for industries and the stagnancy of business that began in
1961 became more apparent ••• The market standstill is con-
tinuing, mostly because the merchants are waiting for the
approval. of new regulations for imports and exports."

Merchants expressed their disaffection through cooperation with
the constitutionalist parties. In October 1961, hundreds of traders
in the Tehran bazaar organized a meeting and set up a Union for the

20Safeguarding of the Constitution and Individual Rights. The Union
established links with the National Front parties and expressed its
vehement opposition to the reform cabinet and the suspension of par-
liament and called for the scrapping of the stabilization policyo The
merchants had ties not only to the constitutionalist parties but also
to influential Ulama.

Since 1953 the Ulama had remained politically silent and the court
had benefited from their acquiescence in a quasi-constitutional systemo
18- L.Binder, ~, op.cit. p0175.
19- Ettelaat, 29 Esfand, 1342.
20- Iran Almanac, 19630
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The main body of the Ulama supported the Constitution aJ.though some
like Borujerdi, Behbehani and Shariatmadari were liberaJ.-conservative,
and a few like TaJ.eqani and Zanjani joined the democratic middle-class
parties. Others like Kashani and later Khomeini spoke of the revival
of an Islamic political order but in times of confrontation,the Cons-
titution was the last straw for them to catch. The Ulama's support for
the Constitution was thus a stabilizing influence buttressing the status
guo,for if they were to resort not to the Constitution, which was the
limited law of the day, but to political Islam (as did some petty
bourgeois parties of the lower clergy) then they would pose a revolu-
tionary challenge to the constitutional status guo.

The hegemony of the court and the suspension of the Constitution
disrupted the status guo and led to a conflict between the Ulama and
the court. In their opposition to the court the Ulama put emphasis
on the suspension of the Constitution but there were also other issues
involved. Idberal Ulama opposed land redistribution on the grounds that
it was contrary to the Islamic juridical theory and that both the reli-
gious law and the Constitution forbade the expropriation of private
property. Others objected to the enfranchisement of women introduced
by the court. They aJ.l, however, opposed the authoritarianism of the
court.

The first land reform bill which was submitted to the 19th majles
brought about the opposition of the highest religious authority. But the
land reform law which was passed in 1960 excluded the ougaf (religious
endowments) mostly administered by the Ulama. The 1962 law also exclu-
ded the ougaf and this seemed to be a concession to the Ulama, especia-
lly at a time when Borujerdi had died (Harch 1961) and there had not yet
emerged a sole, undisputed highest-ran1d.ng religious leader (Marja-e

Taolid) to replace him. The 1963 lavm, however, extended the reforms
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to the ougar which were to be rented to peasantso This intensified
the opposition of some of the Ulama who appealed to Ayatollah Behbeh-
anio He sent a letter of protest to the government demanding that at

21least the ougat lands be saved from redistributiono
The opposition of the Ulama had, however, been underway since

the dissolution of parliament and had not been directed at the land
reforms. Some Ulama including Khomeini, Shariatmadari and Milani

22disclaimed opposition to the land reforms. On the issue of the Cons-
titution the Ulama expressed their opposition to the court. Khomeini
stated: "Our forbears have bought the Constitution with their blood
and we will not allow the government to suppress the Constitution.
All we want is the implementation of the existing laws 0 ..23The majority
of the Ulama also focused their opposition on the issue of the Consti-
tution and not the land reforms. Boycotting the referendum which was to
approve the court's reforms,27 members of the Ulama issued a statement

24which in part read:
"As you already know the state of Iran is a constitutional state;
the closure of parliament is thus a great sino.. The Ulama are
opposed to the change from constitutional and collective govern-
ment to personal rule. The establishment of constitutional
government is possible only through free elections but the
government has abrogated some articles of the electoral laws
whereas according to the Constitution bills not approved by the
mariles and the Ulama are not lawful. The majles and government
which are not based on the Constitutional laws will not be
legitimate."

In the light of the suspension of the Constitution,the Ulama also
opposed a government bill which abrogated the constitutional provision
for electors and candidates in local elections to be Moslem and gave the
vote to women, FUrther, the conflict with the court awakened the Shii te-
nationalism of the Ulama who condemned the court's collaboration with
21- Ibid, p.433. 22- H.Algar, in Keddie, op.cit. p.246.
23- Houzeh-ye Elmiyeh, zendeginamehile Imam Khomeini, [A Biography of

Imam IOlomeini] Tehran, n.d., p.. .
24- Statement by 27 of the Ulama of Iran, 31 Khordad, 1342, quoted in

Ibid, pp.80-81.
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'American imperialism', and when the next majles,dominated by the
court, passed an agreement with the U.S.A. extending diplomatic immu-
nity to American military personnel in Iran, the Ularna opposition
erupted once again leading to the exile of Khomeini. On the whole,
the U1ama opposed the hegemony of the court and emerged as a power
group to be reckoned with.

The issue of constitutionalism united various political forces
against the ascendency of the court and culminated in open conflict
with the army under the Shah. It began when the opposition of the
U1ama was intensified after the holding of the referendum in 1963

which approved the reforms. Preaching against the rul~ of the Shah
from the pulpit of his school in Qum, Ayatollah Khomeini accused the
Shah of violating Islam and the Constitution. In March the school was
attacked by the police and Khomeini was arrested. The advent of the
mourning month of Moharram provided the opportunity for the U1ama to
turn religious rituals into political protests. In June~vio1ent
demonstrations were held leading to the arrest of senior Ulama and
the suppression o-r' the rioting crowds by the army. The Tehran bazaar
was the Ulama' s base of support and some U1arna had their own followers
among specific guilds. Ayatollah Behbehani, for instance, mobilized
green-grocers in the bazaar. Some 400 bazaaris were arrested and a
few merchants were executed. Thus despite the alliance of various
forces on the constitutional issue,the opposit~on was defeated by the
army and this was to mark the eclipse of political opposition for a
long time to come.

Consolidation of Court Hegemony
From the once invisible realms of the throne the Shah had now

managed to emerge into the limelight of politics as the sole poll tical



force \dthin the power bloc. In partnership with Dr. Amini and his
intellectual colleages the court had consolidated its position. It now
disposed itself of the influence of Amini and replaced him with a
loyal associate of the court, A.Alam.

To demonstrate its new found support among the peasantry the court
ordered the convening of a National Congress of Peasants which was held
in January 1963. The Ministry of Agriculture gathered together .5000

peasants from around the country. The theme of the Congress was to
express the gratitude of the peasants to the Shah. In the resolution
of the Congress the participants declared first and foremost their
support for the monarchy •.

The peasant Congress was followed by a national referendum
prepared by the court to approve the reforms. Evoking the Constitution
to the effect that the powers of the state spring from the people, the
court sought to constitutionally justify referendum as a new source of
legitimacy.

Having consolidated its position and legitimized its power the
court began to recruit supporters to carry out its reforms. The choice
fell upon a group of civil servants and intellectuals gathered in a
grouping called the 'Progressive Centre'. The group had declared
itself to be in favour of industrialization and modernization. The Shah
appointed the Centre as the court's special economic research bureau.

Assured of its power the court ordered t~e government to prepare
for the elections of the 21st majles which had been postponed for
more than two years. The candidates for the elections were all nominated
by a Congress formed by the government and attended by the members of
the Progressive Centre and represetatives of peasants and women. The

"
Congress approved a list of 193 candidates for the parliament, of whom
39 \·reremembers of the Progressive Centre, 20 wer-e land reform offi-
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cials, 15 were 'representatives of workers', six were wome~ and 14
were small_holders.25 The candidates won 90% of the seats and the
remaining were occupied by supporters of the court who had stood
as independents. Later 150 deputies joined the Progressive Centre's
parliamentary group and formed the majority faction.

With a membership of 300 civil servants the Progressive Centre
emerged as the mainstay of the Shah's rule and formed the core of the
'political elite' which was recruited by the court. By the order of the
court the Centre was converted into a political party, the New Iran
Party, which held all the cabinet posts and thus came to control par-
liament and government. The party elite surrounding the court were all

civil servants and bureaucrats and as 'technocrats' they were known for
their lack of political ideology.

During two years of political conflicts which led to the ascen-
dancy of royal power, the court antagonized active political. forces and
created a great deal of opposition. It also managed to recruit some
support by instituting reforms. With the army under its firm control,
the referendum as its source of legitimacy and a party of lieutenants
to carry out its reforms, the court had now at its disposal all the
ingredients of rulership.

25- Shajii~ op.cit. p.245.



IV- The Rule ot the Monarchy

Introduction
The ascendancy ot the royal court did not imply the rule ot a

specitic social class although in certain periods since the Consti-
tutional Revolution social classes had emerged in the power bloc and
had ruled directly. The main conflict had been between the old aris-
tocracy and the rising middle class but the important point is that
no class had been able to establish a stable domination. The aristo-
cracy was in dissolution due to the country's transtormation trom a
predominantly agrarian to a semi-industrial society. It proved inca-
pable ot developing a political organization ot its own to articulate

.the interests and ideology ot the rising middle class. On the other
hand the middle classes were weak and divided and the norm was the
creation ot coalitions which were unable to impose a stable domina-
tion but were only able to prevent other torces trom imposing theirs.
The regime which developed under the royal court was the result ot

this crisis ot domination. Thus the fragmentation ot the middle classes
and the lack of community and solidarity of interest in the old aris-
tocracy all contributed to the handing back ot political power to the
court. The regime of the court was thus the outcome of this crisis ot

class domination and an equilibrium of class forces. Neither the mana-
ging committee ot the old upper class nor the regime ot the middle
classes as such, the court's regime sought to consolidate its power
thPough the bureaucracy and by controlling all classes. Under the court,
political rule was bureaucratic-royal rather than class rule, i.e., the
hegemonic element in the state was the royal bureaucracy rather than a
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specific class interest. The royal regime thus obtained a degree of

autonomyfrom the dominant class interests. In fact, aft~r the Cons-

titutional Revolution the separation between the bure~cratic-military

officialdom and the landed and merchant classes became increasingly

distinct. Originally the modernmonarchywas not associated with the

landed class but rose from the army although in certain periods the

court closely cooperated with the landed class. Relying on the burea-

ucracyand the military,the regime of the court thus became free of

control by dominant class interests and as the regime of the equilib-

rium,i t sought to maintain a class equilibrium on which to stand. This

was carried out by controlling various classes through the incorpo-

ration of their organizations and interests within the structures of

the emerging regime. Thus a political organization was established to

encompass and coopt major class interests and articulate them in its

ownterms.

Although in Iran this marked a newdevelopment, enough is known

historically and theoretically of this type of state to make this

development recognizable. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels in their

works on contemporary France and Germanysystematically exposed and

discussed the question of the relative autonomyof the state f'rom the

dominant classes~ in particular in the context of the regime of' Louis

Bonaparte that had emerged in France after the collapse of French

absolutism. As Engels expla:ined:1

"By wa:yof exception, however, periods occur in which the
warring classes balance each other so nearly that the state
power, as ostensible mediator, acquires for the momenta
certain degree of independence of 'both. Such was the absolute
monarchyof the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which
held the balance between the nobility and the class of bur-
ghers (IUrgertum); such was the bonapartism of the First
(under Napoleon I) and still more of the Second (Louis Bona-
parte), which played off the proletariat against the bour-
geoisie and the bourgeoisie against the proletariat."

1- Quoted by Draper, OPe cit. p.410.
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The state in certain periods is thus relatively independent

from the dominantclasses in the sense that its prime function is

not simply to ensure the interests of the dominantclass. Rather

the main concern is the political one of seeking to save a political

system in the process of social changeand dissolution. Engels

further complementedthia temporal concept of the autonomyof the

state by reference to the fact that the autonomousstate is barea-
2ucratic-mil1tar,y:

''The (Prussian) king, representing the central powerot the
state, and supported by the numerousclass of government
otficials, civil and military, besides having the a:t:'flIY at
its disposal, was enabled to keep downthe middle classes
by flattering nowthe interests ot the one, and then those
ot the other; and balancing as muchas possible the influ-
ence ot both."

On the whole, the concept of the relative autonomyof the state

refers to the separation ot bureaucratic and military officialdom

from the dominantclasses whichgives the state rulers moreroomfor

manoeuvre.

Refiecting on political institution-mald.ng under autoDGll7' conc1:l.-

tiou, JOB Rex baa devalopeda s1.Uar .odel. Accordingto Rex, under

conditions. ot conflict betweentwo contending groups

"It the situation was one in whichone of the two conflict
groups dominated.the society, the institutions whichserved
the purposes of that group wouldbe claimed to be the ins-
titutions ot the social system as a whole."

This is the ruling class-subject class situation whichmay change

due to changes in the powerconditions of the dominated.class.

''Whensuch changesoccur in the balance of powerthere may
be two possible outcomes. Either there will be a complete
revolution in the social system or somesort of compromise
will workout betweenthe classes."

Thusa •truce situation' wouldemerge
;

"It the old ruling-class adjusted itself quickly to the new
balance of power." "Suchcompromisesmakepossible the emer-
gence of a value system and of social institutions which are
the social institutions of neither class, but belong to the

~2---=I~b~id~,-p-.4~7~8~
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truce situation itself [but] the truce situation will always
be precarious and could only becomethe basis of a: new social
order in exceptionally favourable conditiona. " 3

The bureaucratic regime which is relatively autonomous trom the

economically dominant classes may thus find it necessary to intervene

in the economyin order to reorganize its hegemonyby maintaining a

baJ.ance between contending social forces. The state interest ma;rlead

it to give concessions to the subordinate classes at the expense of

the upper class (from which the concept of 'revolution trom above'

stems4).Thus the relative autonomyof the state becomes evident

especially at times of crisis when the state seeks to create a balance

on which to stand. It is crisis that brings out the potential autOJ1OlllY

of the bureaucratic state and since economic intervention is justified

by political concern, the maintenance of the (political) status guo

mayrequire the disruption of that very (socio-economic) status guo.5

Thus the autonomous state remains a crisis state without stable and

lasting social bases.

The authoritarian regime which emergedunder the ruling monarchy

was just such a relatively autonomousbureaucratic state in that it

did not represent the rule ot a particular class as such but sought to

control all classes. The emergence of royal hegemonyhad created

extensive political opposition. Yet by shifting its alliance the court

sought to enlist new sources ot support from amongvarious classes. It

reached out to the old aristocracy, the peasan~ry, the newmiddle class,

the industrial bourgeoisie and the working class for political support.

3- J. Rex, KeyProblemS in Sociological Theory. London, 1961,
pp. 124, 126-130. For an anthropolOgical approach to the question,
see: F.G. Bailey, Strategems and SpOils: A Social AnthropologYof Pol1';'"
~, Oxford, 1969; and N. Elias, The Civilizing Process: Courtly Soci-m, vol.II, "NewYork, 1978.
4- E.K. Trimberger in Revolution from Above: HU~ .&.lreaucrats and

Development in Japan, Turkey, Egypt and Peru, New Wick, 1978, argues
that revolution from above is generated through the autonomyof the
state rulers from the landed and merchant class in response to inter-
national political and economicpressures.
5- For the disruptive aspect of arbitrary patrimonial authority see:

H. Gerth and C, Wright Mills, FromMaxWeber, London, 1970, pp.295-7.



Since land reforms were directed fromaboveand no peasant uprising

occurred the landed class wasnot abolished. Especially in the border/

tribal areas,landlords retained muchof their holdings as the regime

sought to cooperate with themin order to ensure security on the

borders. At the sametimeit soughtto create a 'rttral bourgeoisie' bene-

fiting from the land reforms. Thecourt also recruited a political

clientele fromamongthe newmiddle class and employeda class of depen-

dent intelligentsia occupyinghigh bureaucratic positions. Bypromo-

ting industrialization, the regime further encouragedthe emergence

of a modernindustrial bourgeoisie that prospered in a hot-house

fashion. Awell gallooned class,the industrial bourgeoisie cameto

constitute a major base of support for the ruling monarchy.The state

also attempted to create a 'labour aristocracy'.

To encompassthese diverse classes and subordinate their orga-

nizations, the court established a corporatist political organization

seeking to imposeon the society a systemof interest representation

through subordinate organizations. Thestatus guowhichobtained under

the ruling monarchywasbased on five foundations: a) state control of

large financial resources madeavailable through.massive •external

rents' (the oil billions); b) the success of the economicStabiliza-

tion Programmeand the intervention of the court in the economyto

ensure economicstability; c) attempts by the court to create an equi-

librium of classes through their economiccont:rol and intervention in

the economy;d) control of private enterprise through participation

in entrepreneurial activities and the establishment of patron-client

relations; and e) the expansionof the coercive forces of the state.

TheCourt Party

TheN.I.P. was the court's political organization built to carry

out its reforms and to control governmentand parliament. Unlike the



representative parties which had been involved in political conflicts

and which had served the purposes of the society and its classes, the

court party was to serve the purposes of the state. The N.I.P. was

the first successful court party to dominate parliament and govern-

ment and was the first of its kind to emerge in Iran. The party func-

tioned as a channeling agency' devised to bring the main interest

groupings under the mantle of the state. It was generated from the

reform movementand court ideology which was presented not as a class

ideology but as the state ideology allegedly representing diverse

class interests. Thus the party extended its control to all employers'

associations, trade unioJ18, bazaar guilds, civil service associations

and rural cooperatives established in connection with the land reforms.

The party brought the major employers' associations under government

control and sought to define and restrict the fields of commerce.

Amongthese associations were the Syndicate of the Owners of TextUe

Industries, the Syndicate of Metalic Industries, the Syndicate of

Iranian Industries and the Chamberof Industries and Mines. In addi-

tion there was the Chamberof Commerceencompassing all the registered

commercial companies and large trading houses. Formedunder the Chamber

were 25 CommercialFederations administered by commissions of large

businessmen in various fields of trade. In March 1964 the new regime

organized an EconomicConference between the government under the

control of the N.I.P. and the Chamberand other associations in which

the grievances and demandsof the industrialists and businessmen re-

garding the reduction of income tax, credit facilities and customs

exemptions were put forward. In response the government promised to

meet their demands.6

In addition, under the new regime a serious attempt was made at

organizing labour unions. Previous governments had been unwilling to

6- Tehran Economist, Aban, 1345.
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organize labour. Following the establishment of the Ministry of Labour

in 1946 to outmanoeuvre the TudehParty's trade unions, by setting up

an official trade union government interest in labour affairs sub-

sided and under 'the alliance of the upper classes '" even govenment

trade unions were discouraged. However, the new regime brought all

registered trade unions under control and party slogans put stress

on the workers' professional rights. The N.I.P. functioned as a medi-

ator between workers and employers in their disputes. For instance,

in 1971 it mediated a series of wagedisputes between the Workers'

Organization and the general Syndicate of &lployers, both affiliated

to the party.

The party also attempted to bring under government control the

tradi tiona! bazaar gtdlds. The guilds lost their power after the fall

of the National Front governmentunder which they had been politically

active. Especially the Guilds Lawof 1957 stripped them of their inde-

pendence and power. According to this. the guilds were only to be

formed with the permission of the government,and the High Council of

Guilds would operate under the supervision of city governors. In 1971

the guilds were brought under close party control. A newGuilds Code

dissolved the High Council of Guilds and instead established the

Chamberof Guilds with full supervisory power over all guilds. The

Chamber, composedof party members, provided the N.I.P. with an effec-

tive instrument in implementing the guild re~ations concerning the

issue of trade permits, price fixing, working hours and so on. Since

the guilds coyered all large and small shops (with an oyerall member-

ship of 500,000 7) the bazaars came to feel the weight of the ruling

party.,

Associations of oivil servants had sprung up under the National

Front goverment. There were the associations of teachers, engineers,

7- Iran Almanac, 1972, p.583.
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doctors, lawyers and so on. Most of these had been linked with
various National Front parties and hence, except for the Teachers'
Association which developed differences with Dr. Mosaddeq, were all

suppressed under the ensuing upper class regime. In place of the old
associations, the N.I.P. established its own organizations to repre-
sent professional groups.

Of great interest to the regime were the rural cooperatives.
After the land reforms the Central Organization of Rural Coopera-
tives, an independent coIlp8D1, was fomed to supervise the coopera-
tives. Later the government brought the cooperative movement under
its control by incorporating the Organization into the Hinistry of
Land Reforms. Local party cells established links with the coopera-
tives and put a few peasants on party councils. Almost all of the

88000 cooperatives had affiliated to the party.
The most significant political aspect of the N.I.P. was that it

signaled the end of open conflict for control of parliament that bad
marked the years since the accession of the Shah. Thus candidates for
elections had to join the court party which carried out all the nece-
ssary screening of candidates. The process of the nomination of candi-
dates was carried out through an extensive hierarchy of organizations.
The party convention nominated legislative candidates, invited dele-
gates from towns and villages and announced party platforms. As it
appears from its parliamentary slates, the party nominated candidates
from diverse classes indicating the regime's attempt at recruiting a
dependent clientele. It put particular emphasis on a symbolic repre-
sentation of the lower classes. In the 21st Majlea, the first which
w~ held under the new regime, of the deputies:95 were civil servants.
32 professionals, 24 cultivators. 9 workers, 8 traders, ? landlords,

8- A. Lambton. 'Land Reforms and the Rural Cooperative Societies',
in E~ Yar-Shater (ed.), Iran Faces the Seventies, New York, 1971.
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11 employees of the private sector and 4 were from the bazaar guilds.9

In the last Majles convened under the N.I.P~of the deputies~121 were
engineers, judges, lawyers and jo~sts, !f6 were civil servants, 23
were farmers, 22 were industrialists and businessmen, 21 were teachers

10and 15 were workers.
By controlling government and the entry into parliament, the N.I.P.

provided the court with an effective instrument for controlling legis-
lation through the High Economic Council. This was a weekly session
held at the court between the cabinet and the Shah to discuss(especi-
ally)economic matters and was the major source of proposals for legis-
lation. The Council included ministers in economic and developmental
affairs, the governor ot the Central Bank, the director ot the Plan
Organization and the chairman ot the Oil Company. The guidelines given
by the Shah in the Council were tranalated into proposals for legis-
lation by the Ministries and were sent to the N.I.P.'s Central Comm1-
ttee for investigation. Then the proposals were sent to the Executive
Committee attended by the Party's parliamentary group and the minis-
ters concerned. The Executive Committee finally prepared the bill to
be presented to the MaJles where the N.I.P.'s majority assured its
smooth passage. Thus the whole structure of the state including govern-
ment, parliament and the ruling party was subordinated to the court
which was at the centre of power.

Despite its organizational strength the N.I.P. remained an ins-
trument in the hand of the court. The Party Conventions were either
attended or guided by the Shah and their most important function was
to update the Party's platform with the latest pronouncements ot the
col}%'t.Since the major function of the party was the mobilization of
support for the court it was finally the Shah's discretion to the effect
that the N.I.P. had failed to mobilize a wide range of interests that

9- Shajii, OPe cit. p.192 10- The Echo of Iran, Dec. 6 1971.
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led to the eventual dissolution of the party before the revolution.

The Bases of the Status Quo

For more than a decade (1963-75) a combination of factors held

the authoritarian regime together. Wewill examineeach in turn.

1- Oil and EconomicStability

The inflow of the 'oil billions' formedthe cornerstone of the

autonomyof the state by providing it with an independent source of

revenue. Havinglittle to do with domestic economicprocesses the

oil revenues were not unlike 'external rents' given to a state which

was dependent on their receipts on a regular basis. Yet these revenues

enabled. the regime to enlarge public expenditure without the need to

extract the necessary resources from the domestic economythrough

high taxation. Financially the oil revenues, constituting the

major source of governmentincomes, enabled the regime to expand

regular governmental expenditures. The share of the oil revenues in

total governmentrevenues increased from 11% in 1954 to 45% in 1963,

56% in 1971 and to m in 1971. In the 1963-73 period the oil earn-

ings provided.between60 and 79 percent of the state's foreign ex-

change incomeand formedan average of 50% of governmentrevenues.

Bywayof contrast, in the sameperiod the share of direct taxes in

governmentrevenues did not change substantially and constituted no

more than an average of 7% of those revenues. Neither did the relative

share of indirect taxes increase; they formed an average of 19')6of
11total governmentrevenues.

The oil revenues thus provided the regime with a regular source

of,funds without the need to resort to fiscal and monetarymeasures

11- These and the following figures are taken from: The Central
Bank, Bank MarkaziAnnualReport and Balance Sheet, 1960-78; Idem
'The National Incomeof Iran', 1959-1971;and The Plan Organiza-
tion, TheMainEconomicIndicators, Third Report, 1976.
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to curtail public consumption in order to finance large governmental

expendi tures. Thus while taxes were kept low government expenditure

did not affect private consumption•. In fact, through an expansion in

liquidity and credit availability private consumption and investment

increased. Between 1962 and 1972 private consumption expenditure in.-

creased from 252 to 572 billion Rials and private investment from 45
to 92 billion Rials. The dependence of the state on oU revenues

consequently tended to prevent the development of a regular and effi-

cient taxation system for the mobilization of resources from within.

Tax regulations remained arbitrary and subject to change at the dis-

cretion of the government. In the case of the bazaar guilds the amount

of taxation was open to lengthy negotiation but the government could

12demand prompt payment.

As a result of the substantial increase in the amount of oil

revenues- from 29 billion Rials in 1963 to 182 billion Rials in 1972-

the government could accomplish more than ever before. Between 1962

and 1972 current expenditure by the government increased from 35 to

189 billion Rials. Previously the oil sector contribution had been

low. It was only from 1964 onwards, coinciding with the ascendancy

of the royal power, that oil's contribution began to accelerate. Tb:1s

enabled the regime to make attempts at comprehensive planning. The

earlier plans had been no more than allocation ot public revenues

by the government. Oil revenues constituted the major source for

financing the comprehensive development plans which followed. They

financed 66% of the expenditure of the Third Plan (1962-7, with a

total expenditure of 230 billion Rials), 63% of that of the Fourth

Plan (1968-72, with a total expenditure of 810 billion Rials) and,

finally, 80% of that of the Fifth Plan (1973-8, with a total expendi-

12- The procedure of taxing the guilds is elaborated in: N. Jacobs,
The SociologY of Development: Iran as an Asian Case Study, NewYork,
1966, pp. 89-92.



ture of 4,698 billion Rials). Thus relying on the oil revenues the

public sector was able to carry out its industrialization, electri-

fication and communication schemes.

The Stabilization Policy adopted in 1962 was to prove success-

ful. With the application of orthodox policies the 1963-73 period,

in contrast to the preceding and subsequent periods, was marked bY'

economic stabilitY' in prices, wages, employmentand taxes. FollOwing

the period ot economic crisis (1957-62) which prompted the emergence

of the authoritarian reform regime under court hegemony, the govern-

ment adopted a growth policy, imposed credit and trade restrictions

and cut downon imports. Increasing oil revenues enabled the regime

to keep prices downby' imposing trade restrictions and by using

government monopolies and extensiTe subsidization. Thus in the

period between 1963 and 1972 prices rose by an average of 3%. There

was also stabilitY' with regard to the increase in wages; those of

industrial workers increased by an average ot 7% and those of non-

industrial. workers by an average of 4%, as shown in the following

table.

ConsumerPrice Index and Wages: 1963-72

h~1~1*1~1~1~1~1~1m1m
Prices 89.4 93.3 93.5 94.3 95.1 96.6 100

Industrial 77 81 83 96 100 108 116
Wages

Non-indus- 33 36 37 37 40 44 51
rial Wages

Prices: 1969= 100. Industrial Wages: 1967= 100.
Non-industrial Wages: 1974= 100.

Source: The Central Bank, 'The National Income of Iran', 1338-50.

1972
101.5 107.1 113.8
122 130 147

52 54 63

In this period tax regulations were somewhat relaxed. From 1950

income tax laws had been subject to a process of regular revision. A

law in 1955 had reduced direct taxation by introducing exemptioll8 and

allowances as well as lower rates. In 1956 the progressive tax system
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established according to the first comprehensive progress~ve income
tax law ot 1930 was in the main abolished leading to substantial tax
reductions. Further, the general income tax law of 1967 raised the
exemption level still further and many concessions were given, espe-
cially to new tirms.l' Indirect taxes were not charged on necessities
and essential commodities. With the exception ot customs revenues,
halt ot the indirect taxes consisted of taxes on fuel for cars, 15%
were excise taxes and the remainder were taxes on exchange duties and

14cars.
As a result of this success in economic stabilization, the regime

was able to pursue a growth policy. In the period being considered,
the gross national product increased trom y.o te 979 billion Rials, or
by a compound rate ot 1~ at current prices. But since there was little
price increase the gross national product increased at a compound rate
ot 8.~ in constant prices. As a result ot such growth the rapid in-

crease in national and per capita income in the period led to a rise
in total private consumption (1~ in urban areas and 5% in rural
areas annually). 15 On the whole the regime proved able to combine
stabilization with the continuation ot sustained growth.

The poll tical significance ot this factor is evident against the
background of the social tension exacerbated by the preceding economic
crisis which coincided with political conflicts in the power bloo
and which contributed significantly to the hegemony ot the royal
power. In turn the relative success of the stabilization policy was
due to the emergence ot the authori tar1an regime. The rise of court
hegemony was justified by a concern for public economic prosperity,
ana the maintenance of economic stability was to be a major foundation
13- Bank Helli, 'Income Tax Act', The Bank Hel11 BUlletin,1956, Hinistry
of Justice, 'A Collection of Fiscal Laws', Tehran, 1353, ppo89-90.
14- F. Firoozi, 'The Iranian Budgets: 1964-70', International Journal of
Hiddle East Studies, vol.5, 1974:328-343, ppo330- 0

15- Bank Markazi, National Income, p.63o
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of royal power. Hence, under the authoritarian regime the state began
to p~~ a dominant ro~e in the econo~. In 1964 it adopted a compre-
hensi ve budget policy. Previously, budgets were no more than a re-
cord of revenues and expenditures based on the Financial Laws of
1911,which had been adopted from the French laws of classical libe-
ral economy advocating government non-intervention. The new budgets
expanded the role of the public sector. Under the authoritarian
regime the court had an active role in economic decision making
through the High Economic Council which discussed the budget, deve-
lopment plans and the state of the economy especi~y the price situ-
ation. The government was especially concerned with the provision of
basic commodities. Because the consumption of bread was a major item
in the family budget (17% and ~ of the budget of urban and rural
families respectively) the government kept its price stable by mar-
keting and distributing subsidized flour among the bakeries. In this
period the price index of bread rose from 111.7 to 121; the whole-

14sale price declined by 38% between 1965 and 1969. The government
also set up its own stores to provide conunodities at subsidized pri-
ces for special groups such as teachers.

On the whole the stabilization policy succeeded in terms of
price behaviour while the vast financial resources enab~ed the regime
to lift the credit restrictions initially imposed to achieve stabi-
lization.

2- Class Support and Control
In its endeavours to maintain the stability of the regime the

court sought to create a socio-economic equilibrium by granting
concessions to the main social classes. In this the court was aided
by the state's access to huge financial resources. But the concessions

14- Ministry of Economy, 'Price Index: 1342-49', 1349.
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granted were intermittent and in the case of the lower classes were

more nominal than substantial. The measures adopted were essentially

political rather than socio-economic in purpose, in that they aimed

at mobilizing political support for the regime.

The Industrial Bourgeoisie

In the regime's industrialization drive private initiative was

strongly encouraged. This prepared the ground for the development of

a modern industrial bourgeoisie emerging under the tutelage of the

court. The new regime imposed trade restrictions and high tariff

rates in order to prevent the growth of the commercial bourgeoisie

and encourage domestic production. In this connection it adopted

policies of fiscal concession, tariff protection, easy loans and

credits, subsidies, industrial grants, tax exemption and monopoly

concessions. Between 1961 and 1975 the Industrial Credits Bank's

loans to the private sector increased from 20 to 20,000 million

Rials.15 The restriction ot foreign trade also ensured high prices,

especially for local monopolyindustries. The encouragement ot to-

reign investment further stimulated the growth of the industrial

bourgeoisie and some 200 foreign companies participated in joint

ventures with local partners. To further promote private enterprise

the government established a Stock Exchange in 1967.

Thus with state encouragement, a large industrial bourgeoisie

began to emerge. The number of industrial esta~lisbments increased

from less than 1000 in 1957 to 6200 in 1974 producing 75%of the
16industrial products in the latter year. The grand bourgeoisie was

composedof some 150 families mostly from a bazaar background and

they owned67% of all industries and financial institutions. Its,

memberssat on more than 1000 boards. Out of the 473 largest private

industries 370 were ownedby ten families. The grand bourgeois fami-

15- Iran Almanac, 1975, p.287. 16- Tehran Economist, 22 Azar 1354;
Ministry of Economy, 'Statistics of Large Industries', 1353,p.4.
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lies were also closely knit together through joint investment in
industrial, commercial and financial enterprises.17

Amongthe more prominant entrepreneurial families were:
- The Farmanf'armaianfamily, an old landed aristocratic
family with extensive interests in the economy. Its in-
dustries and companies included the Shahriar Industrial
Group consisting ot five large steel-rolling factories,
the Shahra, Shahpur, Shahab and Shahbaz Companies, several
construction companies and it also had large shares in the
Iran-National Car Manufacturing Comp~, paper industries,
cement industries as well as extensive shares in several ot
the private banks.

- The Rezai family owned.eight large units of steel produ-
ction in the Shahriar Industrial Group, the AhvazSteel-
Rolling Industry, the AraleMachine Tools Factory, copper
and lid mines, the Shahriar Bank as well as holding shares
in several other banks. The Rezai family rose from the ba-
zaar trading background.

- The Khayami family also came from a trading background
and established the largest private enterprise in the coun-
try, the Iran-National car manufacturing industry: and owned
chain stores, agri-business enterprises, textile factOries,
insurance companies,and large shares in several banks es-
pecially the Industrial Bank.
- The Sabet family, another nouveau riche family, owneda
whole empire of industries and companies in all branches of
business. The family owned41 large enterprises including
the General Motors Industry, the Jeep Factory, Television
factories and the Daryush Bank. According to Newsweek10%
of every thing in Iran belonged to the Sabet family. (OCtober
14, 1974)
- The Lajevardi family, another family of'~bazaar origins,
ownedthe Behshahr Industrial Group comp1'\>sing22 large
companies, the Behpalefood industries, tlii" Kuhan velvet
factories as well as holding shares in more than 45 other
companies and banks.

- The Barkhordar family, again from a merchant background,
ownedelectric industries, cement factories, carpet factories
and held large shares in manyother industries and banks.

- The Irvani family, from a traditional. handicraft back-
ground, established the extensive Melli Industrial Group,
originally a shoe-making industry but comprising food in-
dustries, transport companies and so on.

- The Elqanian Jewish family ownedthe extensive Plastic In-
dustries, engaged in manufacturing and retailing and held
shares in manyother businesses.

- The Khosrowshah1family ownedfood industries, medicine
industries and had shares in other enterprises and banks,
especially the Industrial and Mining DevelopmentBank.

17- Information obtained from a survey in 'Rah-e Kargar', Fashism
No.1, 'Social Classes', Tehran, n.d. p.5. and Tehran Economist, 28
Farvardin, 1355.
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- The Vahabzadeh family owned car industries, machine-tool
industries and also had large land holding in urban centres
as well as shares in foreign banks.
- There were other equally large business families such as
the Akhavans, owners of large stores and tile factories, the
Fooladis, owners of the t1~e factories, the Bushehris who
owned various industries, the Behbehanis, owners of glass
factories, the Hedayats, owners of sugar factories, the Azod
family, owners of paper factories, the Nemazi family who
owned large textile factories, the Rastegar family, owners
of many mjniug industries, the Yazdani family who owned large
landholdings and real estate, the Laleh, Arjomand, Ebtehaj,
Tajadod, Qasemiyeh families and many others.

The court maintained close links with the business community
and encouraged, or ordered, entrepreneurs to invest in its favourite
enterprises and invited successful businessmen to work within the
scope of the regime's development schemes. The royal family itself
had large commercial and industrial holdings (see below) in part-
nership with large industrialists. As the credit mobilier the court
provided protection and access to capital for entrepreneurs. As A.
Rezai, an industrial magnate acknowledged "without the Shahanshah's
help and support I could never attain my present position." ,~ was
because '?(116 of the capital of Rezai and his partners oame from 10"-

interest government loans. His companies were exempt from taxes, for
five years in Tehran and for twelve years in the provinces. According
to him, some of his oompanies yielded 50 to 80 peroent net profit. ,,18
Another large industrialist, A. ~ami, also benefited from the
Shah's support and established his manufaoturing industries by order

19 .of the Shah. Thus under the authoritarian regime government-busi-
ness relations were distributory i.e., the regime distributed re-
sources among the entrepreneurs in the fom of easy loans, tax exemp-
tion and monopoly ooncessions. The entrepreneurs also sought to in-
f1uence government policies in order to increase the benefits they
received from the regime. The employers syndicates affiliated with

18: Le Monde,5 October 1973. 19- Reported by R. Graham, Iran: the
Illusion of Power, London, 1978, p.48.
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the N.I.P. held frequent conferences with government ministries
and thus influenced government policies concerning taxes and
credits.2O Large industrialists disliked the public sector in
general and demanded that the government abolish all state monopo-
lies and transfer state-owned industries to the private sector.21

Partly due to the growing influence of the grand bourgeoisie, in
19'70 the government reorganized the structure of the business asso-
ciations. Thus a law was passed for the integration of all the
Chambers ot Commerce and the Chamber of Industries and Mines in
Tehran and in the prOvinces to form the single Chamber of COlIDDerce,
Industries and Mines. This was to operate in close cooperation with
the Ministry of Economy and the aim was to align the activities of
the industrialists with state economic policies and make possible
the implementation of public sector schemes through private invest-
mente The government further defined its preferred fields of indus-
try putting emphasis on production in the export sector. Thus from
1970 government-business relations began to move from distribution
towards the regulation of the type of business by the government.
(In general three patterns may obtain in government-business inter-
actions: distribution of resources by the state; regulation of the
type of business; and redistribution of wealth and control on the
size ot ownership of property.)22 In spite of closer regulation
there were indications, from 1972, of the re~e's dissatisfaction
with the speedy growth ot the grand bourgeoisie. As an official
source wrote: '~or some time,the Government gave one hundred per
cent support to this ("bourgeois") class through legislation and
o~her protection. Over the years, over-protectionism led to compla-

20- Tehran Economist, 10 Aban, 1345. 21- Ibid, Khordad 23, 1345.
22- T.H. Low1, 'American Business, Public Policy: Case Studies

and Political Theory', World Politics, vol. 16, 1964, pp.677-715.
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cency amongsome industries, so muchso that they stoppe? impro-

ving their quality or raising their efficiency or lowering their

prices. There were murmursthat ',industrial feudalism' was repla-

cing landed feudal; sm.,,23 Fromdistribution and regulation the

court policy began to movetowards redistribution of industrial

wealth and control on the size of ownership. In May 1972 the Shah
~.
ordered the holding of a High Social CouncU with great fanfare

in order to deliberate on how"to narrow the gap between the rich

and the other classes." The ShahtS major order concerned the sale

of shares in private sector industrial establishments to their

workers and the public. The Council ordered the 5100 large private

enterprises affected to sell 33% of their shares to workers within

three years. The decision, however, was not to be carried out untU

1975 when, as will be seen, its extension and implementation at a

time of economic crisis was to prove disruptive to the status guo.

On the whole the regime, through its corporatist organization,

sought to enlist the support of the high bourgeoisie while at the

same time seeking to control it. In his decrees in this connection

the Shah claimed to aim at creating a social balance of el88l1ea•.

The relatiOns between the regime and the grand bourgeoisie, however,

went beyond corporatist control, (see below: clientelism).

The WorkingClass

The regime sought to structure relationships with the lower

classes from above without politically activating them. The indust-

rial working class was the principal object of state corporatist

control, by imposing upon it official organizations. At the same

time it tried to enlist its support by providing such symbolic

benefits as profit sharing in industry, the setting of a minimum

23- Iran Almanac, 1972, p.514-15.
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wage, intervention in labour-employer conflict and later share
participation. The court ideology thus put emphasis on working-
class protectionism. The Shah presided over the annually held
National Congress of Labour and set the framework for labour policY'.
The policies adopted by the Congress regarding wages, insurance and
the formation of syndicates were implemented by the Chamber of
Commerce and the government. Symbolically the Shah was the bearer
of the first account number in the state-owned Workers' Welfare
Bank. However, the measures adopted by the regime for the benefit
of the working class affected only a small portion of that class
in large industries. Among these measures was the profit-sharing
scheme to distribute 2!:/IJ of the profits among the workers in facto-
ries with more than ten workers. According to official figures,
by 1975, 6000 factories with 295,000 workers had been affected. At
that time there were 235,000 factories employing 2140,000 workers;
thus only 2.4% of factories and 13.8% of the workers had been brought

24into the scheme.
The corporatist labour structure was specified in the labour

law of 1959 and its 1964 amendment. Existing unions were disbanded
and the main characteristic of the new structure which had impor-
tant implications for the control of the working class was that
only individual syndicates were allowed and no federation of unions
was permitted. Furthermore, individual syndic~tes had no horizontal
links with each other. The official function of the syndicates was
to conclude profit-sharing agreements and set up cooperative soci-
eties. Although the law granted union members the right to collective
bargaining~in practice it was the government represented by the poli-
;

tical. police stationed in most factOries, which arbitrated in the
disputes.

24: Tehran Economist, 10 Khordad, 1345; Ministry of Industries,
Industrial Statistics, 1975.
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The corporatist control of the working class occurred mainly
through the wage policy. The High Council of Labour set and adjus-
ted the minimum wage at regular periods. The major demand of the
strikes which occurred during the economic crisis of the late 1950's
had been for higher wages. In the period between 1963 and 1975 the
success of the economic stabilization policy helped to diffuse the
minimum wage issue; due to small increases in the cost-of-living
index the deterioration in the real value of wages was slight.
Thus changes of the minimum wage was not due to labour protest;
rather the government itself continued to adjust the minimum wage
and also to control inflation, thus eliminating any substantial
erosion of the purchasing power of the minimum wage. Especially
large industries were supervised by the regime in order to carry
out wage increases. On the whole.the regLme politically controlled
the working class through corporate organizations and sought to
enlist its support through the distribution of some benefits.

The Peasantry
By instituting land reforms the court expected to reap political

support in the countryside. In the beginning the distribution ot land
among some peasants and the raising of the expectations of others
brought about sOIDe definite support for the court. The general fee-
lings of the peasants were often expressed in sentences such as:
"from serf we have become master", "so far we"had laboured under
oppression", "we had not been human beings", "we are freed", "our
eyes have been opened" and so on.25 The land reforms, however, were
not turned into a peasant political movement and thus the peasantry
did not emerge as a political force to be reckoned with. The peasant
support, however, was by no means universal for the implementation

25- As reported by A. Lambton, Land Reforms, pp.186-7;190.
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of the reforms remained partial and a large segment of the rural
population were excluded. One of the major features of the reforms
was that land redistribution was carried out on the basis of the
existing village layouts. Thus on the one hand they did not affect
the existing land allotments and only transferred the title deeds
to the sitting peasants, hence the existing disparities in peasant
holdings remained unchanged. And on the other hand, since land re-
distribution was on the basis of the existing nasaqs the agricul-
tural labourers received no land at all.

Prior to the reforms there were great differences in the size
of the naBags. Out of 3.2 million rural families in 1960, 1.9 million
were nasagdar. Some 56% of the nasagdar families had holdings between
half and four hectars, 38% worked holdings between four and 20 hec-
tares and the remaining 6% had holdings of more than 20 hectares up
to 500 hectares. On the other hand, out of the 3.2 million peasant
families (15 million people) 1.3 million families had no nasags and
thus remained landless.26

The actual results of the reforms whiCh were carried out in three
phases have been a matter of some dispute. According to official
figures altogether 1.3 million peasant families obtained some land
under the refom scheme.2.7 According to another account_,up to 1969
only 1.5%of the peasants (480,000 families) had been affected by the
reforms.28 The picture which emerged after the implementation of the
reforms was a reflection of the pre-existing disparities in peasant
holdings. The reforms eliminated the absentee landlords and rentiers
but they preserved the differences among various rural strata as
well as those among the landholders themselves. For instance, in
26- M. Soudagar, 'A surve~ of the Land Reforms', OPe cit. chapter 2.
27- 760,000 families (21 of the rural population) in the first

phase; 210,000 families in the second phase; and 330,000 families in
the third phase: Iran Almanac, 1974.
28- N. Keddie, 'Iranian Village before and after Land Reforms', in

Development and Underdevelopment, edited by H. Bernstein, 1973,p.170.
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East Azarbayjan 11%of the beneficiaries received plots of land less

than one hectare (altogether comprising 5% of the arable land), ~

obtained land up to five hectares (altogether 10%of the arable

land), 27% received between five and ten hectares (altogether 23%of

the land), 25%obtained between 10 and 20 hectares (altogether 39%
of the land) and finally 7% obtained more than 20 hectares (alto-

gether 27% of the land). In Kbuzestan the disparity was even greater:

while 13% of the beneficiaries ownedonly 1% of the land ~ of the

families obtained 2r:1% of the land. The pattern of land redistribu-

tion was no different in other provinces.29 According to one account

summingup the end results of the reforms, in 1974 of the total

rural population, 33% had no land. 3~ ownedan average ot two hec-

tares, 12% ownedan average of 7 hectares, 14% ownedan average of

18 hectares and 0•.5% ownedan average of 190 hectares.30

In spite of the land reforms the remnants of the landlord class

continued to possess large holdings as a result of the manylegal

exemptions. In 1971 there were 62,000 large landholders from the

landlord class; in the main their lands were worked by wage labou-

rers but in some areas the crop..sharing system was still in opera-

tion.31 A class of agricultural labourers and landless or poor pea-

sants also becamemore distinctly visible. As a more direct outcome

of the reforms, however, a rural middle class began to emerge, bene-

fiting both from the reforms and some further. government measures.

In fact the court's explicit policy was not an egalitarian land

redistribution. As the Shah had said: "Our aims are not to destroy

small landlords. \~t we are doing is a means of making it possible

t9 becomesmall landlords. Those whobecomeowners of land today,

29- 'Journal of EconomicResearch', nos. 9-10, p.189; 13-14, p.149
and 17-18, p.70.

30- 'Mobarezin-e Rah-e Kargar', Tahlili az Sharayet-e Jamee-ye
Rustai (An Analysis of the Rural Conditions), Tehran, 1357, p.61.

31- Ibid, p.62.
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we hope, will become small landlords in the future. ,,32According
to one account rural middle class families numbered. 570,000, each
owning an average of 20 hectares and comprising about 1.5%of the
peasant families in 1971.33 This rural middle class, as compared
to the landless labourers, benefited from the establishment of
rural cooperatives set up after the reforms to provide credit and
assistance for the new farmers. The cooperatives were run b,y the
better-off farmers. In the Central Organization of the Cooperatives,
a state-financed institution, the peasants were not represented but
"the local managers of that Organization were usually selected from
the better-off farmers assisting government officials in the village. ,,34-
The major function of the cooperatives was to make loans to its mem-
bers. Only the nasagdaran (who had become small-holders after the
reforms) could join the cooperatives. Furthermore, since loans were
granted in proportion to the members' share in the cooperatives
those who had more shares obtained large loans. The landless peasants,
who were not entitled to join the cooperatives, were dependent on
village moneylenders and banks. According to an official account
peasant debts in 1971 had grown to so high a level that "only the
state can provide the means for the liberation of poor peasants
from subordination to the village bourgeoisie. ,,35

Thus while a rural middle class emerged as a result of the re-
forms and became the target of the regime's c~rporatist mobiliza-
tion, the rural lower class remained unaffected and bypassed by the
regime. The regime sought to enlist the support of the peasants
through controlled organizations and distribution of benefits among
them. Peasant cooperatives were vertically tied to the state burea-_,

ucracy and the party and the peasantry became subject to economic
32- Quoted by Keddie, oPe cit. p.171. 33- Soudagar, OPe cit. p.38.
34- Ibid, p.82. 35- Quoted in Ibid, p.48.
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and political control. By promoting small holding the regime sought
to create a rural base of support. Some peasant support for the
regime was to appear during and after the 1979 revolution.

,_ Clientelism
On the surface the regime structured a corporate framework in

order to channel diverse interests through state organizations. In

practice the real business of politics went on behind the back of
the formal organizations. In other words despite the existence of
corporatist associations, the representation of interests was based
on clientelism. Thus the authoritarian regime was able to keep inte-
rest participation within its own purview. Clientelism consisted of
relationships between the regime,which was capable ot dispensing
resources,and particularistic interests with channels of access to
public institutions attempting to influence public policy and ex-
tract resources. It was thus a more informal process based on indi-
vidual relations between interest groupings and state institutions.
Here some of these relations involving business interests, bureaucrats
and public agencies will be touched upon as one of the bases of the
status guo.36

Clientelistic relationships were concentrated within and among
the decentralized agencies of the government of which the Oil Com-
pany was the central financial institution. It was independent from
the ministries and its chairman, one of the most important posts,
was appointed by the Shah and was directly responsible to him alone.
The accounts of the Company were not exposed to public scrutiny and
were the concern of its directorate. The Company acted as an infor-
mS! source of finance circumventing the constitutional distinction
between state funds and the court's private wealth. A frequent con-
36- Most of the following information was obtained through inter-

views with various commissions of the Plan Organization and the Minis-
try of Economy in March 1980.
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siderable discrepancy was reported between the Company's statement
of its sales and the foreign exchange earnings as reported in the
balance of payments by the Central Bank. This discrepancy has been
accounted for by the informal links which existed between the Com-
pany and the court's Pahlavi Foundation due to a regular transfer
of funds from the Company to the Foundation.37 The Foundation it-
self, formally a charity organization financed by the Shah's wealth,
was the largest industrial and commercial group with extensive inte-
rests in all major economic fields and played a regulatory role in
government-business relations in the sense of giving incenti vee or
withholding favours.

While these two institutions were the major source of state and
court financial resources administrative organizations played the
clientelistic games. As the government's policy jurisdiction expanded
parliament became a weak institution with regard to the representa-
tion of interests in the legislative process. Instead the interest
groupings tended to concentrate on the administrative organs of the
goveruent in order to exert their pressures on the implementation of
the poliCies rather than on their formulation. As already noted,
government-business relations were based on the distribution-regula-
tion pattern and since distributory and regulatory policies involved
a choice as to which interests would be included and which excluded
they created an environment of patron-client relations, discretion-
ary policies and pressure to in!luence public policy. Business firms
were concentrated in the capital where they were able to increase
their access to the officials. Of the decentralized public agencies
t~e Plan Organization was the central institution around which pri-
vate business interests circulated. It had considerable financial

37- As reported by R. Graham, OPe cit. p.154-5.
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and administrative powers delegated by the state and was in a posi-
tion to deal directly with its cl1ente~ In its relations with
'interest groupings' the organization encompassed a vast number of
permanent commissions as well as!d~ working groups functioning
as lobbies for businessmen and contractors. Although development
goals and fund allocations were defined in the Economic Plan there
was enough room for flexibility in their implementation. This made
possible discretionary relations and accounted for the power of
manoeuvre available to the agencies in the implementation of poli-
cies and the petitionary influence of business interests. From the
government side the relations between public agencies and the pri-
vate sector was less subject to clear legislation and tended more
to be vague and allow exemptions. Benefits were granted to indust-
rial groups on an irregular basis. The arena of manoeuvre tor hancl-

ing out benefits was wide enough including import licenses, tariff
rates, tax exemption, exemption to price ceilings, easy access to
loans, guarantees against investment loss and coordination of public
and private enterprises in order to safeguard private interests
from competition. As a portion of the development budget was allo-
cated to the private sector the Plan Organization had a major arena
of influence with regard to business interests through regulation
and distribution. Discretionary policies were also implemented
through development banks which used credit t9 channel investment
in priority areas broadly determined by the royal court through the
High Economic Council. Clientelistic relations through development
banks were especially prevalent due to the fact that the boundaries
between the public and private sectors in the field of banking was,

blurred so that while the government had the dominant role the pri-
vate sector managed to exert considerable influence. Tbis was the
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case especially in the Industrial and Mining Development Bank and
the Bank of Development and Investment which were mixed pub1ic-
private banks and had representatives of the private sector on their
boards. Different agencies had different clienteles. For instance
in .the field of agriculture the Ministry of Agriculture and the
Ministry of Cooperatives were engaged in rivalry over the benefi-
ciaries of agricultural policy. The clientele of the Ministry of
Agriculture were large landholders and farming enterprises and the
Ministry advocated large agricultural scheme •• By contrast the Ministry of
Cooperatives. advocated policies in the interest of small-holders
and the grant of credits and subsidies to the cooperatives. Finally
the conflict was resolved with the dissolution of the latter Mini-

try due to the .''morepowerful. supportive interests" of the Ministry
of Agriculture.38

The influence of client groups,however, did not meEm that pub-

lic agencies were dominated by such groups. That influence was 1i-
mited to the level of implementation. For all practical purposes
economic policy maldng originated in the court which was also the
centre of clientelistic relations. Such relations were fostered by
the court's favourite policy of relying on certain priority areas
of private enterprise for economic development. Thus if c1ientelis-
tic relations are to be viewed as 'corruption' and 'traditional
behaviour', they stemmed from the royal court. On the basis of that
policy patron-client networks proliferated around the royal family
and the Pahlavi Foundation. Apart from encouraging industrialists
to invest in priority areas as indicated above, the royal family was
cfosely intertwined with the grand bourgeoisie through the holding
of large shares in all major industries. On the whole the royal

38- M. Weinbaum, 'Agricultural Policy and Development Politics in
Iran', ~e Hiddle East Journal, vol.31, 1977: 434-50, p.444.
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family owned 80% of the cement industry, 35% of the car industry,
62% of banks and insurance companies, 40% of the textile industry,
4Z' of the construction industry, ~ of the hotel industry and
55% of the steel industry.39 Courtiers and financial advisors of
the Shah acted as brokers and held shares in large industries and
companies on his behalt. Industrialists also preferred to offer the
court a few shares in their industries in order to benefit from the
discretionary powers of the royal family, such as the provision of

40credits and tax exemption.
The political function and significance of clientelistic rela-

tions both in the court and the public agencies was to create and
maintain a dependent relationship between business and government
and as such strengthened the corporatist structure of the state.
Thus although large industries had an informal association among
themselves particularly because various industrial groups were owned
by members of an extended family or allied families they were more
meaningf'Ully related to the court. Patron-client, vertical relations
between the regime and the bourgeoisie provided security for the
established relations as a means of avoiding conflict. As a result
the private sector was subordinated and fragmented as it spent its
time and energy in clientelistic relations and on the implementation
end. Above all clientelism integrated business interests into the
bureaucracy.

Clientelistic relations were, however, partial in their effect
in that they were confined mainly to the modern industrial bourgeo-
isie and did not include the traditional petty bourgeoisie which
r~ained a marginal sector of the society. This was a reflection of

39- This was taken from a report in the magazine 8 DNa, 8 December
1979, p.6. .40- A detailed report in Enghelab-e Islami, 22 Azar 1358, describes

the relationships between the royal family and the industrialists.
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the economic policy of the court which put emphasis on large modern
industry. The traditional bazaar petty bourgeoisie included some
219,000 handicraft industries and workshops which employed 900,000
people. Politically the petty bourgeoisie and their guilds were
subordinated to the court party but economically they were not part
of the modern industrial edifice and the clientelistic relations
which linked it to the state. Thus there was no tariff protection,
tax exemption or credit provision policy for the petty bourgeoisie.
Consequently, while the modern bourgeoisie despite its tenuous local
links occupied a monopolistic position and relied on informal rela-
tions with the regime the traditional petty bourgeoisie remained
self-sufficient and outside the political relations.

On the whole, clientelism enabled the regime to accommodate
major interests not on the basis of group representation but of
cooptation. Client groups sought patronage from the resource base
of the bureaucracy while the regime effectively employed expenditure
to maintain the status guo. The regime was held together however~not
only on the basis of clientelism but also of coercion. By increasing
the cost of political activity through coercion and by reducing the
scarcity of financial resources through clientelism the regime main-
tained the status guo.

4- Coercive Forces
A major foundation of the authoritarian regime was its monopoly

of the means of coercion and their constant use to keep down the
population. These included the army and the political police. The
royal court had patrimonial authority over the army which was direct-
ly responsible to the Shah. The modern army had been created by the
court under Reza Shah and had been reorganized and rebuilt by his
son. As a new institution having little link with the aristocracy
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it became closely identified with the court. It was the separation
of the military from the landed class that enabled the court to
curb the power of the aristocracy. It was also control over the
mUi tary that enabled the Shah to extend his powers beyond and above
the Constitution. He recruited a loyal officer corps and e1imjnated
the older military elite which had tended to develop a power base
within the army. From the time of his accession to the throne the
Shah sought to restore the strength of the forces through increasing
the defence budget, seeking military aid from abroad and expanding
theirnumbers. The army was enlarged from some 100,000 in 1941 to
300,000 in 1971. Increasingly it was equipped with modern weaponry
made available through military aid, provided especiall.y by the
United States of America. Constitutionally the king was the supreme
commander of the army. Prior to the ascendancy of the court, power-
tul. prime ministers had sought to disarm the monarchy from its
power as the commander of the army. To ensure the loyalty of the
army the court controlled military recruitment, the organization
and the size of the armed forced. All promotions above the rank of
major needed royal approval. The only link possible among the three
forces was through the court.

From the beginning the maintenance of such a loyal army re-
quired considerable liquid assets on the part of the king to ensure
adequate subsistence and high pay. Reza Shah had given land to his
officers. Later the oU billions provided the court with a depen-
dable financial resource making possible the maintenance of a pri-
vileged class of officer corps. Military expenditure rose from $ 70

million in 1960 to $ 9000 million in 1977.,

The build-up of a large military force was not only a function
of the availability of resources. It was also closely related to the
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international political conditions. Large military aid was granted
by the United States of America because of its international and
economic interest in Iran and the region as a whole. That interest
included the stability of the state in Iran under the ruling monar-
chy, the prevention of insurgency from within and the unity of the
military. However, the recruitment of foreign military advisors
and personnel made the army more dependable because they had no
real contact with the subject population. More than half of the
recruited foreign personnel were related to the army. This was not
unlike past practices of the absolutist kings whose select military
force consisted of aliens who were considered more reliable than
recruits from the subject population.

While the army remained the mainstay of the regime the court
used the political police to eliminate opposition. The repressive
apparatus included a number of organizations. The Imperial Special
Bureau and the Imperial Inspectorate had supervision over all other
repressive organizatiOns and ensured order especially within the
army. The army had its own military intelligence as well. On the
front line of all these was the political police (S.a.v.a.k.) deal-
ing directly with civil opposition. It had been organized by the
army and the court with active assistance and advice from the govern-
ment of the United States of America since 1957. Numbering tens of
thousands the political police penetrated all. government institu-
tions, trade unions, universities, bazaar guilds, the press, fac-
tories, rural cooperatives, religious institutions and so on. They
enjoyed arbitrary and absolute powers in security matters and used
e~ensive methods of obtaining information, interrogation, trial,
imprisonment, torture and physical elimination. Apart from these
the fear which they struck amongst the politically articulate pro-
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vided the regime with an effective means of preventing organized
opposition. It was the first time in Iranian modern history that
the court utilized not only a single political party but also an
extensive political police as instruments of rule. If the Shah's
reform programme was a 'white revolution' then the S.a.v.a.k.
repression which followed was its bloody Reign of Terror.

In the 1963-75 period the authoritarian regime was held to-
gether on the basis of the five elements discussed above. From 1975

the changing situation was to affect the regime's financial capa-
city, economic stability, the established clientelistic relations,
the model of class control and mobilization and finally even the
coercive capacity of the regime. In the meantime important changes
also occurred within the political ideological system.
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V- The Rise of a RevolutionarY Ideology

n••• the word 'revolution' meant originally res-
toration. The revolutions of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, which to us appear to show
all evidence of a new spirit, the spirit of the
modern age, were intended to be restorations •••
(They) were played in their initial stages by
men who were firmly convinced that they would do
no more than restore an old order of things that
had been disturbed and violated by the despotism
of absolute monarchy ••• They pleaded in all sin-
cerity that they wanted to revolve back to old
times when things had been as they ought to be."

Hannah Arendt, On Revolution, pp.43-4.

In a decade or so before the 1979 revolution,a new, revolutionary
ideological trend developed and changed the climate of opinion among
a segment of the intelligentsia. In order to account for this develop-
ment, the resurgence of Islam as a political ideology, we have to make
more expl1ci t some of the assumptions underlying the discussion in
Chapter I.

As a consequence of the expansion of the capitalist world market
and the incorporation of Iran into the Western economic exchange sys-
tem the internal social structure began to disintegrate towards the
end of the nineteenth century. It led to an overall growth in trade,
the decline of the native manufacture, the emergence of a dependent
mercantile bourgeoisie, the establishment of private property and
the emergence of a landed class. From then on capitalism began to
emerge dominant in the social formation and subordinate local petty
commodity production. The expansion of the capitalist exchange system
to Iran had two interrelated effects. First, it resulted in a partial
'structural convergence' between the Iranian social structure and,

Western capitalism. This was manifested in the emergence of landed
private property, in the political arrangement of the new social
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formation, Western constitutional government, and in an emerging
modern intelligentsia. Secondly, it resulted in a 'partial divergence'
i.e., a reaction against this development in the form of nationalism
expressed in terms of the dominant cultural form, the religion of
Islam. The increasing competition of foreign interests undermined the
traditional petty commodity production centred in the bazaars. As a
result the traditional petty bourgeoisie emerged as the social bases
of resistance to Western economic, political and cultural influence
and as the stronghold of nationalism. The constitutional movement
which was highly nationalistic, like the tobacco movement of 1891,1

was tenaciously defended by local groups, recruited largely from the
craft guilds. It was from this conjuncture of interactions between
Iranian and Western economies- and the enormous social dislocation
associated with this process- that early Iranian nationalism emerged
as a protest movement. It was also the nature of this conjuncture
that gave Iranian nationalism its particular characteristics: nation-
alism was expressed in terms of Islam and Islam was expressed in terms of
nationalism. The expansion of Western capitalism and its political and
cultural consequences stimulated not only economic but also cultural
and religious reactions so that the emerging nationalism was closely
connected with social, religious and economic grievances. It was not
only that the disadvantaged petty bourgeoisie reactively asserted
itself in terms of nationalism through the religious institution but
also tha\ the U1ama themselves had good cause in reacting against the
Western penetration. The historical cultural forms of Iran had evolved
in isolation from the outside world but increasing contacts with the
West and its modernizing, secularizing tendencies led to a slow trans-,

formation of these forms. Thus the reaction and reassertion of the
1- See N. Keddie, Reli on and Rebellion in Iran: The Tobacco Protest

of 1891-92, London, Frank Cass & Co. 19 •
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Ulamawhose sense of cultural separateness was heightened by the

slow break.-down of the existing social arrangements accompanied

the reaction of the bazaar petty bourgeois.ie to Western economic

penetration. Thus the reassert ion of Islam in this conjuncture was

also an eruption of national i sm. The Ulama believed strongly in the

preservation of the traditional social arrangements and values and

assumed an important position of power as the result of the con.-

juncture of interactions. On. the whole,early Iranian nationalism

emerged at a time of rapid social change induced by' the expansion

of Western capitalism. Socially, it was founded on the petty com-

modity modeof production which was being subordinated by' Western

economic penetration.2 Culturally, it was upheld by' the religious

institution which reacted against the threat from outside to the

tradi tiona! culture and its religious foundation.3 The result was

the strengthening of local culture and national consciousness for-

mulated in terms of Islam.

It was the convergence of these economic interests and ideo-

logical trends that brought about the constitutional movement. The

2- The following works explain the rise of nationalism and national
movementsas being a reaction against the expansion of world capita-
lism: M. Hechter, Internal Colonialism: The Celtic Frin in British
National Develo ent 1 -1 ,Berkeley, 1975; S. Amin, Unequal
Devel ant: An Es on the Social Formations of Peri hera! Ca ita-
1:!!!!. Hassocks, 197 ; E. Mandel, 'The Lawsof UnevenDevelopment', .!h!
NewLeft Review, no. 59, 1969; T. Nairn, The Break-t1p of Britain.
London, 1975; Idem, 'The ModernJanus', The NewLeft Review, .no. 94;
,and P. Worsley, The Third World. London, 1964.
3- The identity of Islam with nationalism created no problems of the
sort which emerged in other Islamic countries between Islam and nation-
alism (See M. Khadduri, Political Trends in the Arab World: The Role of
Ideas and Ideals in Politics, Baltimore, 19'70.) for the Iranian version of
Islam (Shiism) was a national religion exclusive to Irano In fact it
was this combination of Islam and nationalism which signified a major
development in national consciousness. In terms of ideology and 'nation-
building' two periods have been formative in the history of Islamic
Iran: first the Safavid era when Iran adopted Shiism as a national re-
ligion and becameonce again a political unit; second the end of Qajar
rule at the turn of the century. The first led to the emergence of the
nation; the second to that of nationalism as a protest movement. On the
former development see: Vo Minorsky, 'Iran: Opposition, Martyrdomand
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resulting documents curbed the absolute power of the shah- whowas

blamed for muchof the Western political and economic penetration-,

and gave the parliament binding powers concerning all financial matters

especially the granting of concessions to foreign Powers, the recru-

itment of foreign officials and the raising of foreign loans. They

also recognized the authority of the Ulamaand the supremacy of the

laws of Islam. As a consequence the Ulamaemerged as the represen-

tatives of the nationalist movementand adhered to constitutionalism
4as a system of government.

In the absolutist medieval Iran there had been no practical

conflict between the Ulamaand the state although theoretically the

relationship between temporal. and religious authority was ambiguous.

According to the Shiite view of political authority, legitimate rule

belonged to the Imamswhowere descendents ot the Prophet. Theore-

tically with the occultation of the last Imam,MohammadMahdi in 874

A.D., there began a period of the 'specific agency' in which the

Hidden Imam was represented by four deputies. After the death of the

fourth there began the era of 'general agency' in which the Ulama, as

the agents of the Imam,had the right to rule. Of course this was

only in theory and neither the Shiite Imamsnor the Ulamawielded

actual power. In practice the secular ruler was considered as an app-

roximation of the ideal ruler and in fact the Shiite doctrine of

Imamate reinforced the absolutist conception ot rulership. The Safa-

vida (1.500-1736> whowere the first Shiite rulers of Iran claimed to

have been descendents of the Imamand thus they enjoyed direct reli-

gious legitimacy. The Qajars also invoked religious legitimacy but

Revolt', in G.E. Grunebaum(ed.), Unity and Variety in MoslemCivili-
zation, Chicago, '955;'Charles F. Gfllagher, Contemporary Islam:
the PI teau of Particularism: Problems of Reli on and Nationalism
in Iran. AmericanUniversities Field Staff Reports, vol.XV,' no.2, 19 •4- The constitutional view "has established itself as the dominant
one amongthe Iranian Ulamaand continues to infonn their attitudes in
contemporary Iran." H. Algar, 'The Oppositional Role of Ulama', op.citp.23~.
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towards the end of their rule a difference arose between them and the
Ulama. Finally the Ulama found the adoption of a constitution to curb
basically illegitimate temporal power favourable to the Shiite concep-
tion of authority- which was emerging out of its theoretical state-
and necessary to safeguard Islam against foreign encroachment. The
constitution institutionalized the relationship between temporal and
religious authority and thus the traditional, undefined religious
legitimacy was incorporated in the new system of government.

Despite the inception of the constitutional system the battle
for its implementation in practice constituted much of the post-
constitutional history. The Pahlavi monarchs, regardless of how they
justified their actions, subordinated the constitution to their
absolute power and established authoritarian regimes. Further, the
early Islamic national ism which was the movement of the Ulama and
their petty bourgeois allies was antagonized not only as a result
of the failure of the constitution but also due to the advent of
integral state nationalism, secular nationalism, the suppression
of the religious institution and further Western economic and
political influence.

The post-constitutional regimes advocated and adopted integral
nationalism which itself was a Western idea. It emerged in Western
Europe due to the rise and consolidation of state power based on
military and bureaucratic organizations through which the rulers
could mobilize their resources.5 This ideal of an effectively orga-
nized community based on new types of state organization became
attractive after the constitutional movement. It afforded opportu-
ni~ies for the accumulation of power by the bureaucratized state
5- This process is described in: C. Hayes, The Historical Evolution

of Modern Nationalism, New York, 1931; L. Snyder, The New Nation-
alism, Ithaca, 1968;. and H. Kohn, Nationalwr.t: Its Heaning a.."l.dHistory,
Princeton, !Tel"Jersey, 1955.
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and represented the structure of an alternative status sy~tem to the

traditional one. The Pahlavis were determined to closely imitate the

Western model in creating a state structure. The bureaucracy and the

army were modelled on the Western bureaucracies and armies. Thus the

Ulama and the traditional corporate organizations became subordinated

to the new bureaucracy. This integral nationalism also gave impetus

to the secular nationalism of the newmiddle class which was a re-

sult of diffusion from the West rather than an indigenous nationalist

movementand was directed against the traditional religious culture

and its defenders. Furthermore, with increasing Western economic

influence and the expansion of the public sector to promote indust-

rial1zation,the trade guilds were broken up and local manufacture

declined. As a consequence, the stronghold of opposition to the

authoritarian regimes modelled onthe Western state was the Ulamaand

the bazaar. Thus after the constitutional movementIslamic nationalism

was intensified by the rise of authoritarianism, increasing Western

economic and political influence and the suppression of the bazaar

and its craft guilds.

The conflict between the Ulamaand the state under court hege-

monyerupted in 1963 not only over the constitutional issue but also

over increasing Western economic and political influence encouraged

by the court. The Ulamawere constitutionalist, nationalist, anti-

Western and anti-secular; the court antagonized them on all these

grounds. The national i sm of the Ulamawas particularly intensified

by the conclusion of the agreement which granted capitulatory rights

to the Americanmilltary personnel in Irano The Ulama, relying on

their support in the bazaar, rose in defiance of the authoritarian

regime and increasing Western influenceo The major clerical figure

who emerged from amongthe Ulamaand voiced the opposition of the
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clerics and the bazaar was Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeiniof QuIn. Born

in 1902 into a clerical..merchant family and having achieved the degree

of ejtehad in 1936, Khomeinihad been long active against anti-clerical

trends advocated by the state and the newmiddle class. He had pub-

lished his first book in 1945 against the Pakdini Movementof Ahmad

Kasravi, the leading anti-clerical intellectual whowas eventually

assassinated by a memberof the fundamentalist Fedaiyan-e Islam. In

that book, Khomeiniattacked secularism and vaguely presented the
6idea of an Islamic government. _During the National Front government

he supported Ayatollah Kashani and condemnedMosaddeq's appeals to

the U.S.A. for financial aid. After the latter's fall, in line with

the quietism of the Ulama in the 1953-6, period, he remained politi-

cally silent, as did his mentor, Ayatollah Borujerdi. After the court's

suppression ot the constitution and the introduction of electoral

reforms Khomeinivoiced his opposition and firmly stood for the CODB-

titution, insisting that legislation (especially that affecting the

religiOUS law) would be valid only if passed by parliament and app-

roved by the Ulamaaccording to the constitution. Besides, he attacked

Western economic and political influence; it was his opposition to the

capi tulations' agreement that finally led to his exUe.

Khomeiniwas the hero of the petty bourgeoisie and the petty

bourgeoisie was the stronghold of opposition to the court. He con-

demnedWestern economic influence, imperialism. and the ruin of the

bazaar and the homemarket. His Islamic nationalism was cut from the

same fabric as the nineteenth-century Islamic nationalist movement,

generated from the reaction of the petty bourgeoisie to the expansion

of~world capitalism in Iran. Thus he complained that:

"Large capitalists from America are pouring into Iran to
enslave our people in the nameof the largest foreign

6- Ayatollah Khomeini, Kashf al-Asrar (Revealing the Secrets),
1,24.
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investment ••• This is the result ot the political and economic
exploitation by the West on the one hand •••and the· submission
of the regime to colonialism on the other. The regime wants
to put our agriculture, manufacture, mines and even the domes-
tic distribution of commodities under their control, thus to
ensert our people by the capitalists ••• Now all the resources
of our nation are in the hands ot the colonialists, and res-
pectable merchants are becoming bankrupt one after another •••
The regime is bent on destroying Islam and its sacred laws.
Only Islam and the Ulama can prevent the onslaught ot coloni-
alism. In recent times the salvation ot Iran trom collapse
has been due to the endeavours ot the Ulama and the Marja-e
Taglid ot the time, Mirza Shirazi (reference to the tobacco
movement). In the present time we are confronted with the
ever-increasing blows upon Islam, the ensertment ot the nation
by the imperialists and their control ot the bazaars and all
military, political and commercial aspects ot lite. The bazaar
is no more controlled by the Iranians, and traders7and culti-
vators are faced with bankruptcy and deprivation."

Along with the Ulama, Khomeini initially stood for the constitu-
tion. But gradually he believed that Islam and nationalism were under
greater danger and thus shifted his emphasis from the constitution to
Islam. He made this distinction clearly in 1962 when he stated:8

''Wespeak to the regime in its own accepted terms- not that the
constitution is,in our view, perfect. Rather it the Ulama
speak in terms ot the constitution it is because Article 2 ot
the Supplementary Fundamental Laws does not recognize any
legislation opposed to the Quran as law; other than that the
only accepted law is the law ot Islam and the Traditions ot
the Prophet. \Y.hateveris in accord with the law ot Islam we
shall accept and whatever is opposed to Islam, even it it is
the constitution, we shall oppose."

He later elaborated his previous thoughts about an Islamic state
and presented them in a treatise entitled, The Rule ot the Jurisprudent.
In this, Khomeini put torward the novel idea that monarchy is against
Islam and rejected the Shiite political theory.which had evolved atter
the constitutional movement. Instead, he reverted back to the concept
of the Shiite utopian state and the rule of the Imams and the 'general
agency', and propounded the original pre-constitutional Shiite political
theory. Accordingly:'~--~~~~--~~~~--~7- Ayatollah Khomeini, Khomeini va Jonbesh: Na mueh- e Narneh-ha va
Sokhanrani-ha, (A Collection of Letters and Speeches , 15th-of-Khordad
Publications, Tehran, l352,pp.58-6o;68-9.

8- Quoted in Houzeh-ye Islami, Zendeginameh-ye Imam Khomeini, op.cit.
p.95.
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"Islamic government is not any of the existing types and systems
of government. For instance it is not dictatorial government in
which the power of the head of the state is arbitrary, allow-
ing him to interfere with the lives and properties of the
people, to grant assignments to whomeverhe chose and to give
away people's property as he wished. The Prophet and the Imams
had no such powers. Islamic government is not dictatorial or
absolutist but limited and conditioned. Of course, not cons-
titutional in its present ordinary sense in which legislation
is based on the views of the individuals and the majority. It
is constitutional (limited) in the sense that the rulers are
bound by a collection of conditions defined by the Quran and
the Traditions of the Prophet. The conditions are those rules
and laws of Islam which must be observed. Thus, Islamic govern-
ment is the rule by the Divine Lawof the people ••• No one has
the right to legislate and no such legislation can be put into
execution. Whereas in the constitutional monarchies and repub-
lics the majority of those whorepresent the majority of the
people can impose their legislation on the people, Islamic
government is the government of the Divine Law. In this system
of government sovereignty originates in God, and Law is the
word of God. In this regard the ruler must have two character-
istics: lmowledgeof the Lawand justice. He must have know-
ledge ot the Law because Islamic government is the rule ot law
and not the arbitrary rule of persons. In this sense only the
theologian can be the righteous ruler." 9

The resurgence of Shiite political theory in its original mille-

narian form was not confined to the ideas ot Khomeini. FollOwing the

death in 1960 of Ayatollah Borujerdi, the highest religious leader

(Mgria-e Taglid) whohad been knownfor his political quietism,a number

of clerics, concerned about the increasing threats to the religious

institution, advocated a more politically active role for the suc-

ceeding Marja. Forming the Islamic Associations (discussion groups),

these clerics sought to define the Shiite political theory in general

and the procedures for the emergence of the Marja in particular. Tra-

ditionally the highest religious authority'emerged' from amongthe

most learned and was acknowledged as such by the comnrunity.The Islamic

Associations maintaining that the secular government in the past had

exerted influence over the emergence of the Maria, sought to pin down

concretely that process to certain procedures. Hehdi Bazargan, a member

of the Associations (and the leader of the Freedoml1ovement)called for

9- Ayatollah Khomeini, ''Understanding Islamic Government", in Hokumat-e
Jomhuri Islam1, (Islamic Republic), A Collection of Essays ByKhomeini,
Beheshti, Taleqani, Bazargan and others; 'Tl9hran, ,13.58, pp.5-1'O.
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the strengthening of the office of the Mar ja as a place of refuge from
the injustice of the secular government. He called on the Marja to
participate in social and political affairs and bring politics and
religion together. Another member of the Associations, Ayatollah Taleqani
proposed that a council of high-ranking Ulama should replace the office
of the Marja in order to lessen political interference in the office. On
the question of the state, Mohammad Tabatabai, another member, argued
that the ideal Islamic state is not of the constitutional-democratic
type based on the will of the people but derives its legitimacy from
the Divine Law. Further, since democracy and constitutionalism have not
functioned in Iran, the only wa:y out of the injustice and tyranny of the
secular state would be an Islamic state. A major function of Islam, he
argued, is the admjnjstration of the society by the 'general agency' in

the absence of the Imam. Hence secular government is all usurpation
and cannot be legitimized by the religiOUS law. Ayatollah Mohammad
Beheshti went further and argued that if the secular government devi-
ates from the religious law it would be incumbent upon the believer
to force the government to observe its Islamic duties or else to bring
it down by force and install a righteous government.10 This was the
first time in the history of modern Iran that a group of clerics
attempted to reconsider the political aspects of Shiism in order to
find out about its weaknesses and how to remove them. They all stopped
short of legitimizing secular power and instead put emphasis on the
point that Islam encompasses the whole life of man and that there can-
not be any legitimate separation between politics and religion. The
idea of an Islamic state and the revival of the pre-constitutional
Shiite political theory was a significant and novel development in that
since the introduction of constitutional democracy in the beginning of

10- Taleqani, Beheshti, Bazargan and others, Bahsi dar bareh-:ye
Harjai:yat va Ruhanixat, (A Discussion about the Highest Religious
Authority and the Clergy), n.p. Tehran, 1341.
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the century, Iranian apologists (even among the Ulama) had argued
that Islamic political theory was only another form of constitutional
democracy.ll It was thus the first revolutionary ideology to emerge
in the post-constitutional period in which all active political
forces had called for the implementation of the ideology of the
Constitutional Revolution and had thus posed no revolutionary cha-
llenge to what the Revolution had theoretically established. It was

also a revolutionary ideology in the original sense of the term which
signified a movement of revolving back to a predestined point.12

To be sure, this ideological development, despite its religio-
historical overtones, was not a 'utopian possibility' in the sense
of being the image of a possible world not based on the existing
socio-economic system and lacking any congruence with the existing
modality of production. Rather it was based on an 'objective possi-
bility' corresponding to the objective interests of a group and its
particular position in the socio-economic system.13 It corresponded
to the particular position of the petty bourgeoisie of the bazaar
which had historically been the social basis of indigenous Islamic
nationalism and the ally of the Ulama. In the 1962-79 period, the
petty bourgeoisie was politically suppressed and economically ex-
cluded from the clientelistic relations of the regime. Faced with a

ll- This was the case particularly with the Najaf school of the
Ulama after the constitutional movement. See Naini, OPe cit.

12- For the original meaning of revolution as a 'recurrent move-
ment in space or time' see: R. Williams, Keywords, LondoD, 1976.
Cf. "We must prepare the ground for the re-establishment of the
Islamic state which was in existence unfortunately only for a few
years during the time of the Prophet and the very short rule of Ali."
Khomeini, Khomeini ya Jonbesh , pp.96-7. On the logic of the kin-
ship of reversion and revolution on the grounds that "The advantages
of a new society are hypothetical until realized; the ideals of
reaction have a more powerful appeal", see: FoG. Hutchins, 'On
\i;i..nningand Losing by Revolution', Public Policy, vol.XVIII, 1969:
1-40, quote from page 21.

13- These concepts are G. Lukacs'. LukAcs examines ideologies as
representations of historical objective possibilities. Every histo-
rical situation contains a prefiguration of a range of potential future
situations. Class ideology is thus a reflex of the reality of histo-
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process of disintegration and subordination to the modern industrial
edifice the bazaar resisted the regime economically and politioally.
The decline of the traditional petty bourgeoisie (especially its manu-
facturing segment) had been long underway as a result of the emergence
of state capitalism promoting Western economic penetration and the

14emergence of modern economic and financial systems. Thus the bazaar
with its workshops, money lenders, retail stalls, caravansaries and
mosques had been gradually broken up. Furthermore, under the policy of
import-substitution adopted by the regime from 1963, an attempt was
made to prevent the growth of mercantile capital and promote 'internal'
production through the import of capital and machinery. As a result,
the public sector put emphasis on •the modern and the industrial'
leading to the emergence of a grand monopoly bourgeoisie dependent on
foreign capital and imports at the expense of the tradi tiona! manu-
facture.l5 In 1976 the traditional industries numbered 219,000 and
produced only 24% of industrial products whereas the 6626 modern

16industries produced 76% of total industrial production. In addition
bazaar manufactories did not benefit from tariff protection, credit
facilities and subsidies provided for the modern industrialists. Petty
commodity production thus suffered further disintegration. According
to an official account: "Since large industries are established with
the participation of banks and foreign oompanies they benefit from
state support whereas small manufactories are ~ by traditional
people 1acld.ng necessary capital and management. The banks are only
interested in granting large loans. ,,17
rical possibilities and oonsists of the rational reactions imputed to
a particular position in the process of production. A utopian possibi-
lity is not thus an objective possibility. G. Lukacs, History and Class
Copaciousness, London, 19'11,pp.75-80. . .

14- A good description of this process is given in: E. Flandin, Safar-
nameh-ye Eur.ne F1andin dar Iran, (Flandin' s Book of Travels in Iran)
Tehran, l32~pp.1OOff. 15- See Jacobs, op.cit. chapter I.

16- Nin1stry of EconomY', Bureau of Statistics, Industrial Statistics,
Tehran, 1976, p.4. 17- Tehran Economist, 1 Aban, 1355.
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An analysis of the economically active population shows that between

1961 and 1976 the. percentage working in establishments with no wage-

labour (a characteristic ot manytraditional manufactories) fell from

13.8% to 10.1%.18 Another indication of the decline of the bazaar is

the rate ot import-exports. The ratio ot exports to imports decreased

from ~ in 1950 to 22% in 1960, 19%in 1970 and 5% in 1975.19 Justi-

fying the decline of manufactures, the same official source wrote: "In

our country, like the Western countries in their process of industria-

li~ation, small manufactures gradually becomeuneconomical and either

disappear or are absorbed in large industries. And this is in the inte-

rest of the country. ,,20 As early as 1966 as observer described the

process of the disintegration ot the petty bourgeoisie thus:21

"But today, the bazaar, which has survived the vicissitUdes ot
invaders, is dying. It is dying even though the volume of
retail trade has increased within the bazaar, tor retail trade
outside the bazaar has increased at an even greater rate ••• In
the last few years, the bazaar as a wa:yot lite has comeunder
attack. Cheapmass-produced goods ot every description to meet
every need- needs that the bazaar can no longer meet- nood
the market. Newideas proclaim the baths, restaurants and shops
ot the bazaar merchants as unclean and unsuitable; new beliefs
call his religious behaviour decadent and superstitious; new
business ethics condemnhis codes as archaic and provincial;
new business methods outside the bazaar jeopardize his protits;
and newbanking procedures have broken downhis system ot
tinance."

Economically the bazaar counterattacked against the clientelistic

edifice which the regime built around itselt. In the early 1970's a

group ot bazaar merchants and clerics established the Mahdiyehtinan-

cial, charity and religious organization, a nationwide private orga-

nization independent ot the government. It established 'Islamic banks'

which gave small interest-tree loans to small businessmen at a time

whenprivate commercial and state development banks were interested

-i8- This was calculated on the basis ot information obtained from:
Ministry of Economy,ItTheResults ot Industrial Census", 1341 and Minis-
try of Industries,ltA Record of Industrial StatistiCS", 1356.
19- Tehran EconOmist, 9 Hehr,56. 20- Tehran Economist,18 Bahman 1354.
21- G. Miller, 'Political Organization in Iran', Hiddle East Journal,

vol.23, 1969, pp.159; 343 (in two parts).
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only in giving loans and credits to large modern industries. The Hah-

diyeh institution also established hospitals and built mosques and

held regular religious sermons. In addition the bazaaris in Tehran

acted together to prevent the Saderat Bank (which had branches in all

bazaars) from falling under the domination of an industrial magnate

and associate of the regime (and a Bahai) H. Yazdani, by threatening

to withdraw their accounts from the Bank. Earlier the bazaaris in

Tehran had established the Sanaye Bank in reaction to the dominant

private banks. However, another bank ownedby the bazaaris, the Asnaf

(Guilds) Bank becamebankrupt in the face of' competition from more

successtul. large private (Iranian and f'oreign) banks. 22

The 1960's ,coinciding with the rise of' the authoritarian regime

and the suppression of' the petty bourgeoisie.,also witnesses increasing

political resistance by the bazaar against the regime. It was in this

period that the Fedaiyan-e Islam reemerged and several other funda-

mentalist Islamic groups based in the bazaar were organized. The

Fedaiyan reorganized themselves and held regular secret meetings in

the ironmongers guild and in 1964- after the granting of' capitulatory

rights to the Americans in Iran- planned and executed the assassi-

nation of' H.A. Mansur, the first prime minister appointed by the Shah

after the suppression of' the constitution. In this connection twelve

bazaar merchants, shopkeepers and religious students were imprisoned.

Another fundamentalist party, the Party ot the .Islamic Nations which

originated in the bazaar's theological college in the early 1960's,

set out to assassinate manyassociates ot the regime, taught its mem-

bers in the tactics of guerilla warfare and aimed at destroying Western

in~luence and setting up an Islamic state.23 Like other similar groups,

22- "Banld.ng and Private Banks", in Majalleh-ye Kanun-e Bank-ha,
(Journal of the Banks' Association), no.53, Hordad 1356.
23- Anonymous,Asnadi az J atha-ve Hotalefeh-ve Islam! Jarna va

HezbeMelale Islami, Documentson the Coalition Groups, Jarna and the
Party of the Islamic Nations), 15th-of-Khordad Publications, Tehran,
1350.
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however, the party was destroyed by the government.
As traditionalist-religious groups these parties were mostly

confined to the bazaar and had little influence outside. From the late
1960's the grievances of the bazaar began to surface in a new ideo-
logical trend which aimed at the radical alteration of the status quo.
This was the development and spread of political Islam as a revolu-
tionary ideology among a segment of the modern intelligentsia. The
early Iranian intelligentsia had advocated extreme nationalism, demo-
cracy and socialism, but Islam as a political ideology had had very
little appeal amongst them. From the late 1960's, however, the spread
of political Islam and the revival of interest in Islamic themes among
the intellectuals turned into an influential political ideology. We
will first describe the new intellectUal trend and its main exponents
and then attempt to explain the new development and its meaning.

This trend was extremely novel in that the older Iranian intelli-
gentsia (since its emergence from the late nineteenth century) had
been known for its irreligious or even anti-religious outlook.24 Some
of the promjnant intellectuals before and after the Constitutional
Revolution such as Talebof, Akhondof, Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani, Mirza

MaJ.kam Khan, Eshqi, Iraj Mirza, Aref, Ahmad Kasravi and others went
so far as to curse Islam and its exponents for all the ills and back-
wardness of the country. Influenced by Western liberal-constitutionalism
they paid little attention and in effect turned their back on the indi-
genous culture. Hasan Taqizadeh, one of the secular leaders of the
Constitutional Revolution, explicitly adVocated the adoption of the
Western civilization in all its political, social and cultural aspects~5

24- An account of this is given in: Nezam al-Islam Kermani, Tarikh-e
B!dari-ye Iranian, (A History of the Awakening of the Iranians), Tehran,
1324.

25- Taqizadeh' s views are presented in: Mojtaba Ninovi, Bist Magaleh,
(Twenty Essays), Tehran, 1346.
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Other intellectuals turned to new religious heresies or became atheist.

Even Jamal ed Din Afqani, the famous Pan-Islamist of the nineteenth

century, in his more private momentsdenounced all religion.26 The

case of Ahmad Kasravi, the historian of the 1905-11 Revolution, was

perhaps the most extreme. As the founder of the PaJtd1p;i Movement(the

Religion of Purity) which denouncedmuchof the beliefs and ri tuaJ.s

of Shiism, he launched the most vehement onslaught yet on the Shiite

doctrine and the Ulama.2:1This anti-religious outlook of the intelli-

gentsia in turn invited the reaction of the Ulema and the fundamen-

talist Islamic groups. It was not accidental that Kasravi was assassi-

nated by a memberof the Fed.aiyan-e Islam. Earlier Taqizadeh had been

accused of having planned the assassination of the religiOUS leader

of the Constitutional Revolution.

By contrast the young intelligentsia ot the 1970's turned to Islam

and presented it as a revolutionar.1 ideology by putting selective

emphasis upon it. They were in search ot a new political community

composedot the Islamic transcendental authority and a blend of modern

ideologies. The new orientation found expression in a number ot pro-

m1nant intellectuals. The major exponent of the new ideological trend

was Dr. Ali Shariati and his Ershad gf"OUp.Previously a student of

J .P. Sartre in France ,Shariati was a professor of sociology until his

death in exile in 1977. He lectured at the religious centre ot Ershad

in Tehran and drew a large audience ot studen~ and youths. Shariati

sought to create a new foundation for a new political communityby

reformulating some of the traditional concepts of Shiism and he

believed that it was quite impossible to create such a community

26- As it is evident in his reply to Ernest Renan quoted in: N. Keddie,
'Iieligion and Irreligion in Early Iranian Nationalism', op.cit. p.281.
2:1- These ideas of Kasravi appear especially in his: Shii'!ari (Shiism)

Tehran, 1324; SufiFa...-i (Sufism), Tehran, 1323; 3ahairari Oh."1aism),
Te~~an, 1323; and Davari (Judgement), Tehran, 13250
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outside of the Islamic context. His new political commun:1.tywould be

built around a charismatic authority of the early Shiite type parti-

cularly identified with ImamAli. Thus he sought to reformulate the

traditionaJ. stand of the Ulamawho believed that untU the return of

Mahdi, one must accept secular government. The procedure for the

emergence of such a charismatic authority would also be different

from the traditional concept. Shariati believed that instead of the

Ulama,traditional.ly regarded as the agency of the Imam,it was the

duty of the people to choose the leader of the communityand give

him the status of Imamate to represent the Hidden Imam. The essence

of Shariati' s thought was hence that although the establishment Ulama

like the 'priesthood' had historically formed a segment of the upper

class and had been the bastion of conservatism, Shiite Islam had

always been the religion ot the oppressed, the martyrs and the per-

secuted. In this connection he distinguished between the 'Safavi Shi-

ism' i. e., the official religion of the establishment and the conser-

vative Ulama, and the 'Alavi Shiism' i.e., the original messianic

movementof the early Shiite martyrs. He condemnedthe Safavism ot

someUlamaand called for the revival of revolutionary Shiism. He

also condemnedthe Westernized intellectuals as being the side effect

of imperialism. While Shar1ati did not speak about the rule of the

jurisprudent, he frequently referred to Imamate as the rule of the

philosopher-king. He also admired Khomeini for his persistant oppo-

sition to the regime, as indicated in a poemwhich he wrote for the

28Ayatollah.

Of equal influence was JalaI Ale Ahmadin directing the climate

28~This account of Shar1ati's thinking is based on his: Ommatva
Imamat, (Communityand Leadership),n.p., 1347; Masuliyat-e Shiah
Sudan, (The Hasponsibility of the Shiites), Tehran 1350; Entezar
I-1azhab-e Eteraz, (Expectation, the Religion of Protest), Ershad Press,
Tehran 1350; Fatemeh Fatemeh sst, Hashhad, 1350 and Tashayo-e Alavi
va Tashayo-e Safavi, (Alavi Shiism and Saf'avi Shiism), Nashhad, 1351.
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of intellectual opinion towards Islam. Early in life, lik~ many intel-
lectuals of his time, he was a member of the Tudeh Party. By the time
of the conflicts between the court and the Ulama in 1963 he had turned
to Islam. His major theme was opposition to Western economic and poli-
tical influence. In his celebrated book, Gharbzedegi he attributed the
causes of the economic backwardness of Iran to the devastating effecta
of imperialism and Western penetration and strongly attacked the
Westernized intelligentsia of the constitutional period and after,
for spreading the influence of the West and turning their back on Islam.
The early deaths of both Ale Ahmad and Shariati were widely believed to
be due to their liquidation by the regime. 29

Of less inf'luence was Abolhasan Bemi-Sadr, an exUe in France. He
also condenmed Western political and economic influence and put for-
ward the concept of 'Islamic economics'. According to this, in an
Islamic state there would be no class economic domination and no con-
centration of capital, imperialist economic domination would be ended
and domestic economic production and distribution would be regulated
according to Islamic principles (such as the abolition of interest on
capital) •He also called for the merging of religion and politics but,
unlike Shariati, he rejected the notion of charismatic personal
authority (Imamate) over the commun1ty.30

Shariati set the ideological direction for the Islamic revolu-
tionary organization of the Mojahedin-e Khalg which was formed in 1965

by some members of the Freedom Movement, mainly university students.
The party put emphasis on the Quran and the "qualitative difference

29- These ideas of Ale Alunad appear in his: Gharbzedegi, (The \'1estern
Affliction) Tehran, 1346 and Khasi dar Higat, ( A Dust in the Desert)
TePran, n.p. 1348.
30- This analysis of Bani-Sadr' s ideas is based on his: Kish-e Shakh-

siYat, (The Cult of Personality), n.p., 1355; Egtesad-e TaW~dit
Tehran, 1357 and Osul-e Pa:i va Zabeteh-ye Hokumat-e Islam1, The Fun-
damental Principles of Isl c GOvernment , 1354.
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between the Islam of the Organization and the Islam of the societyw31

but its aim was not to establish the rule of the theologian. The Islam

of the Mojahedin was rather a 'secular relig::l.on' and their major theme

was opposition to imperialism and Western influence and economic free-

domfrom the West. They were also opposed to the concentration of

wealth and the unqualified right to private property and in this their

views were influenced by collectivist ideas and they interpreted Islam

in such a way as to rationalize those ideas. On the whole, the Mojahe-

din concentrated more on the defects of the regime than on the quali-

ties of the future society.32 The Mojahedin were active in estab.

lishing 'Islamic libraries' and 'Islamic societies'. The libraries

were small lending libraries established from the early 1970's in all

university faculties by 'Islamic students'. Islamic societies were

formed especiall1 in the provincial towns for the purpose of Islamic

teaching and propaganda and were attended mainly by high-school

students and teachers.

Unmistakably the climate of opinion amonga segment of the intel-

ligentsia and the educated was altering. But whydid a large segment

of the intelligentsia, in contrast to the early Iranian intelleotuals,

increasingly turn to Islam as a political ideology? The causes of the

development are undoubtedly compJ.ex;the explanation offered here can

only be partial. Simil.ar ideological shitta aild intelleotual trends in

other societies have been explained from dive~e viewpoints. A popular

theme in the literature on the intelligentsia sees them as 'free-

noating', changing positions and turning to diverse ideologies. A

variation on this theme is EdwardShils' discussion of the intellectual

)1- Mojahedin-e Khalq, Amuzesh-ha, (The Teachings) No.I, Mojahedin
Publications, Tehran, 1357, p.3Q.
32- This analysis of the Mojahedin ideology is based on their various

publications, especially: Sharhe Tasis va Tarikh che-yoeVaga:yeSazeman
Hojahedin az 1344 ta 1350, (A History of the Establishment of the Moja-
hedin Organization), Mojahedin Publications, Tehran, .1357.
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evolution of the intelligentsia in the Third World and th~ 'phases'

through which they go in terms of their political outlook. According

to Shils, in the first phase, that of constitutional liberalism from

its beginning up to the First WorldWar, the intellectuals were fasci-

nated by Western constitutionalism and sought to implant it in their

owncountries. In the second phase, that ot 'moral renewaJ.', "cons-

titutional liberalism seemedto disappear or to be oonfined in a

very narrow space (while) the movementof moral and religious reform

was taken up and developed into a passionate nationalism. ,,33 During

the second phase, ground was prepared for mutual understanding between

traditional and modernintelligentsia which finally led to the assump-

tion ot power by the intelligentsia. A basically similar explanation

of the same phenomenonis otfered b.1 M.Matossian whorelates these

ideological shifts to the instability ot the intelligentsia, a kind

of identity crisis, and considers them as momentaryshifts ot emphasis~

Such explanations either rely on a Worldpolitics perspective or treat

ideological shit~s amongthe intelligentsia as irrational reactions

and thus ignore the social background to the evolution of the intelli-

gentsia and their social basis, instead of considering political ideo-

logies and consciousness as appropriate and rational reactions to a

particular position in the social structure and as a refiex of the

objective interests ot a particular group. Fromthe latter point of

view we can understand and explain the emergenceof po11tical Islam as

a revolutionary ideology amonga segment of the intelligentsia on two

grounds: first the social basis of these intellectuals and second, the

class-ideological position of the newintellectual trend.

~33-E. Shils, 'The Intellectuals in the Political Developmentof the
NewStates', in Political Chan~ in Unde~eveloped Countries, edited
by John Kautsky, NewYork, 196 ,p~225. '
34- Mary Matossian, 'Ideologies of Delayed Industrialization: Some

Tensions and Ambiguities', in Ibid, pp.252-264.



The intellectuals of the 1970's whoturned to Islam were the

product of their owntime, i.e. of the spread of modern education

and were mainly of the younger generation. The early intelligentsia,

whohad been liberal-constitutionalist, had emergedmainly from the

old aristocracy at a time whenmodern education was the prerogative

of an elite. The spread of modern education especially in the 1960's

and the decline of the bazaar, trans:ihrred more children of the petty

bourgeoisie who in former times would have becomeapprentices in their

family's workshop,to institutions ot higher education,in pursuit ot

prestigious positions in the government bureaucracy. As a result, the

educated strata expanded fast. Even as early as 1958 Daniel Lerner

wrote that ''Iran sutf'ers from an over-production of' intellectuals.,,35

The size of' the educated increased by more than 60% between 1959 and

1966 alone.36 Thus it would not be surprising to see the young edu-

cated carry with them their family and corporate allegiances to the

modern institutions of' education. In terms of' social origin the intel-

lectuals who turned to Islam and formed Islamic radical organizations

rose from a clerical-bazaar petty bourgeois milieu. Shariati, Ale Ahmad

and Bani-Sadr were all sons ot provincial clerics closely associated

with the bazaar. Shariati's Ershad centre was financed by a group of

bazaar merchants whohad. originally built the modern and imposing

Ershad religious centre and mosque. These intellectuals only expressed

Islam in a new guise in the light of' their modernWestern education.

They were not •free-thinkers' but their analysis was essentially shaped.

by the frameworks of' religious concepts and categories. The Mojahedin

were also mainly sons of' clerics and bazaaris and were all "born into

re:l:.igious families". Amongthem were sons of merchants and high clerics.

35- D. lerner, The Passing of the Traditional Society, NewYork,
1958.·.p..363. . . . .36- Ninistry of Science and Higher Education, ·Sta.tistics of Education:
Tehran, 1347, p.6.
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such as Ayatollah Taleqani.37 They also inherited the radicalism of

the fundamentalist groups and like the Fedaiyan-e Islam used the

method of assassination. Thus it may be said that they were all the

new intellectuals of the traditional petty bourgeoisie, whose emergence

seemed natural at a time when the Ulama and the Mosquewere not only

suppressed but also were incapable of speaking in terms of modern

ideologies and communicating with a new generation brought up with

modern education.38

In terms of class ideology, the position of the radical Islamic

intellectuals like that of the fundamentalist clerical parties, was an

appropriate and rational response to the typical position of the petty

bourgeoisie in the process of production. In its essentials the new

ideological trend was the same as the Islamic nationalism of the late

nineteenth century which had been generated from the position of the

petty commodityproduction and its reaction to Western economic and

political. penetration. It was intensely anti-imperialist and its nation-

alism was expressed in terms of Islam. One of the major themes of the

intellectuals discussed above and of the Mojahedin was that the bazaar

economywas being destroyed by the encroachment of big dependent capital..

They all condemnedthe accumulation of wealth and capital., invold.ng

various verses of the Quran which proscribe the concentration ot

wealth. The intellectuals mentioned above all portray a society made up

of small producers, with little or no wage-labour, in which the right

to property belongs to small god-fearing individuals. They all call

for the domestic economic production and distribution to be put back

37- Of the 16 founding membersof the Mojahedin Organization 9 were
from bazaari families, 4 were from clerical families, 2 were from
government-employee families and 1was a worker. This information was
obtained from several Mojahedin publications and statements •

.38- Cf. NormanCohn, The Pursuit of Hillenium, . London, 1978,
pp.307-19. Cohn argues that revolutionary messianism in Hedieval Europe
arose when the Church failed to give the guidance the people longed for.
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into the old proper order. They attack both capitalism and socialism
and call for'Islamic economics' based on moderation. Theirs was the
revolt ot a petty bourgeoisie caught in the clutches of Western eco-
nomic domination and appropriately they put their nationalism in
terms ot Islam. And in view of the decline of the bazaar their view
was not utopian but corresponded to the objective interests of a
class and its particular position in the socio-economic system.

On the whole, we can say that the Pahlavis' authoritarian rule,
the establishment of a Western-style state structure and increasing
Western economic and political influence led to the revival of Islam.c
nationaHsm especially in the 1960's. The opposition of the Ulama in

particular intensified. At the same time, a spirit of radical revo-
lutionary Islam spread amongst a large segment ot the intelligentsia.
As a rising tide ot national i sm, radical Islam was the continuation
of the old Shiite-nationalism which had originated in the reaction
of the petty bourgeoisie to the expansion of Western capitalism in

Iran. The new ideology was a revolutionary ideology for it painted a
picture of a good and righteous community. It was not that the intel-
ligentSia were transferring their allegiance from the status guo, they
had already done so; but that a large number of them were becoming
more receptive to Islam as a political ideology. Unmistakably there
was a new ideal spreading in the society. But great changes do not
involve only the prevalence of an ideology. Th~y would require a con-
vergence of forces involving concrete interests and ideologies. It is
to these concrete economic interests that we nov turn.
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VI- The Crisis of the Economy and
the Crisis of the Dictatorship

In this and the next chapters we will seek to explain the causes
and the precipitants of the 1979 revolution. To do this we will use a
conception that will bring together several elements which by them-
selves are insufficient conditions for the occurrance of a revolution.
These elements, which partly overlap, include the generation of econo-
mic discontent and grievances on a mass scal.e; the crumbling of the
foundations of the regime leading to economic instability, the emer-
gence of some fundamental conflict of interest between the high bour-
geoisie and the state and the undermining of the regime's coercive
capacity; the revolutionary mobilization of the masses and the arti-
culation of their grievances by the opposition organizations; and the
occurrance of a political alliance between diverse forces of opposition.1

1- The significanoe of this conception beoomes evident when it is
contrasted to the 'volcanic' conception of revolution which underlies
much of the modern theories of revolution, especially those employing
psychological categories.such as: Ted Gurr, 'Nh:yMen Rebel, Princeton,
19'70 ; Idem, 'A Causal Model of Civil Strife', American Political
Science Review, vol.62:1104-24; J. Davies, 'Towards a Theory of Revo-
lution', American Sociolosical Review, XXVII:5-19; Idem,(ed.) When Men
Revolt and Wh : A Reader in Political Violence and Revolution,
New York, 1971; I. !'.ierab~nd et al, eds. Anger, Violence and
Politics: Theories and Research, Engelwood Cliffs,_ 1972 and S.P.
Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies, New Haven, 1968, esp.
pp.54-57 • These theories divert attention from the political conjunc-
tural nature of revolutionary situations and confine themselves mainly
to the question of how grievances are generated, assuming that once
discontent and grievances are created they are automatically transformed
into concerted action, violence and revolution. At best they aim to ex-
plain the occurrance of violence thus ignoring the fundamental fact that
there may be revolution not becuse there is violence but there may be
violence,if at all, because there is a revolution. Thus these theories
do not offer any explanation as far as revolution is concerned. There is
no~doubt that the genesis and existence of mass grievances is one of the
elements which constitute a revolutionary situation but their mere exis-
tence does not explain the occurrance and success of a revolution. For a
critique of the 'volcanic' theories see: R. Aya, 'Theories of Revolution
Reconsidered', Theory and Society, vol.8, 1979:39-99, and J. Goldstone
'Theories of Revolution: The Third Generation', World Politics,1979:425-53.
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Following the 1963-73 period of relative economic stability impor-
tant economic upheavals occurred between 1973 and 1978. These upheavals
not only affected the capacity of the regime in terms of its financial
resources but also severely affected the conditions of the lower classes.
and generated mass discontent and grievances. As far as the question ot

the genesis of grievances on a mass scale is concerned,there exists
some theoretical controversy concerning what kind ot economic situation
prompts a population into a revolutionary situation. In Iran during the
1973-78 period there was both economic growth and decline. How did all
this affect various classes? The theoretical views on the matter fall
into two groups. On the one hand some consider general economic pros-
perity as a factor precipitating revolutioDar,1 upheavals. The origins ot

such a viewpoint stretch back to ancient times. According to Aristotle:2

''Inorder to secure his power a tyrant must keep the population
in poverty so that the preoccupation with daily bread leaves
them no leisure to conspire against the tyrant; he must multi-
ply taxes and engage in great investment pro jects. "

Alexis de Tocqeville, the historian of the French Revolution, attri-
buting that revolution to the growing prosperity of the French people
also wrote:3

"It is a singular fact that this steadily increasing prosperity,
far from tranquilizing the population, every where promoted a
spirit of unrest. The general public became more and more hos-
tile to every ancient institution, more and more discontented;
indeed it was increasi.~gly obvious that the nation was heading
fer a revolution."

On the other hand, an opposite postulate based on an abstract gene-
ralization derived tram the work of Karl Marx holds that increasing
miser.1 precipitates revolutionary upheavals by causing discontent. Com-
bining the two views in his classical artical, James Davies has suggested
that:4,

"Revolutions are most likely to occur when a prolonged period of
2- Politics, Book V, Chapter 11, quoted by A. Gerschenkron, Continuity

in History and Other Essa~, Harvard, 1968, p.324.
3- Alexis de Tocqeville, he Old Re~e and the French Revolution,
New York, 1955, p.175. J. Davies,'Towards a Theory',p.6.



objective economic and social development is followed by a
short period of sharp reversal."

In his view, it is neither constant misery nor constant improvement
but combined rapid economic growth and decline which drive the popu»
lation into a revolutionary 'state of mind'. Here we will use the
Davies theory to account for the genesis of mass discontent and grie-
vances as ~ element in the conjuncture of the revolution.'

Looking at the situation in Iran in the light of the above-
mentioned theories, it seems that the 1973-78 period preceding the
revolution fits the Davies theory, with rapid economic growth being
followed by a sharp decline. Thus we will show how for a short while
an increase in economic resources raised the expectations of the lower
classes and how in the following period of crisis, while expectations
continued to rise, the regime's capability of meeting these began to
decline.In sum, in this chapter we will cover both how the five foun-
dations of the regime (discussed in chapter IV) crumbled and the
effects of the economic upheavals on the predisposition of the masses
to revolutionary mobilization and action.

The Period of Economic Prosperity
The period between 1963 and 1973 had been one of relative economic

stability in prices, wages and in the inflow of government revenues.
This had been a result of the adoption of an economic Stabilization
Programme and the lack of fluctuations in the .international economy.
The increase in the inflow of oil revenues from 1973 marked the end of
that period.

5- It should be already clear (see footnote 1) that the Davies theory
despite claiming to explain revolution has nothing to say about a re-
volution but in fact it is a theory seeking to explain the genesis of
public grievances in any situation. Strong and accurate criticisms have
been levelled against the Davies theory as a theory of revolution (see
Aya, OPe cit.) on the grounds that it assumes an automatic relationship
between the existance of discontent and the occurrance of violence and
revolution. It ignores the aspects of organization and mobilization.
Here we treat the revolution as a conjuncture and use Davies only to
account for the genesis of mass discontent as an element in the conjuncture.
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if:hatthe oil nationalization movement of 1951-53 had failed to

achieve came to be gradually realized in the early 1970'So Due to the
rise in the importance of the oU-producing countries and their inter-
national organization, from 1970 the Iranian government came to exert
a measure of control over the foreign operating companies both in pro-
duction and in pricing. At the Conference of Tehran, held under the
Shah in 1971, the operators' control over prices was in effect ended
and the government obtained one quarter of the companies' shareso In
May 1973 a new agreement was concluded according to which the industry
came under full Iranian control. From then on the Shah pressed for
higher prices and he gained ground when the 1973 Middle East Har broke
out. That war prompted the first significant rise in oil prices. In
1973, the Conference of Tehran announced a four-fold increase in prices.
Consequently Iran's annual oil revenues increased from S 5 to • 20
billion. This sudden and new financial wealth altered the course and
the pace of development ot the economy in Iran.

The three years following the price rises witnessed an unprece-
dented economic upsurge. To begin with, the Fifth Economic Plan which
had started a year previously was drastically revised to double the
development budget from the original • 36 billion to • 69 billion.
Total expenditure during the Plan was put at • 120 billion of which
100 billion was to be received from oil. Some $ 50 billion was allo-
cated only for current expenditure. The signi~icance of these figures
becomes evident when compared with the Fourth Plan's expenditure of
I 10 billion. The decision to revise the Plan was dictated by the Shah
despite reservations on the part of economists; even the guidelines of
th:eIMFwere ignored.6 New policies were adopted. Education was made free
from school to university. Government food subsidies were increased;
6- International Monetary Fund, Staff Report on Iran, January 1975.
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essential provisions, especially wheat, were subsidized by the govern-
mente For example the subsidized price of sugar was 25 rials a kilo-
gram whereas the price of imported sugar was 100 rials. The government
also promised comprehensive health programme, housing and full employ-
mente

Current expenditure showed an increase of 125 per cent only in
1974.and the budget was expanded by 250 per cent, an unprecedented rise.
As a consequence the money supply was enlarged. In the ten-year period
between 1962 and 1972 the money supply had increased threefold. Between
1972 and 1975 alone, the volume of money increased by 580 per cent. Per
capita income rose from $ 500 in 1973 to , 820 in 1974 and to J 1600 by
1976.7 Unemployment almost disappeared,standing at one per cent. '.~ith
an increase in demand, the government~ad to subsidize increasing im-
ports of food. In 1972 it imported 770,000 tons of wheat; in 1974 this
had increased to 1,430,000 tons. The import of meat increased from

87,000 tons to 53,000 between 1972 and 1975. Higher incomes meant more
consumption, for example, the annual per capita consumption of meat
had been 28 k.g. before 1973 and had increased to 47 k.g. in 1975. Civil
service salaries were directly increased. Between 1971 and 1975 the
expense of the bureaucracy increased from 99 to 730 billion rials.
Government employees were also granted tax reductions. Also the share
of taxes in government revenues declined from 32.9 per cent in 1972 to
11 per cent in 1974 (the share of direct taxes declined from 13 per cent
to 5.2 per cent and that of indirect taxes also declined from 19.9 per
cent to 6.1 per cent).9

In the period between 1963 and 1972 there had been a trend towards
a more unequal distribution of incomes in the urban areas. According to'.--~----~~~~~--~--~7- Plan and Budget Organization, The Main Economic Indicators, Third
Report, 1357, p.128.
8- The Central Bank, Bank Harkazi Annual Report and Balance Sheet,

(hereafter, ~), 1975:6, p.35.
9-~, 1972 to 1975.
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one account, the Gin! Index for the distribution of expenditure in the
urban areas had increased from 0.4552 in 1959 to 0.5051 in 1971. 10

11From 1972, hO\'1ever,according to an economist:
"There seems to be a tendency for the expenditure distribution
to stabilize or even improve slightly over the two years 1972--
3 and 1973-4. The expenditure share of the bottom 10 per cent
of households (w~ch had) decreased uniformly from 1.77 per
cent in 1959-60 to 1.34 per cent in 1971-2 •••increased slightly
to 1.37 per cent. Similarly, the share of the top 10 per cent
of households (which had) increased from 35.4 per cent in 1959-
60 to the very high level of 39.5 per cent in 1971-72 4eclined
sharply to 36.95 per cent in 1972-73 ..."

Also according to another analysis the Gin! Index declined from 0.5051
in 1971-2 to 0.4946 in 1973_4.12 The impact of the economic upheaval
must be examined in relation to the conditions of the major social
classes, the high bourgeoisie and the working class.
The High Bourgeoisie

A direct outcome of the expansion in financial wealth was that
the regime adopted an even more liberal policy towards the indust-
rialists in order to encourage investment and increase the supply of
goods, lifting all trade restrictions and controls over banking cre-
dits. Between 1971 and 1975 alone, loans to the private sector in-
creased by 289 per cent with more than half going into trade and im-

ports. The amount of loans going to industrialists increased 45 per
cent annually. Commercial banks had to expand their capital in order
to cope with the increasing demands. In the 1960's the government had
imposed trade restrictions and a high-rate tariff had been in opera-
tion. Now restrictions were lifted and tariff rates were reduced. Also
exchange controls were removed in 1974 and traders were not required
to submit depositing guarantees any more. This trade liberalization

10- Kayhan, 30 Mehr 1357. Gini index is a measure that shows how close a
~ven distribution of income is to absolute equality or inequality. Abso-
lute equality is demonstrated by zero and absolute inequality by 1.
11- M. ~esaran, 'Income Distribution and its Major Determinants in

Iran', in J.Jaqs, Iran: Past, Present and FUture, New York, 1976,
p.268. 12- Kayhan, op.cit.
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policy remained in operation until 1977. In the same period the number
of commercial banks increased from 24 to 36 and the volume of banking
transactions increased sixfold. "These banks were established by a few
large industrialists and capitalists in order to provide a direct
financial link between their own monopoly industries and the banks." 13
The liberal credit policy led to a growth in urban land dealing. Speeu-
lators concentrated on the booming construction sector. In industry an
even greater concentration of capital became possible. In 1974 large
private industries forming 3 per cent of all industries produced 70
per cent of total industrial surplus value. Between 1973 and 1975 the
number of private companies in Tehran alone increased from 1700 to

142700. .In short, "the government's deliberate policy of extending
and supporting the private sector in the form of the sale of state-
owned factories, extension of banking credits and concessions to large
private enterprises and the removal of customs barriers all contribu-
ted to the speedy growth of the private sector in a short period of
time.,,15

The Working Class
For a short period following the rise in oil revenues, the

working class benefited from the financial affluence. Demands for
wage increases were met by the government after the occurrence of a
few strikes in 1971-2. An initial 25 per cent increase in \'1ageswas
granted. In large industries wage demands of 40 per cent were accepted
by the government. In May 1974 the High Council of Labour announced
new minimum wages, increasing the daily industrial wage from 100 rials
to 204 rials.16. In practice then, wages increased sharply: in textiles
there was a 100 per cent increase in 1973 ~~d a 200 per cent increase

/

13- BHAR, 1357, p. 53. 14- Tehran Economist, 22, Azar 1354;
SHAR, 1'35'2, p.204. 15- Ka.,han, 14 Teer 1354.
~- Iran Almanac, 1976, p.354.
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in 1975. In the car industry, between 1971 and 1975 wages increased
by 400 per cent.17 Unemployment virtually disappeared leading to a
shortage in the labour force; foreign labour had to be brought in for
new jobs. In a short period after 1973, increases in wages were higher
than those in the index of consumer goods. Between 1971 and 1974 the
consumer index rose by 40 per cent whereas industrial wages increased

18by 90 per cent.
The increase in wages accelerated rural migration. Between 1962

and 1971 some two million people had migrated from the countryside
to the towns. From 1973 onwards every year 8 per cent of the rural
population left for the cities.19 The rate of population growth in

Tehran increased from 3 per cent before 1973 to 8 per cent from then
on. Between 1967 and 1976 the urban population increased from 37.7 per
cent to 46.7'per cent of the total population.aD The migrants were
mostly employed in the burgeoning construction sector. In 1974 alone,
the number of housing permits issued by the municipalities increased
by 83 per cent.21 Altogether there were 800,000 people working in
construction. \'lagesof construction workers increased by 77 per cent
in 1974-5.22 Thus although rural migrants were from the beginning
faced with the problem of housing,high wages and subsidized prices
offered them a better standard of living than they could have hoped
for in the depressed and stagnant countryside.

On the whole, in the two years after the ,rise in oil revenues, the
public benefited from an unprecedented financial affluence. The Shah
promised: "He shall try to offer the people the \~elfare and prosperity
we have promised, today." Public expectations were deliberately raised
and the general expectation was one of continued ability to satisfy,

17- Economist (Lendon), 20 December 1975, p.69. 18- ~R, 1971r.
19- EconOMist (Lon1on), 28 August 1976. 20- K. Kohli, Current

Trends and Patterns of Urban~=gtion in Iran: 1956-76, Pl3n Organiza-
tion, Report no.I, 1977, p.2 0 21-~, 1353, p.101.
22- Ibid, 1354, po106.
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continually rising demands.
Economic Instability

As a result of the government policy to inject the new found
wealth in the economy through. increasing public expenditure, per
capita income increased in an unprecedented manner, leading to a
widening gap between demand and supply. National income increased
by an annual average of 35 per cent and in two years per capita income
trebled. The volume of money increased at an annual rate of 60 per
cent.23 Higher incomes and subsidized prices increased consumption.
Whereas the population grew at a 3 per cent rate,demands for consumer
goods rose bY' 12 per cent annually. There was no comparable rise in
domestic agricultural production, however. In fact in the past, agri-
cultural production had been always low, in part due to the state's
emphasis on industrialization. The low productivity of agriculture
became distinctly clear from 1973, against a background of rising
incomes and demands. The accelerated pace of rural migration left
many villages deserted. According to one account, in 1975 the inhabi-

24tants of 8000 villages had all left for the cities. Low production
and increasing demands forced the government to import foodstuffs in
large quantities and sell them at subsidized prices. As long as the
oil revenues ran high, an elevated level of consumption could be main-
tained. The value of food imports grew more than four times from 1973
to 1976. Thus because of an increase in imports and current expendi-
ture, \o[hereasin 1974 the government had a surplus of S 5.2 billion, in

1975 it was left with a deficit of , 1.7 billion.
Increasing demands led to a sharp increase in inflation. Imports

were slow in reaching the market and were insufficient. Cargo ships
had to wait an average of three months before being able to unload. In

23-~, 1355, p.48. 24: Tehran Economist, 29..Farvardin 1355.
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1975 there were 200 ships waiting in the southern ports ~t anyone
time. Although the import of meat increased more than four times bet-
ween 1972 and 1975, because of increasing consumption there were severe
meat shortages in 1975 and 1976. F~m 1974 prices increased sharply.
According to official figures the compound rate of inflation between
1973 and 1977 was 93.8 per cent or an annual average of 18 per cent.
But according to Kayhan the compound rate of inflation between 1973
and 1976 alone, was 200 per cent or an annual average of 50 per cent.
There was a 500 per cent rise in the price of land and a 400 per cent
rise in rents in Tehran where a third of the population lived in rented
rooms. 25

Gradually price increases surpassed wage increases leading to a
number of strikes from mid-1974 onwards. At least seven important
strikes occurred in 1974 and 12 in 1975 for pay rises and the implemen-
tation of the profit-sharing law.26 As a result of inflation income
g~ps began to widen. As already mentioned, in the 1972-74 period the
Gin! Index had shown a decrease in income differences. From 1974, how-
ever, there were indications of an increase in inequality. The Gini

Index which had decreased from 0.5051 to 0.4946 in 1973-4 went up to
0.5144 in 1974-5.21 An official source also wrote: "although the level
of public welfare haS risen there are now spectacular inequalities
among various social classes. ,,28

On the whole, the economic crisis undermined the economic stabi-
lity which had marked the previous decade. The emerging signs of labour
unrest also indicated the weakness of the regime's apparatuses for the
economic and political control of thesubord1nate classes.
~'25- Karhan, 18 Mehr 1357; Tehran Economist, 18 Teer 1356.
26- Mardom, 22 June, 23 August, 6 September and 23 October 1975.
27- Karhan, 30 Mehr 1357.
28-~, 1356, p.6B.
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POpulist Efforts
The economic crisis of the earlY' 1960's, as already discussed,

prompted the emergence of the corporatist authoritarian regime at a
time of conflict within the power bloc. In the mid-1970's, although
the court was the only hegemonic power, the deeper economic crisis
which was affecting the foundations of the regime prompted the
emergence of a short-lived fascist phenomenon. This was the second
major attempt at mass mobilization after the mobilization of the
earlY' 1960's, with a higher intensity and tempo and a different
structuring. The court attempted to expand the apparatus of class
control by the imposition of a new single political party to mobilize
the lower classes and by the articulation of an ideology more heavy-
ly imbued with populist overtones. As it appears from the pronounce-
ments of the court, the motivating influences were the court's deter-
mination to check the growth of "industrial feudalism" (the grand
bourgeoisie); the emerging signs of 'forking class unrest; and the
inadequacy of the existing ruling party to incorporate diverse inte-
rests. The court was thus cultivating the image of being autonomous
from the social classes. Undertaking a populist mobilization effort
the court imposed a new political organization to mobilize the lower
classes economically and politically and antagonistically activate
them within, of course, official bounds. Previously the working class
had had no political weight in the state ideology; it had been neu-
tralized rather than antagonized. The new partY' was to increase this
poli tical weight and the previOUS party waa denounced for not having
given the working class sufficient attention. Thus what emerged was
ayopulist attempt, in the sense of the controlled activation of the
lower classes on the basis of economic gratification,in the form of

Ihigh wages and some redistributive measures, to transfer property
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from one social class to another. As a result of these P9PUlist
moves the clientelist relations which had obtained between govern-
ment and business began to weaken.

In March 1975 the Shah issued a decree instructing the forrna-
tion of an 'all-embracing' single party, the National Resurgence
Party, the sale of shares in industrial enterprises to workers and
the adoption of measures to control businessmen. through price control
and anti-profiteering campaign and checks on the wealth of high-
ranking officials. The Shah justified his moves in the name of the
prevention of 'class eXPloitation,.29 The new move was allegedly a
discretion on the part of the court. The Shah claimed: '".'Ie are a1\'lays
more steps ahead in satisfying the workers and peasants' demands than
what they would expect themselves. For this is a revolution that
should al\'laysbe ahead of the events of the future so that no un-
expected event and no social or economic change may catch us un-
awares.,,30

The new move labeled Asr-e Rastakhiz (the era of resurgence) had
definite similarities with fascist movements in that it sought to
create a one-party political system for the mobilization of the masses,
especially of the youth; it put an emphasis on a state-directed
collectivist social order and was motivated by a drive to catch up
with the developed nations; it explicitly rejected Western liberalism
and it allegedly aimed at a general defence of all classes in the
interest of the nation.31

The centrepiece of the movement was the single party. The party
was to function as "a means for the political mobilization of numerous

29- M.R. Pahlavi, Besuye Tamaddon-e Bozor$,(Towards the Great Civili
~ation), Tehran, n.d. pp.92-3.
30- The text of the decree published by the Ministry of Information.
31- The common features of fascist movements are analysed in: A. -James

Gregor, The Fascist Persuasion in Radical Politics, Princeton, 1974,
pp.175-80.
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groups. Its main function is the publicization of politics and the
politicization of the public. It is to open the political space and
make the society poli:t:l.calallover." The previous party was de-
nounced as having been unable to articulate the broad interests of
the nation. It had been ."the party of power and domination and the
gathering place for political profiteers. The party had been content
only with the formal existence 'of front organizations and trade unions
and cooperatives. ,,32"In order to chain the small minority and bring
out the large majority" the party became actively engaged in the mobi-
lization of workers, peasants and students and established 50,000
party cells throughout the country. Party activists were mostly chosen
from students, workers and youth. During the 1975 parliamentary elec-
tiona the party sought to recruit a new clientele through the nomina-
tion of new candidates. It rejected more than half of the previous
deputies and as a result 80 percent of the new deputies were new party
recruits.33

Directly related to the political mobilization of workers was the
court's redistributive policy. In the previous decade the relations
between government and business had been based on distribution and
regulation. Now in 1975 the court ordered the implementation of a pre-
viously adopted policy of share participation. This was the sale of
49 per cent of the holdings of 320 major private manufacturing compa-
nies and 99 per cent of the shares of state companies as an immediate
measure in order to "destroy industrial feudalism and the concentra-
tion of capital. ,,34According to the Law for the Extension of Industrial

32- Ayandetpm, '18 Esfand 1353.
33-- The party put emphasis on the symbolic representation of workers ,

Of the new deputies 25 were doctors, 27 teachers, 7 professors, 7
fawyers, 11 workers, 34 farmers, 6 directors-general, 4 top officials
and "only a few businessmen"o (Iran Almanac, 1976, p.92.) Among these
businessmen were large industrialists such as the chairman of the
Chamber of Commerce and of the Carpet Employers' Union. On their elec-
tion, the Shah, in line vrlth the mobilization policy, warned the busi-
nessmen that "they \nll be no more allowed to pursue their own interest
and exceed their limits in order to loot others." Ayande:;aan15 Hordad
1354. 34- H.R. Pahlavi, Ope cit. p.128.
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Property, between August 1975 and Harch 1976, 102 of the large enter-
prises sold 20 per cent of their shares and continued the sale up to
1978, fulfilling the legal tarGet. The other 218 enterprises affected
negotiated with the government for a postponement of the legal dead-
line. In order to enable the workers to buy the shares the government
set up a credit organization to Jrant them loans. By 1977, some 72,000

workers in large establishments, a small fraction of the industrial
working class, had purchased shares.

Another measure adopted by the regime was the policy of price
control and an anti-profiteering campaign which began in 1975 as part
of the wider anti-business moves. The new party set up a price commi-
ssion which in cooperation with the chamber of guilds launched an
extensive campaign against profiteering. Young party recruits, especially
students, checked and fixed prices, beat up businessmen and shopkeepers,
smashed shops and stores, harrassed and bribed and became a major
threat to the stability of the bazaar. Price control and anti-profi-
teering were declared to be a constant policy of the government.

Althoueh these populist policies did not leave a deep imprint,
either in economic terms or in terms o~their ideological le~acy, they
were important in fomenting and unleashing the potential for political
conflict. These policies did not lead to any change in the ruling
elite, however. In fact, in the course of the following years the Shah
vacillated between encouraging continued material gratification for
the \10rld.ngclass and maldng attempts to redress the complaints of
business.

Disruption of the Clientelistic Relations
The attempt to overcome the economic crisis involved considerable

challenGe to the vested interests that constituted the re~e'3 main
source of support. Thus as a consequence of the court's I>opulist
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efforts some fundamental conflict of interest began to ~se between
the upper class and the state.35 Although these efforts, especially the
gestures concerning the economic gratification and'political mobili-
zation of the working class, were half-hearted,they nontheless
brought about serious political and economic consequences, creating
a range of incompatible political debts and commitments for the court.
The industrial bourgeoisie had grown in the shadow of state protection
and had become a major client and pressure group with which to be reckoned.
The court's new mobilization efforts and redistributive policies
struck fear in the high bourgeoisie. No confiscation of property took
place of course, as the industrialists affected by the Law for the
extension of property were fully compensated. Indeed, the government
organization responsible for the legal transfer of the shares paid
the industrialists more than the workers had paid to purchase the
Shares. The Prime Minister assurred the bourgeoisie that "they will
still have the absolute control of their factory and of the majority
of the shares. The aim is to create a sense of equality among wor-
kers. ,,36Theshare-holding ,.,orkerswere thus legally barred from
participation in management and while the employers could own up to
51 per cent of the shares the maximum number of shares which one wor-
ker could buy was five.

In the previous decade the entrepreneurs had invested in a secure
enviromnent and had obtained high profite. Now the Shah claimed that
"we are determined to resolve all class contradictions in Iran.,,37
As a result of the changed situation, there was an increasing flight
of capital abroad. h'ithin one year of the introduction of the redie-

35- ~f. Th. Skocpol, States and Social Revolutions: A Comparative
Analy.:J:is of ?rance, Russia and China, Cambridge, 1979.

Skocpol demonstrates that great revolutions were initiated as
a result of a conflict between the state and the upper class over the
extraction of resources, ~s~ecially at times of international conflict.

36- Kayhan, 26 Mehr 1354. 37- Tehran Economist, 11 Ord1behesht,
1355.



tributive scheme, J 2 billion worth of private funds were transferred
abroad 'for lack of opportunities for investment,.38 The regime's anti-
business drive was further reinforced by the policy of price control,
anti- profiteering and wage increases. The govenrnent imposed a profit
margin of 15 per cent and since the cost of transportation exceeded this,
businessmen declined to shift their goods from the customs ,contribu-
ting to the congestion in ports. During the anti-profiteering campaign
a number of large businessmen were arrested. From the grand bourgeoisie
H. Vahabzadeh, the owner of car industries and H. Elqanian, the owner- of
plastic industries were arrested,and the latter's business was closed-
down for good. H. Sabet, the industrial magnate, \'Ias accused of profi-
teering and left his business idle. H. Harnadanian, a large businessman
trom !araban WM imprisoned on profiteering charges. In a. number of'radio
speeches, the Shah said that the richest men in the country were in prison,
implying that his regime was not supporting the wealthy class. Other
businessmen and large merchants were banished.39 In the 1975 elections
some major industrialists had been elected to the parliament by spend-
ing large sums on the election campaign. The Shah warned the 'wealthy
deputies' not to 'exceed their limits'. Extraordinary courts ...rore set
up to deal with profiteers. Not only the wholesaler but also the petty
retailer of the bazaar came under scrutiny by the party committees and
'shock troops t. The prices of'14,000 items were fixed and within a month
more than 8,000 shopkeepers and owners of large stores were cast into

40prison and fined on charges of hoarding and profiteering. The entre-
preneurs were blamed as being the major cause of the economic problems.
The Official newspaper Kayhan wrote:'~ost of the private sector enter-
prises have sought more and more profit-mnking as their sole objective.

38- Business ':'Ieek No. 17 t 1975.
39- Ayandegan, 18 Hordad 1354.
40- Economist, (London) 13 December 1975, p.54.
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Many of these enterprises make 50 to 100 per cent profit. ~ey attempt
to produce the maximum profit with the simplest and least costly tech-
nique because they are sure of their sales under customs protection. ,,41
Furthemore, the High Council of Labour raised the minimum wage and the
government put pressure on employers to increase the \-Iagesby a set !or-
mula. The state's populist gestures meant a more favourable attitude
towards the mounting demands for higher wages. Several strikes occurred
for pay rises in mid-1975. The regime, through the Ministry of Labour
and the security police, exerted pressure on industrialists to raise
wages. On one occasion security forces watched striking workers at the
~ehran Power Organization taking to the streets, until the management was

42forced to concede more favourable terms. Strikes for wage increases
continued and in 1976-77 demands for 50 and even 100 per cent wage

increases were satisfied. Furthermore, the Central Bank adopted a stabi-
lization policy and applied control over private banking credits. The
minimum reserve requirement, of the commercial banks with the Central
Bank was also raised and they were barred from foreign borrowing. As a
result, the growth rate of banking credit going to the private sector
declined from 55 percent in 1975 to 20 percent in 1977.

Undoubtedly, solutions to the problems of the economy imposed up-
on the regime the need for 'hard' decisions that penalized at least a
segment of the upper bourgeoisie. The entrepreneurs soon began to air
their complaints about increasing state intervention in the economy.
K. Khosrowshahi, a grand industrialist, cOr.1plainedthat "in a free eco-
nomy the state should interfere only in those fields that are beyond the
management capacity of private enterprise whereas now the state increas-
ing~ interferes in free enterprise, causing insecurity and low produc.
tion.,,43 The industrialist,Senator Lajevardi, opposing the policy of price

41- Kayhan, 14 Teer 1354. 42- !1ardom, 22 June 1975
43- Tehran Economist, 1 Azar 1354.
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control stated: '~owhere in the world is price control for all commo-
dities permanently practiced. Price control is logical only for
short periods of time and for goods in public demand. The economy will
be healthy when profit is high. ,,44 Complaining about the mobilization
of the world.ng class another industrialist said: "We should be care-
ful not to repeat the mistakes of Western countries. \vorkers' orga-
nizations should not be turned into a power front against the emplo-
yers in the name of the protection of workers' interests and rights. ,,45

It was thus clear that there was no agreement between the regime
and the bourgeoisie on the policies to control the economic situation.
The resulting dissension was reflected on the political level within
the Rastakhiz sinsle party. The court had intended to create a united
single organiZation in order to implement its mobilization schemes but
soon the differences between the regime and the bourgeoisie surfaced in-
side the party. Thus within the single party two political 'wings' emerged
and in the c6urse of the follo~ .years they engaged in conflicts
over political office and the economic policy of the state. The 'Pro-
gressive \1ing' was the dominant bureaucratic fascist-populist wing
and closely followed the mobilization policies of the court after
1975. This wing was dominated by the elite of the previous ruling
party, the N.I.P.,and the 'members' of the wing were mostly senior
civil servants and members of the cabinet. The Progressive Wing
overwhelmingly supported state economic inte~ention and comprehensive
economic planning and, im line with the new populist moves, launched
a propaganda campaign against 'monopoly capital'. The 'Constructive
Wing', on the other hand, was known for its advocacy of liberal poli-
cies, the relaxation of state control of the economy and a more inde-
,

pendent role for the private sector. It was led by the businessman
and the Minister of Interior,H1lshang Ansari,and among its members

44- Tehran Economist, 28 Farvardin, 1355.
45- Ibid, 6 Dey 1354.
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there were large industrialists and capitalista,aRsociated especially
with the Chamber of Commerce. The C'onstructive '.-lingemerged as the
opposition faction within the single party. In the Party Congress
the dominant bureaucratic faction put an emphasis on 'independent
nationalist policies' and called for a'struggle against imperialism'.
Under the domination of the bureaucratic faction the foreign concerns
operating in Iran were also affected by the Law for the extension of
industrial property. Accordingly,foreign participants in joint ven-
tures could retain up to 25 per cent of the stake whereas previously
they had been able to own up to 49 per cent. Some foreign companies
affected by the Law reacted against the new moves. For instance, the
B.F.Goodrich company sold off its entire stake. Also in 1976 an American
business mission to Iran,led by D. Rockefeller,failed to conclude an
agreement on further U.S. investment with the cabinet dominated by the
bureaucratic faction. The mission warned the government that in future
it would find it more difficult to encourage further American invest-
ment in Iran. By contrast,the liberal faction of the party advocated
the expansion of foreign investment in order to raise do~estic pro-

duction.
On the whole, the economic crisis tended to fractionalize the

dominant class and in turn, the resulting dissension increased still
further the difficulties of controlling the economic situation. The
populist attempts by the court penalized a se~ent of the dominant
class but these attempts did not yield quick results in terms of
economic growth and price stability. Domestic entrepreneurs were clear-
ly threatened by the populist gestures of the fascist-oriented Rasta-
khiz party and this threat jeopardized the prospects for political

"
consolidation on the basis of the new policies. Thus the retr.L'Tle\/as
losing the support of ~ome of the vested interests that had
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thus far cdnst1tuted ·its main source ot support. Apparently it seemed
that the Shah would continue the mobilization policy but due to the
aggravation of the economic situation, after some vacillation, he
opted for demobilization and sought to redress the grievances of the
bourgeoisie.

The Economic Crisis Superimposed
The economic crisis and inflation generated from within,fUrther

worsened with a decline in the government's financial capability,
which forced it to rely on a policy of high taxation. Furthermore,
the monetary and direct measures to curb inflation contributed to the
onset of a period of recession. The fiscal crisis began from mid-1976
when fluctuations in oil exports, after the earlier phenomenal rise in

revenues, led to a reduction in the government's earnings from oil.
The annual rate of growth in the oil sector had been predicted at 52
per cent but due to fluctuations it did not exceed 26 per cent. The
decline in oil sales and revenues was due to a decline in the world
oil market and a reduction in international oil prices. The decline
was reflected in the 1976-7 budget in which foreign borrowing was to
compensate for a deficit of $ 2 billion. This was inevitable, as the
pace of economic growth and expenditure had been set at 1973 pricing
standards. Thus despite the decline in revenues, current expenditure
continued to increase. In 1975-6 current expenditure increased by 30
per eent,whereas oil revenues increased by only 7 per cent.By mid-
1977 the deficit had risen to , 4.5 billion. As a result, several
plans and projects and such off-spins of the oil affluence as huge
food subsidies, low taxes and school meals had to be abandoned. Wage
increases \iere also discouraged and public expenditure was cut. From
1976 imports began to decline. Between 1974 and 1976 they had increased
by an annual average of 60 per cent; in 1977 the rate of increase ciec-
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lined to 3per cent. Thus supplies from imports were not sufficient

to meet increasing demands. This led to an even higher inflation. A
40 per cent inflation continued up to mid-1977, when it slO\~eddown

due only to a severe recession which set in from mid-1976. as a

result of the control over prices, anti-business moves and monetary

and fiscal policies in general. Manyfactories closed downor cut

their production. The recession also resulted in a sharp decline in

land dealings and construction activities which were responsible for

growing unemploymentfrom late 1976. The rate of unemploymentin-

creased from one per cent in 1974 to 9 per cent at the end of 1977.46

The policy of tight credit control, higher interest rates (up to 30

per cent in the bazaar) and control over the moneysupply led to a

decline in financial transactions. The dealings of the Stock Exchange

declined from a 115per cent annual rate of growth in 1975-6 to 16

per cent in 1977.47 From early 1977 bankruptcies occurred amongmer-

chants and traders. These were the result of heavy financial cornmit-

ments undertaken in the previous years, the decrease in banking

credit and heavy interest rates in the bazaar. As to agriculture,

instead of the predicted 7 per cent annual rate of growth, there was

a one per cent decline due to the increase in the cost of agricultural

production, wage increases and a shortage of rainfall in 1977. On the

whole, the economic crisis worsened and was further reinforced by a

fiscal crisis and recession.

In order to compensate for declining revenues the government

resorted to a policy of high taxation from 1976. Receipts from direct

taxes especia1l~ increased substantially above the predicted amount.

Tl}eshare of taxes in government revenues \'1hichhad decreased from 32

per cent to 11 per cent between 1972 and 1974, increased from 1976,

46- Bl-tAR, 1977, p.117.
47- Ib'id, p.80.
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reaching more than 30 per cent in 1978. In absolute terms, due to the
massive increases in government revenues the rise in taxes l'las subs-
tantial. Total taxes increased from $ 2.2 billion in 1973 to t 5.9 in

1977. In 1975 alone, taxes w.ere raised by 71.6 per cent. In 1977 private
corporation taxes were increased by 80 per cent. Taxes on salaries
were raised by 71 per cent in 1976 and 51 per cent in 1977. The follow-
ing tables show the share of taxes in government revenues and the
annual increase in the amount of taxes.

Composition of Government Revenues: 1972-78
Description 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
Total Revenues 100% 100% 100% 100% 10076 100% 100"..6
1- Oil 59% 67% 86% 78% 76% 73% 63%
2- Taxes 3Zb 28% 11% 17% 19% 2Z6 29fo

(Direct taxes 1,3% 11% 5% 9.!7J6 10% 11% 1'1)6)
(Indirect taxes1~~ 17% 6% 7.5% 9% 11% 12%)

3- Government
Services & 9% % 3% 5% % 5% &~
Others

Sources: Central Bank, Bank Markazi Annual Report and
Balance Sheet, 1972 to 1978.

Yearl Increase in Taxes: 1
in the Absolute Amount,
to the Preceding Year.)

Description 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
Private
Companies :a~ 38% 24.8% 47% Bo._5C;6 1.3%
Government
Companies 5056 68rl 224% 7l~ 7.6~~ 35.7%,0
Taxes on
Imports 33% 4.8% 45t'6 3Z6 36% -1.5%Income
Tax 28% 12'6 48% 59% 20;6 1.2%
Vlealth
Tax 37'/0 25% 21% 31% 14% -1~
Sales and
Consumption 21% 21~6 1~~ 24~6 3,5;~ 19.~~
Total Annual

.- Increase 3~~ ~~ 71.6% 26'" 2~~ 4.5%Ij

Sources: Bank Harkazi Annual Reports and Balnnce Sheet,
1973 to 1978.
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Direct tax increases during the recessionary period after 1976
were among the contributing causes of public discontent and political
opposition as we will go on to show. As the latter table demonstrates,
the fiscal crisis reached its climax in 1978, when the government
was nearly bankrupt, as the predicted increases in taxes did not
materialize because of the economic slump. In that year the govern-
ment had to resort to domestic borrowing on a large scale.

The Crisis Cabinet: The Reversal of the Populist Policies
The regime was confronted with inflation hitting the public,

recession affecting business and the fiscal crisis debilitating the
government. During the 1975-77 period the regime's populist attempts
had alienated a segment of the bourgeoisie and had caused a cleavage
in the state as manifested in the factionalization ot the Rastakhiz
party. Yet these attempts did not stabilize the economic situation
which further worsened with the onset ot the fiscal crisis and rece-
ssion. The redistributionist policies did not find influential ad-
vocates and on the whole, there was no agreement on the policies to
control the economic situation. From 1977 the regime began to change
the policies ot 1975, aiming to restore relations between govern-
ment and business. To heal the rifts caused by the populist moves,
it sought to eive incentives to entrepreneurs in order to increase
domestic investment and to ease their dissatisfaction by giving some
large businessmen cabinet posts and a say in the formulation ot govern-
ment economic policy. Thus compared to the fascist moves of 1975, a
degree of economic liberalization began to obtain. Yet it soon be-
came clear that the regime wae launching a contradictory venture,
seeking to fulfill fundamentally incompatible commitments. On the one
hand it wanted to remove constraints on free enterprise and to reserve
an important place for the bourgeoisie in the economy, and on the
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other it sought to interfere in the economy to prevent public dis-
satisfaction. The interventionist policies \"'hichwer-e forced on the
regime by the economic situation resulted in serious distortions of
the institution of free enterprise. In the end the regime satisfied
neither the entrepreneurs nor the lower classes.

The regime's policy reversal brought about a change in govern-
mente In August 1977, the cabinet dominated by the bureaucratic
fascist faction of the Rastakhiz party,which had carried out the
court's mobilization policies,was replaced by a new cabinet with
leaning towards the liberal Constructive faction. It was headed by
Jamshid Amuzegar (an economist) and contained a number of industria-
lists. In particular, two major industrialists were appointed as

ministers of commerce and of industries. To heal the rifts with busi-
ness, the new cabinet was to encourage the private sector, to check
the growth of the'pub1ic sector, to revise the price control policy,
to stop the anti-profiteering campaign, to extend banking credit to
the private sector and to clarify long-term policies. In particular,
a cancellation of wage increases which had been propagated by the
previous cabinet was on the new cabinet's agenda. In the hope of
stimulating increases in the production of consumer goods the new
cabinet also planned to sell state-owned industries. The Shah
spoke of judiciously granting the private sector the gradual. advan-
tage of decision maldng in business matters. ~t the same time, the
government was to tully implement the workers' profi t- sharing and
share- participation schemes, to control prices indirectly, to ensure
'reasonable' wages and to raise taxes. In particular, the government
promised a 'fundamental' campai0fl against inflation.Ir8~

The government was thus trying to serve opposing economic inte-
rests. In order to encourage the bourGeoisie, the regime had to give
48- Hinistry of Information, "The Pro"Tamme of the Government of 1)r.

ArnuzePaar~'Mordad 1356.



incentives such as tax holidays, to lift direct control over prices
and to control wages and abandon the anti-profiteering campaign. At the
same time, the government was committed to curb inflation and ensure
high wages, which would affect the pOlicY' of tree prices for business.
The government policy was thus contradictory; it had to increase pro-
fits, prices and wages and to curb inflation at the same time. In actual
fact, the government abandoned the policy of price control (except on
essential goods). It announced a free price policy, provided financial
facilities for entrepreneurs, reduced tarift restrictions, abandoned the
anti-profiteering campaign and dissolved the related committee in the
Chamber ot Guilds. The single partY' declared that its participation in
price control had been 'a mistake'. The government introduced a new
scheme according to which the workers' share ot the net profit would be
paid to them on condition that theY' raised the output and efficiency of
the factory. The government also announced a wage freeze and stabilized
the salaries of government employees. BUt the policy ot free prices led
to more inflation at a time ot stable wagesland hence the government
was forced to intermittently control prices or increase wages. In mid-
1978 the government had to call for a 50 percent increase in wages. In
particular in 1978, the government was forced to control prices under
increasing public pressure given an opportunity for expression under
the liberalization policy (see below).

The crisis cabinet was thus riven with tensions and contradictions.
The bourgeoisie was dissatisfied due to the government's economic inter-
vention and the lower classes were discontented because ot the inflation,
low wages and higher taxes. \vewill examine the failure ot the crisis
cab;net in terms of the effects of its policies on the high bourgeoisie
and the general public.

The new cabinet sought to accommodate industrialists through the
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poUcy of economic li~eralization and wage stabilization after two years of
price control and the anti-profiteering campaign •.It also decreased its
intervention on behalf of workers in industrial relationa, while some
factories cut wages and others ended the workers' shares in profits.
Thus the ratio of wage ex;penditure declined from 22.9 per oent in 1976

to 19.1 per cent in 1m. The mobilization of workers for party rallies
was slowed down. More banking credits were granted to entrepreneurs
and initially 14 large agri-business complexes owned b,y the state were
sold out to the private sector.

However, the policy of free prices favoured by business and the
campaign against inflation were particularly contradiotory. Under the
pressures of public dissatisfaction and increasing inflation the govern-
ment was gradually forced to move towards the policy of price control.
In the be@Pnning, the government pledged to grant the private sector
a say in economic decision making; in practice the Shah frequently
bullied the bourgeoisie, saying that: "we are determined to raise pro-
duction and lead this nation into the prosperity of a great civili-
zation,if necessary by force.,,49 The entrepreneurs at least,wanted to
have a say in economio policy-making concerning wages, prices and profit.
The Tehran Economist summed up the complaints of the bourgeoisie as
being: 1) the state's increasing intervention in the economy; 2) sudden
changes in laws and regulations; 3) government interference in domestio
trade; and 4) lack of continuity and perspectiv~ in government economio
prograrrunes.50 The bourgeoisie demanded: "1) changes in la,."sand regula-
tiona in the interest of industrialists and capitalists and the provi-
sion of more credit and capital; 2) concentration of all economic poli-
cies in one single organization; 3) exemption from taxation up to 10

"
percent of the net profit; 4) reduction of taxation rates for industri-

49- Kayhan, 3 Aban 1356.
50- Tehran Economist, 29 Mordad 1356.
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alists and traders in the provinces; 5) reduction in the price of ra,o/

materials; 6) refoms in laws regarding income tax on the busis of

suggestions from the Chamberof Commerce.,,51 Businessmen also demanded:

"a revision of the wage policy in order to stop wage increases; a revi-

sion of the regulations of the Central ~ in order to reduce the

deposits of the private banks with the Central Bank. and an increase

in the grant of cred:tts to the investors. ,,52 Industrialists also com-

plained about the court's intervention in the economy.For instance,

it is reported that Ali Rezai, a memberof parliament and a major

industrialist told the Shah: "Youdetemine the prices, the wages, the

profit, the customs duties and so on. It would be better if you would

please take charge of the managementof industries yourself. ,,53The
policy of high taxation especially on income and private companies

provided another cause for complaint by the entrepreneurs. In 1977, the

government started to investigate the taxes payable in 1975 but remain-

ing unpaid due to irregular tax collection. All past and current tax

records were brought under investigation to exact the unpaid taxes.

The government announced that a large numberof people with high in-

comes had been identified for tax payment and shortly ordered payment

of taxes b.1 two million people. After a period of very low taxes or tax

immunity, the adoption of a retroactive policy of high taxation caused

complaints amongthe employers. The synd:tcate of machine factories and

workshops encompassing 2,000 production units s~nt a letter to the Prime

l1inister complaining that in the past it had been deprived of all the

privileges provided by the government for other industries and now it

had to bear the burden of high ta."tS.tionand warned that if the govern-

ment ·failed to solve the tax problems it would close downits factorie3~4
"
51- Kayhan, 13 Bahman 1356.
52- Tehran Economist, 28 Farvardin 1355.53- As quoted in: Mojahedin-e Khalq, Dm'lI'eh-yeZamamdari-yeCarter,

(The Administration of President Carter), Hojahedin Publications, Tehran
1358, p.52. 54- Ka:yhan,1 Abo.n1357.
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The government also began to control urban land dealing and speculation
which in the past few years had become a major field of investment, and
set. maximum prices for urban land. Land dealers and speculators com-
plained that due to price restrictions imposed by the government, their
dealings had drastically declined.55 Also in order to ease public dis-

satisfaction with the acute housing problem the Tehran municipality
leased many empty houses to applicants without the consent of their
owners. These were expensive houses beyond the public's purchasing
power. There were complaints about the insecurity of private property
and the interferences of the members of the royal family in business
affairs.56 Flights of capital which had been already under way inten-
sified,and an increasing number of companies ''1ereclosing down in late
1977. On the whole, the regime found it difficult to appease the bour-
geoisie in a situation of economic crisis.

From 1975 the petty bourgeoisie of the bazaar had been hit by the
anti-profiteering campaign and price control. The bazaaris particularly
disliked the Chamber of Guilds which was the watchdog of the single
party in the bazaar. The Chamber had full supervisory pO''1ersover all

bazaar guilds and imposed the guilds' regulations and fixed prices. Al-
though in 1977 the anti-profiteering campaign was officially abandoned,
the Chamber of Guilds continued to fix prices in the bazaars. In the
month of April 1977 alone, the government received 600 million Rials
in fines for prof1teering,rnostly from the shopk~epers of the bazaar.
In the same year,20,OOO shopkeepers and traders were imprisoned and
fined. Files on bazaar businessmen pertaining to taxes, fines and anti-
profiteering had been compiled in the municipalities and had become a
major preoccupation for the courts. In 1978 new regulations were drawn~

up for trueing the bazaar guilds. The 1977 tax rates were announced to
55- Ka:yhan 19 l10rdad 1357.
56- Ibid, 24 I10rdad 1357.
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be the base (retroactively) for the five preceding year-s. The samerates

were to becomethe basis for taxation in the following five years. Ret-

roactive and high taxation led to protests by the bazaar guilds against

'arbitrary regulations,.57

Themeasureswhichthe governmentadopted to combatinflationary

pressures, to end the recession and to solve the fiscal crisis imposed

hardships on the public whowerenowfaced with salary freezes, tax

increases and rising prices •. In the 1976-78period, in contrast to the

preceding 1974-76period, the sharp increase in the price of consumer

goods, a decline in the anti-profiteering campaign,the policy of free

prices and the wage-freeze polia" increasingly widenedthe gap between

wageincreases and the rate of infiation. Accordingto official figures,

in 1977industrial. wages increased by' 25per cent ,.,hile the index of

consumergoods showeda 3Oper·cent rise.58 The daily Ka:yhan, however,

disputed the official figures for inflation in 1977-8and put the rate

of inflation at 85per cent. Accordingto Kayban, the policr of free prices

adopted from early 1977was responsible for this sharp increase in in-

flation.59 The tax increases also hit the lower classes. Accordingto

KaYhM:''The real reason for tax increases was not a moreequitable

distribution of income; rather the pressing needs of the governmentfor

morerevenues dictated the tax policy. Hencefrom1975,taxation not

only did not bring about a better distribution of incomebut in fact

it worsenedthe situation.,,60 Accordingto a report "the pressures of'

high taxes and rising prices are the cause of public dissatisfaction.
61The tax-collecting appar-atushas becomea meansfor violence." In

a series of surveys carried out by Kayhan,people also complainedabout

the,zovernment's abandonmentof the anti-profiteering campaignand price

control. Obviously, the government'spreSsing needs to extract unprece-
57- !:ttelaat, 19 Hordad1357. 58-~, 1977, p.61,121.
59- Kayban,15Mord~d1357. 60- Ibid, 1 Aban1357.
61- Reportedby'The Groupfor the Investigation of Iran's Problems'
quoted in Raj SeyedJavadi, Daftar-haye Jonbesh, (Booy~ on the Revo-
lution) Tehran, 1357, p.31.
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dentedly large financial resources from the domestic econ~j pen.ili:od
the upper ns well as the lower claaaeB.

On the whole, during the 1975-77 period of oconomic uph.,nvu ...·h1ch
caused large scale m8B8 grievances, the regime undertook Q tnaciet mob1-
liution effort which created some important conflict. of interent bet-
ween the state and the bourgeoisie. It also increased otill rurther tho
difficulties ot controlling the economic situation by contributing to
the recession. Thus there were no good prospecta tor the political con-
solidation of the fascist-populist regime and the politicGl situotion
remo.ined fluid. Due to these probl_, the reg1JDe abandoned some of the
popu1iBt gestures nnd by instituting a new government it sought to re-
dress the discontent ot the bourgeoisie as well ma the grievances ot the
public. Thus it was seeking to fulfill fundamentally incompatible comcd.t-
menta and was launching a contradiotory venture. In particular. ~he free

price policy and the campaign against inflation were irreconoilAble.
Thus the crisis cabinet tailed to cont41n the economic situation, to
heal the rifts with the bourgeo1sie or to COMol1da t. the poll ticl1l.
situation. Indeed, it further paved the wQ1 fcr the expression of eco-
nomic dissatisfaction through A policy ot political liborGli~ation which
made the pol1ticization ot economic er1evance. possible.

Political L1ber~zat1on
The new liberal econor.l1opolicy which the regime adopted in 1m•

in response to the difticulties caused ~ the populiot ettorts and the
economic recossion,waa accompanied by a v~gu. And hAlt-ho~ted ~ro-
gl'"8mIeot politioal libernliZt1tion which wu in1ti:a.l.lynn intorno.l.li-
berlllization eftort, leading to the 3ppointmont ot tho liberal fnction
of the Raatnkl-.i: party to f':Overnment.However, IUS Q. reml1t ct eho..."lsing

cireumatances, the programme later went beyond the off1ci:a.l.bound. nnd
led to demnndo tor a. 11beral-coMt1tution:U rei,1me.
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Behind the policy reversal and political liberalization lay exter-
nal pressure from the court's foreign allies, especially the United
States of America. Since the establishr.!entof the single party and the
anti-business moves which affected the local dependent bourgeoisie and
some foreign interests,some differences had emerged between the regime
and the U.S. government, especially in the field of business relations
(see above, page 159). Furthermore, although the regime did not adopt a
radical stance on the international issue of oil policy,the issue still
caused some differences between the regime and its Western allies.
Criticisms o~the Shah's style o~'rule appeared in the Western press
from 1975. There was some opposition in the U.S. Congress to the sale
of large quantities of arms to the regime. In America, during the cam-
paign for the 1976 presidential elections the Democrat party put an
emphasis on the policy of 'human rights'. Following the commencement
of the Carter administration, which adhered to this policy, further
criticisms of the Shah's regime appeared in the U.S. press. These
differences were reflected within the single party. While the party
congress held under the bureaucratic Progressive wing spoke of the in-

terferences of imperialism in national affairs the liberal Constructive
wing representing the private sector supported the 'human rights policy'.
That the issue of oil policy contributed to the differences between the
regime and its ~/estern allies was manifested in a Conference of \~estern
countries (at Guadeloupe) which was held to investigate general econo-
mic conditions in the \vest. The Conference declared support for the
'national internal forces' and 'the private sector' vis-a-vis authori-
tarian regimes and put an emphasis on the 'human rights' policy. It also
called for an oil price-freeze and advocated a reversal from the policy
of'creating 'regional powers' previously associated with the U.S. foreign
policy. All these points clearly referred to the case of the authorita-
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rian regime in Iran. Despite the existence o~ these differences, how-
ever, actual external pressure for the reversal of policies and for
political liberalization seems to have been slight and following the
Shah's meeting with the new U.S. president in November 1977, during
which emphasis was put on the stability of the: regime and the Shah
agreed not to press for higher oil prices, the pressures seemed to have
decreased. Whatever external pressure there was, it found suitable in-

ternal grounds in that the policy reversals had been forced on the
regime from within by the economic and political crises and had been
adopted in order to heal the rifts between government and business.

Although. the liberalization programme initially referred to the
single partY,since it continued to be mentioned in the official rhetoric
it acquired different meanings as a result of changing situations. In
the begining, liberalization was intended to be a sign of the power of
the regime as had been the case with the slogans of 'developnent' and
'mobilization'. But gradually it appeared as an indication of the weak-
ness and crisis of the regime. Liberalization meant an official recog-
nition of the existing political repression. The Shah pardoned a number
of political prisoners. International human rights organizations were
allowed to visit prisons and investigate the extent of repression. Po-
litical trials were to be held in civil rather than military courts.
The regime's pretensions to liberalizationturther unleashed a consti-
tutional opposition from below. Protests by the intelligentsia were
increasingly expressed in the form of open letters and petitions. In
June 1977, the National Front leaders in an open letter criticized the
regime for its despotism and called for a return to constitutional
government. In July, lawyers called for the abolition of the non-consti-
tutional courts. In December, a committee was formed for tho protection
of human rights and it held a public' press conference. The National
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Front leaders made contacts with the American embassy in order to put
forward their criticisms of the regime. At Tehran University, students
held demonstrations in support of.'U .5. humaa rights policy. Some fac-
tions broke away from the official single party to form independent
groupings. Thus political groups which had been considered subversive
began to reemerge. Under the pressure o-rpublic dissatisfaction and
constitutional opposition the Shah promised free elections arui a free
press. The liberalization programme thus provided an opportunity for
the expression of grievances caused by' the economic crisis. It was a
major immidiate factor in the regime's disintegration of power. Alexis
de Tocqueville has explained the role of liberalization in precipita-

62ting revolution thus:
''It is not always by going from bad to worse that a society
falls into revolution. It happens most often that a people,
which haa supported without complaint, as if they were not
felt, the most oppressive laws, violently throws them off
as soon as their weight is lightened. The social order des-
troyed by a revolution is almost always better than that
which inmiediately preceded it, and experience shows that
the most dangerous moment for a bad government is generally
that in which it sets about to reform. Only great genius
can save a prince who undertakes to relieve his subjects
after a long repression. The evil, ",hioh was suffered pa-
tiently as inevitable, seems unendurable as soon as the
idea of escaping from it is conceived."

During the 1973-78 period the economic stability, fiscal capacity,
class control, clientelism and coercion which had ~ ~ formed the
status guo for more than a decade and had held the regime together began
to falter. The economic crisis undermined the regime's economic basis
while political liberalization made the politicization of economic de-
manda possible. At the same time the upper class, gro\·ringdiscontented,
could not carry on in the old \'lay.In response, the reg'ime sought to
make new alliances through populist eestures and liberalization but its
manoeuvres further intensified and politicized the ongoing crisis.

As for the general public, the five-year period \'litnessedgreat
62- de Tocqueville, opo cit. p. 178.
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economic upheavals. Early in the period economic growth an~ expansion
in the resources led to a rise in the economi~ capabilities of the
populationo But the economic crisis which followed created large-scale
mass grievances. Thus a long period of economic stability and growth
was followed by' a short period of sharp rwersal and a grave economic
crisiso On the whole, the convergence of several causes weakened the
regime and created a revolutionary situationo In the following chapter
we will explain the actual disintegration of the regime and its collapse
in terms of the more immediate and political factors.
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VII- The Comingof the Revolution

The constitutioual opposition to the regime which had been stimu-

lated by the pol1tica1liberalization programmeconsisted of already

organized political groups and parties whose emergence was not a novel

development. The revolution began with the advent of an initially in-

coherent pop.Uar opposition which ~ turned into an uncontroll-

able force~ and. which rapidly outran the militancy and radical.1slll of

the organized opposition. This IIIU8 movementpassed through several

phases. The early eyents of popu.lar opposition were spontaneous out-

bursts of workers faced with a dc10us price sp1ral. which surpassed

any price rises, of clerks and. teachers enraged oyer their declining

purches1ng power, of' recent rural migZ'aDtafUled with anger at the..
daaol1tion of their houses by the IlllUdcipality police, and. of under-

graduates and intel1ectuala haunted by the fear of' the Sayak, which

under the cover of official liberalization harrassed and tortured dis-

sidents. In general the public faced increasing renta, prices and taxes.

The factors which most profoundly affected the daily life of the aye-

rage !raDian were acute inflation, shortages of food (because of an

unequal. distribution of goods) and a population explosion which had

been brought about by the economic boOll and which bad. turned 'southern'

districts of large cities into crampedghettos. ~ften a whole family had

to liYe in one rented room. The urban unsld.lled worker who bad. recently

migrated from the countryside remained alienated from his immediate

enrlronment and was most vulnerable to the economic crisis. The regime's

s:ym~c manoeuvres had lett no positiYe impact on the lite ot the

lower classes. Instead, the goyernment caught in a severe fiscal crisis

initiated a tax system which squeezed capital out of' the urban middle
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class and decreased the consumptionot the lower classes. The progres-

sive break-dovn ot the economyaftected in particular the urban working

class. The agricultural sector could not support consumptionnationall,..

Land retorms which had stiDnllated the disintegration ot the countryside

against a background ot increasing urbanization bad created s~ hold-

ings without increaaing agricultural production. The public warehouses

bad stocks t1"Ollthe past bat corruption and hoarding vere commonplace

in the bureaucrac,.. The public thws bad goodreason tor strong indig-

nation and discontent.

The upper clasa was also discontented because ot the economicra-

cession and symbolic changes in governmentpoliq-. The red18tribative

policies and the economicstabilization progr&lllllebad cauaed dissatis-

taction amongpovertul economicinterests III&D:1testedin nights ot capi-

tal and capitalists. There vere complaints about increasing state inter-

vention in the economy.Within the single part,., business interests

had already expressed their opposition to the doadnation of business

interests by the bureaucratic interests. Also, the increasing d1sw:d.t,.

in parliament led to the _ergence ot several. 'tractions' (including

the Pan-lranist, the Freedom, the National Unit,., the National Path and

the National Ideal fractiou). In particul.ar, the FreedomFraction was
1supported by bwliness interests which had entered the Majles in 1975.

There was also sOlDedirect support amongthe high bourgeoisie for the

revolutiOD..For instance, T. Barkhordar, a majo~industrialist,
2pqed 20 million rials "in order to help the movement". Likewise sOlDe

industrialists continued to pq striking workers. Merchantsand traders

in the bazaars set up funds to provide f'inancial help for strikers and

to d,;1stribute provisions during the revolution.3

1- Ayandegan,6 Aban1357.
2- Kar, 17 Khordad13.58.
3- 'CF': ''The bourgeoisie invests in revolution as the,. wouldin an;r-
thing else, spreading risk and covering all options b,. backing all
promising movements."F.G. Hutchins, OPe cit. p.27.
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AgaiDBt this background ot public discontent, in the beg:lnning pub-

lic protest was expressed by spontaneous crowds with little mobilization

and organization. The economically motivated crowds reacted to rising

prices, lower wages and food shortage. The expression ot grievances was

particularly encouraged by the liberalization progr8Dllleand was given

sOlIe space in the official prese. In Augwst 1977, several crowds com-

posed ot bigh-school students and 'by-passers' spontaneously gathered in

the vicinity of the Artillary Square near the bazaar in Tehran. They

complained of high prices and food shortage.4 Confrontation between the

municipality police and rural immigrants whowere buUding houses out

of city limits led to several clashes between crowds and the police. A

crowd of people whose houses had been demolished by the police set out

fro. the south of Tehran to the Shah'. Niavaran palace but were prevented

from approaching the palace by the police. Their representatives explained

their action in terms ot the liberalization policy and the right to free

expression but they were arrested and accused ot sedition, and in the

end no answer to their complaints came from the Shah's special bureau.5
Dur:lng 1977, crowds ot workers gathering in the south ot Tehran clashed

with the municipality police who contiDued to demolish the houses built

outside the city limits. In Novemberand December sporadic and spon-

taneous strikes occurred in several tactories as well as government de-

partments. In December, COinciding with the religiOUS month ot Moharram,

shopkeepers in the Tehran bazaar attending reli~0U8 sermons held demons-
6tratioDS against government economic policy. From December there was a

gradual transition trom spontaneous and economicall,. motivated crowds

to more organized rallies and demonstrations. One special. event acted as

the precipitant ot the revolution. In December, Mostata Khomeini, son

4- Sazeman Enghelabi, Shuresh dar Tabriz (Rebellion in Tabriz), Tehran,
1357, p.4.
5- Fedaian-e Khalq, 'Reports on Struggles Outside Cit: Limits', Fedaian

Publications, Mordad 1357, pp.97-9.
6- SazemamEnghelabi, OPe cit. p.5.
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ot the exiled religious leader Ayatollah Khomeini, died in ~spicious

circumstances. Mournings were held in several towns and demonstrations

were held in the Tehran bazaar in which the name ot Ayatollah Khomeini

was otten proclaimed. This was tollowed by the publication ot an article

in Ettelaat, probably at the instigation ot the court, in which the reg:Lme

slandered and ridiculed Khomeini. From this time on, public protest be-

cue more organized aDd overt and the veneer of Islam as the ideology of

the revolution becue increasingly' more apparent as religious mythology

and rituals determined the shape of the unfolding revolutionary events.

On January 9, 1978 the city of Qum, the headquarters of the Ulama, wit-

nessed the first major incident of organized popular opposition. The

bazaar and the religious schools closed down in protest at the above-

mentioned article. A protest meet:l.ngorganized by the Ulama called for

the return of Khomeini trom exile, the release ot political prisoners,

economic independence from foreign countries, dissolution ot the s:l.ngle

party and respect tor religion and the Ulama.7 A peacefUl demonstration

staged by religiOUS students came under attack by the police, Jd J,., ng
between 40 to 200 people and martial law was declared in the city. In a

statement, the senior Ulama of Qum declared the regime to be anti-Islamic

and illegitimate and called for public mourzd.n.gs.In response, the bazaars

closed down :l.n several citiea and in Tehran the Society of the Traders

and Artisans ot the bazaar called tor a public strike :l.n sympathy with

the Ulama.

In the beginning, the emerging mass opposition possessed very few

organizations of its own and had little contact with the msting pol1-

tical parties. Instead, the more usual informal centres ot social inter-

action such as mosques and coffee-houses became channels of communica-

tion for getting news and rumours. The mosques and the bazaars played

the most signiticant role in the mobilization and organization of popular
7_ These were the first formulated demands put forward by the oppositioD,

Ibid'" p.6.·
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opposition. After the Qum incident the bazaars began to organize massive

memorial demonstrations,at forty-day intervals, in accordance with the

traditional pattern of mourning. On the fortieth ~ of the Qum incident

the Ulama mobilized. large demonstratioDB, especially in Tabriz where

the bazaars closed down and severe cl.ashes occurred between the crowds
8and the artJl1. After the Tabriz confrontation several more fortieth ~

mournings were held in COIIIIDemorationof preceding violent events. By the

beg!nning of Ramadan, ptlblic demonstratioDII, rallies and surging crowds

had become part of daily life. The Ulama and the bazaars undertook a

lIWS8ivemobilization effort, promulgated the ideology' of the revolution

and articulated the gt"ievances and hopes of the ptlbl1c. In this the most

effective tool was the elaborate rites and rituals of the Shiite religious

processioDII, with all their emotional trappings. In September, large

demonstratioDII were held throughout the country calling for 'Independence,

Freedom, and Islamic goverDIDent·. The bazaar-Ulama movement thus emerged

as the leadi ng force overtaldng the constitutionaJ.1at parties. The cri-

tical attention which the regime had to pay to the movement, both in

terms of seeking to divert it and to wipe it out inblo.d, only added to the

effectiveness and fervour of the movement. As the mobilization was

stepped up the crowds became increasins17 more ideologioal and les8

economically motivated, and the ideal of an Islamic state became wide-

spread. On the whole, the revolution began with the moderate protests of

the professional middle class and the intelligen~sia with their open

letters and petitions tbait the bazaar and the U1ama 800n took the initi-

atiTe and orgaDized. massive demonstratioDII.

The Regime of 'National Reconciliation'

As the poptllar opposition became an increasingly formidable force~

to be reckoned. with, the regime sought to redirect the movement by making

8- An account of the Tabriz rebellion is given in: Mojahedin-e Khalq,
Tahlil-e Jonbesh-e Khalq-e Tabriz, (An Analysis of the Movementof the
People of Tabriz), Mojahed.in Publications, no.2, 1358; and
Sazeman Enghelabi, OPe cit.
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attempts at reconciliation with the opposition. Onthe whole two opposi-

tion forces with distinct political tendencies emerged: the liberal CODS-

titutionalist opposition and the popular revolutionary opposition. The

moderate opposition called for the implementation of the Cons~itution

and included the National Front, the FreedomMovement,the Radical Move-

lDent(recently' formed.by a group of professional men), the LawyersAsso-

ciation, the Social Democratpart:r (formed by the constitutionaHst mino-

rit:r group in parliament) and Jonbeah formed by the leading intellectual,

Dr. Raj Se:redJavadi. Also, senior Ulama, especially Ayatollah Shariat-

madar:l.and Ayatollah Shirazi, called for the implementation of the Cons-

titution. B;r contrast, the popular revolutioDa.r,1opposition which had

becomeassociated with the nameof A;ratollah KhomeiDicalled. for the

establishment of a new, Islamic regime. KhomeiDiapproved of DO compro-.
mise and repeated his call for the destruction of the monarc~.

Faced with the constitutionalist and popular oppositions the regime

sought to makean a' , iance with the moderates and redirect the Islamic

movelllent.Tlms the court d~anissed the cabinet of economiccrisis oDl;y

to institute one of political crisis, the cabinet of 'national reconcili-

ation '. The newcabinet promised free elections; freedom ot the press

was granted, and moderate opposition leaders were called upon for nego-

tiations. It also granted large sumstowards wagesettlement; membersot

the royal f~ were torbidcieAtl'Oll aD7 tiDancial dealing with public

companies, and records concerDingprofiteering bJ bauar guilds which had

accumulated tor someyears were written ott. Also, the powers of the

chamberot guilds were reduced and taxes were to be cut. The mode-

rate opposition sought to seize upon the opportunity aftorded for politi-

cal reform. The National Front announcedits willingness for negotiation,

with the regime and moderate religious leaders called for the implemen-

tation of the Constitution and especially the convention of the par~
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mentar,r committeeot mojtaheds to supervise legialation.9
While the regime's attempts at reconciliation with the moderate

opposition had. not yet born fruit, mountingpopular opposition led to

events whichmade8J1l' compromisewith the regime impossible. This was

the bloody massacre of Black Fridq on September8. Beh:1nd the scene ot

'national. reconciliation' the 8%"IIll' generala as well as someU.S. advi-

sors urged the Shah to adopt a hard-line stand against the OPposition.10

Despite the moderates' attempt to dissuade popular street opposition

massive rallies and demonstrations were held. Themoderate opposition

refused to join public rallies and called on the people to give the
11goverDJllentmoreopportunity to liberalize. The regime in a sudden

reversal to repression, declared. martial law in Tehran and other major

cities. On Black Fridq, between '700 and 3,000 people (according to

different accounts) were massacred.at the Zhaleh Square near Parliament.

Atter Black Friday the moderate campbecameincreasingly radicalized.

Even the parliamentar,r opposition minority considered the reconcili-

ation attempts as being insincere. Increasingly the regime had to give

more concessions to the moderates while they were increasiDgly less

willing to accept th_. From Septemberthe popular opposition overtook

the constitutionalist opposition. Calls for strikes by Ayatollah Kho-

meini met with a positive response all oyer the country. In October,

strikes occurred in goverlUllentministries, the post oftice, law courts,

railroads, hospitals, radio and television stations, schools, the Central

Bank, bus companies, banks, hotels, the bazaars, the oil industry and

so on. The strike ot 37,000 oil workers brought the whole economyto a

standstill. There were one million civil servants on strike. In the

begipn1ngof the revolution the regime had been able to recruit some

peasants and send them to the cities to attack the demonstrators. In
9- Kayhan, 5 Shahrivar 1357. 10- For a detailed account of U.S.

polia,y towards the regime and changes therein see: B. Rubin, PavedWith
GoodIntentions, Oxford, 1980. chap.8. 11- Le Monde,17 September1978.
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December,the inhabitants of someot the villages involved 'repented~

as the revolution spread to the count17'side. Onthe whole, against this

background of increasing popular opposition, the regime's attempt at

reconciliation with the constitutionalist opposition did not fall on

fertile ground. In fact, the regime was too slow with concessions to the

moderate opposition to the effect that it remained al~s one step be-

hind de'Yelopments.In the beg'nn1ng, the Shah thought that m1n1mal

chan.geawould be sufficient, changes which did not satisfy the moderates;

wheneventually the Shah agreed to accept everything according to the

Constitution it was alre~ too late. In the end, the regime did not

succeed makingan alliance with the moderates.

The Alliance of the Moderates and the Radicals

As the moderate opposition was radicalized, ground was prepared for

the emergenceat a revolution&r1 alliance between the liberal parties

and the radical Ulama. against the Shah's regime. In November,the lea-

ders ot the moderate opposition, Dr. Sanjabi and M. Bazargan, new to

Paris to negotiate with Ayatollah KhomeiDiwhoapproved ot a policy ot

no compromisewith the Shah. The moderates finallY' accepted KbomeiDi's

leadership of the revolution and announcedthat no compromisewas ,

possible with the Shah. In a declaration issued in Paris on November5

and signed by Khomeiniand Sanjabi it was agreed that the form of the

goverDDIentafter the Shah wouldbe determined by a referendum. The
o 12National Front declared that the monarclqwas lacking in leg:!.timacy.

At the sametime, Ayatollah Beheshti, KhomeiDi'srepresentative in

Tehran called on "the Marxists, materialists and liberals to cooperate

for sometime and with one voice to continue the valuable struggle
, 13

aga:ii1st the regime." As the possibility of an alliance with the mode-

rates disappeared and the opposition becameunited against the regime,

the Shah resorted to a hard-line policy ot naked force.
12-St;tHelltiasuedinP&r:la5Kov.1978.13- Khomeini,et al, OPe cit. p.69.
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The Praetorian Regime

The artIf1 was the last resort ot the Shah. On November6, soon after

the stance ot the moderate opposition was madeclear, the Shah dismissed

the cabinet ot 'reconciliation' and installed a newcabinet of seven

generals headed by General Azhari, the chiet ot staft. This signitied

the impossibilit,. of arq alliance with the opposition. The military

go'Yernmentwas anS~ regime with DO political or economicprogrammes.

Its aim was to prevent the regime tram further disintegration. The estab-

lishment ot the IIIilitary regime had the bacld.ng ot the U.S. administra-

tion which encouraged the Shah to adopt an 'iron-fist' policy.14 Under

the generals' regime, the treedoms previOllSl7 granted were withdrawn.

Troops occupied the press premises in Tehran and imposed cell8Orship.

The Nationa1 Front leaders were arrested and the armyoccupied the oU

tields. Yet the Shah was as halt-hearted in his hard-line poliq as he

had been in his liberalization prograDllle.Azhari was rather an old man

whereas the Shah could have chosen a younger and more ambitious otticer

such as General Khosrowdad whobad asked the Shah to g1ve him permission

'to level Tehran'. After the establiahment ot m1l1tary govermnent. the

Shah's conciliatory speech in which he said that he had 'heard the voice

ot the re"fOlution' bimself,caused contusion within the army elite. There

were rwaours that SOllIe8ZfIl3 officers were seeking to cometo power in

a coup because ot the Shah's weakness. There were also 1"WDOUl"8 that the

Shah was fatally ill.15

Shortly atter the arm:r' 8 8S8UIDPtionof power, however, popular oppo-

sition was heightened and the bazaars closed downiDdetin1teJ.;r. The high

point ot popular oppoaition camein the hol,. monthot Moharramwhen

crowOsappeared in white shrouds prepared for death. Onthe tirst ~ ot

the monthalone, between 400 and 3,000 people (according to different

14- NewYorkTimes, November1, 1978.
15- On the Shah's illness and its political impact see: M. Ledeen

and W.Lewis, 'Carter and the Fall of the Shah', WashingtonQuarterlv,
vol.3, 1980:3-40.
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16accounts) were killed. On Ashura, the tenth of the monthand the peak

of the mournings, between one and three million people demonstrated

against the regime in Tehran alone.

At the same time, the m1litar;r regime weakenedfrom within as the

SZfI17 began to disintegroate. There were l'UIIIOUr8 of mutiJQ'in the garri-

SODS.Earlier, KhomeiDihad called upon soldiers to desert. As the majo-

rit7 of the rank and fUe of the artIlY were cODSCriptaKhomeini's call

found an increas:ln~ positive response amongth_. In Tehran, soldiers

and especial.l7 air f'orce cadets deserted in large numbers. There were

rumours of the arrest and execution of the cadets stationed on the ports

of the Persian GuJ.t for supporting the revolution. There was news of' the

assassiDation of top arrJI1 coDllDaDdersby soldiers in the Lerlzan garrison.

Under the IIIilit&r7 regime the Shah still attempted a compromise

with the moderate opposition which DOW proposed the formation of a re-

genC7council to replace the Shah. Dr. Sanjabi was taken to the court

by soldiers for negotiation but he on17 repeated that there could be no

solution under the Shah. B,. nowthere was unanimous agt"eementamongthe

opposition forces that he could not be part of 81J."1 political deal. The

IIIilit&r7 regime onl1 intensified the crisis.

The Constitutional Regime:ATenuousAlliance

The U.S. administration had throughout declared its support f'or the

regime urging the Shah to arrive at a compromisewith the moderate oppo-

sition. This polic,. also workedthe other wtq as· the moderate opposition

had madecontacts with the U.S•• basBY' to present its case against the

Shah's dictatorship. Internally the court's position had been totally

undermined; the final 'push' camewith the disintegration of' its f'oreign

support. From late Decemberthe U.S. administration'.s support f'or the
16- BOOand RadioMoscowbroadcasts. According to one estimate. during

the two months of' militaI7 rule some3.100 people were killed and m~
morewounded:Anonymous,Vega"ye-eEnghelab (AChronologyof the Revolu-
tion), Tehran,1357.



Shah wavered. In general, the interests of the adnrfnistration revolved

around three issues: a peaceful solution to the political crisis, the

preservation ot the unity ot the army and the prevention ot the lett-

ward radic.l i zation ot the revolution and ot the asSWIption ot power

by 'radical elements' .17 Faced. with the possib1l1t,. ot the Shah's

1nmfnent downfall, the adnrfnistration attempted. to directly mediate

between the regime and the moderate opposition in order to tind a common

ground between the two. Thus it sent the George Ball m:l.ssion to Iran to

negotiate with the moderate opposition. '!'he mission's report recomaren-

ded the Shah's resignation and the establishment ot a regeno,. council,

renect1Dg the views ot the moderate opposition. This became the basis

ot the administration'a new policy and its withdrawal ot support troll.

the Shah. The new polio,. was to persuade the Shah to choose a govern-

ment and to leave Iran. The task ot the General Hu,.ser mission which was

sent to Iran in earl,. Janu.ary 1979 was to implement the new polic,. i.e.,

to obtain the arm,.'s acquiescence tor the Shah's departure and to en-

sure its support tor the new regime. It met and advised. the Shah to take

this course ot action. The Shah continued to seek, among the conati tu-

tionaliata, someone willing to form a government, DOW on the basi. ot

his departure and the tormation ot a regeno,. council provided tor b;r

the Constitution. Due to the opposition's rejection ot an,. government

appointed by the Shah this development took the torm ot a personal ad-

venture. Dr. Shapour Bakhtiar, a leading memberot the National Front

met the Shah and accepted to torm a government on the condi tiona ot the

Shah's departure trom Iran and his ownassumption ot real power. The

issue ot the Shah's departure caused SODleunease within the milit8l7

elite. Diehard 8l'IIl)" generals disapproved ot the Shah's departure and the

8,000 strong Imperial Guards declared. their full support for the Shah.

But it was the HU,.sermission's task to prevent dissension within the

17- The State Department, 20 January 1979 reported in A:randegan, 1
BabmaD, 1357.
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~. At the same time, to ensure the loyalty ot the army the Shah appo-

inted three of his close milit&r1 advisors :in colDlll8J1Ciof the armed

forces. OnceBakhtiar obtained parliament's vote of confidence the Shah

prepared to leave. At the sametime, according to Article 42 ot the CODS-

titution prorlcl1ng tor the tempor&r1absence ot the monarch, a nine maD

regency councU was tormed. OnJanuary 16 the Shah left Tehran offici-

ally tor a period ot rest.which jubilant crowdasaw as signalling the

end ot the 1DODa.1"ClQ".

As a full-blooded constitutional government, the Bakhtiar regime

promised everything short ot a revolution. Its programme:included the

diBBOlutionot Savak, freedomot political prisoners, freedom ot the

press, the recognition ot the Ulama's role :in legislation and an end to

government :intervention in commerceand indust1"1. Bat the newregime wu

trom its :inception rejected by the moderate and the popular opposition

alike. The National Front dismissed Bakhtiar as a traitor to its cause.

Everywherethe constitutional regime was denounced.as being the agent

of imperial i SID. Govermaentemployeesin the miDiBtries rejected. the new

ministers appointed by Bakhtiar. Althoughhis constitutional retorma

had the tacit support ot the liberal opposition and the moderate Ulama,

no major group was villing to run the risk ot supporting a regime appo-

inted by the Shah. WhenBakhtiar sought to makepolitical capital out ot

the sUence ot the moderate Ulama,they issued declarations and called.

his regime illegal. Somelarge demonstrations di~ take place in Tehran

:in support ot the Constitution and Bakhtiar. "Some100,000 people mainl,..

trom the army and the rich, calling themselves the 'supporters ot the

Constitution and social democracy' gathered :in the Parliament Square to
18declare their support tor the Bakhtiar regime." But the constitutional~

regime was confronted with the surging crowds of the revolution who vere

organizing themselves into revolutioDar,1 committees and taking over the
18- Kayhan, 2 Rahman 1357.
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administration of the cities. UnderBakhtiar, while the Huysermission

ensured a measure of w:d ty in the military elite, the rank and fUe of

81"IQ' was in a proceaa of further disintegration and passing to the side

of the revolution. There was a Tiaible decline in discipline. Air torce

soldiers went on hunger strike in support of the revolution. In the pro-

vinc_ otficers met local religious leaders on their own iDitiati Te.

Ever,ywheredemonstrations were held in the air torce garrisons to demand

the return of KhomeiDi.19On the whole, the conatitutioDal regime was

confronted with internal disintegration and the surging wavesof the

revolution. Members of parliament and of the regency council resigned

one atter another aDd strikes continued in the bureaucracy. There werethus

no good prospects for the political consolidation of the regime.

Dual Sovereignty: the disintegration of the powerbloc

Ayatollah Khomeinihad alread)- formedan Islamic Revolutionary

Council mainly composedof his clerical a880c1ates in order to form a

provisioDal revolutionary government.Uponhis return f'romexile, soon

atter the departure ot the Shah, he appointed MehdiBazargan, the leader

of the FreedomMovement,as the PrimeMinister of' the ProvisioDal' Revo-

lutionary Governmentwhichwas set up to take over trom the constitu- .

tioDal regime. The PRGcalled upon the Balchtiar regime to relinquish

the reins of powerand the consti tutioDal regime threatened to use force

agaiDat the PRG. Betweenthe constitutional regime and the regime of

the revolution stood the 8%'f1J:I which initially supported Bakht1ar. In

order to pave the waJ for a smoothtransition of' power the moderate

opposition and the U.S. Ambassadorarranged meetings between the two

governmentsto disCl1SS the possibility of a change from constitutional

monarc~ to a republic. Bakhtiar proposed the holding of a constituent
19- Cf."Armies never taU to join revolutions whenall other cauaes
of revolution are present and they never tail to oppose themwhen
thia is not the case." G. Pettee, The Process of Revolution,
New York, 1938, p.105. For moredetails see: M. Sreedhar, 'The Role
of' the ArmedForces in the Iranian Revolution', IDSA Journal, 12,1979'r121_
142.
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assembly and urged that any political change should take place on the

basis ot the Constitution. At the sametime, with the mediation ot the

U.S. Embassy and the Hayser mission, the PRGmet with the military

cOnaaDdersin order to gain their support. On February 5, a meeting was

held between Bazargan, General Qarabaqi, the chiet ot statf, and Gene-

ral Huyser at a time when the air torce cadets were increasinw pass-

ing to the side ot the revolution. These negotiations tinally led to

an alliance between the Ill'II1 and the PRG.General Qarabaqi armounced

that the Ill'II1 wouldDOtintertere in politics and would remain united

to back any legal go'9'ernment.This meant the lU'IIIY'swithdrawal.ot sup-

port trom the Bakhtiar regime and its indifterence in the contlict bet-

ween the two go'9'ernmenta.The PROin turn conceded that the unity ot the

~ must be preserYed. Withmore detections by air torce cadeta in

support ot KhomeiDi,General Rab11, the co.ander ot the air torce also

declared the neutrality ot his owntorces. The 8l"II1 in tact was more

concerned about its own lIDity thaD the detence ot the Bakhtiar regime.

The Huysermission lett Tehran on February 7 assuring 'the unity and

neutrality' of the 1ll'II1. The disintegration ot the armY' and the decla-

ration ot its neutrality made the task ot the final victol"1 ot the re-

'9'Olution easier.

The CivU War

The increasing disintegration ot the &rm1 led to open contlict bet-

ween torces which had sided with the revolution and those which had

remained loyal to the old regilDe, a possibility which the army generals

had sought to avert by declaring their forces neutral. Yet on the same

~ that the neutrality of the armywas declared,air torce cadets marched

betore Ayatollah Khomein1and in support ot the revolution. On February

9, a demonstration in the Air Force garrison in Tehran in support ot the

re'9'olution led to a mutiny. The royalist Imperial Guards arrived in the
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garrison in order to suppress the demonstration. Fighting broke out bet-

weenthe two,drawingthe crowdsto the side of the air force cadets. Air

force officers openedthe armouries to the revolutionaries and finally the

laperial Guards retreated. Crowdscaptured arms and attacked other garri-_

SODaand police statiODS. Sill11ar events took place in the provincial

cities. By Fe'bruary10 the 8Z.'mY was in great disarr81' and the crowdsin

Tehran captured all garriSODSand police statioDa. On February'11 the

High DefenceCouncUordered the retreat of all torces into the barracks.

With the ~ surrendering to the revolution Bakhtiar tell and the PRG

took power.

The revolution succeededbecauseof the superimposition of several

social and political factors. It thus baa to be understood against a

general background of III8B8 political mobilization and involftlllent, eco-

nomicand fiscal crisis, the disintegration of the upper clus support

tor the regime, the disintegration ot the arfIt1 and finally the wavering

ot foreign support. All of these together led to the collapse of the

regime.
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VIII- Towardsthe RecoDStitution of the State

In the last three chapters we tried to expl.a:lnthe causes of the

lranjan revolution. WeDOW go on to .tuq the coarse of that revolution

(atter the fall of the old regime) in terms of the proliferation of

power centres, the disintegration of the powerbloc and the attempta

b7 the _ergLng clasaea and. parti_ to gain hegemoDJ'.

Oneof the major characteristics of a rnolution, wh:ichdiatiDgll-

1ehee it f1"Cllllother forme of political. cbanp such &8 coups d'etat and

palace revolutions is the gap in t:lmewhich OCCU1"ll between the disin-

tegration of the old regime and the recOD8tNction of a newpowerbloo.

DetiDing the COUZ'Seof rnolution in these te1"ll8,Peter Aauum baa stated:

"••• revolution may be said to be a breakdOVll, momentaryor pro-
longed, of the state's monopol,.of power. Revolution preva1le
. whenthe state's MOnopol,.of power is effecti vel,. challenged 1
and persi8ta until a newIIOnopol,.of power is re-establiaheci."

Classical studies ot revolution, notabl,. those by Edwards, Pettee

and Brinton,2 have sought to develop a paradi811 for the course ot all

revolutioDS by generalizing that ot the French Revolution. The,. have

studied the process ot powerproliferation in te1'lll8of three phases:

the rule ot the moderates, the ascendaDc,.of the extremists, their hege-

moDJ'and the establishment of a 'dictatorship'. The moderates whofirst

cometo powerare more than satisfied with the pOlitical revolution

and do not want to alter the socio-economic status guo. The,. seek to

preserve the apparatuses of the old regime and wish to put an eDdto the

revolution, but trom the start the,. are confronted with dual power.
1,. P. AmaDn, 'Revolution: A RedetiDition', Political Science Quarterly,

March1962, pp.38-9.
2- L. Edwarda,The Natural Histor: of Revolution, Chicago, 1970; G.Petee,

The Process ot Revolution, NewYork, 1938,andC. Brinton, The Anatomyot
Revolution, NewYork,1960.
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While the moderates control the remnants of the old regime ~the &rm7.

the bIlreaucrac7 and legal institutions) the extremists form their own

parallel organizations which as an imperiumi!! imperio await to take

the place of the old organizations. Themoderates finall7 lose OQtbe-

cawse the7 are unable to cope with the participation of Dew groupe. '!h87

are neither ruth1ess enonghto stop th_ nor radical. enoughto lead th_.

The extremists win out, because the7 align themselves with popular torces

and ISUcceestull7lIObW.zethem. It in normal times the7 were themselves

moderate menthe extremists are DOW on the crest ot a revolutioDar7 wave.

With their ascencianC7,dual power comesto an end as the revolutioDar7

clubs and coaa1ttees are mergedwith the orgaDizatioDSof the old regime.

Whereasthe moderatea are generall)- from a higher class position and ref-

lect the views of the propertied class, the extremists are egali tar:lan and

are themselves from a lover olass position.' The extrem1ats finall7

suppress not onl7 their moderate opponents but also the 'ultrarevolution-

aries' whoclaim to be more revolutioDar7 than the extremists. They thus

monopolize state powerand create the macbin8r7of 'terror and virtue'.

Finall7, the revolutioD8l'7 crisis ends in a Them:1dor,which is the ins-

titutiona11zation of the workof the revolution and the transfer ot power

to a newgroup or class.

Russia provides one exampleof this process at work. Atter the fall

of tsardOll, the first provisional goverDlllentwas formedb7 moderates, led

b7 Prince Lvov. 'l'his W88 succeeded by the secoDd.provisional government

led b7 Kerenslq, which sought to establish a parliament&r7 regime and

introduce somelimited reforms. Yet the provisional goverDIDentvas faced

with a situation ot dual power. Alread7 the workers' soviets had under-

taken adnrf"1 strati ve work, which facilitated the Bolsheviks"preparation

for the assumption of power. The Bolshevilasmobilized workers in Petro-
3- See Brinton, OPe cit. pp.122; 129. Also see, for example, D. Under-

dOVD,Pride's Purge. Oxford, 1971, tor a disouesion ot the higher class
position of the moderates and the lower social status ot the radicals
in the English Revolution.
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grad to rise against the bourgeois regime and attempts by the prori.-

sioual governmentto suppress the soviets invited charges ot despotism

against a self'-cieclared 'liberal' regime. Eventually the soviets and the

Bolsheviks took over Petrograci, tought the governmentin Moscowand

ended.the rule ot the moderates. Then the Bolsheviks consolidated their

power by dissolving the Constituent Assemblyand suppressing not only

the white counterrevolution but also the ultrarevolutionary lett Socia-

lists, lett Copm1nistsand Anarchists whotogether Lenin called the

'infantile Left'. 4

This modelot a revolution describes a gooddeal. of the processes

and events occurring atter the fall ot the old regimes and hence wewill

use it in order to explain the course aDd evolution of the Irani an reva-

lution. However,the DIOde!has certain weakness_. In particular, it pr0.-

vides an explanation only in te1"lD8ot the actions ot 'elites' and parties,

the weaknessot the moderates and the inherent radicalism of the extrem-

ists, and the mobilization ot the lower classes by the 'elites'. It thus

ignores the impact of the JDa88esaDd class struggles on the course and

evolution ot revolutions. The radicals rise and begin to mobilize the

masses in response to popular demandstor more revolution which the mo-

derates cannot permit. The radicalization ot the revolution is thus due

to the pressure ot the masses. In Russia, for example, "it was neither

the corrosive eftects ot Bolshevik propaganda nor the baJonets of the

Red Guards whichultimately destroyed the Provis~onal Government.Rather,

the governmentliterally committedsuicide by alienating any conceivable

source ot popllar support." On the other hand "thousands ot mUitant

workers, peasants, soldiers and sailers fiooded into the (Bolshevik)

party. These recruits ••• bursting with the elemental radical1sm ot the,

streets, madethe aspirations and mood ot the masses a powerful deter-

minant ot Bolshevik policy. ,,5 In this sense the masses rather than ideo-
4- See: N. Sukhanov,The Russian Revolution. 1917. NewYork, 1955, vol.II.
s- T. Uldricks, 'The Crowdin the Russian Revolution', Politics and
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1081es are the real 'energy' of the revolution, sustaining revolutionary

6 .
radicalism. The model thus ignores a major aspect of revolutions.7

This chapter concentrates on the disintegration of the power bloc
and attempts by various classes and parties at achieving hegemony. It
will discuss the rule of 'the moderates' and the ascencianC1 ot 'the
extremists'· The class struggles after the revolution, we will argue, are
important to understand the continuing evolution ot the Revolution.
The Revolution has led to a change in the social location ot state power,
b7 transferring political hegemoD7 to a new class. It has also created
new power arrangements and has led to the emergence of a new ideology
which is more heavily :1mbled with popUist overtones than had been the
case with state ideology prior to the revolution.

Society, 1'01.4, no.3, 1974: 397:413, pp.410,412.
6- w. Kornhauser, in The Politics of Mass Society. New York,1963, puts for-

ward the argument that mass activity in politics always leads to ex-
tremism.

7- Another weakness of the model is that, by generalizing from the
course ot the French Revolution, it aBSWlea a similar pattern for the
course of all revolutiona. F.G. Hutchins has made a basic distinction
between 'plaD-tulfill1ag' and 'self-tulfilling' revolutioaa (op. cit.
pp.8-16). According to his typology, in the 'plan-tulfilling' revolu-
tions, which start from the countryside and end in the capital and are
carried out by organized groups and quasi-armies, the post-revolution-
ary period does not witness the succession of moderates and extremists.
The revolution is part of a clearly thought-out plan for the reconstruc-
tion of society. ~ contrast, in the 'selt-tultilling' revolution, which
starts in the capital spontaneously, there is little prior planning. The
revolution is not specific about its future goals; it is rather assumed
that things will settle into a new equ1l.ibriWl once the revolution has
el1miasted the specific evil it has aimed at. Hence the aftermath of the
revolution is unpredictable and indeed the self-tultilling revolution
accomplishes more than it intends. The Chinese and the French Revolutions
are the outstanding examples of 'plan-fulfilling' and 'self-fulfilling'
revolutions, respectively. This typology thus explains why the pattern
of moderates-extremists succession arises, an explanation which the
classical stUdies of revolution have not oftered. The Iranian revolution,
despite the earlier development of a revolutionary ideolol1. was a '8elt-
tulf;rling' revolution in that there was no specific plan about the ac-
tual political arrangements and social goals to be achieved atter the
revolution. (This typology partl1 corresponds to S. Huntington's dis-
tinction between 'Eastern' and 'Western' revolutions. In the Western type
the revolution begins in the capital and is largely spontaneous whereas
in the Eastern type the revolution begins in the countryside and ends
with the capture of power in the capital. S. Huntington, OPe cit. pp.266fr.)
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Political Parties

For a decade and a halt the royal dictatorship had sought to sup-

press open conflicts amongsocial classes by a combinationof sheer force

and economiccontrol. Withthe dictatorship out ot the way, social class -

conflicts gradually resumed.There'l'Olutionbrought into the political

arena newsocial classes as well as ethnic groups with novel demands,

seeking to influence the process of the reconstitution of the state. As

the incompatibility of opposedsocio-economicinterests becameincrea- .

singly evident, the existing political parties cameto represent spec:Lfic

interests and specitic interests tended to organize their ownpolitical

parties. The political parties discussed in this chapter are classified

according to the sameclass-ideological basis specified in chapter II.

The political ideologies discussed there (the secular-democraq ot the

newmiddle class, non-liberal fundamentalismot the clergy allied to the

petty bourgeoisie, and popular working-class ideology ot the radical

intelligentsia) had perBisted, but in addition there wu the emergence

ot the newideological trend ot reTolutionary Islam, whichhad spread

rapidl7 amongthe intelligentsia immediatel,.prior to the reTolution. A

newcategory ot parties wu thus built on this ideologr.

The Liberal-Bourgeois Parties ot the NewMiddleClass

This catesor.1 included the better knownot the old opposition parties

and wantedto maintain the social structure existing under the old re-

gime, whilst changingthe political structure. In general they advocated

the establishment of a liberal regime. In tact at one stage the,. had

been willing to accept the constitutional monarchJaccording to the old

Constitution (of 1906), but later they insisted that the sameConstitu-

tion;should provide the trameworktor the newpolitical arrangements.

As parties of professioDala and high officials they had put their empha-

sis on a political changefromauthoritarianism to parliamentary democra-
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cy. However,comparedto the other parties, they were little knownto

the mass of the people and their support camemainly from the judiciary,

the governmentbureaucracy and businesa circles.

TheNational Front was the major liberal-moderate party. It consisted

of the Iran party, led first by the lawyer, A. Saleh.,andlater by Dr. K.

Sanjabi, and the Iranian Nationalist party, led by D. Foruhar. The Law-

yers' Association and the Socialist Society also had close contacts with

the Front. After the revolution, the Front called for the ratification

of a newconstitution "similar to the constitutions of the democratic

countries ot WesternDlrope. ,,8 It also called on the governmentto pro-

mote and encourageprivate enterprise. The goal of the revolution, accor-

ding to the National Front ''was to destroy the dictatorship. The reYOlu-

tioD.was a popllar movementand not a class struggle, the struggle ot

toUers &881nat capitalists or of peasants against landlords. ,,9

TheNational Front was in a process ot disintegration during the

revolution. The expulsion of Dr. Bakhtiar prior to the revolution and

the defection of the Nationa1ist party after it, were followed by the

departure of Dr. MatineDattari, a grandsonot Dr. Mossadeq,wholett to

form the National Democraticparty. This was a reaction to the National

Front submitting to the clerical line ot the revolution, from the time

ot the Paris Declaration. TheNational DemocraticFront demandedthe

dissolution of the Revolutionary CouncUset up by Khomein1and the elec-

tion of a newcouncil fromamonggovernmentempl01ees, guilds and workers
10and it opposedthe intervention of the clergy in politics.

MoreIslamically inclined than the National Front, was the Freedo.

Movementwhichassumedpoweratter the revolution. The leaders of the

part1, Engineers M.Bazargan, Y. Sahabi, E. Sahabi, A. Raj SeyedJavadi
,

and Amir Entezamall obtained governmentpositions in the PRG.The party
8- Interview with Dr. Sanjabi, in Ka..yhan, 3 Teer 1358.
9- Ayande~, 10 Khordad1358. 10. Party statement, in Kayhan, 8
Esfand 1358.
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advocated national parliamentary democracyand wasopposedto clerical

11rule. Onsocio-economicmatters, it emphasizedthat "whatweneed

tod~ is the private sector, for wehave never had a private sector in

our economy.In the past, the private sector was composedof a number

ot families associated with the court, therefore there wa no free trade
12

and no competition." TheFreedomMovementhad also been involved in

contacts with the U.S. Plabass,. in order to unde1'lllinethe foreign support

of the old regilDe.Thepart,. did not take 'imperialism' to be a real

threat and in tact, it believed that the 'Imperial powers' had been

helpfUl in the SUCCel!ll!l ot the revolution.13

Oneot the newliberal parties formedatter the revolution wu the

MoslemPeoples' RepublicaD Part,. (MPRP). Initiall,. the part,. originated

amongthe associatee ot Ayatollah Sbariatmadari, the moderate religious

leader who, along with Ayatollah Shirazi and Qumi, sided with the libe-

ral parties. Bowever,the MPRPwent beyond.the circle ot clericals and

included middleclass professionals and as the ensuing conflicts unfolded,

differences in the party led to the detection of clerics to the Islamic

parties. The clerical tounders ot the party (Hojattolislama H. Kboarow-

sbahi, Sadr Bolaqi, R. Golaorkhi and G. Saidi) accused the moresecular

taction ot the part,. of being 'capitalists', 'nationalists' and 'Wester-

nized'. The moderate taction included busine88men,professionals and.

lawyers and after the defection of the clerical faction it continued

part,. activities. Part,. leaders and memberssuch.as Dr. A. Alizadeh,

Engineer R. Maraqii, Dr. M. Enayat, a prominent journalist, Farrokh

Daftari, a lawyer, H. Besharat.a landowner, and others of the samesocio-

economicstatus, advocated a secular constitution to be passed b.r a
14national constituent assembly. The party was most active in the pro-~

vince ot Azar~jan, whereA,.atollah Shariatmadari had great follOwing
11- Party statement in Ettelaat, 28 Shahrivar 1358.
12- A. Raj SeyedJavadi quoted in Ibid. 13- Radio broadcast 15.3.1358.
14- Karban, 20, 21 Mordad1358.
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and found substantial support amongbusinessmen and traders in Tabriz.

Associated with the MPRPand Ayatollah ShariatJDadari, vas the Radical

Party, organized after the revolution. The founders of the party were

lawyers, engineers, university professors and high officials such as

Engineer R. Maraqii, Dr. J. Momtaz, a Tehran University professor, Dr. F.

Nasseri, a lawyer, Engineer T. MakkiDezhad,Dr. R. Abedi, Dr. H. Eaami

and others. The Radical Party was a secular and liberal party and called

for the 'restoration of private enterprise,.15

~re democratic thaD liberal, was the Jembeah (Mov_ent) created

by a leading intellectual, Dr. Raj Seyed JaTadi, during the revolution.

Like the National. DellOcratic Front, the Jonbeah was mai"''1 composedof

intellectuals, lawyers and professors, such as Dr. N. Katuzian of the

Tehran UniYersity, Dr. K. Lahiji, a pradnent lawyer, and Dr. K. Katb:l..

The part'1 was supported b7 the Jurists' Association, the Aaaoc1ation

of Writers,and the National Organization of Academics.

On the whole, the bourgeois-liberal parties were small and elite-

dominated parties with little links to the urban and rural masses. Lack-

ing organizatioDal. resources and a broad social base they relied heaT.Uy

on the bureaucracy and the judiciary left from the old regime, at a time

when real power was exercised elsewhere in the newl'1 emerging popular

organizatioDS.

Non-liberal Fundamentalist Parties

The Islamic parties were mostly created after the revolution. In con-

trast to the liberal parties, the fundamentalists had a more drastic con-

cept of revolution and were more hostUe to the old regime. They were not

content with a change in the political system from the monarchy' to a re-

public but their main objective was the unification of religion and the

state. In line with Khomeini's interpretation of the Shiite political

theor,r, the Islamic parties put forward the idea of 'the rule of the

15- Ettelaat, 2 Mordad, 1358.
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theologian' and. considered the old Constitution based on Western libe-

ral iSID as being alien to the spirit ot their nationalist Shiism. The

fundamentalist parties were madeup mainly ot the lower clergy and drew

their active support trom the bazaar guilds which were revived and reor-

ganized atter the revolution. The upper clergy in the maiD, were aligned

with the moderates. The tormal clerical organizations, in particular the

theol.og1cal colleges situated in shrine cities, were controlled by the

upper cl.ergy, namel.ythe Natollahs and mojtaheds, who are the source ot

all interpretation ot Islamic law and the recipients of taxes and dona-

tiona. The lower clergy, the hojattollslams and mod!1Tes1n, were f'1.nan-

c1all.y dependent on the lQ'atollabs, and since the clerical occupation had

long lost its appeal amongthe urban classes, these people camemost~

trom a village background. Thus it the liberal parties were parties of

professionals and high officials, the extremist parties were created b7

lowly clerics. Leonard Binder had described thea in 1965 thus: 16

''Younger ulama and tullab realize that they are no longer on a
par with the Westernized intelligentsia. Their learning is be-
littled, their behaviour is ridiculed, their clothing is mocked,
and all the best government jobs are closed to them. Their in-
comes are bound to be small UDlesa they are related to the lan-
ded aristocracy. The ul'l!tA, both old and young are on the defen-
sive. The government and Westernized intellectuals in the minis-
tries are ashamed of the ulama."

I t was trom amongthis lower clergy that the tundamentalists came.

The core consisted of Khome1n1'sdisciples and students. The main tunda-
mentalist clerical party was the Islamic Republlcan Party tormed in Feb-

f

ruary 1979. The founders of the party were Ayatoliahs Beheshti, Mosavi

Ardabili, Mahdavi Kan:i and Hojjatolislams A. KhaIIlenei,M. Bahonar, Hashemi

Rataanjani, H. Gbaffari, Golzadeh Ghafurl, Nategh.Nuri and non-clerical

aaaiciates such as Dr. H. Habibi and Dr. H. Ayat. The party held that

sovereignty originates in God and that all laws must be based on the Is-

lamic law, with the head of the state a theologian or Imam.17

16- L. Binder, 'The Proofs of Islam', Ope cit. p.138.
17- Jomhuri-ye Islami, 25 Teer 1358.
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The lower clergy, especially in Tehran and in the s~e cities,

organized several small groups including the Society ot the Teachers of

the Qum Theological Schools, the Society of the Militant Clergy of

Tehran, the Islamic Organization of Fajr, the Party ot Towhid (Mono-

theists), the Islamic Organization of Ashtar, the Society of the Commit-

ted Clergy of Tehran, the Defenders of Towhid, the Organization of the

Crusaders of Truth and the MojahediDot the Islamic Revolution. Most of

these were organized in the poorer districts of south Tehran. Associated

with the Islamic Republican party were the Party ot Towhidand the Party

ot God (Hezbollah), both Tehran bazaar groups. The Party of God wu the

continuation ot the fUndamentalist Coalition Groups ot the early 1960's

which itself was part ot the Fedaiyan-e Islam party ot the 19ltO's. Atter

the revolution the Fedaiyan-e Islam was reorganized by Hojjatolislam

Shojuni. The Society ot the CommittedClergy established links with simi-

lar groups in the provinces in order to tacilitate the coordinated nomi-

nation of electoral candidates. In addition, there were DUmerouslocal

groups taking their nameaatter the Shiite saints.

Comparedto the liberal parties, the fundamentalist groups were in

a better position to keep the population politically mobilized. The net-

work ot COmmunication provided by the mosques and bazaars enabled the

clergy to appeal to large DWIIbersand to organize Islamic societies and

guilds in the bazaars. Most importantly, the clergy were closely inter-

twined with the popular organizations created by. the muses during and

atter the revolution.

The Radical Islamic Parties

This catego17 ot parties was built on the ideological trend of the

spread ot Islam amongthe modern intelligentsia betore the revolution.

The Islam ot the radical intellectuals was highly nationalistic,putting

emphasis on the struggle against imperialism and the infiuence ot Western
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capitalism in Iran. The main parties in this category were the. Movement

of the Mi1i tant Moslems, the Revolutionary Movementof the MoslemPeo-

ple (Jama), the Islamic Movementof Councils and the Mojahedin-e Khalq.

In contrast to the tundamentalist parties, these radical Islamic parties

were mainly composedof intellectuals and students and had their own

clientele amongthe urban educated youth. Their catch-word was 'COUDCU

democracy' or the establishment of councils in all institutions, which

according to their understanding was the basic concept of government in

Islam.

The Movementof the Militant Moslemsled by Dr. H. P~, Dr.

Eftekhar and other intellectuals, had started as an underground party

in 1965. After the revolution, the party called for the nationalization

of industries, the confiscation of large properties, the establishment

of workers' councils and land reforma. The party believed that in true

Islam ownership is cOllllllWlal.and that property belongs to God. According

to Dr. Payman, the Prophet of Islam had changed the old relations based

on private property and in his city-state, Madjna, private property

did not exist. 18

Similarly the Mojahed1nput forward demands for the nationalize.-

tion of industries, the formation of a people's army and the establish-

ment of councila.19 After the revolution, the Mojahedin expanded their

Organization and established the YoungMojahedin Organization with a

large following amonghigh-school and university.students. The Revolu-

tionary Movementof the MoslemPeople led by Dr. K. Sam:!.and other

intellectuals also advocated radical socio-economc measures. Of the

radical Islamic parties onlY' the Mojahedin had a large following and

org~zat10na1 resources and emerged as a major contender for power.

18- Ommat,the organ of the Movementof the Militant Moslems, 24
Mordad 1358.

19- Mojahedin statement in Ettelaat, 6 Estand 1357.
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. The Popular WorkingClass Parties

The lett included DUIIerousfactions and groupings and wasmainly

composedof student movementsand groups. Theycalled for the destruction

of the capitalist society and advocated the establishment of a democra-

tic socialist regime. However,despite their principal stance the lett-

tats were far trom united on ideological or tactical grounds. Somewavered

towards the liberals, somecooperated with the Islamic fundamentalists

and someacted independently. Apart from harsh internal differences, the

lett was also confronted with the ditficulty ot effectively penetrating

into the urban 1118S888 whohad been mobilized and politicized by the Isla-

mc movement.Theworking class movementwhich emergedatter the revolu-

tion was an unstructured movementwithin a trade union structure that had

long been manipulated by the state and this provided the frameworkfor

the subordination of working class organizations into a newauthoritarian

corporate structure. Despite these obstacles, however, the lett madea

strong bid tor paver.

Themain lettist parties and factions were: the Fedaiyan-e Khalq

(majority and minority), the P~kar Organization, the Marxist-Leninist

Organization of Tufan, the Organization for CommunistUnity, the Communist

Party ot Iranian Workersand Peasants, the Revolutionary Organization,

the Party ot Socialist Workers, the Organization of the Militant Workers,

Organization ot the ReVOlutionaryStudents, the CoDllllWlersOrganization,

the Marxist-Leninist Committee,the Organization ?f Revolutionary Youth,

Organization ot DemocraticUnity, the TudehParty and manymore.

The Feda1YaDOrganization (majority) called tor the formation of

workers' and peasants' councils, the dissolution of the army and the
20natio~zation of all banking and industrial capttal. Wh1lethe majority

faction of the Fedaiyan vacillated betweensupporting the moderates and

the Islamic parties the minority taction (the Dehqaniand Chupanzadeh
20- Fedaiyan statement in Ettelaat, 5 Esfand 1357.
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groups) accused the majority of opportunism and called for armed struggle.

Similarly the Paykar Organization, which as a Marxist faction had defec-

ted from the Mojahedin before the revolution, rejected any compromise

with the moderates and the fundamentalists whoall sanctioned capitalist

21society in the party's Tiew. By contrast, the position of the Tudeh

Part,. vas more equivocal in that the party was opposed to all the 'iufan-

tile leftists' and from the beg' nning sided with the Islamic parties. The

part,. believed that the objective conditions for the establishment of a

socialist societ,. were lacking and it was drawn to the Islamic extremists

because the latter SeeDledto herald the masses. The Tudeh viewed the con-

flicts between the liberals and the extremists as a class conflict bet-

ween the bourgeoisie and the masses and hence took side with the Islamic

parties.22 On the whole, the leftist groups had important differences

amongthemselves on ideological and tactical grounds, and this was in

spite of the 'Conference of Unit,.' which some of the factions held atter

the revolution, in order to resolve the most controversial issues.

Tufan

In the ~wer ~oc Out of t~e ;powerblqc.

21- Pqkar OrgatdzatiOD, S&zemaJ!c:! Mo:1ahed1ndar· dam__ Liberalizm (The
Mojahedin in the Trap of Liberalism), Paykar Press, 1359, pp.1-5.
22- N. Kianur1, Hezb-e Tudeh-:e Iran CheMiguyad (lt1hatdoes the Tudeh
Party Say), and Ma va Chaawa:ran (\~e and the Infantile Left), Tudeh
Publications, Tehran, 135 •
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Political Conflicts

After the revolution, the powerbloc was occupiedby the liberal-

secular parties of the newmiddle class and intelligentsia, and the non-

liberal f'unciamentalistclerical parties drawingtheir active support

from the bazaar petty bourgeoisie. Outside the state the two segments

had distinct supporters and sympathizers. On the one hand, civil ser-

vants, lawyers, judges, professionals, professors, engineers and high

officials supported the modernistmoderateparties. On the other, mer-

chants, traders, mullahs and the petty bourgeoisie of the bazaars filled

the ranks of the revolutionarr committees,the 'action groups' of the

extremists and the nationwidenetworkot the Islamic societies of bazaar

guUde whichformedthe bedrockot support for the clerical parties.

The initial alliance betweenthe twohad beenmaintainedduring the

early stage ot the revolution in their commonstruggle against the old

regime. Their alliance ultimately broke over their differing views ot

the nature ot political authority in the newstate. Themain issues

dividing the twoweremodernismvs. traditionalism, secularism vs. cleri-

calism, 'WesterDism'va. 'anti-Westernism' and ditterent views ot nation-

alism and imperialism. The clerical parties were f'unciamentalistand

extremelyanti-imperialist and drew their intellectual strength fromthe

traditional literati. The liberal parties weresecularist and drew ins-

piration tromdiverse Westernintellectual traditions.

Eventually, the moderateswereousted fromthe powerbloc and the

Islamic fundamentalists undertooka massivemobilization effort to con-

solidate their power. In this process, one important factor was the 'social

question' i.e. the economicclass struggles going on in the society at a

time,ot economiccrisis. Whilethe liberals proved incapable of dealing

with this, the Islamic parties broke their alliance with the liberals,

stepped up massmobilization and asserted their hegemon,..Hencethe regime

they built wasan authoritarian-populist regime.
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The Rule of the Moderates

Dual sovereignty and the rule ot the moderates had in fact started

with the constitutional regime ot Bakhtiar. Those whocameto power

atter his tall were cut from the same constitutional and moderate cloth.

Atter the revolution, the Provisional RevolutioDar1 Governmentot the

FreedomMovement,appointed by Khomeini, controlled the 'legal' appara-

tus ot the state lett trom the old regime while the popular revolutionary

institutions constituted the rival extralegal. government. If the PRGwu

appointed trom above and comprised the 'revolutionary elite' the popular

institutions emergedtrom below and were madeup ot the revoluticma.ry

masses. Revolutionary cODllllittees,guards and councils were organized in

government departments, factoriee, bazaars and universities and gradualJ.y

a8SWDedthe bul.k ot actual political power. Thus'as a result ot dual sove-

reignty, the power bloc was divided into two main segments.

The 'legal' PRGtook over the state apparatus, the army, the police

and the judiciary lett trom the old regime. As the governmentot the

moderate opposition, it had negotiated with the old regime tor a

smooth transition ot power. Broad.agreements had been reached between the

moderates, the army and its Americanadvisors, on the necessity of a peace-

ful transter of power in order to prevent the radicalization ot the re-

volution. In tact the OiTil Warwhich the PRGconsidered as being a' grave

disaster,23 had interrupted the process ot negotiations between the army

and the PRG.The revolutioDA1"1committees arrested the army colllll8Dders

whohad been negotiating with the PRG.Thus, trom the start, the govern-

ment of the moderate parties was confronted with the power ot popular

organizationa. Monarchist at heart, these parties represented the more

hishl:Y placed ot the old opposition and in a sense it was expected that

they would take over from the old regime. The PRGwas the coalition ot

the liberal parties including the National Front (Iran Party), the Nation-
23- M. Bazargan quoted in Ettel .. t, 3 Azar 13.58.
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&list Party, the FreedomMovementand the Radical Party. Ot the radical

Islamic parties only the Jamaparticipated in the PRGbut it later re-

signed trom the governmenton the grounds that the ruling parties were

not radical and revolutioD81'1enough. The PRGincluded industrialists,

capitalists, large landowners and high otticials ot the old regime. Of

the high official.s of the old regime there were A. Mointar (Oil Minister)

an e%-",1"1ster and chairman ot the Plan Organization under the old regime,

A. Ardalan (Minister of Econo.,.) a large landowner, holder ot royal in-

signia and a close economicadvisor ot the old regime, Dr Mowlavi(Chair-

manot Central Bank) and M.Khalatbar.l. (Finance Minister) high bureaucrats

under the previous regime. Others were A. lzadi (Minister ot Agriculture)

a large landowner, A. Amir Entezam(DeputyPremier) a large industrialist,

and R. Maraqii (Governorof Azarbaijan) a large construction industrial-

ist. Bazargan himselt was a share-holder in a companyin Tehran, a tact

which his opponents were to use to discredit him as a 'bourgeois capita-

list'. Thus high otticial.s ot the old regime, appointed ministers under

the PRG,allowed their colleagues in the bureaucracy to continue in ottice.

Ot the National Front, Dr. Sanjabi and Dr. Mobasheri (prominent lawyers)

were given cabinet positioas. On the whole, the PRGwas the governmentot

the bourgeoisie both in tel'lll8ot the social background ot its incumbants

and the socio-economic policies which it was to adopt.

On the other hand, the popular revolutionary institutions were the

creation of the masses and the result ot their involvement in the revo-

lution. Revolutionar,r committees, gaards and courts emergedand exercised

real power. There were a numberot local revolutionary committees in every

town. In Tehran there were 14 committeesunder the authority ot the Cen-

tral,Revolutionary Committee,operating in the building ot the old par-

liament. There were 34 rival revolutionary committees in Tabriz and 17 in

Estahan. In smaller towns there were usually two or three committees act-
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ing as the police and sometimesas the law court. There were also revolu-

tionary courts in opposition to the civil courts, dealing especially with

counterrevolutionary activities. TheBevolution.,ry Guards, providing an

alternative security force to the arDl1 and the gendarmerieand numbering

10,000, were formedb.1 order of Ayatollah Khomeinito protect the revo-

lution and spread it abroad. At the head of this extralegal government

stood the RevolutioDar,1Council whichhad authority over the committees,

the guards and the revolutionary courts. The popular revolutionary insti-

tutions weremainly madeup of urban lover strata rather thaD rural masses

(but in several places the peasants formedtheir owncouncils or unions)

and of the petty bourgeoisie rather thaD the industrial workingclass

(but the latter also formedtheir ownorganizations). The revolutionary

coaaittees sprang up mainly in the bazaen and vere madeup of mullahs,

merchants, bazaar apprentices, shopkeepersand the unemployed.For ins-

tance, in the city of Hamadanthere were two revolutionary committees

headed b.1 two rival Dlu]JabS.Onevas located in the bazaar and vas made

up of shopkeepers and apprentices from le88 affluent trades such as black-

smiths and shoemakersand mullahs. The other vas located in another old

district ot the townand vas madeup of soldiers whohad deserted from

the &rfII1, high-school students, apprentices in the bazaar and a tew un-

employed.In the rural areaa, especial.l.7 in Kurciestan,Azarbaijan and

Gonbad, the committeeswere dominatedb.1 local landlords and clerics,

and in the provincial centres on the whole, revo:}.utionarycommittees

were dominatedb.1 the local clergy and bazaar merchants. Everywherethe

committeeswere led b.1 hojjatolislams or the lower clergy. The revolu-

tionary courts were also formedb.1 mullahs dispatched from the city of

Qwm. Arevolutionary court usually consisted of a cleric, a civilian,

judge and a local trustee, but the cleric had the dominant position and

usually carried with him a religious code recently issued by Ayatollah
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Montazeri concerning howto deal with counterrevolutionaries. The courts

were under the authority ot the revolutionary general prosecutor appointed

by' Khomeini. The Revolutionary Council had supreme authority over this

extralegal governmentand it was composedot Ayatollahs Beheehti, Monta-

zeri, Mosan Ardabil1, Kani, KhaIIlenei,Bahonar, Rataanjani, Taleqani and

Khomeini's non-cler1cal associates, A. Bani-Sadr and S. Qotbzadeh.

The straggle tor power between the PRGand the extralegal gover.ament

began immediately after the revolution. The PRGtrail the beg:fnn1ng sought

to control the revolutionary cOllllllitteesand courts, transter their power

to the 'legal' governmentor tried to dissolve them. Muchto the chagrin

ot the PRG,revolutionary cOllllDitteesobtained tun power eapecia1l1 in

the provinces where the PRGdid not co_and muchauthority, and the reve-

lutionary courts continued to execute the a8soc:1atea ot the old regime.

By the beg:fnning ot March, the interim governmenthad becomeimpatient

with the activities ot popular organizations. Bazargan compla:1nedthat

"the cOllllDitteeshinder the course ot aftairs and interfere in the adminis-

tration and this is in contrast to the functions of the legal goverument.w24

The PBGalao called tor the incorporation of the Revolutiol18l"1Gaarda into

the armed forces. In response to the PRG's threats ot resignation, the

Revolutionary Council urged the cOlllllittees to cooperate with the govern.-

ment. The PRGproposed regulations in order to eliminate tbe independent

power ot the popular institutions. According to these,the committees were

to pave the ~ for the transfer of their powers ~o the governmentand

prepare tor their dissolution.25 In the tace of Bazargan's criticism of

Khome1D1on the grounds of his interfering in specific governmentaftairs,
Khomeiniin etfect withdrew trom everyday politics and lett Tehran for

Qum ? the beg:fnn1ng of March. By this time the PRGhad managedto exert

some control over the popular institutions.

24- Ka:rhan, 10 Eafand 1357.
25- The text ot the regulations, in Kethan, 14 Esf'and 1357.
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In spite of the differences between the PRGand the revolution&r,1

organizations, the alliance of forces which occupied the powerbloc vas

d()lllinatedby the POOand its policies. Fromthe start the POOdeclared

that it was not a revoluti0D&r1governmentand did not believe in radical

actions. Instead, it professed to be tollowing a 'step-byJ.step' policy.

Bazargan vas opposed to "those whohave extreme revolutionary' ideas and

sEq that veapcmaIlU8tremain in the hands of the people and since the

&1'IQ' is an imper1al1at arIrJ it must be smashed, and that factoriea must

be run by' the workers.,,26 He appointed deputiea of the m111tary c()!ll!ll8nders

of the Shah's arIII1', ~ of whom had been arrested during the revolution,

to high military positions in the newgoverDJllent.The PRG's policy to-

wards the 8.l'IIlY brought about protests froll the m111 t&r1 rank and tUe

especially in the air force whodemandeddemocratic appointment of com-

manders through soldiers' oouncils. The polioy ot the PRGvas to streng-

then the state apparatus and to preserve the 8.l'IIlY and its hierarchy.

On economiogrounds, the overall policy ot the PRGwas to praaote

the priyate sector. Soonthe goverDJllentinvited the tugitive industrial-

ists whobad fled the oountry during the reTOlution to return to their

business tor "the goyerDJllentis nowconsidering amnesty tor capitalists.

Isl.amic governmentin fact supports honest capitalists. ThosewhohaYe

moneyshould have no tear. "Z! The governmentalso otterred loans for the

reopening of tactories; up to July 1979 it had recommendedpaymenttor

260 applioations tor lOaDSout ot 950 such reque,ts.28 The Central Bank

promised eveJ!'1tacili ty tor those industrialists whowished to return.

The POO,with the backing ot Khomeini,banned all strikes. It also abo-

lished the workers' profit-sharing scheme, under the excuse ot seeking to

nati9nalize industries. The police, the Revolutionary Guards and committees

suppressed strikes and attacked workers' demonstrations.

26- Kayhan, 17 Mordad1358.
27- Ibid, 20 Khordad1358.
28- Ibid, 11 Teer 1358.
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The PRGpolicy concerning agricultural land and peasants", sought to

preserve the status ~ in the rural areas established after the land

reforms. According to a government bill, private landed property was

legal. irrespective of the size of the holding, hence lands belonging to

laDdlords exempted from the land reforms were legally protected and any

occupation of such lands by peasants was Ulegal. Such large holdings

still existed in several areas, for iDstance in Gargan and Gonbadon the

Caspian on17 20 per cent ot land was pea88.11tproperty, the remaining 80

per cent belonged to 800 large landowners including the Pahlavi fam1.J.y.29

Large landlord properties also existed in Azarbaijan and Kurdestan. In

this regard, the PROhad the support of KhOllleiDiwho stated that in Islam

there is no l1mit on private property.30 Accordingly, the Revolutionary

CouncU passed a resolution forbidding any expropriation of lands by' pea-

santa and made such action pu.n1.shableby death. The PROformed a fi ve-man

commission and a special force of the Revolutionar,y Guards for the secu-

ring ot lands occupied by' peasants in the course of the revolution. This

exacerbated the ongoing conflicts between peasants and landowners espe-

cially in Kurciestan, West Azarbaijan and Sistan (aee below). In theee

areas the government distributed arms amongthe landlords 'in order to

restore order,•31 InWest Azarbaijan the revolutionary committeea were in

close cooperation with armed local landlords whohad taken back their

lands formerly distributed amongpeasants in the land reforms. 32, According

to the land ownership law passed by the RevolutiQnary' Councu, exploi-

tation of land on the basis of mozarei (the five-element formula prac-

ticed mainly before the land reforms) was legal. The law, however, recog-

nized as legal all land transactions carried out under the land reforms

of 1963.
"
While the PRGwas trying to demobilize the already politicised strata,

29- Jomhuri-ye Islami, 4 Dey 1358.
31- Ibid 24 Khordad 1358.

30- Enrcllelab-e Islami, 19 Hehr 1359.
32- !!£, 29 Mordad 1358.
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Khomeiniand someot his clerical associates sought to keep the population

mobilized. Thus he urged the PRGto take steps to the benefit ot the

mostazatin (the downtrodden). Hemadewater and electricity tree tor these

people, orderd the establishment of the Mostazafin HousingFoundation

and instructed the govel"Dlllentto compensatethe 1088es ot those hardest

hit during the revolution. The PRGwas opposed to such 'hasty' actions.

The question ot housing the poor led to sharp disagreements between the

PRGand the revolutioDar1 organizations. People troaa south Tehran occupied

emptyhouses in the narth with the approval ot Ayatollah Karrub1, the

guardian ot the Housing Foundation. The PRGdisagreed with such measures

and stopped the grant ot govel"Dlllentcredits to the Foundation. Increasing-

ly the poor occupied houses in the north while revolutioDar1 cOlllllittee

mendispatched by the gcwel"Dlllentto eYacuate the squatters instead trans-

tered. more houses to the hOlleless. The conflict between the PRGand the

revolutioDar1 institutions mountedas Ayatollah Karrubi acted swittly

in housing the homeless. In this process, Karrubi seemedto have acted

in an extreme marmer, as he soon had. to go into biding, and shortly his

revolutionary ~arda were disarmed. Subsequently manyot the squatters

were torced out.33
The PRGhad aDDOWlcedtrom the beginning that it did not intend to

nationalize banks and large industries, partly in order to encourage the

fugitive industrialists to return. But since the governmentimposedno

restrictions on the tlight ot capital and capitalists, private banks and

industries cameclose to the verge ot bankruptcy. Because ot the domi-

DaDceot financial capital private companieswere indebted to the banks

and the· banks themselves were nearly bankrupt. Thus the governmentwas

forc.d to take someaction. By nationalizing private banks and large

industries the govel"Dlllentsought to save them from total collapse. The

industries nationalized included those belonging to 51 major industrial-
33- Ka"yhan,21 Mordadand 11 Shahrivar 1358.
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ists whohad ned the country and industries whosetotal debt to the

banks wasmore than their capital. The latter were also compensated.

The PRG,however, announcedthat the industries wouldbe returned to pri-

vate control ollcethe,. were rehab1l1tated.34

In foreign policy', the PRG attempted to improve relations with the

UDitedStates of America. The governmentof the liberals had fran the

start had the support of the U.S.A••During the revolution, the moderate

opposition leaders had frequently risited the U.S. labassy in order to

present their case against the regime. By the time the U.S.admiD1atration

had finally withdravn ita :tull support from the Shah it had established

good relations with the moderates.35 After the revolution, membersof

the PRGfrequently visited the U.S. mabassy to pave the wayfor better

relations. In Februar1,Bazarganhimself had several meetings with the

U.S. Ambassador.The lran-America CommerceBureauresumedits activities

and the PRGpaid the private banks' debts to Americanbanks in order to

attract foreign investment. It also endorsed the existing military

agreements betweenIran and the U.S. and the army was to receive nece-

ssary supplies fromAmerica.36 In February'a group of the Fedaian-e Khalq

attacked and occupied the U.S. Eabassybut the governmentforced themout

and ensured the Fabaaay of tull protection. The PRG was, however, care-

tul not to attract public attention to its attempts at improving relati0D8

with the UDitedStates.

Onthe whole, under the PRG an uneasy alliance obtained between the

moderates and the fundamentalists. The governmentsought to curb as much

as possible the powerof the revolutionary committeesand courts and in

this it had the support of the bourgeoisie. On several occasions, indust-

r1~sts petitioned the PRGto control the revolutionary committeesand

workers' syndicates. For instance the managementboards of the LimeCom-
j4: Ayandegan, 19 Khordad1358.
35- Bazarganreferred to this on several occasions, e.g., Kayhan,. 20

Babman1358. 36- Kayhan30 Mordad1358.. .
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pany and of the Industrial Group of Varzidikar in Tehran sent a petition

to the PRGto dissolve all revolutioll&l"1 committees, courts and guards.37

The government bad already managedto exclude the affaire of commercial

companies from the jurisdiction of revolutionary courts. As to the wor-

kers' syndicates, which were madeup of the workers alone, the PRGsought

to replace them with consultative councils representing workers and the

management. The moderates, however, were confronted with a wholesale class

conf'lict between workers and capitalists, peasants and landowners, with

cCllllllUDal..conflicts superimposed by class conflicts and with the masees

who, in the words ot an exasperated moderate, "tor years bad suffered

UDder the oppression ot the ld.ngs and could not even compJ.a:lnand now

they think they can get everything they want...38 In short, the PRGwas

confronted with a quest tor more social revolution. Bazargan himself
frequently said, ''we were only expecting a tall ot rain. Nowthere is

cOIling a storm."

The Social Question and the Qqest tor MoreRevolution

In explaining the political evolution ot revolution, HannaArendt

has referred to the 'social question' or the 'existence of poverty', which

she argues, has been a major factor in all revolutions since 1789. Arendt

argues that a liberal revolution or the liberal phase ot a revolution is

bound to tail because liberals typically ignore the importance ot the

individual's social context and relations and the social and public spheres

ot lite in general. Instead they tend to overvalue the private person and

his private rights. The abstract individualism ot the liberals ignores

the tact that revolutions pose more than mere political problema, that

they involve social and economic problems as well. Arendt argues that

faceClwith an acute social question, a revolution will find it impossible

to produce the treedom desired by the liberals, and as the social ques-

37- Ettelaat, 14 Khordad 1358.
38- General Madani quoted in Ayandegan, 6 Mordad1358.
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tion becomesmoredominantand tends to direct the course of the revo1u-

tion the liberals are increasinglY' left behind. While the liberals are

too little concernedwith the social question and raising the masses

above povertY', the radicals stress egalitarianism to an impossible extent

and hence tend to ignore the private person and his private concerns.

Arendt's conclusion is that political action .b,J the radicals cannot solve

the social question and the quest for such a solution destroya libert,.

and sends revo1utiana to their doom.39

The social question.will inevitablY' affect the political. course of

revolution however,by contributing to the discredit and fall of the

liberals and 'b1 providing a justification tor the ascendancY'of the extrem-

ists. In Iran, the lIloderatesviewedthe revolution onl,. as a political

affair, concernil1gthe formot government.With the 1Il0narch;y overthrown,

the,. considered that the revolution had gone far enough, it not too tar

alread,.. Yet the revolution itself was 'degenerating' into a social con-

flict. Class struggle began in the countryside wherepeasants and land-

lords becameinvolved over the appropriation ot large areas of disputed

land; in the cities, whereindustrial workers and capitalists fought over

industrial management,decisiOll-Galdng and proti t; in the areas ot IIlino-

ritY' settJ.ement, wherepeasant-landlord conf'licts becameintertwined

with cOlllllUJ1&1contlicts; and betweenthe urban lllU8es and the propertied

classes.

In the rural zones, the peculiar nature ot ~he land issue (in parti-

cular due to the agrarian reforms of 1963) had madethe peasantry a very

diverse social stratum. While the better-oft peasants whohad obtained

land under the land reform feared expropriation at the hands ot the rem-

nants ot the landlords, the poorer peasants and agricultural labourers
~

39- H. Arendt, OPe cit. pp.59-114. For Arendt, the social question i8
a major but unso1uble question. For Karl Marx, to the contrary, without
solving the social question there could be no revolution and no libertY'.
The social question for Marx revolved around class dominationand exploi-
tation and this wasalso considered to be a political question capable of
resolution b.Y political action. Ibid, pp. 61-2.
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pushed for the immediate redistribution of large lands. The.landlords

sought to reoccupy lands previously redistributed amongpeasants, giving

grounds to the widespread fears about the revolution expressed among

the peasants. As already mentioned, the old regime had managed to mobilize

peasant groups to attack urban demonstrations. After the revolution,

peasant support for the old regime and the Shah was detectable wherever
40landlords reappeared as a lllajor force on the scene. While landlords

formed their ownunicma in several places, small-holders and poor peasants

throughout the country established peasant councils and unions to fight

the landlords whowere often supported by the PROand the arrtJy. The land

issue became a cause of sharp class conflict everywhere.

Due to the provisions of the 1963 land reform law, landlords retained

parts of their estate such as land under mechanized farming and tea-farms.,

as well as up to 500 hectares usuallY' including the best lands of the

estate. TheY'usuallY' retained more than what the Lawhad allowed under

false pretences. In addition, in several areas such as TurkomanSabra on

the Caspian, West Azarbaijan and Kurdestan, the land reforms had not been

thoroughly implemented. In the area of TurkOlDall Sahra (Gorgan and Gonbad)

the Pahlavi family itself ownedlarge tracts of the best land (amounting

to more than 10,000 hectares), the Yazdani famUy of the grand bourgeoisie

owned 30,000 hectares and tu:fIf:J generals also ownedextensive holdings in

the area.41 In the areas of minority settlement such as Urumieh (in Azar-

baijan), despite the redistribution of some land. amongthe peasants, land-

lords still retained their special status as the head of peasant communi-

ties. In Kurdestan the old regime had preferred to cooperate with the land-

lords in order to ensure the securl ty of the borders and landlords had had

linklJ with the arDl1 and the gendarmerie. As a result, the majority of the

Kurdish peasantry (up to 72 per cent)42 were landless agricultural labour-

40- F. Soltani, Ettehadiye-haye Dehgani (Peasant Unions), a report from
Kurdestan, published by Daneshjuyan-e Mobarez, 1358, pp.17-19.
41- Jomhuri-ye Island, 4 Dey 1358. 42- RaMi, 27 Azar 1358, p.10.
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era. After the revolution, landlords in several areas siezed peasant

holdings or demandeda share of the crop. In March1979.)landlords in

Char Mahal in Urumiehdemandedtheir share of the crop for the previous

twelve years, and claimed that all the laws of the old regime, including

the land reform law, were nownull and void. CharMahal includes four

areas each contaiD:tD.gbetween50 and 100 villages. In several of these,

the pressure of the landlords for the 'ownership-share' led to armed

conflicts between the peasants and the landlords' bands, and hundreds· ot

peasant families were driven off the land. Peasant refugee campswere set

up in the area while threats of violent attacks by landlords forced pea-

sants in other villagea to pay the 'ownerahip.share'. The revolutionary

committees in the area were themselves under landlord influence and in

order to ensure securit,. in the bord.. areas the arrrr.r distributed arms

amongst the landlords. In response to landlord attacks, CharMahal pea-

sants formedpeasant councils and established a Central Union in order

to enable them to present their case to the government, and to establish

peasant cooperatives. During the revolution, peasants of the samearea

had frequently attacked revolutionar,r demonstrators in the town of Uru-

mieh and had been knownfor their support of the Shah.43 Landlord

attacka also occurred in other areas of the province. Onone occasion,

armed landlords with influence on the local revolutionary committee

attacked peasants in the village of Qara-Agjaand in order to create

widespread fear the,. castrated two peasants with·the animal-castrating
44machine and went on to occupypeasant lands. In Astara on the Caspian,

ex-landlords and their gunmenformeda revolutionary committeeand attacked

peasants and took back the previousl,. redistributed lands. In Tavalesh,

GUan, peasant demonstrations were held against ex-landlords whowere

returning to the area trom the cities to reclaim 'their' land. In several
43-: Areport on CharMahalin Rahai, 27 Azar 13,58.The events in the
area were reported in Kayhan and Kar as well.44-!!£, 29 Mordad1358. ---
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villages peasants were driven off their land. In Fars, the army distri-

buted arms amongst landlords andKhosrowQashqai, a prominent tribal leader,

was sent to the province as the representative of the PRGto ensure the

obedience of the tribes. Wherever the landlord class was strong, as was

the case in West Azarbaijan and Kurdestan, landlords established their

ownunions. The VoshmgirUnion of landlords in Gonbadwas especiaJ.ly

formed to confront the emerging peasant unions in the area.

The peasants also sought to seize large holdings, and demandedswift

and meaningful land reforms. Peasant councils were organized both among

the better-oft peasants who sought to fight ott landlords and amongagri-

cultural labourers and poorer peasants who sought to appropriate land.

Amongthe first councils to be formed were Kurdish peasant councils in

Marlvan and other areas, composedof armed peasants and established under

the guidance of the Kurdish Communist~lmala Party. To ward off the land-

lords supported by the government forces, peasants attacked gendarmerie

stations and obtained arms. The Central Peasant Union which was composed

of 32 village councils became involved in a coan1ct with the landlords

which formed a major dimension of the Kurdish question (see below). Pea-

sant· councils and unions were also organized in TurkomanSabra. Amongst

the more important ot these was the Central Peasant Council of Tatar Oly-a,

composedof Dine councils. All TurkomaDpeasant councils were united in

Setad, the central headquarters of the peasant councils, in Gonbadwhich

closel,. cooperated with the local branch ot the ~edaiyan-e Khalq. The

councils proposed that large holdings belonging to the favourites of the

old regime and landlords be cultivated by the peaaant councils. The PRG

responded that the peasants had no right to such lands and finall,. agreed

that ~the peasants could take 20 per cent of the crops. The peasant coun-

cils,howeverloccupied the lands despite the attempts of the revolutionary

committees and guards to prevent them, while the landlords appealed to

the PRGfor help. A PRGmission sent to the area failed to solve the
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question and was accused by the councils of ignoring the demandsof the

peasants. The land issue was also one of the major issues in the con-

flict between the PRGand the Turkomanminority. Peasant councils were

also organized in Gilan, Yazd, Baluchestan and Urumieh. The demandsof

the councils included the appropriation of large estates, the cancellation

ot peasants' debts to the banks and cooperatives, the abolition ot all

rema;n; ng landlord rents and dues and real land retorms. The popular

slogan was 'land to those whowork it'. In sweral places peasants occu-

pied large estates. In Lurestan,the lands of General Palizban, a royalist

rebel stationed in Kurciestan, were occupied by the peasants. In Ramadan,

peasants occupied the Bani-Sadr estate belonging to F. Bani-Sadr. the

public prosecutor. Everywhere agricultural labourers demandedthe diaso-

lution of agricultural companies and agri-business complexes which had

been tormed on the lands ot local peasants. In the Qual area, peasants con-

fiscated some land but landlords had the support ot religious rank.e in

QuIll. In other areas mullahs were often reported to have told peasants

that confiscated lands were like stolen property and on these lands

pr~ers could not be said according to religiOUS law.

The policies of the PRGand the Revolutionary Council regarding the

agrarian question, in effect worked to the benefit of large landowners,

especially in areas like Kurdestan and Gonbad. The landownership Law

passed by the Revolutionary Council recognized the status quo and the

existing rights on land obtained through purchas~ and transfer under the

1963 Law. The government thus regarded as illegal any confiscation of land

by peasants. The Revolutionary Council passed a bill according to which

those confiscating land would be prosecuted in the revolutioIl8.r1 courts

and could be sentenced to death. The Lawalso prohibited ex-landlords from-
occupying peasant lands. The government policy thus meant that, for the

time being at least, there could be no more land reforms. Responding to

the left's accusation that the government was supporting 'feudalism',
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Dr. Izadi, the Minister of Agriculture (who washimself a l~ge landowner)

commentedthat in Iran, feudalism had never existed. Whathad existed

was landed property, because landlords could sell their land independent

of the peasants workingit.45 Landlords, especially in WestAzarbaijan,

interpreted the Lawto their ownbenefit, claiming that since confiscation

of land was illegal the land reforms had also been confiscation of pro-

perty, and hence they sought to take back the lands distributed in 1963.

In practice, however, the PRGtook the side ot the landlords, especially

in areas ot minori t,. settlement, in the nameof ensuring securi t,. in the

border areas.1t6

As the PRGcontinued to put ott further agrarian retorm, increasing

complaints camefrom peasants, to the etfect that the revolution had

changednothing in their lives. A letter from the governor ot Garmsarto

the PRGread: ''The local landless peasants had hoped to obtain land atter

the revolution. In spite of the just expectations ot these exploited

people I amashamedto declare that I could not take any appropriate

measures because in the event ot an,. action in this regard the revolution-

ary courts and the fi ve-mancommission,on the basis ot the LandLawand

in response to the complaints of the landlords, wouldrule against any

confiscation and occupation of land. ,,47

Comparedto the rural multitudes, the urban proletariat wasmore

coherent and less patient in expressing demandsgenerated by the revolu-

tion tor a profound improvementin the quality of their lives. In parti-

cular, the proletariat ot Tehran, Tabriz and Estahan tar exceededthat

of smaller towns in politicisation and activism. To no small extent this

was because the labouring classes existed in an environmentrich in

nume~ and active political factions and groups seeking to championthe

masses in the 'cause' of the revolution. In Tehran, workers and the unem-
45- Paygam-eEmruz,18 Farvardin 1358. 46- In this connection, M.

Chamran,the Minister of Defenceheld several meetings with someof the
chiefs and landlords of the tribal areas.

47- Enghelab-e Islam1, 20 DeY'1358.
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ployed wouldgather on the Revolution Street b.1 the University to lis-

ten to the heated debates on the great political questions of the day.

Workerswouldlisten to the Mojahedinwhowouldaccuse the PRGof adop-

ting anti-revolutioJlar1 policies and to the Fedaian whowouldtell them

of the plots of the imperialists. Amilitant workermight belong to a

factory council or a cell of someleftist party. These factory councils

or colllllittees had sprung up all over the country during and after the

revolution. Orig:lnaJJyth87 were strike committees, bllt later they sought

to take over the managementof the factories. Workersreopened somefac-

tories, closed because of the night of ownersand managers, and took over

the managementthemselves. On other occasions, they expelled the managers.

In the Tabriz Tractor Industry the workers chased out all the managers

and set up a factory council to fulfill the managementfunction. The ceun-

cil of railway workers,with 57 representatives from35,000 workers through-

out the country,was established in the early days of the revolution and

declared that since the railw81 workers had contributed a great deal to

the victory of the revolution, they wouldexpect that the goverDIDent
48wouldswiftly respond to their just demands. The demandsof the workers'

councils included a forty-hour week, higher wages, the paymentof a share

of the profits, the recognition of workers' councils, the legalization of

strikes, setting up an unemploymentfund in the Ministry of Labour and

a daily meal. Most important of all, the menin the factories clamoured.
tor higher wagesto offset the spiraling cost of .living. DIlringthe first

six monthsof the revolution, the rate ot inflation was put at 47 per cent

while the numberof the unemployedwasmorethan three million (out of an

economically active population of eleven million).49 Unemployedworkers

held marches in several places and often clashed with revolutionary,

committees. In Esfahan, 10,000 unemployedworkers from 24 factories marched

to the governor's office asking for 'work, bread and housing' bllt they
48-!![, 28 Teer 1358. 49-Kayhan,18Mordad1358.
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were confronted by armed revolutionary guards who violently dispersed
them.5O On m8ll1 occasions factory owners closed their plants when workers
insisted on having some say in determining their working conditions.
Workers responded to these lockouts by taking control of their factories.
Employers responded by cancelling orders and stopping the deli very of
supplies. Workers' councils organized numerous strikes to press their
demands on the management and the government. On a single day thousands
of workers in 34 large factories in Gilan went on strike and demanded the
payment of their shares in the comp8D1 profits. As the working class
movement gained momentum, the PRG sought to control workers' councUs.
It passed a law concerning the formation of employers councils in place
of workers councils. They were to be composed of the representatives of
the management, employees and workers. Workers in many factories res-
ponded by stopping the delivery of products. In October, fishermen
working for the fiShing Company in Anzal1 on the Caspian occupied the
company on the grounds that the comP8ll1 which had the monopoly of fishing
had breached its recent agreement with fishermen on free fishing. They
staged large demonstrations and clashed with the revolutionary guards.

Finally the PDQ sent in the army and several fishermen were killed.
The demands of the workers' councils were far from being met. The oil
workers demanded, in vain, to have a representative in the Revolutionary
Council but this remained a secret organization. Even after the Revolu-
tionary CouncU approved the forty-hour week, th~ PRG insisted on 48 hours

and the Council revoked its earlier decision. A worker, writing to the
PRGt complained: "the dispute settlement board represents the employer,
the Minister of Labour represents the employer, and the representative
of workers represents the employer. ,,51Another worker wrote: ''Mr. Bazargan

;

whenever he talks about workers, his words are like those of the factory
owner. All his words and actions are in the interest of the greedy mana-
50- !£, 23 Farvardin 1358. 51- Ibid, 3 Khordad 1358.
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gers. Neither did the Imamgo to a facto17 to see what is happening to

workers.,,52In such an atmosphere of growing alienation of the labour force,

the moderate policies of the PRGdamnedit in the eyes of the working

class as being the tool of the capitalists.

Like the industrial workers, the rank and fUe of the arrrry also or-

ganized committees and councils and demandedfundamental changes in the

structure of the arrrry. In particular, the air force rank and fUe led

the armed forces in radicalism and militancy. They were violently opposed

to the reconstitution of the armed forces in the imperial style and

opposed the restoration of the authority of the former military high

command.Younga11" force officers and the rank and file organized the

'M:l.lit&17Wingof the Revolution' which called for the dissolution of the

imperial army and the creation of a people's Islamic army, with the demo-

cratic appointment of commandersby councils. From the beg:l.nn1ng, such

councils established in the naval bases and garrisons met with the oppo-

sition ot officers, whowere not willing to adjust to a style ot command

appropriate in a revolutioD&17 situation and expected from the rank and

file the same ld.nd ot discipline as existed in the imperial army. It was

the discipline issue which the soldiers found unbearable. Atter all, it

was the air force and mili t&17 rank and fUe whohad fought the army

officers in the last days of the old regime and had so contributed to the

victory ot the revolution. They nowclamoured for the democratization ot

the armed forces. In June, 18,000 air force cade~s staged sit-ina deman-

ding the dismissal of arrIl1 commandersand the recognition of soldiers'

councils. They called tor the abolition of rank and the creation of a

,classless' army and accused the PRGof recalling old officers to high

military commandwhile revolutionary courts ordered the execution of.-

mostly low-ranking soldiers for shooting the people during the revolution~3

52- Ibid, 19 Shahrivar 1358. 53- AYandegan,10 Khordad 1358.
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To the moderates, the whole population had gone'crazy'~old1ng un-

real expectations. Every day deputations arrived in Qum from the provin-

ces and tribal areas to complain about their local economic conditions.

There were expectations of a rapid and profound change in social condi-

tiona. The economic criSis oontinuing from before the revolution hit the

urban lower classes the hardest. Alongside of workers and peasants' coun-

cils there emergedDUmerousother societies and councils such ae the Soci-

ety of the Indebted, the Association of the Injured (during the revolution),

the Society of the Families of the Martyrs of the Revolution, the COUD-

cils of the unemployed, the society of pit-dwellers and so on. In July, in

Tabriz~complaints about profiteering led to a food riot. Several proces-

sions of the poor converged on the main square and smashed ~ shop they

cOl1ldreach in the city, looting the food. Several capitalists were assa-

ssinated in Tehran, Esfahan and GUan. In Amol, the 'eupportes of Islam',

a local popular group, identified the moneylenders of the town and called

for their execution. Everywhere social injustice and economic inequality

were viewed as the result of the maldistribut10n of goode rather than as

a problem of the scarcity of commodities.

Closely intertwined with the social question was the communalquestion.

Communalopposition to the PRGbegan as it becameclear that the goverD-

ment was to ensure the continuity of the state structures that had existed

under the old regime. The revolution not only brought new social torces

into the conflict arena but also ethnic and religious minority groups. Iran

is a country of ethnic and religious minorities. Ethnically the population

is divided into six sections: Persians (50%), Azaris (23%), Kurds (11%),

Arabs (5%), Turkomans (3%) and Baluchis (~). 54 Atter the revolution, the

new (phiite Persian) regime was confronted with demandsfrom Kurds, Turko-

mans and Arabs for land reforms and limited political autonomyfrom the

central government.
54..: These figures are taken from several publications of the Statistical
Centre on various provinces and tribal areas.
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The Kurdish question was intimately tied up with the land issue.

Amongthe areas which had been little affected by the 1963 land reforms

were Kurdestan and WestAzarbaijan, the homelandof the Kurds. This was

due to the sensitivity of the region, the traditional rebelliousness of

the Kurds and their historical demandsfor a measure of autonomy.The old

regime had thus maintained links with local landlords and notables and

as a result, the remnants of the landed class were considerably morepower-

ful in Kurdestan than in any other province. The Kurds expected that the

tall of the monarchy,which had crushed the Kurdish republic of Mahabaci

after the SecondWorldWarand had suppressed their 1967-8 armedmove-

ments, wouldprovide an opportunity for the redress of their ethnic and

economicgrievances. Yet after the revolution, the landed class which

already bad a strong powerbasis in the area, emergedtorcetully onto

the political scene, tormedunions and employedarmedmenseeking to re-

establish their traditional authority over the peasants. Theywere also

either membersot local revolutionary committees or had a powerful influ-

ence on them. On the other hand peasants, with the particular encourage-

ment ot the KumalaCOIIIIDWlistparty (whosehistory went back to the time

ot the Kurdish republic) organized their owncouncils and unions. In the

conflicts between the peasants and the landlords the latter received the

support ot the local committeesand the army which distributed arms among

them in order to ensure security. There were a numberot parties and

groupe active in Kurciestan, including the Kurdish religious leaders (.!!!!-

mostas), the Kurdish DemocraticParty and the Kurdish radical lett. Sheikh

Ezzedin Hosseini, the religious leader of Mahabademergedas the national

leader ot the Kurds and stood tor the autonomyot Kurdestan fromTehran.

The Kurdish DemocraticParty, led by Dr. A. Qa,ssemluhad been a branch ot

the TudehParty at the tim. of the post-War Kurdish movement.The party

demandedautonomytor Kurciestan, including the establishment ot a local
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. parliament, government and judicial system. It organized its own tighting

torce, pishmargeh, and had a large follOwing especially in the Kurdish

cities. More radical than the KDPwas the KumalaParty, mainly composed

ot Kurdish and Persian intellectuals. As an orig:fnaJly Maoist party, Kum~a

sought to mobUize landless peasants and organized its ownpishmargeh from

among them. The organization ot peasant councils and unions in Kurdestan

was in the main the work of Kumala. Party activists travelled through the

Kurdish country propagating their cause and with the help of the peasants

attacked and disarmed gendarmerie posts. Armedpeasants marched on the

cities and clashed with landlords. This enabled the landlords to obtain

arms trom the government on the grounds that peaaant unions and movements

were part of 'COIIIIIUDistsubversion t. Kumalacalled tor 'land to the tiller',

confiscated large lands and redistributed them amongthe peasants. Thus

while KDPsupport camemainly trom the cities, Kumalawas supported mostly

in the villages. The government in Tehran did not recognize peasant unions

and the lettist parties, hence government torces supported landlords and

local notables against the lett and the peasants. Confronted with demands

tor Kurdish autonomy soon after the revolution, the PRGsent a delegation

to Mahabadto negotiate with Kurdish leaders. The delegation tailed to

reach any agreement and in March fighting broke out between the KDPpish-

Dlargehand the revolutionary guards. Later an agreement was reached on

limited autonomy including the establishment ot Kurdish councils to ad-

minister local aftairs and the recognition ot cultural rights. However,

more disputes arose and the revolutionary' guards and the army moved into

Kurdestsn. The conflict continued until August when a tull-scale war broke

out as Khomeini ordered a general mobilization ot the armed forces against

the Kurds. The Kumala party was wiped out and Kurdish cities fell to the,

army. The war and the presence ot the army strengthened the landlords who

cooperated with the army. On one occasion, which became knownas the mass-
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acre ot Garna, some tifty people ot the village of Garna were massacred

by the revolutionary guards and the revolutionary committee of Urumieh

composedot local landlords,in order to 'create tear amongthe peasants' .55

The Kurdish war was to continue for three months.

The situation in TurkomanSabra was similar to the Kurdish situation.

TurkomanSabra had been the personal estate ot Reza Shah and atter the

land reforms the royal family retained the best ot the Turkomanlands.

Senior bureaucrats and army officers also had large holdinss in the area.

After the revolution, Turkomanpeasants and labourers in more than 400

villages confiscated lands belonging to absentee landlords, established

peasant unions and cultivated the land cOJlllllUDally.The peasant councils

organized the Central Organization of Peasant Councils in Gonbadwhich

was supported by the local Fedaiyan Organization. On the other hand, the

landlords of the region along with local mullahs dominated the revolution-

ary committee in Gonbad. Conflicts began between the committee, guards

and the artily on the one hand, and the Central Peasant Council and the

Turkomans of Gonbadon the other. The Turkomansdemandedrepresentation

on the committees dominated by the Persians,and limited autonomy. Land-

lords began to return to the region after the revolution to reclaim their

lands. The,. sent petitions to the PRGand cooperated with the army but

the peasant movementin the area had already gained momentumand become

organized, and the government could not do much in that regard. 56

Unlike the Turkomanswhoworked on the land, the Shiite Arabs of

Khuzestan were mostly employed in the industrial sector, especially in the

oil industry'. While the Arabs tormed the bulk of the labouring class, the

industrial, commercial and shipping companies were ownedby Persian mer-

chan~s and industrialists. After the revolution, the Arabs formed their

own political organizations to express their economic and ethnic demands,

including the formation of a local parliament, direct representation in

55- Pishgaa Organization, Gapa. Tabriz, 1359" p.15. ,
56- This analysis 1s baaed on: Peasant Unions, ''l'urkomanSabra NewsSheet',
nos. 9 to 15, 1358.
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the national parliament and the allocation of a share of oil revenues for
local development. Open conflict began between the Arab political orga-
nizations and the revolutionary committees in Khuzestan, leading to the
intervention of the army. The Arab movement was thus suppressed.

The communal and class conflicts which occurred within six months of
the fall of the old regime signified that large segments of the urban
working class, peasants and tribal masses had become disenchanted with
the progress of the revolution. It seemed that the performance of the re-
volution had fallen miserablY' short of the bright expectations of Bahman.

The liberals in the power bloc could not realize that it was impossible
to demobilize a population which was going through a revolution. Neither
did they have the abilitY' and organizational resources to undertake a
massive mobilization of the countryside and the working class. The liberal
sY'stem was unable to assimilate the peasant and working class organizations.
It was controlled by professional politicians, lawyers and businessmen
who almost exclusivelY' relied on the largelY' defunct bureaucracy left from
the old regime. Also, the military's previOUS role as a subordinate power
seemed to prevent it from emerging as an actor for a successtul transition
from the weak liberal regime to authoritarian rule. In any case, this
would require a degree of cohesion and discipline and a personal leader
to provide a centre of authoritY', qualities which were obviouslY' lacking
especiallY' after the revolution. On the whole, the PRG seemed discredited
in the eY'es of the workers and peasants and increasinglY' lost touch with
the masses. The social question was at least in part. to justifY' the ascen-
dancy of the extremists. While the PRG failed to demobilize the population,
the clergy in the power bloc stepped up mass mobilization.



The Demise of the Moderates and the Ascendancz of the Extremists

The conflict between the liberals and the Islamic fundamentalists
began not long after the overthrow of the monarchy. Immediately atter the
revolution there was little dispute that the new regime would be an
'Islamic republic'; this waa because different parties had different impli-
cit interpretations ot such a system of government. In the first referen-
dum to decide on the form of government (held in March 1979) almost all.

parties voted for an Islamic repllblic. For a short while it looked aa if
the PRG dominated the state, but as soon aa the Islamic Republican Part,.
was formed by the clerical members of the Revolutionary Council -who were
also in control ot the revolutionar.r cOmmittees, guards and courts- the
dual nature of state power became more pronounced. Dr. Sanjabi, the leader
of the National Front and the Minister of Foreign Affairs, resigned on the
grounds that there existed a state within the state. Dr. Mobasheri, a
member of the National Front and Minister of Justice, continued to demand
the abolition of the 'other government'. The lawyer, H. Nazih, chairman
of the oil industry and a member ot the National Front, urged that Islam
must be kept a¥a1 from the affairs of the state and the economy and that
freedom had been the only aim of the revolution. 57 The PRG's complaints ot

its inabili t,.to govern and the strengthening of the extremists' power
structure led to an agreement in July to merge the two 'governments'. The
PRG and the Revolutionary Council were to govern jointl,.. Five'members of
the Council were to hold deput,. ministerial posts in the PRG and in return
five members of the PRG were admitted to the Revolutionary Council.

The main difference between the moderates and the extremists emerged
over the nature of the constitution of the new state. The PRG published
a dratt constitution to be debated in a proposed constituent assembly.
Like the 1906 Constitution, the draft constitution was secular and liberal:
and prorldecitor a council of guardians made up of five religiows leaders

57- Ettelaat, 15 Mordad 1358.
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and six jurists, in order to ensure the conformity ot legislation with

Islamic laws. The draft caused muchcontroverS7 between the liberals and

the extremists. The Islamic parties rejected both the draft constitution

and the convening of a constituent assembly. Khomeini and the clerics ot

the Revolutionar,y Council on several occasions told Bazargan not to mention

the word 'democratic' in relation to the constitution. Atter the publica-

tion ot the draft, a congress of its critics was held b7 the Revolutionar,y

Council and the Islamic Republican Party in the University of Tehran. At

the Congress, the principle of velayat-e taghih (rule of the theologian),

in line with the theories of Khomeini, was put forward and the Congress

concluded that in the constitution, sovereignty must be said to originate

in God, all laws !DUstbe based on Islam and that executive powers must be

wielded by the ruling theologian. 58 This brought a sharp reaction from the

moderates. Dr. Sahabi, a PRGminister and a memberof the FreedomMove-

ment~declared that velayat would destroy national sovereignty. Ayatollah

Shariatmadari announced that according to Shiite jurisprudence velayat

was applicable only in a very limited number of cases and anyway could

not legally negate national sovereignty. 59

The size of the constituent assembly which was to approve the draft

constitution was a matter of further dispute. The moderates proposed a

national. constituent assembly whereas the Revolutionary Council and Khomeini

preferred a smaller body of experts on Islamic law. Finally, it was agreed

between the PRGand the Revolutionary Council t~t a Constituent Council

ot Experts composedof 73 memberswould be elected to approve the constitu-

tion. The elections to the Council clearly divided the moderates from the

extremists. In Tehran two major coalitions of parties were formed for

the elections: the coalition of Islamio parties, including the Islamic~

Republican Party, the Mojahedin ot the Islamic Revolution, the Revolution-

ary Guards, the RevolutioDary' Council, Fedai:ran-e Islam, the Clerical

58- Jomhuri-ye Islami,25 Teer 1358. 59- Bamdad,29 Shahrivar 1358.
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slate, mostly comprisingmembersof the Islamic Republican Party; a coali-

tion of the moderate parties including the National Front, the MPRP,the

Radical Party and somehigh officials of the PRG,boycotted the elections.

The FreedomMovementhowever, stood for the electioDS.but its candidates

had only one person in commonwith those of the Islamic coalitions slate

(Ayatollah Taleqan1) and while of the latter 7 out of 10 were religious

leaders, 8 out ot 10 candidates ot the FreedomMovementwere doctors. Two

other coalitions were tormed: the coalition of the radical Islamic parties,

including the Mojahed:1n-eKhalq, the Islamic Organization of Counsel, Jams.

and the Movementot Militant Moslems.The slate of the coalition had four

out ot ten in commonwith that of the FreedomMovementand two in common

with the Islamic coalition. The Lettist coalition, including the Fedaiyan,

Pay'kar, and four amaller factions, had two in cOlllDonwith the Islamic

Radicals' coalition and one with the extremists' coalition. These coali-

tions were tormed only in Tehran; in the whole of the country 80 per cent
60ot the candidates were membersot the clergy.

In the elections to the Constitutional Council (held on August 3) the

Islamic coalition of parties used their influence in the media, revolution-

ary committees and mosquesto ensure victory and oust their opponents.

KhOllleiniurged the electorate to vote tor the Islamic candidates. Tlms

through extensive manipulation, which brought sharp reactions from the

other coalitions, the Islamic parties managed to. get their candidates

elected both in Tehranandin the provinces.Out of the 73 elected, 60 were

clerics and membersof the IRP, the Clerical Society ot Tehran and the

Society of the Teachers ot Qum Seminaries. The remainde~were membersand

associates of the FreedomMovement.fhua the Constitutional Council was~

dominatedby the extremists.

The division between the moderates and the extremists intews:l.tied
60- Kayban, 8-12, Mordad1358.
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with the disintegration of the MoslemPeople's Republican Part,.. As men-

tioned earlier, the part,. was composedof clerics as well as secular

moderates and was associated with Ayatollah Shariatmadari. In the elections,

while the moderate group which was associated with the Jurist Association

sided. with the liberal parties, the clerical group broke aws::!from the

part,. and joined the IRP. The party however, stood for elections and won

twelve seats, mostly in Azarbaijan. Yet due to manipu.lation by the IRP,

which in cooperation with the clerical faction of the MPRPdeclared the

part,. dissolved, the names of the successful candidates of the MPRPwere

not announced and instead IRP supportes were sent to the CouncU. Already

the liberals were charging the Islamic extremists of seeking to obtain a

monopol,.of power by foul means. Certainly the extremists were not hindered

by ~ beliefs in freedom of elections they might earlier have expressed.

Thus the Constitutional Council was filled by the membersot the extremist

parties. Chaired by Ayatollah Beheshti, the leader ot the IRP, the Council

put aside the draft constitution and prepared its owndratt drawn trom the

conclusions of the clerical Congress of Critics of the draft constitution.

The domination of the Constitutional Council was a major step towards the

future hegemonyof the extremists. Fromthen on, they were to oust the

moderates from the power bloc in three stages which finally led to the fall

of the PRG, the suppression of the MPRPand the ousting ot the first pre-

sident ot the Republic.

Before all this happened, :further events l~ to the strengthening of

the extremists. In response to mounting cri tici81118of their actions during

the Constitutional Council elections, the extremists introduced a press

law which madeany criticism ot the clerical leaders punishable by impri-

sonment. The tirst open conflict between the moderate parties and the~

bazaar-based clerical parties occurred atter a liberal daily paper, AY'an-

degan, which had been critical of the extremists' rise to power, was closed

downby the Revolutionary Guards according to the newpress law. The mode-
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rate parties called for a protest rally during which the Mojahedin ot the

Islamic Revolution, the TowhidParty and the Hezbollah, all south Tehran

organizatioJlB associated with the IRP, clashed with the supporters of the

National Democratic Front, the Radical Movementand the Lawyers Associa-

tion. On the one side there were employees of the Plan Organization, mem-

bers of the Engineers and Jurist Associations and students of Tehran Uni-

versity aDd on the other a crowd ot bazaaris and apprentices mobilized by

the revolutionary cOllllJlittes.The latter arrived trom the south of the cit1

with a truck-load ot bricks to fight the supporters ofAxandesan. The same

crowd with the aid of the Revolutionary Guards, attacked and occupied the

otfices of the Mojahedin and the Fedai1an-e Khalq. The incident further

intensified the war of words between the moderates and the extremists.

Ayatollah Khomeini addressing the membersof the Radical Movem_t said:

"lawyers and intellectuals sa"1 that Islam is no good and want to cause

trouble whereas it was Islam that freed them all. All our problema stem

trom these Westernized intellectuals; the1 will not be allowed to stand
61against Islam." Several of the Ulama issued statements and warned about

the 'danger' of the liberal intellectuals for the Islamic revolution. 62

Another defeat for the moderates camewith the ousting of Hasan Nazih,

chairman ot the oil industry and of the Jurists' Association whowas a

vocal opponent of the interference of the clergy in political affairs.

He was accused of maintaining the 'Westernized experts' within the indus-

tr:r. By August, the PRGwas on the defensive. The Constitutional Council

continued to pass more articles of a full-blooded theocratic constitution

and approved the principle ot the rule of the theologian. As it became

lmownlater, somePRGministers planned to have the Council dissolved in

a 'coup d'etat' but nothing cameof the 'plot'. FromQum, Khomeini. un-~

like his earlier pronouncements, prescribed that the clergy should inc rea-

singly engage in politics. In exasperation Bazargan continued to ask

61- Ettelaat,2 Mordad1358. 62- E.g.Ayatollahs Khonsari andRuhani,Ibid,
15 Mordad1358.
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Khomeinito moveto Tehran so that he wouldbe closer to the centre of

decision-making.

ThePRGhad to deal both with confiicts in the powerbloc and the

ever pressing social question. Strikes and workstoppages were everyday

occurrences and there were clear indications that large segmentsof the

popuJ.ationhad becomedisenchanted with the progress of the revolution.

So far the liberals had sought to demobilize the population. Havingfailed

in this, theY'nowattempted to undertake a mobilization effort by raising

the minimum wagesand passing legislation tor'the exemptionof the lower

classes from taxes and for the redistribution of land amongthe peasant8~3

But with increasing loss of power, the governmentwas not able to ca.rry

out manY'morereforms. Furthermore, the PRGwas ideologically cut oft

from the mass of the population and lacked the necessary organizational

resources to undertake a successful mobilization eftort. On the other

hand, the extremists had so far been concernedwith the consolidation of

their ownpowerposition, without attempting massmobilization. Oneindi-

cation of the growingdiscredit of those in power, was the turn-out ot

voters for elections to provincial and city councils. Barely 10 per cent

of the electorate turned out to vote and there were outcries by the ex-

tremists that the revolution was in danger. The ranks of the revolution

were evidently divided and with dark rumoursof counterrevolutionary

plots circulating, the revolution seemedto be in trouble. It seemedthat

only the extremists had the ideological ability and organizational re-

sources to break through this immobilism.In particular J the personal

leadership of Khomeiniand the powerstructure at the extremists' dis-

posal provided the necessary meansfor massmobilization. Thuswith a

crisis in the powerbloc, the Islamic parties began to step up massmobi-

lization, in order to break from the liberals within the powerbloo and

assert their powerby aligning themselves with the masses. Khomeini's
63- Ettelaat, 4Dey1358.
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appeal carried a strong nationalist orientation. He stepped up his attacks

on U.S. imperialism and attributed all the problemsof the ~evolution

to the machinations of America.There seemedto be a genuine fear that

the revolution might collapse. The Islamic parties mobUized'large pro-

cessions at the sametime that the Shah, tor the first time after bis

departure from Iran, vas admitted to the United States for medical treat-

ment. The extremists stepped up their criticisms ot the moderates for

their 'cooperation' with the imperialists, and on November4, militant

students in Tehran attacked and occupied the U.S. Embassy.This markeda

decisive stage in the struggles betweenthe moderates and the extremists,

for the PRGhad maintained normal relations with the U.S. and Bazarganhad

only recently met an Americanpolitical delegation. Comingunder fierce

attack, Bazargan soon resigned, stating his opposition to the capture of

the nnbassy. The Revolutionary Council took over from the PRGand although

someof the liberals were coopted into subordinate roles, and Bazargan

himself becamea memberof the Revolutionary CouncU, there was no doubt

that someof the internal conflicts of the powerbloc had been resolved

in the interest of the extremists. The governmentof the liberals had

ended in disaster and if the ruin of the revolution waa to be avoided, a

change had to be made.

In the struggle betweenthe extremists and the moderates the files

of the occupied Americannnbassy served as the marker. The stUdents oocu-

pying the Embassytranslated documentsrevealing. the connections between

U.S. officials and the moderates. The documentswere related to the con-

tacts betweenthe constitutional opposition and the Embassybefore the

revolution as well as contacts madeby the PRGand the liberal parties.

The ~eedom Movement,the Radical Movementand the MPRPwere accused of

cooperation with imperialism and somemembersand officials ot the PRG

were either arrested and imprisoned or went into hiding. Of course some
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in negotiations with U.S. otticials before the revolution, but for them

only cheering could be heard.

The occupation ot the Embassyled to the emergence ot the students

as a major power group. In tact, they emerged as a rival of the increas-

ingly poverful IRP and made direct contacts with Khomeini through his son,

Ahmad.Yet the continuing 'revelatiolUS' of the students remained confined

to the Freedom and Radical Movements.This situation vas due to the IRP' 15

success in gradually subduing the Embassypover centre. The seizure of the

Embassyhad been a spontaneous moveby a number of stUdents with different

political persuasions. By declaring support for the students, the IRP

managed to infiltrate into the Embassyand as a result, some of the more

radical students vere gradually expelled and replaced by the revolutionary

guards ot the IRP. Thus the 'revelations' ot the Embassyremained selective

and confined to the moderates.

With the nevly emerged hegemonyof the extremists, a vave ot popu-

lism and radicalism set in. The new regime sought to mobilize the lover

classes and promised to redress their economic grievances. The Revolution-

ary Council vhich had taken over nov began to blame the PRGtor hindering

the advance of the revolution and proposed to take more radical measures,

such as solving the agrarian question, the struggle against 'feudalism',

preventing the flight ot capital and vel fare measares tor the lover classes.

Those criticisms of the liberal policies ot the ~RGvhich used to appear

only in the lettist press, such as the PRG's support for the bourgeoisie,

now tound expression in government papers. Of course, the Revolutionary

Council and its main component, the IRP, had been partners of the PRG, but

now~he IRP vas jumping on the bandvagon ot the new radicalism. The ex-

tremists' declaration of 'war on imperialism' also attracted the support

of the left. The Feda1yan declared their approval of Khomeini's anti-
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imperialist drive and they even pro8cribed demonstrations by unemployed

workers as harmful to the anti-imperialist cause.64

Concerning the question of peasants and landlords, it was nowadmitted

that a major cause of the provincial revolts had been the land issue, and

the silence or indifterence ot the PRG in that regarci- or trequently its

active support tor the landlords. More immediately. a major turn around

occurred on the Kurdish question. The government ordered a halt to all

tighting and Khomeini sent a message to the Kurds in which he said that

within the Islamic Republic, all ethnio minorities would be granted the

right ot selt-rule in internal aftairs. Celebrations were held all over

Kurdestan in support of Khomeini. Clerical leaders ot the IRP were now at

pains to explain that Islam did not support large landownership or •teu-

daliSlll'. that the Islamic principle of mozarei was applicable only in

exceptional cases and that in principle, land belonged to the tiller.

Membersand supporters ot the IRP taking over the Ministry of Agriculture,

nowput torward plans tor Islamic land retorms. Ayatollah Dastgheib COlD-

plaining to the Revolutionary Council, wrote from Shiraz: "Landlords and

teudals have infiltrated high places in the government. The silence ot the

Revolutionary Council is by no means acceptable. Peasants should not wait

tor the government to give them land; they should themselves confiscate

the large estates. ,,65 IRP newspapers nowapprovingly reported contisca-

tion of land by peasants. In Gonbad, the government reportedly confiscated

66large estates ot local landlords to redistribute. them amongpeasants.

Revolutionary Guards and committees which had previously prevented the

confiscation of land by peasants, nowencouraged them to take the land ot

the' feudals'. In Gilan, revolutionary guards joined. the local peasants in

as~g the government to dissolve the five-man commission (formed under

the PRG) which, they claimed, waa composedof local landlords.67

Regarding the industrial working class, the extremists also sought

64-.!S!£, 28 Aban 1358. 65- Kayhan, 6 Dey 1358.
66- Jomhuri-ye Islam1,15 Esfand 135&. 67- Mardom,23 Dey 1358.



to adopt a more radical platform than that of the PRG. The PRG had deci-
ded to abolish the profit-sharing of workers in the recently nationalized
industries, on the grounds that the industries now belonged not to the
employers but to the public. The workers however, continued to demand a
share in the profit. One of the early acts of the Revolutionary Council
after the fall of the PRG was to reintroduce the 1963 profit-sharing law
with little change. As to the workers' syndicates which had emerged du-
ring the revolution, the IRP introduced Islamic councils (shoura) in their
place. The imposition of such councils, which were only to be consultative,
met with some opposition by independent workers syndicates. In response,
the regime while declaring strike. counterrevolutionary, continued to incor-
porate workers syndicates within the ruling party.

The first round of the ousting of the moderates enabled the extrem-
ists to go ahead with the making of their Islamic constitution. The prin-
ciple of velayat-e faghih inserted in the new constitution alarmed the
moderates with a spectre of impending dictatorship. Even after the fall
of the PRG, 17 out of 22 cabinet ministers sent a petition to Khomeini
to drop the principle from the constitution. According to the constitu-
tion, the Islamic Republic was a theocratic state in which sovereignty
originated in God, and in the absence of the Hidden Imam, leadership of
the community was vested in a just and pious theologian whose powers
ranged from the appointment of the council of' gllardians to supervise legis-
lation and the command of the army, to the power"to dismiss the president.
However, the new atmosphere of populism and mobilization, and the fact
that the extremists were more directly in charge of the government, paved
the way for an easy passing of the constitution through a referendum. The
clencal leaders had to give some assurances. Khomeini reassured the nation
that "the faghih will not interfere inappropriately. He will only control
the three powers so that they may not deviate. Velayat is not dictator-
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ship but anti-dictatorship." Whereas in mid-October barely 10 per cent
of the electorate had turned out in the elections to city councils, by
the beginning of December, after stepping up mass mobilization, the turn-

out was 79 per cent. The moderate parties however, did not participate
in the referendum.

The passing of the constitution unleashed the second phase of
struggle between the extremists in power and the active moderate opposi-
tion. While the National Front and the Freedom Movement had been cowed
by the rise of the IRP, the MPRP and its spiritual leader Ayatollah
Shariatmadari put up more resistance to the centralization of power by the
extremists. Before the constitutional referendum was held, Shariatmadari
declared his opposition to Article 110 of the constitution referring to
vela:at-e faghih. In Tabriz, Sharlatmadari' s hometown and religious cons-
tituency, clashes occurred between rival revolutionary committees sup-
porting Shariatmadari and Khomeini. The MPRP had armed revolutionary
committees of its own and mobilized massive demonstrations in Tabriz in

support of Shariatmadari. Crowds took over the whole city with the support
of the local. police, revolutionary guards and the army and the MPRP de-
manded autonomy for Azarbaijan. Finally, revolutionary guards dispatched
from Tehran, seized MPRP offices and committees and arrested party leaders.
Under pressure from religious leaders Shariatmadari withdrew his support
from the party which was declared counterrevolutionary. Eleven party lea-
ders and members were executed and a number of l~ge Tabrizi businessmen
were arrested and imprisoned for supporting and financing the MPRP. As to
Shariatmadari, he becaae confined to his house and was put virtually un-
der house arrest.

So far in the struggle between the moderates and the extremists, it
was the IRP which had emerged victorious. The leaders of the party, inclu-
ding Ayatollahs Beheshti, Ardabili, Kani, Khamenei, Bahonar and Rafsanjani,
controlled the Revolutionary Council, important government ministries, high
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also bad control over the Embassy students who provided a major centre

of power and propaganda. Yet there were more positions of power to be won.

Prior to the presidential elections which were to be held follOwing the

passing of the Islamic constitution, it was widely expected that the

first president of the republic would be one of the leaders of the IRP

and most probably Ayatollah Beheshti. However, the successive victories

of the IRP by fair means and foul had already brought the party the repl.l-

tation of monopolism. In an unexpected moveKhomeini prohibited clerics

from standing in the presidential elections. This seemed to be a response

to the mounting criticism by the moderate parties, as the IRP' s rise to

power had already become too blatant. Although the prohibition disappointed

the IRP leaders, the party did what it could to prevent those moderates

still around from standing in the elections. It was shortly before elec-

tion day that the JlDbassy students issued their documents relating to the

political record of the FreedomMovementand the Radical Movement;Bazar-

gan, Entezam and Maraqii who had declared their candidacy, soon withdrew

from the elections. Several candidates stood for election, including

D. Foruhar, the leader of the Nationalist Party, General Madani, a member

of the National Front and Dr. Sam1, the leader of Jama. Amongthe candi-

dates, the one who stood the best chance of being elected was A. Bani-Sadr,

a close associate of Khomeini. Despite being a memberof the RevolutiOnary

Council and the government, he had managed to reDIain 'untainted' by the

liberalism of the PRGand the monopolism of the IRP. Although in the light

of what was to follow, Bani..sadr would look a mere moderate, he was more

radical than Bazargan and put forward his ideas about a 'godly classless

soci~ty' and 'Islamic economics' which he had formulated before the revo-

lution. Yet 11k. other moderates, Bani-Sadr was critical of the 'monopoly

of power' held by the IRP. From the beginning h. declared 'decentralization
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of power' as one of his major objectives which clearly ran ~ounter to the

tendency of the IEP and the trend of the revolution. The IRP gathered

petitions from merchants and shopkeepers in the bazaar, its main consti-

tuency, against Bani-Sadr's electoral platform of abolishing banking

interest and introducing an 'Islamic banking system'. In this heated

struggle for power the IEP had to withdraw its ownnominee unexpectedly,

because it became lalown that the party's candidate was not a native of

Iran. This was a setback for the party which had to hastily nominate a

new candidate. In any case, Bani-Sadr obtained the majority of the votes

and becamethe first president of the Republic. UponBani-Sadr's election,

howeTer, Beheshti warned of the 'danger of the liberals' and made it clear

that he would oppose Bani-Sadr unless he 'went along with the revolution'.

From the beginning Bani-Sadr becameinvolved in a conflict for power with

the extremists. The Revolutionary Council dominated by the latter still

continued to rule. He sought in vain to curb the power of the revolutionary

courts, committees and guards. In terms of ideology, Bani-Sadr remained

in a limbo between the moderates and the extremists. He was shrewd enough

to change position on such matters as velayat-e faghih which earlier he had

68found unacceptable, 'yet hi. ideological pronouncements drove him closer

to the Islamic radicals, especially the Mojahedin-e Khalq.

Bani-Sadr's election was a victory for the moderates and a setback

for the extremists in that some of the moderate parties which had already

lost ground reappeared on the political scene and the IRP's rapid concen-

tration of power was interrupted. With the elections for the first parlia-

ment of the Republic ahead, the IRP sought to reorganize its forces and

use its electoral skills in order to regain some of the ground lost. Apart

from, controlling the media the party had also already appointed its sup-

porters to provincial and city governorships. These were to prove important

assets for the party during the elections. The IRP formed an 'Islamic

68- Ettelaat, 28 Shahrivar 1358.
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coalition' with eight other Islamic groups including the Tehran Clerical

Society, the Islamic Mojahedin and the Islamic Teachers Society. The can-

didates of the coalition were all IRP members. For the elctions, Bani-
Sadr formed a temporary bureau for the nomination of candidates which

closely cooperated with the FreedomMovementand the National Front. Du-
ring the elections the IRP used all the means available to it to obtain

the majority of the seats. The Revolutionary CouncU and the IRP had

already endorsed the simple majority double ballot system, in order to

put the smaller parties ot the left and the Islamic radicals at a disad-

vantage. During the elections, the IRP made exclusive use of the media,

put its ownsupporters on supervisory boards and dispatched revolutiona.ry

guards to howl downopposition candidatee. In cities where the leftist

parties had influence and following such as Marivan and Sanandaj in Kur-

destan, elections were simply not allowed to be held. Thus the Islamic

coalition, using the revolutionary guards and committees and wielding its

influence amongthe local clergy, managedto obtain the majority of the

seats. Out of 245 deputies elected, 85 were membersof the IRP alone (most-

ly clerics). The IRP deputies once again formed an 'Islamic coalition'

with 45 deputies of the other Islamic parties such as the Tehran Clerical

Society and the Fedaian-e Islam and thus initially held a majority of

130 deputies. Seventy five of the deputies initially emerged as the liberal

faction, including membersot the FreedomMovement,the National Front

and supporters of Bani-Sad.r. Within the liberal faction there were also a

number ot clerics. The lett and the Mojahedin-e Khalq did not obtain any

seats. Soon the Islamic majority faction set up a committee to investi-

gate the credentials of the moderate deputies, initially leading to the

expulsion of three prominent membersof the National Front charged with

cooperation with the old regime.

Although the presidential and parliamentary elections strengthened

the liberal tendency within the power bloc the liberal opposition on the
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whole had been cowed. Parties such as the MPRPand the National Front

retreated into silence. Yet with Bani-Sadr's election, the moderate oppo-

sition had found a strong voice within the power bloc. Bani-Sadr emerged

as the spearhead of liberal and secular opposition to the growing power

of the clerics. The issues over which he found himself in conflict with

the extremists were the same as those which the other liberal parties

had raised, with the difference that Bani-Sadr was the inoumbe.ntof the

highest political office which he owed to popular vote rather than appo-

intment by KhomeiDi.From the beg!nnj ng the fresident' s appointments of

ministers and high officials was disputed by the extremist...dominated

parliament. While Bani._c;adrin his appointments put emphasis on modern

education, for the extremists, the main requirement for political office

was faith in the doctrine of the Islamic revolution i.e., the 'line of

Khomeini'. Bani._c;adr'IS isolation began with the parl1ameDtfs appointment of

M.A. Rejai to premiership (whowas a doctrinaire supporte» of the extrem-

ists) despite Bani-Sadr's objection. Thus the IRP added the executive

power to its domination of parliament, the judicial institutions and the

revolutionary organizations. Bani-Sadr' s support came from the moderate

parties and groups which had gathered in the 'Presidential bureau'. Members

of the Nationalist Party, the National Front and the FreedomMovement~ere

active in the bureau which, according to one of its members''were composed

of literate and intellectual people and those whothought of themselves

as experts. They ridiculed Islam and the Islamic. doctrinaires. ,,69 Faced

with the actual monopolyof power by the IRP Bani-Sadr intensified his

criticiBlll of the extremists in his daily paper, Islamic Revolution. His

opposition to the regime, from a position as high as the presidency was

not 9nly effective in itself, it had also behind it the opposition of the

moderates and the Islamic radical parties. Amongthe political allies of

the President were the Mojahedin Organization and its large young follow-

69- Quoted in Jumhuri-ye Islami, 16 Teer 1360.
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ers. For some time Khomeini had urged the IRP and the Presi.dent to coope-

rate, but Mojahedin support for Bani~adr helped Khomeini in turning

against him. Following the closure of his newpaper by the revolutionary

public prosecutor, Bani~adr called for public 'resistance against the

dictatorShip' as his Mojahedin supporters took to the streets and clashed

with the revolutionary guards. Khomeini interpreted this as revolt against

Islam and dismissed him as Commanderin Chief of the army. Soon after, the

extremist-dominated parliament, surrounded by crowds from the bazaar mobi-

lized by the IRP, proclaimed Bani~adr incompetent to stay in office. Only

20 moderate deputies risked supporting the President and not attending the

session. Somelarge demona~rations occurred in provincial centres in

support of Bani-Sadr and the Mojahedin and Paykar Organizations clashed

with IRP supporters. Bani~adr wrote his will as he became a hunted counter-

revolutionary. The fall of Bani~adr was a major step forward in the rise

of the extremists as it intensified their hostility to the 'line of the

liberals'. Khomeini condemnedthe National Front and the FreedomMovement

as enemies of Islam and 'parties of pagans'. It was vigorously declared

that the aim of the revolution was to create an anti-liberal and anti-

democratic and purely Islamic state. Bani-Sadr's fall was followed by a

new wave of arrests and executions of his supporters, and membersof the

Mojahedin. The Presidential office was taken over by Ayatollah Beheshti,

the leader of the IRP, Raf'sanjan1, the Speaker of parliament ,and Reja!

the Prime Minister. In a rapid chain of events which followed amidst mount-

ing terror and conflict between the extremists and their opponents,

Beheshti, Rejai, several membersof parliament and cabinet ministers were

assassinated in bombexplosiOns which were believed to have been the work

of the Mojahedin and Bani-Sadr's supporters. This marked the coming of the

terror into full operation, as the extremists became even more determined

to dispose of all opponents. If the fall of Bani~adr was the end of the

rule of the moderates, the assassination of Beheshti marked the beginning of



the full ascendancy of the extremists.

The Rule of the Clergy

Having described the political conflicts which ended with the as-

cendancy of the clergy, representing non-liberal fundamental Islam, we

nowarrive at an analysis of the regime they built. The extremists broke

their alliance with the liberals in the power bloc and tried to assert

their power by undertaking mass mobilization and by attempting to solve

the 'social question'. Under the pressures of the masses but within the

restricted capacity of the conservative menof property whodirect the

revolution, the new regime has taken a radical direction.

The revolution has produced a newpower structure dominated by a new

ruling group. The extremists in power are few in number and it is from

amongthe clergy that they are drawn. The clergy number around 80,000 but

are themselves split. In addition to the extremists there are the mode-

rates, the apathetic, and the cautious whodo not have enough confidence

in the continuity of the regime and thus stay out of politics. Thus the

actual numberof the clerics in the ruling party andaffiliated groups,

may be no more than a tew thousand. They are the recruitment pool for the

bureaucracy, the courts and newly established institutions. In the pro-

vinces the new found power is being consolidated by the 'major generals',

the representatives of Khomeiniwhohave authority ove~ old and new

institutions. These representatives, the nation-wide revolutionary guards,
the courts and the local committees, constitute a tight apparatus ot ad-

ministrative and political control which originates in the capital. In

addition, there are several neworganizations such as housing foundations,

rural reconstruction corps and campaignsfor the renovation of the univer-

sities. The revolutionary committees and guards have nowbeen turned into

formal organizations and the extremists make sure that they are discip-

lined and small enough to be able to maintain the fanatical spirt t of the
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revolution.

This consolidation and centralization of powerhas enabled the

extremists to undertake a massivemobilization programme.With the fall

of the liberals, the IRPstepped up massmobilization, markedby the

initiation of land reforms, the incorporation of workersunions into the

party as well as by the attempts to reorganize the bazaar guilds. CertainlY'

the economiccrisis continuing trom before the revolution has swelled the

ranks ot the urban lower classes, who, encouragedby the egalitarianism

of the revolution, demandstrict measuresranging trom the confiscation

of·property to decrees limiting wealth and profit. While the economic

crisis provided the necessary backgroundfor mobilization, it was also the

important role of the party whichfacilitated massmobilization. The new

regime is extending economiccontrol through centralized intervention. The

array of measuresadopted in this regard, includes nationalization of in-

dustries, the 'economicmobilization programme'(whichmeansthe regulation

of production), control over distribution of goods, the anti-profiteering

campaign,price fixing, land redistribution and the councils' movem.ent.

Throughan ideology heavily imbuedwith populist overtones such everyday

events as property siezures are transformed into political symbols. The

ruling party has started a campaignagainst 'liberal tactory ownersand

managers' and has replaced many of these with 'trusted men' from the party.

It has also sought to restrict the role of the private sector in the eco-

nomy.Accordingto the newConstitution there are three economicsectors:

private, cooperative and state sectors, but the regime aims at expanding

the cooperative sector, including rural, production and distribution coope-

ratives.

,The populist ideology of the extremist regime puts emphasison the

mobilization of the worldngclass, the peasantry and the small producers.

Althoughit took the IRPsometimeto learn howto penetrate the workers'
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new demands, the prior existence of bureaucratic-legal controls of wor-

king class and peasant organizations provided a framework for the subor-

dination of these organizations into an authoritarian corporate structure.

The working class movementemerging after the revolution was itself an

unstructured movementlacking any central leadership. Islamic workers'

councils which are encouraged in all sectors are designed to replace

workers' syndicates. The ruling party has established a workers' .secti.on

to encourage the establishment of councils, and the Revolutionary Guards

have created a special bureau for factories. All factory councils in eve-

ry town have been organized into a central council. The articulation of

workers' councils to the regime's ideology' is justified on the grounds

that in Islam, the affairs of the communitymust be conducted on the basis

of the principle of counsel (shoura).

The extremist regime bas also encouraged land redistribution among

peasants since the fall of the PRG.Land distribution committees were

set up and dispatched to the provinces in order to establish peaant coun-

cils and investigate the land issue. According to the government,one milli-

on hectares were temporarily transferred to landless peasants before the

establishment of their legal basis. The clerical Council of GUardians in

the parliament opposed the land redistribution programmebut Kbomeini,

accusing the clerics (whowere, incidentally, appointed by himself to

ensure the conformity of legislation with Islamic law) of preventing the

progress of the revolution, ordered parliament to disregard their views

and go ahead with radical legislation. In fact, immediately after the

revolution, Khomeinihad himself on several occasions confirmed the le-

gality of all landed property but as the revolution took a more radical

direction, he declared that large landed property hadbeen originally ob-

tained through confiscation and had no legal basis. The regime has also

established some 1.5000peaaant councils throughout the country.
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The establishment and mobilization ot guilds and Isl~c societies

in the bazaars which constitute the regime's bedrock ot support, torms

the centrepiece ot the mobilization programme.In Tehran, whichis the

epicentre of the revolution and the stronghold ot the extremists, all

the baz.aarguilds have been organized in the Society of Guilds. The guilds

are also affiliated with the ruling IRPwhichhas established its ownguild

section. Theparty mobilizes its most active supporters, the Hezbollah,

from amongthe guilds to confront opposition rallies. TheHezbollabis are

mostly recruited from the bazaar petty bourgeoisie (small shopkeepers),

have 200 stations in Tehran and are always on the alert to gather and

tight the opponentsof the regime. Thus the traditional complexot the

bazaars, mosquesand religiOUSschools constitutes the social basis of

the extremist regime.

Themobilization ot guUds and peasant and workers' councils torms

the basis ot the populismot the regime. The extremists have picked up

the language of class struggle and take side with the masses against the

'teudals and the bourgeOisie'. To tone downthe language ot class conflict

could deprive themot muchneeded support. Thus Khomeinis&18that "we

will not leave alone all these large properties".70 And the IRPnewspaper

writes that: " the bourgeoisie think that the ownershipot capital has

no limit, oppose executions and confiscation ot property and Bn1 step

taken in the benetit ot the downtrodden.Theypose a danger to Islam and

their elimination is a revolutionary task.,,71 The radicalism ot the ex-

tremists seemsto be the necessary rhetoric ot the present phase ot the

revolution. After the revolution, the liberals in the powerbloc sought

to restore liberalism atter two decades ot corporatist and populist state

ideology under the old regime. This liberalism demonstrated its total

inability to otter a solution tor the soeio-economicquestions and the

absorption ot the demandsot the lower classes. With the powerbloc divi-
70- Jomhuri-;reIslam1, 28 Shahrivar 1360. 71- Ibid, 4 Mehr1360.
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ded, it was imperative that tm'1 attempt to establish stable domination

should require the articulation of the pressures of the lower classes.

However,the major dominant social class within the power bloc itself

is the petty bourgeoisie allied to the lower clergy. Also, in terms of

class ideology the newregime is the regime of the traditional petty

bourgeoisie. Of the 19 membersof the cabinet appointed after the fall of

the PRG, 4 were hojjatolis1ams, 8 were professional menfrom bazaar-cleri-

cal families, 1 was a Tehran bazaar merchant, 1 was a professional man

fran a peasant family and 5 were professionals from newmiddle class

homes.72 The composition of the first parliament of the Republic also

indicates the social basis of the alliance in the power bloc. Out ot 124

deputies tor whombackground information was available, 76 were hojattol-

islams, 17 were tran the bazaar guilds, 28 were doctors, lawyers, tea-

chers, engineers and one writer, 2 were womenand daughters ot clerics,

and one was a worker.?3 The extremist faction which continued to expand,

was mainly composedot the clergy and baza.ar:l.s but there were also doc-

tors and engineers in their ranks. By contrast, the moderate faction which

continued to dwindle, was composedmainly of civil servants, engineers,

doctors and one army general, who were all membersof the moderate par-

ties. Within the liberal faction there were also a numberot clerics.

In terms of class ideology', the ideology' of the Islamic revolution

is basically the continuation ot the Islamic nationalism of the late nine-

teenth century, based on the reaction of the Ulamaand the bazaar to Wes-

tern economicand political penetration. It is intensely anti-imperialist

and its nationaUsm is expressed in terms of Islam. The ideology of the

regime portrays the images and aspirations of small producers, peasants

72- These were Hojattolislams &honar, Khamenei,Kani and Moadikhah;
M.A.: Rejai, B. Ghatur, B. Naban, R, Zavarei, A.. Velayati, M. Lavasani,
H. Shahrestani and M. Kalantari; H.A. Awladi; H. Mosavi; M. Fayazbakhsh,
M.Moqadam,M. Ghandi, H. Aref and M. Manafi, respectively. The back-
ground information was obtained from biographies of ministers published
in various issues of Jomhuri-ve Islami.
73- The backgroundinformation was gathered from Ka..yhanand Jomhuri-ye
Islami, Farvardin and Ordibehesht, 1359.
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and the petty bourgeoisie. According to Ayatollah Mont~er1,

"In an Islamic economy exploitation will cease; the product of
the worker's labour shall belong to himself; the situation of
class exploitation will be ended; all the relations of capita-
lism and exploitation will be destroyed and Islamic regulations
will govern over production, exchange and market. Economic pro-
duction will be put back into the right order." 74

The society that the fundamentalists portray is one in which everybody
is directl.y involved in production and production is on an individual
basis, so that the product directly returns to the individual producer.
The slogan that the product of labour should belong to the labourer pro-
jects a society made up of small producers where each man owns his own
shop, workshop and stall and is capable of supporting his family without
recourse to production on a social scale and to wage labour. At present
the traditional petty bourgeoisie is establishing a firm base, as the
regime puts the emphasis on small production and national economic inde-
pendence.

However, the extremist clergy are more than the representatives of
the traditional petty bourgeoisie and its socio-political order; they are
real men who can be encountered in history. Thus to complement our ana- .

lysis of the revolutionary regime we shall conclude this chapter by look-
ing at the world ot the immediate consciousness of the men who direct the
Revolution. One recent revolutionary slogan catches this immediate con-
sciousness by' portraying the eschatalogy of the Revolution: " The Revo-
lution will continue until the return of the Mahdi." In the eyes of the
extremists the Revolution is heading towards a divine destination and to
that end they have employed terror and have promoted revolutionary virtue.
The aims of the Islamic Revolution are Paksazi (purgation), Bazsazi (res-
toration) and Nawsazi (renovation). The extremists believe that the lin-

gering corruption of the old regime must be exorcized before the new order
can be created; the laws and bases of the fatth which had been suppressed
by the old Taqut (Idolater) regime must be restored; and new organiza-

74-Quoted in E.ttelaat, 29 Mehr 1358.
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tions must be established to reorganize the communityof believers. Both

revolutionary and Shiite asceticism require the eradication of minor

vices in the Islamic Republic. Among.the list of immoral practices which

have evoked suppression are drinking, gambling, semel misconduct and

spreading rumours. Music is banned as 'the opium of the youth', the mini-

IIIWD age for marriage has been lowered and simple marriages are arranged

by revolutionary comad.ttees. In the Islamic Republic, "all civil, penal,

fiscal, economic, administrative, cultural, military, political and other

laws must be based upon Islamic law." (Article 4 of the Constitution).

For the extremists,the Revolution is not a lonely momentin histor.1 but

a link in the nexus of the h1stor.1 to which Shiite consciousness gives

meaning. Thus in bringing about the kingdomof God, the extremists are

rigidly deteministic; they believe that what is happening here below is

part of the second coming of the Mahdi. They think that they are the

elect, destined to carry out the will of God in preparing the second

coming. And if there is conflict and bloodshed so much the better, for

Shiite mythologr also has it that the second coming of the Mahdi will be

itself a bloody revolution in which water-mills will be turned by cur-

rents of blood shed by the sword of the Imam. In this image ImamKhomei-

ni thinks of himself as the instrument of Godleading not a nationalist

revolution but a crusade against the forces of the Devil. And this is

confirmed in the predictions lett from the Shiite saints and doctors of

divinity. A Qum clerical newpaper has researched the Traditions and pre-

dictions of the Prophet and the Imamsand has presented the following

account about the nature and the future of the Revolution.

"According to the Traditions of the Prophet and the Imamscon-
cerning the Revolution before the coming of the Lord of the
Age quoted in Bahar 01 Anvar (volume 60, chapter 36), 'The
Awa!ted Mahdi' (chapter 24) and 'On Ava!tine; the Imam'-rpage
145) it is foreordained that: "There will rise a great man
from Qum. Hewill call on the people to turn towards Truth and
he will be helped by a number of brave men solid like moun-
tains, fearless of war and reliant on God, whowill carr:! black
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nags. Theywill call on the tyrant of the day to obey Islamic
laws but he will not accept. Then they will take arms, fight
with the enemyand give martyrs until the tyrant is defeated.
They then begin to impJ.ementGod's laws. QuID will emerge as the
centre of virtue and knowledge and the newswill spread to peo-
ple in east and west and to manand to genie and even to women
in harems untU the truth of Islam and Shiiam is proved to eve-
ryone. The tyrants of earth will forget Qum as they will forget
God but this is near the reappearance of the Hidden Imamand
the menin Qum are the deputies of the Imamand will rule until
the Imam will take charge of the state. Then the Imam will take
revenge from all those whodisobeyed the righteous men of QuID. ,,75

The menof Qum thus believe that the Revolution is following a course

which no mere human being can alter, least of all those whooppose the

Republic. Hence the opponents are not just mistaken men or political

enemies rut sinners whostand in the wa::!of the realization of God's will

and hence must be dealt with according to the religious code of sin. As

ImamKhomeiDisa::!s, toleration of the opponents of Islam is not only an

injustice to the believers but also harmtul to the opponents themselves

for the longer they live the more corruption they create on earth and

the more damned they become. The acts of the opponents can but make the

triumph of the Islamic Republic greater for as the extremists argue, the

righteousness of the Republic is evident from the fact that there is so

muchopposition to it by 'the corrupt on earth'.

The Revolution is thus seeking to build the state in the image of

this mythology by legitimizing political authority with an old-new con-

cept. The new source of legitimacy introduced by the newConstitution is

not a diff'use religious legitimization of power as had existed before.

Rather it is constituted in a definite principle which invests power

exclusively in the religious leaders. As such it is the implementation

of the Shiite political theory and the establishment of the Shiite uto-

pian state proper. As already noted, Shiiam was itself a political oppo-
~

sition movementin Islam and although it later became the official reli-

gion of the state in Iran, its political ideals were never implemented.

75- Barresi (weekly), Q;um Publications, no. 6, Khordad 1358.
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The main point of Shiite opposition concerned the qualities of the poli-

tical leader. Accordingly it was only the Imam, a descendent of the Pro-
phet, whocould be accepted as the ruler. In the absence of the Hidden

Imamthe Ulamawere considered as His general agency and the community

had to follow the most learned amongthem. Now,the Islamic Revolution has

institutional:ized this concept of authority in the principle of the 'rule

of the theologian' (vela.yat-e faghih) as the agency of the Imam. Accor-

ding to this, authority originates in Godand is vested in the Rahbar

(the leader)through the institutions of Imamatand Velayat. According to

the Constitution, "the Islamic Republic is a system based upon 1) faith in

God as the source of sovereignty and legitimacy; 2) divine revelations

and their basic role in legislation." (Article 2) And "in the absence of

the Hidden Imam the administration of affairs and the leadership of the

nation is vested in a just, pious, brave and thoughtful theologian."

(Article 5) In case the eligible theologian who "emerges and is accepted

by the majority of the people" does not emerge, then "the experts elected

by the people shall confer about all those eligible for leadership and

shall introduce one whanthey find outstanding, or they may introduce

three to five theologians as membersof the council of leadership." (Arti-

cle 107) The leader is accorded extensive powers by the Constitution, si-

milar to the powers that a tzoaditionaJ. Imamwould have. They include: "1)

the appointment of the Council of Gurdians, which is held in parliament

in order to ensure the conformity of legislation with the Constitution

and the Islamic law. It is composedof six theologians appointed by the

leader and six jurists approved by parliament; 2) the appointment of the

membersof the High Judicial Council; 3) the commandof the armed forces;

4) tpe endorsement of the president after his election. The eligibility

of presidential candidates must be endorsed by the Council of Guardians.

5) the dismissal of the president on the recommendationof the Supreme
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court or parliament; 6) clemency and commutionof punishmen:t." (Article

110) Parliament does not legally exist in the absence of the Council of

Guardians half of whosemembersare directly appointed by the leader. The

theologian also controls the judiciary through the appointment of the

Chief' Justice of the SupremeCourt. In view of this overwhelmingpower

of the theologian it is evident that the newConstitution is not a 'repub-

licanized' version of the 1906 Constitution, for the basis of authority

and legitimacy differ in the two texts. In the newConstitution, autho-

rity originates in God rather than in the nation, and the centrality of

parliament is reduced. This more extensive and elaborate power is provided

by the dicates of a more absolutist ideology than that of the Constitu-

tional Revolution.

With this theocratic constitution as its base of legitimacy, a party

of true believers as its crusaders and newcoercive institutions under its

control, the regime of the Islamic Revolution has thus consolidated its

power. It is held together by its coercive capacity, increasing interven-

tion in the economyand its ability to mobilize the population. In this

new alliance, religion, apart from anything else, is a power resource at

the disposal of the regime. The alliance of the old regime had been made

possible by the economicresources enabling it to adopt policies of eco-

nomic gratification and to control classes economically. In turn the sta-

bility of the old regime was disrupted by an economic crisis which affected

its economicpower resource. The power resource of the newregime is of a

different nature relating to the consciousness of menwhich makes the

omnipresence of the revolutionary regime complete.
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Conclusion

It has been the purpose.ot this study to furnish an explanation,

and provide an understanding ot revolution and political. change in Iran.'

Our tocus has been essentially on social classes and class contlict. In

this wehave tried to capture the complexities ot the political situa-

tion in Iran rather than anaJ.yseisolated aspects in detail. The follow-

ing are the central. themes and conclusions of the study.

1) Webave put our emphasis on periods of change rather than the

short periods ot stability and continuity, because in Iran, as in any

other society undergoing a process ot rapid social and political. trans-

formation, the essence ot its politics can be grasped only by expl.ain:!ng

the discontinuity and change. This process ot rapid changewas initiated

b;y the Constitutional Revolution whichmarkeda break in the social and

political history ot Iran and ushered in the modernera. In general,

revolutions tend to create divisions in the society, polarizing it at its

very heart. Since the time of the Constitutional Revolution, Iranian

society has remaineddivided and has been in a process ot continued

conflict tor power. The aftermath ot that Revolution has witnessed a

persisting proliferation ot powercentres and sources of leg:Ltimacy.The

divisions resulting from the revolution were a refiection ot the process

of differentiation which occurred in the polity prior to that revolu-

tion. In the main, this was caused by the expanSionof the world capita-

list econolllY'and the incorporation ot Iran into the Westerncapitalist

system of exchange, in spite of the contimled political independenceof

the country. The resul.ting socio-economicchanges created pressures for

a reconstructing of society. The absolutist political system was no lon-

ger in line with the newly emergingsocio-economicstructure and finally,

the contradiction betweenthe political-legal superstructure and the
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time, the ideals of liberalism and the exampleof Europeunderminedthe

legitimacy of the traditional polity and provided a newformula for a

newpowerstructure. Prior to the revolution, there was no established

feudal system in Iran and there was no sharp distinction between the

bourgeoisie and the landed class; they were both related to land and

participated in commerce.But the political system was despotic in that

there was no established right to private property in land, the main

meansof production. The Constitutional Revolution broke the structure

of total power, divided the absolutist state into a civ:U society and

the political state and established a capitalist legal superstructure.

But the expansion of the capitalist modeof production in Iran had two

interrelated yet contradictory effects. On the one hand it resulted in

a partial structural convergencebetweenthe Iranian social structure

and Western capitallsm. The emergenceof landed private property, the

constitutional system of governmentand a newclass of modernintelli-

gentsia were the consequencesof this partial convergence•. On the other

hand it resulted in a partial divergence, in the form of a reaction

against this developmentleading to the emergenceof Iranian national-

ism. The social base of this nationalism was the traditional petty b0ur-

geoisie whosepetty cODlDOditymodeof production was being undermined

by the onset of Westerncapitalism. As a protest movement,the early

Iranian nationalism was expressed in terms of the dominantcultural form,

the religion of Islam. The expansion of Western economicinfluence while

weakeningthe economicsubstructure of the society, curiously streng-

thened the cultural-religious superstructure. TheUlamaand the bazaar

petty bourgeoisie asserted themselves against the cultural and economic

influence of the \>/estand emergedas the bastion of indigenous national-

ism. Thus late nineteenth-century Iran witnessed fundamental changes in

the social structure and formative developmentsin national consciousness.0
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2) Once the conjunction of economioand ideological Qhanges

brought about the revolution, a plurality of social. classes and politi-

cal torces began to occupy the power bloc and shape the emerging state

in their struggles. The central theme of this study has been the tunda- -

mental crisis of the power bloc, which has remained fiuid given the

proliferation ot power and sources ot legitimacy atter the revolution.

The continuous political-ideological class conflict for power and the

crisis of the power bloc prevented the emergenceot a viable state

structure in Iran following the collapse of traditional absolutism. This

was due to the absence of collaborative class relations and of long-term

class hegemonywhich prevented the development ot a dominant political

ideology. Apart t.rom the existence of several class ideologies which

since the Constitutional. Revolution have formed the ideological cons-

tellation in Iran, a major characteristic ot political authority in mo-

dern Iran is the disintegration of royal and religious authority which

throughout the centuries had legitimized the political system. In pre-

Islamic Iran, the Shah was also the ultimate religious authority, to the

extent that whenthe Sassanid empire fell, Zoroastrianism and the whole

religious hierarchy also collapsed. In the Islamic era, Iran emerged

once again as a nation in the sixteenth century under the Safavids,

who combinedroyal and religious (Shiite) authority. Under the Qajars

a rift began to emergebetween the Mosqueand the State. Since then,

royal authority has not been able to sustain itself ideologically with-

out the sanction of religiOUS authority. The Pahlavis sought to comple-

ment royal authority with modernlegitimizing formulae such as develop-

mentalism and secular nationalism. Thus even whenthe element in power

was'royal-bureaucratic, there was still no viable and unified legiti-

mizing formula. In fact, the royal court presented its O~ln corporatist

ideology by articulating elements of the existing class ideologies. That

the court had no absolutist pretensions and sought to legitimize its
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teenth-century corporatiBt social thought, showsthe extent to which

royal. authority as such had been eroded. Given the ideological. frag-

mentation, no state as a viable organization based on a dominantideo-

logy and class collaboration emerged.

3) Thus the main characteristic of modernIranian history is the

fact that the liberal. regimewhichwas to be produoedby the Constitu-

tional Revolution did not becomeestablished, due mainly to socio-econo-

Mic reasons. The abrupt demise and replacement of incipient liberalism

by corporatist authoritarianism may have had manycauses. Undoubtedly,

the emergenoeof authoritarianism was facilitated by the historical

legacy of patrimonia11 SID and oriental despotism. Dueto the absence of

feudal decentralization, the contractual theories of political obligation

did not emergein Iran. Within the capitalist sooial formation, however,

the recurrent crises of the capitalist economyand the inability of the

liberal system to cope with the economioproblemsof growthand infla.-

tion and to solve 'the social question', signifioantly contributed to

the emergenceand consolidation of authoritarian-corporate rule, creat-

ing strong incentives for economiointervention by the state. In fact

authoritarian rule emergedat the junctures of economiocrisea whenone

segmentin the powerbloc broke with the other segments and undertook

massmobilization. Thus modernIranian politics has witnessed major

mobilization efforts. The intensity, tempoand structuring of these

efforts have dependedon the depth of the crisis and the extent to which

relations within the powerbloo have been non-collaborative. The emer-

gence of this politics of mobilization was facilitated by the separation

of the military-royal official.dom from the merchant and landed interests.

Thus, given that there was little collaboration amongthe segmentsin the

powerbloo, the exploitation of the economiccrises for the purpose of
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effecting a transformation in the powerbloc and mobilizing the lower

classes becamedistinctly possible. The 1921-41period did not produce

a politics of mobilization but RezaShah's authoritarian rule was great-

ly enhancedafter the 1930depression, leading to the emergenceof state-

capitaJ.ism and economicintervention. The economicproblemsof growth

and innation in the earlY' 1960's promptedthe emergenceof the autho-

ritarian corporatist regime, and the deeper economiccrisis of the mid-

19'70' s led to an intensification of authoritarian rule towards populist-

fascism. This economiccrisis not onlY'stimulated the overthrowof the

monarch:ybIt also jeopardized the prospects for political consolidation

after the revolution, prcmpting the fall of the liberals and the rise of

popullsmunder the clergy. On the whole, the liberal-constitutional

system did not becomeestabl1shed and instead modernIranian politics

has been one of authoritarian rule and massmoM1i zation.

4) In accounting for the fall of the authoritarian regime and the

revolution ot 1979weused a conception that brought together several

elements which bY" themselves were insufficient conditions for the occu-

rrence and success of the revolution. In particular, the genesis of mass

economicgrievances, the emergenceot somefundamental contJ.icts of inte-

rest betweenthe upper class and the state and the possibilitY' of mobi-

lization and the articulation ot mass grievances were emphasized.Thus

we have treated the revolution as a conjuncture ta.ld.nginto account the

constituting interests ot the state, conflict for power, mobilization

and political alliances. The significance of this conception of revolu-

tion as a primarily political event becomesevident whenit is contrasted

to modernanti-political theories of revolution which divert attention
1f1"Olll the political conjunctural nature of revolutionary situations.

1- Themoderntheories of revolution fall into twomain categories:
psychological and functionalist sociological. J. Davies, WhenMenRe-
volt and \Ybx.(NewYork, The Free Press, 1971.), Ted Gurr, ~lhyMen
Rebel. (Princeton, 1970.), I. Feierabend, et al (eds.) Anger. Violence
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structural ones to the moreproximate and political ones. The distant

causes included the conflict for hegemonyin the powerbloc, especially

the conflicts of interest betweenthe bourgeoisie and the bureaucracy

and the mobilization efforts by the regime. Themoreimmediatecauses

included the economiccrisis, political liberalization, political alli-

ances against the regime and the disintegration of the regime's foreign

support. Theconvergenceof these CauBea together with the emergenceof

a newideological trend, the resurgence of Islam as a political ideology

and its spread amongsta segmentof the modernintelligentsia, brought

about and determinedthe course of the Islamic Revolutionof 1979.

5) Followingthe revolution of 1979, the powerbloc was occupied

by the liberal parties and the Islamic f'undamentalist parties to the

exclusion of both the Islamic Radical and the leftist parties. The revo-

lution was faced with conflicts both within and outside the powerbloc.

The Islamic Radical and leftist parties called for radical socio-economic

changesbut the bourgeoisie in powerconsidered the revolution as a mere

political affair. Within the powerbloc the liberals sought to establish

their hegemonyagainst the f'undamentalist groupings but they were un-

able to do 80 for several reasOll8.The liberals wereunwilling and inca-
and Politics: Theories and Research. (EnglewoodCliffs, 1972.), D.
Schwartz, 'Political Alienation, ThePsychologyof Revolution's First
Stage', in Ibid, and D. Morrison, 'SomeNotes Towardsa Theoryof Rela-
tive Deprivation, Social Movementand Social Change', AmericanBehavio-
ral Scientist, vol.XIV,1971: 675-90, amongoth~r worksbelong to the
first category. ex, Johnson, RevOluti0r:rf Change. (Boston, 1966), N.
Smelser, Theon of Collective Behaviour. NewYork, 1963.) and
M.Hagopian,ThePhenomenonof Reyplution.(NewYork, 1974.), belong to
the second category. Thepsychological theories have sought the cause of
revolution in men's 'psychic disorder' and individual frustration. In the
samevein, the functionalist approachexplains revolution as patholOgies
of the bodypolitic and seeks its cause in the state of 'disequillbrium'
and 'dissynchronization'. Thepsychological theories suffer from two
baSic fiaws. First, they assumean automatic relationship betweena
hypothetical state of anger and the eruption of violence. Secondly, they
take it for granted that violence is the sameas revolution. The function-
alist theories assumethat SOciety is like somehypothetical systemand
then they analyse the systemwhichis madeup. Theydeal neither with the
constituent interests of the society nor with the world of immediatecon-
sciousness.
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pable of moM]:I zing the lower classes and they relied ex~lusively on

the bureaucracyof the old regime. The liberal parties were small and

elite-dominated parties with few links to the rural and urban masses

and they lacked organizational resources and a broad social. base. They-.

were aJ.so faced with a grave economiccrisis whichcould not be solved

by the liberal. economicpolicies. Gathering strength, the Islamic :t\m-

damentalist parties broke with the liberals and undertook a massive

mobilization effort. They built newpowerarrangementsand institutions

and established their own hegemony,creating a corporatist populist

regime. The ideology of the Islamic revolution is the indigenous Iran-

ian national:lsm, expressed in terms of Islam, whichemergedat the turn

of the century. Its social. base is the bazaar petty bourgeoisie which

constitutes the regime's active base of support. The ideology of the

revolution has an anti-Western and anti-capitalist character and ex-

presses the bitter hostility of the petty bourgeoisie towards the modern

capitalist world and its social. and cultural features. Islam as the

culture of the petty bourgeoisie gives expression to its economiccon-

ditions. The ideology ot the revolution portrays a society madeup of

small producers in whichevery individual. is the ownerot his ownwork-

shop and there is no need for wage-labour. Theruling values in the

Islamic Repllblicare not thus, the values of the economicalJ.ydominant

class or ot the capitalist social formation. The revolution has trans-

ferred state powerto a newclass and has introduced a newpolitical.

ideology for the establishment of a newsociety. The theocratic Shiite

idea of the indivisibility of lay and religious powerhas been pIlt into

practice. The revolution is the expression of the local economyand the

national consciousness; thus it is a petty bourgeois nationalist revo-

lution. Undoubtedlythough,the revolution has led to a changein the

social. location of political powerand has brought about a newpolitical

order whichis still in the making.
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Ette1aat, main daily, Tehran, 1m-81.

Ettehad-e Chap, weekly journal of the Organization for the Unity of the
Lett, 1§79:80.
Jomhuri-ye Is1ami, 1979-82, the organ of the Islamic Republican Party.

Jonbesh, daily, published by A.A. Raj Seyed Javadi, 1979-81.

Jonbesh-e Kargari, weekly organ of the Organization for the Creation
of a Working Class Movement, 1979-80.

Journal of Labour and Social Insurance, weekly, published by the Minis-
try of Labour, the Social Insurance Organization, 1965-78.

!E, weekly, the organ of the Fedaian-e Khalq Organization, 1979-82.

Kayhan, a main daily, Tehran, 1973-82.

Khalg, the political and theoretical organ of the Ranjbaran Party, 1979.

London Economist, 1973-80.

Lapjan, weekly, journal of the workers of Mobarekeh in Esfahan, 1979.

Mardom, daily newspaper of the Tudeh Party, 1979-81.

Mobarez, the organ of the Organization of the Militant \-Iorkers of Iran,
1979W80.

Mojahed, daily newspaper of the Mojahedin-e Khalq Organization, 1979-80.

Omid-e Farda, weekly organ of the Organization of Democrat Students,1979.

Ommat,weekly organ of the Jama Party, 1980.

Paygam-e Emruz, dai1y, Tehran, 1979-80.

Paykar, weekly organ of the Paykar Organization, 1979-81.



P~kar-e Khal9t biweekly, organ of the Revolutionary Marxist Group, 1979-19 • .
Pishtaz, journal of the Progressive Workers of the Oil Industry, 1979.
Rahai, weekly journal of the Organization of Communist Unity, 1979-81.
Rah-e Kargar, weekly, the organ of the Mobarezin-e Rah-e Kargar, 1979-81.
Ranjbar, newspaper of the Ranjbaran Party, 1979.

Riga-ye Gel, weekly, the organ of the Kurdish Fedaian-e Khal.q, 1979-81.
Setad, journal of the Organization of the Revolutionary Mass of Students,
1979.
Shuresh, weekly, the organ of the Kurdish KumaJ.a Party, 1980.
Shoura-:ye Hambastegi, weekly, the organ of the Solidarity Council of
the Ethnic Nationalities, 1979-80.
Tehran Economist, weekly, 1965-78.
Tufan, weekly, the organ of the ColDlllWlistParty of the Workers and Pea-
sants of Iran, 1979-82.
Tufan, biweekly, the organ of the Marxist-Leninist Organization of Tutan,
1979:81.
Turkoman Sabra, newssheet of the Central Peasant Union of Turkoman
Sabra, 1988.
Zahmatkeshan, weekly, the journal of the United Workers of the Steel
Industry, 1979.


